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1~. Introduction

This report is directed towards the very new area of materials
science which is concerned with the preparation and characterization of
synthetic metals, many of which contain no atoms of any metallic element
in their chemical constitution. The three main presently known classes and
their potential technological significance will be described. One of the
classes also encompasses a series of ~~

— and n— semiconductors.

Although there is no lemediate obvious application of these systems to
ultraminiaturization of electronic devices, it would appear they warrant
considerable further investigation and evaluation by specialists in the
field of electronic devices.

The motivation for producing new conductors is in part a desire to
achieve unusual, or even unprecedented, materials properties of technological
importance. Metallic conductors are based on open—shell atoms, while non-
metallic compounds typically exhibit covalent or polar bonding based on
closed shells. Since open—shell electronic bands are a prerequisite for
any conductor, molecular or polymeric conductors will almost certainly be
unusual chemically. The stabilization of interacting open—shell non-m etals
in a solid, so as to prevent the exclusive formation of polar—covalent bonds ,
is an enormously challenging task. On the other hand, recent developments
with doped polythiazyl, (SN) , and polyacetylene, (CU) suggest that the
judicious incorporation of e’ectron donating and withd~awing groups nay
yet provide a fairly general scheme for achieving incompletely filled bands,
as required for conductors.

The stabilization of partly—filled bands In nonmetallic conductors is
primarily a chemical and structural problem. The synthesis, characteriza-
tion , optimization and exploitation of conducting systems provides many
opportunities for both experimental and theoretical studies. When nonmetallic
open—shell systems are available, traditional chemical ideas about crystal
packing, about isoelectronic substitutions, or about analogous reactions
have generated essentially all of the currently known “fanilies” of molecu-
lar metals. These have been derived from a few conchctors that were ori-
ginally prepared for other reasons. Finding new conductors among nonmetallic
elements or compounds will consequently demand great ingenuity, with only
very modest theoretical suggestions. On the other hand, the theoretical
appreciation of the role of dimensionality in phase transitions and in mag-
netic phenomena has greatly increased interest in model compounds, whose
experimental study has further enriched theory.

The bulk properties of most known conducting polymers are quite different
from their intrinsic crystal properties. These bulk properties typically
reflect the state of crystallite aggregation as much as the crystallite
properties. For example, a variety of indirect measurements indicate metallic
conductivity for (SN) and for doped (Cli) in directions in which d.c. con-
ductivity measurementi indicate a non—metallic temperature dependence. This
difference between bulk and intrinsic properties, which includes everything
from mechanical strength and environmental stability to superconductivity,
is a consequence of gross structural inhomogeneity in these materials. As
a result, basic uncertainties exist in our knowledge of their fundamental
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materials properties, which limit our ability to understand their polymer
physics and to optimize their properties for possible applications.

This report concentrates on three presently known classes of metallic
compounds derived from non—metals, namely those based on (SN) , (Cli) and
graphite. X x

II. Critical Assessment of Existing Knowledge in the Field

A. (SN) and Derivatives1

Polythiazyl , “polymeric sulfur nitride,” is the first example of a cova-
lent polyme~ cont!inin; ~o metal atoms which has been shown to be a conducting
((Y.~~.s5 X 10 ohm nm L) and a superconducting polymer (T

~~
0.3K) . Electrical

conCacts can be made with metal clips or by silver paint. These unique elec-
tronic properties have opened up new vistas for the scientific investigation
of potentially conducting polymers. Currently available (SN)

~ 
consists of

golden crystals made up of crystalline aicrofibrils which are fully oriented
in a cosmon chain direction, but poorly coupled together electronically.
Gross twinning occurs and about 20% of the chains Lu each microfibril are
in defect positions. However, band structure calculations based on the ideal
(SN) structure have led to a semi—quantitative understanding of its proper-
ties ; in particular (SN) has been shown to be an anisotropic semi—metal ,
stabilized against the P~ierls distortion by interchain interactions. (SN)
crystals may be conveniently sublimed at ca 150 C and cohesive golden film~
may be condensed on room—temperature substrates of plastics, metals, glass,
etc. These films are also highly conducting. Completely aligned epitaxial
films can be deposited on appropriately “scratched” plastic or glass surfaces.
These show highly anisotropic electrical and optical properties. The films
on flexible substrates are also completely flexible and may be bent without
cracking. (SN) crystals and films are stable in air for extended periods.

Presently, the only known conducting derivatives of (SN)
~ 

are obtained
by part ial oxidation with halogens and interhalogens . Of these compounds
(SNB r0 4~x has been the most thoroughly investigated . This material exhi-
bits an order of magnitude higher conductivity than (SN) and other in-
terest ing electronic properties. However, details of the cry~tal structure
and the role of bromine are not yet entirely clear. Halogen derivatives of
(SEx have been obtained also by halogenation of S

4N4 
which eliminates the

intermediate synthesis of (SN)
~
.

B. (CU) and Derivativ es2

Polyacetyle ne , (CR) , is the simplest possible conjugated organic po1y—
aer and is therefore of Xspeciaj fundamental interest. It way be prepared
in cia— or trans—iso ineric forms as silvery , polycry sta lline , flexible films
by the polymerizati on of acetylene gas , C at ca 1 atm . pressure using a
Ziegler catalys t at temper atures ranging prom —78~E to ca l5O C. Low t emp—
*For c~~pa rison , t~. conductivity , a, of mercur y at 5room~~espe1atu re is ca
1 x 10 ohm~~ cm and that of copper is ca 6 x 10 ohm c~~

~~~~ - ___—
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erature polymerization conditions favor the formation of films of the cis—
isomer which can be subsequently isomerized to films of the trans—isomer by
heating at ca 200°C for 2 hours in an inert atm~sphere or in vacuo. Cis—
rich films have a tensile strength of ca 3 kg/ann and can be stretched to
3—4 times their original length at room temperature. Electron microscopy
studies show that the as—formed (CR) films consist of randomly oriented
fibrils (typical fib5il diameter of few hun~red angstroms). The bulk den—
city is ca 0.4 gm/cm compared with 1.2 gm/cm as obtained by flotation tech-
niques. This shows that the polymer fibrils fill only about one—third of
the total volume. In the absence of added deoxidant the films slowly undergo
oxidation in air during several days. Oxidation may be prevanted by covering
with appropriate polymer lacquers, etc. Both isomeric forms are semiconduc—
tors; however, through chemical doping, their electrical conductivity may be
controli.ably varied over an extraordina~~ 13 o~ders1

of magnitude with prop9—
ties ranging from semiconducting (a<lO ohm cm ) to metallic (a>l X 10
ohm~~ cm~l)*. Electrical contacts to the films may be made by metal clips
or by “Electrode” (graphite dispersed in a polymer “cement”). The metallic
state is preserved down to at least 40 mK. Studies of the chemical stability
and electrical conductivity of the doped films at room temperature are pre-
sently being undertaken. The semiconductor to metal transition occurs at a
few mole percent dopant concentration. Both electron acceptors (e.g. t2~Br2, A5F5, AgClO4, etc.) and electron donors (e.g. Li, Na, K, etc.) can be
used to yield ~—type or n—type material respectively. The (CR) films can
be partially chain—aligned by mechanical stretching and may also be doped.
Such films exhibit anisotropic electrical and optical properties with an in-
crease in conductivity in the direction of alignment of up to one order of
magnitude. Preliminary band structure calculations suggest that (CH) is an
anisotropic semiconductor with a small band gap (leV) but with wide conduc-
tion and valence bands (5—10eV in the chain direction). Presently available
(CH)

~ 
is morphologically complex and is not well understood.

C. Graphite Intercalation Compounds3

Graphite can be readily intercalated with a variety of electron acceptor
or donor species to give solid materials which are generally unstable in air
unless surrounded by a protective material. Graphite and its intercalates
exhibit interesting anisotropic two dimensional properties in contrast to the
more one—dimensional properties of (SN) and (CU) . The electronic properties
of intrinsic graphite crystals are reasonably welt established with one main
exception: the specific effects of crystal defects on the scattering mechanism.
Both donor and acceptor intercalation compounds of graphite with a wide variety of
interesting electronic properties have been made. Three general properties of these
compounds which ar~ of particular interest are mentioned below.

(1) Acceptor (e.g. RNO , SbF5, AsP , Br2) compounds have higher in—plane electrical conductivity (a :106 oha~
1 cm~~) than thedonor (e.g. K , Cs , Rb) compounds (aRT~

l0 o~~ —l cm~~).

(2) Th. maximum in—plane conductivity occurs at a stage higher than one
in acceptor compounds.

5For coi~paris1n, t~e conductivity , a, of mercury at5room_~
P~p9ature is ca

1 x 10 ohm om and that of copper is ca 6 x 10 ohm cm

~~~~~~~~~~~~
_ _ _ -_ _ -  

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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(3) There is an increase in anisotropy (ratio of in—plane conductivity
to conductivity normal to the planes) which accompanies increased in—plane
conductivity. For example, with AsF5 doping, 

an exceedingly large anisotropy
of .106 is observed .

In general, the donor (group I) compounds are better understood than
the acceptor compounds but the acceptor compounds appear to have the poten-
tially more interesting properties, e.g. high electrical conductivity and
anisotropy.

III. Scientific and Technological Potential

A. (SN) and Derivatives~

(SN) is a unique material and has served as a model compound for under—
stand ingXthe metallic and superconducting properties of polymers. (SN)
and its derivatives have scientific and possible technological potential.
It does not appear likely that high superconducting transition temperatures
will be achieved with polymers unless novel methods for increasing the
electronic density of states are discovered. (SN) films have been used
in the formation of Schottky barrier photovoltaic ~evices. Other potential
technological applications are under investigation.

B. (CU)1 and Der ivatives2

The scientific potential of doped (cli) derives from the fact that this
new class of materials has by far the highest conductivity of any known
organic polymer. It may also be doped (either 2— or n—) to give semicon—
ducting films. An understanding of the conduction and doping mechanism and
the effect of alignment on the electrical and optical properties presents
fundamental scientific challenges. .2—n junctions having typical rectifier
diode characteristics have been prepared by pressing together films of

and 
~

_ (CU)
~~
. A photovoltaic effect has been observed with an

,2—Si/2— (cH)1 heterojunction. Furthermore, the ease of fabricating large
sheets of 

~—n junction (CR)~ 
films suggests possible use for terrestrial

solar cells, etc.

C. Graphite Intercalation Compounds3

On the scientific level these compounds have significant potential for
improving our understanding of anisotropic two dimensional systems in which
electrical conductivity and anisotropy can be controlled over wide ranges.
Stage 3 graphite—SbF

5 has a conductivity comparable to the best elemental
metal at room temperature. As far as technological potential is concerned,
three areas can be mentioned:

(1) Stage 3 graphite—SbF5 can be swaged into a practical wire form, whenprotected with a_thin sheath of copper, having a room temperature conductivity
of 6.5 x 10 ohm cml. Fo~ com?arisou, the room temperature conductivity
of copper is ca 6 x 10 ohm can . In addition , the conductivity decreases
less rapidly with increasing temperatures than for th~ best elemental metals.
The stage 3 compound has density less than 3 graas/cm~ so that considerableweight saving is possible compared to copper.

— - — — ~~~~~~~~~ - 

-
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(2) The electrical conductivity of graphite fibers of the kind used to
reinforce epoxy composites can also be increased by intercalation, while
maintaining their high strength and elastic modulus. Conductivities of
1 x lO~ ohm4 cm 1 have been obtained and values as high as that of copper
are forecast. These high conductivity fibers have been incorporated into
epoxy composites which then demonstrate an increase of conductivity of about
a factor of ten. The electrical conduction of the composite suggest in-
creases applications that require high strength, light weight and conduc-
tivity such as aircraft structural members, large antennae and others.

(3) On intercalation with acceptors, the reflectivity of graphite on
the c face — the outside surface of graphite fibers — is increased to sub-
stantially 100% in the infrared (specifically at the 10.6 u laser wavelength) .

IV. Useful Research Directions for Universities and Industry

From past experience it has been observed that technology advances by
quantum j umps when either new materials or new techniques have become
available. In the previous sections, it has been shown that completely
new types of metallic conductors and semiconductors are becoming available
and several potential applications based on laboratory studies have been
presented. What is now required is further basic research on these materials
to explore the breadth of the field while at the same time carrying out
in—depth research on carefully—chosen aspects which appear to be of particu-
lar importance.

Academic institutions should be encouraged to do what they can do best
(basic research) and industry should be encouraged to do what it can do best
-(~pplication of new knowledge to technology). A faculty member at an
academic institution can do first class fund~unental research in a field
which has no apparent relevance to any technological problem or objective
or he can do first—class research in a field which may have relevance to
some technological problem or objective. The fields mentioned in the pre-
vious sections of this report clearly fall into the second category.

It is proposed that the areas of research described be studied at least
in part by government research contracts involving collaborative work by an
academic institution and industry. For example, a joint contract might be
given to an academic institution and to industry to evaluate the possibility
of fabricating coimnercial solar cells for terrestrial use from (CH)

~ 
p—~junctions. The academic institution could be primarily responsible for

ascertaining methods for making E— (CH) x and n—(CR) while an industrial
collaborator skilled in classical semiconductor tecAnology could attempt
th. fabrication of photovoltaic devices , etc.

Specific areas for research in the systems mentioned in this report
are described below.

A. (SN) and Derivatives

There are several directions for significant research on this polymeric
system: the chemistry of halogen derivatives and its relationship to the
electronic properties needs further study ; demonstration of donor interca—
lation; separation of the (SN) chains to change the dimensionality;
att pted synthesis of isoel.c~ronic analogues; a better understanding of
the “S~N~1 —halogen route ” to conducting polymers , which may provide the key
to obtii~ing a much wider class of materials based on the (SN)

~ 
polymer.

~~~~~~~~~~~~
— -

~~~~~~
-—— 

~~~~~~~~
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B. (CR) and Derivatives

There are a number of important directions in which research should
proceed. Essentially only one set of polymerization conditions for the
synthesis of (Cli) have been investigated to date. Undoubtedly (cli)
films with considerably different electronic, optical, mechanical, etc.
properties will be prepared using different conditions. Only a very
few different types of dopants,which give widely different conductivities,
have been investigated so far .  The chemical properties of the doped and
undoped (CR ) need to be studied , particularly those related to stability
to heat , air and light . It is extremely important to devise methods of
synthesizing completely aligned (cli) in order to ascertain its intrinsic
conductivity parallel to the (cli) cAains. Much more theoretical work
needs to be done in order to gain an understanding of the conduction process.

An almost unlimited number of chemical derivatives of (Cli) are poten-
tially available in which the hydrogen atoms of (CR)

~ 
have beeA replaced

in whole or in part by organic, inorganic or organoinetallic groups. It
therefore appears that it may be possible to synthesize a very large num-
ber of semiconducting and metallic polymers based on (CR) whose electronic,
optical, mechanical, etc. properties may be controlled an~ pre—determined
by chemical fine tuning of the system.

C. Graphite Intercalation Compounds

Several significant scientific problems for these materials are brief ly
outlined below.

(1) Identification of the chemical species and the state of ionization
in acceptor compounds.

(2) Determination of role of defects and defect—intercal an t interactions
in transport scattering mechanisms.

(3) Examination of other systems with a) intercalants of high electron
affinities, b) donor systems other than Group I , and c) intercalate into
boron nitride, (BN) , an isoelectronic system, to compare with the conduc-
tivity properties o! graphite intercalates.

D. Structural Characterization

Future research on A. ,  B. ,  C. should fully characterize the relation-
ship between defect structure and electronic properties. No comprehensive
studies of this sort exist for (SN) , (Cli) and graphite intercalation com-
pounds . This probably reflects the scarcity of research facilities which
are equipped to accomplish all of the following: (1) prepare new materials
under carefully controlled experimental conditions (2) fully characterize
defect structure and (3) evaluate electronic properties . In this light,
collaboration between researchers in different facilities and countries
should be encouraged . Major effort should be devoted to the development
of methods for producing conductive materials as high—perfection single
crystals suitable for electronic and structural measurements.

V. Conclusions

It appears that the new field of polymeric conductors and the closely
related area of graphite intercalation compounds are both advancing at an

- —~~~~~~~~~~ — - —  — —~~~~~~~~~~~ —~~ - - - - —~~— -
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extraordinarily rapid rate. However, the synthesis of new chemical ~.ystems
is absolutely fundamental for the continued growth of the field . The po-
tential for increasing the scientific knowledge in these fields by the syn-
thesis of new compounds, by better characterization of presently—known
materials, and by theoretical analysis of the new phenomena is extremely
high. It presents a challenge and opportunity fo r collaborative interaction
between chemists , physicists and materials scientists. These materials have
important technological potential in electronic devices . Present knowledge
suggests that we are seeing only the tip o f the iceberg and that the next
few years will bring forth important new materials with unusual properties .
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Report on “Contacts at Very Small Dimensions ”
(Definitions and Introduction )

by T. E. Seidel and D. B. Fraser

Topics will be discussed in regard to successful
fabrication of “ contact systems ” at very small dimensions.

By “contact system ” we mean: (1) A dielectric(s)
with a topologically adequate opening, and surfaces suitable
for metallization inside and outside the opening. (ii) A
contact , formed by deposition and reaction of thin film(s)
with the material primarily inside but also outside the opening.
For exam p le , in applications to semiconductor contacts for
in tegrated circuits (IC), Al reacts with Si , and Si with Al ,
Al also reacts and bonds well with S10 2 which results in good
adhesion to the dielectric.

After contact formation , the characterization of the
performa nce mus t also be made : con tac t res i stance , body
res i stance , ca pac it ance , stability under aging, (electromigra-
ti on and corrosion effects), depth of reaction -penetration ,
contact yield , for example as determined by reverse bias leakage
of p-n junctions underneath the contact.

Formation of the window is now a necessary part of a
useful study for a contact system . Thus the emerging disciplines
of lithography for large scale integration and dry etching are
the domain of this topic. We will discuss the relevant aspects
of lithography as it pertains to window formation.

Finally, the scale of IC design can be used to organize
the various aspects of the report. Design considerations for
IC la yout show that the scale of integration is ~5O% limited by
l ines and spaces and ‘~50% by contact window size - which in turn
sets up the rules for the layout of the active devices. Roughly
speaking: 5-3 urn design rules imply 16-64K bit RAM , this

~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
-- --— - 

~~
- -

~~~~~~~ 
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re p resents the current status; ~l ~im rules imply 256K bit , and

“~0.2 urn rules imply i0 6 bits for a 1 cm 2 chip. The latter two
scales of integration are where we wish to be in the near and
more distant future , respectively.

(1) Current Status of Window Technology

Today, in industry , window sizes of 3 to 5 urn are in
manufacture. 1 Projection printing lithographic techniques have
replaced contact printing. This reduces (nearly eliminates)
mask damage.

X-ray lithography is still in the development stage
but 1 urn and 0.25 urn features have been obtained. 2 ’3 X-ray
lithographic techniques can be a high volume process. In
addition , the resolution due to Compton scattered electrons is
better than that afforded by electron -e lectron scattering using
electron-beam techniques. 3 Utilization of X-rays for 1 urn
lithography requires the achievement of “ error budgets ” of
±0 .15 to ±0.2 urn for: pattern generation , alignment , processed
edge position , pattern replication , wafer bending and thermal

2ex pansion.

Electron—beam techniques have utiliz ed direct writing 4

(direct e—beam exposure of resist on chip) to produce 0.5 urn
features. This procedure eliminates the use of masks and mask
fabrication. The resolution is primarily limi ted by the thick-
ness of the resist. If thick layers are used to reduce pin-holes
and promo te covera ge , then lateral electron scattering limits the
resolu tion. If one wishes to use more planar structures , and
very highly filtered thin resists , smaller features could be
obtained by e—beam writing. The data rate or resist sensitivity
mus t also be increased before direct e-beam writ ing can be a
high volume process.

For 5 urn tec hnologies , windows are etched using wet
chemical methods (isotropic), this partly characterizes the

___________  ____________
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present technology. However , plasma et ching and reactive ion
etching are also currently being used , and will be adopted for
windows of 3 urn and smaller. 5 Dry processes incorporating
reactive ion and sputter phenomena are being combined with
plasma processes to develop ar t isotropic etching, and “degrees ”
of anisotropic etching. 5 In wet etching a major problem has
been resist lifting, while in dry processing the resist may
etch away at a rate comparable to the substrate. The latter
partly controls and limits the topology of the window cut.

There is a conflict between obta i ninq very small
feature size which implies well defined , almost vertical window
walls and good step coverage of the metal running between the
contact-surface and the rails on the IC chip. This conflict
will be discussed below.

2. Specific Areas of Scientific and Technological Need
for Window and Substrate Definitions

It is likely that industry (e.g., Perkin Elmer) will
provide advances in optical li thography which result in window
sizes of ~l .5 urn by use of ultraviolet wavelengths. 1 To achieve
this , improvements are needed in: (1) ultraviolet sources ,
(2) the mechanical stability of the projection printer system ,
( 3 ) o pti cal sur faces , wafer and mask flatness (in combination
with more planar technologies), (4) better linewidth control ,
and (5) improvement in alignment and registration techniques
for nonvisible wavelengths. 1

Advances in X— ray lithography 6 re quire the above
same generic improvements , and in addition need impr ived resists
(i.e., those with higher sensitivity to X-rays , hig h resolution
and good res i s tance to c h em i cal , ion and/or plasma etching),
improved life and compatibility of sources with filter-window
an d mas k , and the development of large area , stable , low defect-
density masks , and improvements in mask-to -layer reg istration
capability .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _____  —- ~~~~~~ 
_ _ _
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Electron-beam techniques are limited by data rates
(an eng ineering job), electron optics performance (the funda-
mental limits need study), and by electron scattering effects.

Both X-ray and electron -beam systems exist as
laboratory tools today. 7’8 Although they are now not manufactur-
ing tools, one should take advantage of their capabilities for
the fabrication of ~l urn w indow sizes for tester structures.
It is the position of this report that window-size effects
cannot be usefully studied unless contact reactions of interest
are studieu on scaled down - real size windows.

It will be desirable to control topology of the small
w i ndow cu ts suc h th a t s teep ang les are achieved in a controllable
manner. Ver ti cal or reen tran t fea tures a re und e si rabl e for
step coverage , and so are ver y g ra d ual ly ta pere d w i ndow cu ts
as they limit the packing density . Window topology work should
be pursued which develops a capability to make controllable
steep ang les for the window cuts. 9

It would be interesting to pursue new metal deposition
techniques such as CVD or plating which may improve step coverage
at steep window cuts. 1° For th e pur pose o f con tac t per formance ,
doping of the window region should be carried out in a manner
which (i) gives low contact resistance or controlled barrier
heights and (ii) limits the defect density - by limiting the
doping ~~ or controlling the ambient during contact doping. It
is known that very high impurity concentrations and oxygen
ambients 12 promote defect expansion. It would be interesting to
see work appear which introduces variations on the defect charac-
teristics in windows and around their edges and answer the
question as to what role the defects play in subsequent contact
format ion.

There Is also a need to further characterize and
understand redistribution of impurities during su icide
format i on . 13

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Laser annealing of implanted layers has recently
resulted in the formation of very high (nonequilibrium)
substitutional concentrations of dopant impurities in semi-
co nd uc tors . 14 It is possible that lower contact resistance
may be achieved with such layers. Any such exploratory contact
study should include the effects of thermal histor y following
the laser annealing as well as the variation of si ntering and/or
reac tion temperatures upon the nonequilibrium dopant concentrations.

(1) Curren t Status of Contact Formation

Aluminum metallization has been the mainstay of the
industry for contacts to integrated circuit windows . 15 D issolu-
tion of Si in Al and Al in Si has resulted in the use of Al-Si
alloys of up to 2% Si in Al . 16 Too little Si in Al results in
Al penetration into the underlying Si , too much Si results in
precipitation of Si , extending above the plane of the Al-Si
alloy/Si interface.

The situation of “too little Si” in Al is aggravated
by smaller window sizes because all the Si required to satisfy
solubility requirements in the Al is “ pumped” from the small
window region , making the interpenetration of the Al into the
con tac t ver y d ee p . Of course , it is intended that shallower
junc tions are to go with smaller windows , so a situation
develo ps which is aggravated by smaller windows.

The situation of “too much Si” may also be aggravated
by smaller window sizes because the precipitate size may be a
subs tan tial frac ti on of the w i ndow 17 size and this could result
in high resistance contacts.

In summary , Al me tallization and Si -Al alloy metal-
l ization is currently being used for some window sizes and
juncti on depths but problems may be anticipated at smaller
w indows and junction depths.

- - ~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ -
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Su icides (e.g., PtSi , Pd 2Si , NiSi , e tc . )  form a c l ass
of con tac ts to s i li con wh i ch have been used for IC an d d i scre te
device fabrication. Silicide formation may, in principle , give
completed reactions which give very shallow stable metal
con tacts . 18

T he re are a ver y large number of me ta l l ayere d s y s tems
which could be used on su icides , Ti-Pt-Au is one example of
such . ’19 

With su icides (e.g., PtSi) multilayer metallizati on
sc h emes are used s i nce Pt d oes no t g i ve goo d ad herence to S i C2.

It seems that contact formation can be classified
into two broad areas: (1) Al (alloy) single metal , and
( 2 ) s i li c ide w it h mu lti layer: adherence p romo ter la yer and
inter -diffusion barrier layer. Barri er diffusion layers
(Ti , Cr , V) can be used between reacted su icides and Al . 18

These two b road areas w ill be d i scusse d be l ow fo r
future work.

Present technologies use doped polysilicon for gate
and ra i l ma ter i al i n MOS dev i ces.  However , for dimensions
sma ller than 1.5 urn widths , Increasing rail resistance limits
the performance of high —speed circuits. The use of si l icides
on po lysilicon 2° or refrac tory metals such as Mo or W becomes
needed. There is a need to explore contacts to lower resistance
ma ter i als , to characterize the interfa ces between these “ rails ”
and the primary meta ll izat lon from the point of view o ’ stability
against intermeta ll ic diffu sion and interface resistance.
Con tacts between W , Mo, PtSI , Pd 2SI and Al shou ld be ex p lored
in more detail.

Elec trom lqration effects have been studied in considerable
de tail for Al , Au an d assorted pure met als and alloys. 21 Typicall y,
homogeneous test structures are used which have massive contact
areas. For use In integrated circuits a metal-alloy , suc h as

a 
__________________________ _____ ____ _____ ________ 

_____
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A l-Cu , will terminate at the interface of a contact. The system
is not homogeneous at the contact (by definition) and for a
1.0 urn window diameter and a current of 1.0 mA , the current
density is lO 5A/cm 2, a value for which electromigration effects
are observed in thin films. It is possible that stability effects
associated with electromigrat ion may be observed in very small
w i nd ows a t mo de ra te curren ts.

(2) Specific Areas of Scientifi c and Technological Need
for Con tac t Forma ti on

Al is widely used for metal l iz a tion of IC , thus an
extensive effort should be made to quantify its limitations
for use at small window size. The difficulties mentioned
above have not been quantified in the literature. It is not
clear if a range of alloy compositions exists which gives no
Al penetration (Si rich alloy) and simultaneously no yield
limiting precipitates (dilute Si alloy). It should be the
objective of current research to define and determine the exact
limitations of Al-Si in small windows.

The question of window edge stresses and doping induced
s tresses as th ey rela te to con tac t forma ti on (Al  or s ili c id e)
should be examined. What effect do stresses have on the pene-
tration of silicides or Al?

The effect of ambients on the interface between silicon
and metal should be systematically studied in the context of
con taminated interfaces.

The effec t of the presence of extended defects such as
s tac ki ng faul ts an d di s loca ti ons upon Al and s i li c i de con tac t s
should be documen ted . Stacking faults and dislocations can
now be intentionally introduced in a rather controlled manner.
Ex p lora tory researc h coul d wel l  m ak e use of thi s fac t an d form
contacts in the presence of the intentionally introduced defects.

_ _ _  ‘I
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(3) Areas of Impact of Contact Research on Other Fields

Many of the fields addressed by the Subcommittee on
Materials for Fabrication of Small Structures will either
directly affect the topic of contacts or vice -versa. “Contact
Studies ” include deposition processes , all classes of thin film
studies , lithography (sources , mas ks an d res i s t s) , etching
processes and fabrication of functioning device test structures
to characterize the contact as well as the study of electro-
migration and corrosion.

Contact layer film studies will have a continued
impact on the fields of optics , su percon duc tor d ev i ce s , solar
cel l  d ev i ces , display devices , medical microstructures and
magnetic bubble devices. Implicit in the quest for smaller
con tac t s truc tures w i ll be th e deve lo pmen t of commerc i al
equipment to provide production capability .

(4) Opport unities for Industry and Universities

Indus try will continue their major role where either
large capital investments for equi pment are needed , or the
technological driving force is very strong. Universities may
cons id er s tudyi ng con ti nuous layers or pa tterne d gross fea tur es ,
i.e., under take fundamental generic studies. Industry on the
o ther hand may concen tra te more on th e tec hnolog y o f getting
suc h la yers i nto d ev i ce tes t s truc tures , i.e., methods of
depos iti on , patterning and devi ce testing. However , there may
be cons iderable overlap and cooperative programs between
un iversities and Industry should be encouraged.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  -.
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ELECTROMIGRA TION

F.M. d’Heurle

IBM T.J. Watson Research Center
Yorktown Heights, New York 10598

STATUS OF CURRENT WORK

About ten to twelve years ago it was discovered that electromigration , the tra nsport of

metal atoms by an electric current , was the cause of failure in the aluminum thin f i lm conduc-

tors used in microelectronic devices.W This caused a flurry of activity , mostly in industrial

laboratories (Fairchild , Motorola , IBM), reflected by numerous publications , which went on

for several years. A review published in 1973(2) summarizes the work done in this early and

most active period in the history of electroinigration in thin films. With the adoption of

various palliative measures, which shall be briefly discussed later , the interest of industry in

electromigration decreased considerably, resulting in a markedly reduced rate of publication.

A relatively small output of articles from two centers of academic interest (Stevens Institute of

Technology, and the University of Florida, Gainesville) overlaps the early and more recent

periods. A fair idea of the work which has appeared in the open literature up to the present

can be obtained from a quite recent publication~
3
~. Apparently quite fortuitously the decrease

in the concern regarding electromigration in thin films, parallels a simultaneous decline in the

interest in electromigration phenomena in general, A recent monograph ~ provides a conven-

ient source of information about the current situation with respect to various aspects of

electromigration (theory, purification of metals, liquids). It may be noted here that although

electromigration phenomena in thin films have been the almost exclusive object of attention ,

thin films are not the only material related to the electronic technology where electromigration

.~~~~- r —~~~~~~—~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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is manifest. One of the early references to electromigration problems was concerned with soft

solders~
5
~ (where the related question of thermomigratio&6~ may be also significant) ; quite

recently attention has been drawn to the effect of electromigration in liquids on the crystalliza-

tion of Ill-V and lI-VI compounds~
7 9

~ (which may become of greater importance considering

current activities in GaAs devices). Although many of the published studies on thin films have

immediate and obvious applications to very small dimensions (width of the order of 1 Mm),

with a very few exceptions (e.g., ref. 10,11) authors have been concerned with conductors of

normal size (width of — 10 Mm).

NEEDS

In considering the work to be done in establishing a solid basis for future technology , one

may start with an examination of unresolved problems and follow with an analysis of new

problems anticipated to arise specifically as a result of the use of conductors with smaller

geometries.

I .  Problems Remaining to be Solved

a) It is recognized that electromigration in thin film is a grain boundary transport phenomenon.

Yet there exist no theoretical work on the electromigration force in grain boundaries, and only

very few measurements of this force: on Sb atoms in Ag~’2~, on Cu atoms in Al ~~~~ for the

most technologically important aspect of self transport one can quote only one study of Al in

A1U4), and the value obtained there appears suspiciously too low. More work is needed here

which should not be limited to thin film studies but should include boundaries between

bicrystal samples.

~— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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b) Of the three techniques which are used to increase the resistance of thin film conductors to

electromigration failure: large grain size , alloying, and dielectric overcoating, only the first one

may be said to be thoroughly understood.

Considerable amount of work, probably on bicrystals , is needed to arrive at a realistic atomistic

model of the role of impurity absorption in grain boundaries on decreasing the rate of self-

diffusion along these boundaries.

The analysis of one aspect of the effect of dielectric overlayers , that of the creation of

pressure and stresses and the result therefrom on grain boundary diffusion rates , has led to the

paradoxical situation that if a reasonable value of the electromigration force is assumed there

should be no effect of dielectric overlays on eiectroniigration lifetimes~
5
~, while the experimen-

tal measurement of stress effects led to the derivation of a very low electromigration force ( 14 (
•

The question deserves clarification; it is conceivable that overlayers effects are not only due to

pressure and stress but also to modifications of the role of the free surfaces of conductors as a

sources and drains for vacancies, the behavior of which are thought to be important in

electromigration failures.

2. Anticipated New Problems

In analysing the effects of decreasing geometries, it is natural to consider direct effects.

resulting from a simple consideration of geometrical scaling factors (a , below), and indirect

effects resulting from the increasing importance of phenomena which play only a minor role in

conductors with sizes prevalent today (b , below).

a) The design of reliable electronic devices requires the knowledge not only of median failure

times, but also of the distribution of failure times including the width of such distributions. A

- 
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realistic model for the effect of grain size and conductor width on electromigration failure

exists p6) ; however , discontinuities may be anticipated when the width of the conductors

become smaller or commensurate with the grain size. The model needs to be extended and

data on failure distributions need to be obtained for such conditions.

Electromigration failure at contacts have received little attentio&’7~ presumably because they

are not important with the prevalent existing geometries. It is quite conceivable that with

smaller geometries contact problems may become more acute , because contact areas may not

scale as other factors , e.g., the cross section of the conductors.

b) With decreasing dimensions it is anticipated that surface phenomena will play more

important roles. There are a few references to electromigration at surfaces in W filament s 118
~

and on Au samples~’9~. With thin films one may refer only one bonafide surface phenomena

related to e1ectromigration~
20
~. It is on Ag, and one is uncertain about possible connection to

environmental corrosion effects. Of course these too are surface effects and the correlation

between electromigration and environmental factors deserve attention. The beneficial effect of

an H2 environment on the electrornigration behavior of Al thin film conductors ( 2U should be

mentioned in this context .

3. Other Problems

Other problem areas shall be listed briefly: Pulse effects, largely studied in the context of

magnetic bubble devices~
22
~

23
~ are hardly understood, require much work. There has been very

little work done on electromigration in semiconductors, much of it is quite dated ~~~ , some

applies to materials for bistable elements~2”. With shallow devices, obtained for example by

ion implantation techniques, or with Schottky diodes, one may anticipate problems with

electromigrazion, especially of fast diffusion elements, Au , Li, etc. Work needs to be done to

- ~~~~~~~~~~ -~—~~~~~~~ — - — - -.-- - - -— —- -- - — — - —
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establish on a firm basis the electromigration rates in semiconductors, not only in the lattice

but along short-circuit paths , such as dislocations, and hence to determine the limits at which

electromigration phenomena can become a source of device problems.

RELATED SUPPORT

Much of the material discussed above touches upon areas of interest which are distinct

from the narrower concerns of the electronic engineer. Electromigration along grain bounda-

ries and effects thereon of alloying additions is a matter of interest to all those concerned w i t h

the properties and behavior of grain boundaries. It is a question for the more general physical

and matallurgical disciplines. This is also true of course of electromigration phenomena at

surfaces. The extension of systematic electromi gration work to semiconductors should elicit

the interest of theoreticians who attempt to define the fundamental forces at work in electro-

migration. The problem of migration of Li in Li drifte4 detectors, in the forward and reverse

direction appears intriguing in this respect. The effect of electromigration on the crystalliza-

tion of GaAs, and other compounds , should interest not only crystal growers but all those

concerned with our understanding of the liquid state.

SPECIFIC RESEARCH

At the present time electromigration is a well known , although not universally well

understood , phenomenon to the people involved in electronic technology . Industry can be

counted on to carry on with the tedious lifetime tests which will continue to be required with

the design of new circuits. This is at least tru e for th in film conductors, and may be less true

for semiconductor effects per Se , which have been of no concern up to now. However , in

order for the technology to evolve in a meaningful fashion an understanding of the basic

phenomena need to be provided. By necessity the list of suggested work below will be

-~
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somewhat repetitious of what has already been written above , and may be thought of as

something of a summary.

Grain Boundaries:

In the lattice the electron ‘ wind force ” is proportional to the electric current. How can this

concept be extended to grain boundaries in a meaningf ul way?

Experiments should be directed at a measure of the electron wind force in grain boundaries,

possibly in bicrystals. The effects thereon of alloying additions, separation of the effects on

the electromigration force, and on the grain boundary mobility should be investigated. How do

alloy ing additions affect the structure of grain boundaries? Relate structural effects to mobility

and force terms (above) .

Surfaces

Extend work on electromigration on surfaces. The work on Ag thin films was not well

controlled and needs to be repea ted, and the contributions of ambient effects analysed. The

possibility of surface transport effects should be looked for in very thin Au films , possibly also

Pt films. However, this surface work should by no means be limited to thin films, but should

include whatever type of samples is judged likely to provide information. A critical experiment

on the effect of a dielectric overfayer on electroinigration in thin films, separating stress effects

from other (if any) effects is badly wanting.

Pulse Effects

The problem there remains ill defined and it appears difficult to provide suggestions for

experiments. Apparently, once the duty cycle has been factored out the lifetimes of thin film

conductors undergoing pulse testing remain longer than would be anticipated on the basis of

- . ---- -- - - - - --—-- 
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the results obtained under pure dc testing. This is all the more surprising, since under pulse

testing one would anticipate accelerated failures due to the contributions of thermal fatigue.

These latter effects have not been separately analysed. This should be done , either under

ordinary ac current , or preferably with reverse square wave pulses. Beyond this one should

look at possible time effects in the nucleation and growth of holes.

Liquids and Semiconductors

Experiments should be done on the electromigration of fast diffusing impurities in semiconduc-

tors , e.g., Au , Cu, Li , etc. The forces at work should be defined , the contributions of short

circuit diffusion paths measured. To limit oneself to GaAs, the electromigration of Ga and As

atoms in liquid GaAs should be measured, as well as the electromigration of doping additions

in the medium.

Solders

Experiments on electromigration and thermomigration effects in soft solders, including possible

atmosphere interactions, would contribute to the general fund of knowledge upon which a

successful technology can be built.
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AP P LICATIONS OF ELECTRON ICS TO MEDICI NE

Jame s 0. Meindi
Stanford Electronics Laboratories

Stanford University
Stanford , CA 94305

ABSTRACT

Due to their revolutionary rate of advance for nearly two decades ,
integrated electron devices can be applied in medical Instruments with
outstanding advantages to the quality and availability of health care .
To provide an overview of activities in this field , various types of
medical electronic instruments are classified in a matrix format accord-
ing to their orientation relative to the patient and the generic function
which they perform. Explicit examples which illustrate the utility of
custom integrated electron devices are : 1) totally implantable blood
flow telemetry for use in research animals , ii) noninvasive ultrasonic
imaging systems for diagnostic and monitoring functions , and iii) a
prosthetic optical-to-tactile reading aid for the blind.

INTRODUCTION

Health care presents a singular opportunity to improve the quality
of life in our society through electronics. In modern medical research
a myriad of electronic instruments ranging from pinpoint -size implantabl e
microelectrodes to 1 MeV electron microscopes contribute irrrneasurably to
the identification , treatment, and -prevention of disease. In current
medical practice the premier diagnostic and monitoring tools are elec-
tronic instruments , as illustrated by the computerized x—ray tomograph ,
ultrasonic echograph and electrocardiograph. The electrical defibrilla-
tor comonly provides life-saving therapy for patients under cardiac
arrest , while an electronic reading aid for the blind is a prosthetic
instrument which offers significant social and economic benefits to the
visually handicapped . Due to their revolutionary rate of advance for
nearly two decades , integrated electron devices can be applied in medical
instruments with outstanding advanta ges to the quality and availability
of health care [1].

ORIENTATION AND FUNCTION MATRIX

To provide an overview of the field , various types of medical elec-
tronic instruments can be classified according to their orientation
relative to the patient and the generic function which they perform, as
illustrated by Fig. 1. In this representation each matrix element is a
specific example of a particular type of instrument. In most instances
a matrix element can be described by a rud imentary block diagram , as
shown in Fig. 2, which consists of input sensor , central processor , and
output or display blocks. Frequently, commerc ia l ly ava i la ble general
purpose integrated electron devices , suc h as s ilicon microprocessors and
cus tom so ftware , are used to meet the peculiar requirements of a central
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processor. The resulting “smart ” instruments can have a remarkable
impact on medicine. This is most profoundly demonstrated by the comput-
erized x-ray tomograph which has revolutionized diagnostic radiology [2].

Moreover , output or display hardware may vary from a general pur-
pose television monitor to quite special purpose tactile displays for
the blind depending on the orientation and function of an instrument.
It is the input sensor , however , which most frequently benefits from
special purpose integrated electron devices. Desi gn and fabrication of
custom transducers and preprocessor circuits are often necessary to
satisfy the unique requirements of hardware which must acquire data
from biological systems. Consequently, the keys to many promis ing new
medical instruments tend to be the custom integrated electron devices
directly associated with the input and output interfaces . The follow-
ing discussion deals wi th these key devices. More explicitly, examples
are described of custom integrated electron devices in i) totally
implantab le telemetry for use in research animals , ii) noninvasive
imaging systems for diagnostic and monitoring functions , and iii) a
prosthetic reading aid which allows immediate access by the blind to
all printed material normally used by si ghted people.

IMPLANTABLE TELEMET RY IN RESEA RCH

In science and engineering the contributions of models to the
process of discovery and invention can hardly be overestimated . Clearly,
computer-aided modeling of integrated electron devices has been a cru-
cial factor in their rapid advance. For compelling ethical , legal ,
scientific and economic reasons anima l models which simulate human
behavior are indispensable tools in medical research. Using animals ,
otherwise impossible experiments can be conducted which contribute
immeasurably to improved heal th care for man. In countless instances ,
the value derived from anima l experiments can be enormously enhanced by
acquisition of data which: i) cannot be collected from the surface of
the body , ii) is available only if the animal is neither anesthetized
nor restrained , and iii) must be gathered throughout the course of a
study extending over many months. For such chronic anima l investiga-
tions miniature telemetry units which are surgically implanted in the
host animal represent a unique tool .

Because the vitality of every organ in the body depends upon the
flow of bl ood to it , the capability for accurate estimation of blood
flow is extremely valuable in many chronic animal studies . A block dia-
gram of a recently developed implantable pulsed Doppler ultrason ic blood
fl owmeter Is illustrated in FIg. 3. In this instrument the gated oscil-
lator provides a short 1 ~sec burst of 6 MHz high frequency excitationto a piezoelectric transducer Immediately adjacent to a blood vessel .
During a relatively long 50 jisec interval following each transmit burst ,.
the associated ultrasonic pulse traverses the vessel diameter producing
back-scattered signals , emanating from moving erythrocytes , which are
amplified , detected and telemetered by the internal electronics. At
any instant the Doppl er frequency shift in the back-scattered signals
Is proportional to blood velocity (v) at a particular location within
the l umen defined by the corresponding ultrasonic transit time of a

t—.
~~
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transmi t burst. The range gated external electronics provides many
spatially discrete samples of a blood velocity profile whose electroni-
cally derived integra l over the l umen area is an accurate estimate of
instantaneous bidirectional volume fl ow .

Two special purpose monolithic integrated circuits have been demon-
strated to provide the high performance , small size , low power drain and
reliability required in the imp lantab le unit [3,4]. Without these
custom electron devices this implantable flowmeter would be unfeasible .
Application of the unit in heretofore i mpossible investigations of
cardiac pharmacology , fetal and neonatal physiology and hepatic herno-
dynamics in cirrhosis is in progress [3,4].

NONI NVASIVE ULTRASONIC IMAGING FOR DIAGNOSIS AND MON ITORING

The ideal diagnostic instrument provides definitive data on a
patient ’s condition , causes him no harm or discomfort , and is conven-
ient , reliable and economical for a physician or his medical associates
to operate. A monitoring instrument imposes the additional stringent
objective of virtually total freedom from the need for huma n interven-
tion during prolonged periods of operation . Because of its apparently
harmless and noninvasive character , transcutaneous ultrasonic imaging
offers great potential for fulfilling these idealized specifications.
In contrast to x—rays , two principa l features of ultrasonic instruments
are i) their capability for real-time imaging of moving targets such as
the heart , and ii) their complete avoidance of tissue damage by ioniz-
ing radiation.

A block diagram of a new electronically scanned and focused phased
array system is illustrated in Fig. 4. In this instrument a short
coherent burst of 2.25 MHz ultrasonic energy is emitted by a 32-element
piezoelectric transducer array contained in a hand-held probe in contact
with the patient. As the packet of ultrasonic energy propagates through
the body , most of it is lost through tissue absorption , but a small
amount is reflected or scattered at boundaries between materials of dif-
fering acoustic impedance. It is the reflected or scattered component,
which returns to the transducer array , that provides useful information .
Following preamp lification by a matched array of 32 low noise, wide
dynami c range , voltage variable gain circuits , returning signals are
time delayed and summed by a 32-input four-element cascade charge
coupled device (C3D) lens [5]. Through appropriate control of clock
frequencies f1 and f4 the two linearly tapered el ements of the lens pro-
vide electronTc scanning in a 600_800 sector pattern for a large field
of view. Control of clock frequencies f1 and f2 of the quadratically
tapered elements permi ts electronic focusing for high resolution .

Noninvasive ul trasonic instruments are very widely used in medical
practice for cerebral , ophthalmic , thoracic , abdominal and fetal imaging.
Extremely promising opportunities for improved capabilities are in the
offing through the application of custom integrated electron devices in
i) the piezoelectric transducer array [6], ii) the preamplifier array [7]
where analog LSI Is most desirable , iii) the high voltage transmitter
array [8], and iv) the C30 electronic lens [5].

~~~ —~~~~ — --— -~~~~~ -~~,~~~~~— --- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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A PROSTHETIC READING AI D ~OR THE BLIND

For many humans the quality of life is greatly diminished by loss
of some natura l function. Blindness , deafness , para lysis , and loss of
limbs are afflictions suffered by many . The powerful and compact sen-
sory , computational and display capabilities of integrated electron
devices make possible promising new avenues for prostheses to remedy
these functional deficiencies . Sensory prostheses frequently operate
transrnoda ll y, mapping information normally gathered by an impa i red sense
onto an intact one. The Optacon optical -to-tactile reading aid for the
bl i nd is such a prosthesis [9].

In principle the Optacon is a direct translation reading aid for
the blind which converts an optical image of a printed character on a
page of an ordinary book , magazine or newspaper to a vibrating tactile
facsimile. A block diagram of the instrumen~ is illustrated in Fi g. 5.
By means of a simple optical system contained in a hand -held camera , an
ima ge of a printed character is focused on a custom 6 X 24 monolithic
array of phototransistors . Output signals from the phototr ansistor
image sensor array are processed in a simple electron ic system , and then
used to control a corresponding 6 X 24 array of piezoelectric tactile
stirnulators or birnorphs. The bimorphs are excited by custom monolithic
arrays of high voltage (b Oy) MOS circuits. Tiny pins cemented to the
bimorph tips protrude slightly through perforations in a rectangular
plasti c plate. A blind reader whose fingertip is resting over the
perforati ons can then feel an accurate tactile facsimile or vibrating
image of the ori ginal printed character. Several thousand Optacons
are now in daily use by blind individuals in many countries [10].

CONCLUSION

In many instances the projected market for a custom integrated
electron device required In a particular medical instrument does not
provide economic justification for its development by private industry .
Both the small size of the market for such a custom device and the
extended lead time required for its research and development , which
must be followed by thorough medical evaluation of the instrument itself ,
mitigate against private investment. However , the overall social and
economic benefits of such investments may outweigh many of those which
are economically feasible for a particular private enterprise. In addi-
tion , the strong interdisciplinary teams of engineering and medical
investigators which typically are required to research a radically new
instrument concept are very infrequent in private industry . Considering
the foregoing statements , one is led to the hypothesis that public sup-
port of research dealing with integrated electronics in medicine which
is conducted in a university environment may offer a viable approach to
many problems in the field of advanced medical instrumentation . From a
university viewpoint such research provides both the highly stimulating
intellec tual challenge necessary for effective graduate education and
research as well as the prospec t of an important and unique benefit to
the society which the institution serves.

In summary, the initial impact of integrated electron devices on
health care is now visible , and consequently, it is postulated that we

__________________________ __________________________________________________________ __________- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ____
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are beginning a new era of revolutionary advances in medical instru-
mentation . Health care may indeed present the most promising opportu-
nity to improve the quality of life in our society through electronics
[11 ,12].
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Solid State Devices as Material Probes

Robe rt W . Keyes
IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center , Yo rktown Heights , N . Y. 10598

I. Status

Initial device Concepts usually depend on a view of a solid s tate
device as composed of interacting regions of materials , each region
having properties that have been established for the materials in bulk
form . The exploitation of devices for  technological purposes , however ,
often leads to the production of unique environments in the solids in-
volved , in which known bulk properties do not provide a guide to the be-
havior of materials. Novel phenomena occur in the unusual environment
created , phenomena unfamiliar and unexplored in the bulk material or in-
volving unanticipated interactions between various parts of the material
system.

The special nature of the environment to which materials are ex-
posed in solid state devices has been accentuated by the advance of min-
iaturization in electronics. The dimensions of significant regions of
solid state devices have become comparable to the fundamental length par-
ameters that enter into the theory of solid state phenomena, such as op-
tical wave lengths, electron wave lengths, screening lengths in elec-
tronic systems, widths of depleted regions in semiconductors , and thick-
ness of magnetic domain walls. Solid state devices permit the properties
of materials under the specialized constraints produced by miniaturiza-
tion to be studied. The unique conditions to which mater ials ar e exposed
in solid state devices have led to the discovery of , or , at least , the
recognition of the importance of , many new e f fec t s  in solids and furnish
a valuable tool with which the scientist can investigate various prop-
erties of matter. The new phenomena discovered in devices have stiniu—
lated a large body of research in solid state science and the techniques
of device fabrication have played an important role in making various
avenues of research feasible .

The course of events is best illustrated by examples. Consider the
p—n j unction in a semiconductor . The simplest view of a junction regards
it as adjacent p and n regions separated by a thin region depleted of
carriers by the potential difference between n and p type semiconductors.
Current flow is decribed by Shockley ’s model, which perturbs the concen-
trations of electrons and holes in the vicinity of the junction.

When junctions are made , however, it turns out that above certain
voltages applied in the reverse, or low current , direction the current
is orders of magnitude higher than predicted by simple theory. The
effect is called dielectric breakdown, and had been known for many years.
The very high fields existing in the depletion region of p—n junction, -

however , made breakdown a commonly encountered phenomenon , and , also , an
important practical problem in that it limited the range or application
of devices . Moreover , because of the ease with which high electric
fields can be produced in p—n junctions, the junctions themselves became
the primary vehicle for the study of the breakdown. Thus a new area of
solid state physics was opened to exploration by the unique environment
in the depletion region of a p—n junction.

- - ,  - - —~~~~~~ - - -—~~~~ .— — - - —  —~~~~- —~~~- - -- - - - ~~~~~~ - —- -~~~— - - — — —
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The stud y of breakdown in junctions soon revealed that two effects
were involved : Tunneling on “Zener” breakdown and avalanche breakdown ,
in which electrons acquire enough kinetic energy to excite another elec-
tron across the gap from the valence band to the conduction band . It
was found that tunneling could be intentionally enhanced to cre3te a new
kind of device , the tunnel diode. The tunnel diode ~ias not gained an
important place in technology but has been realized in many semiconduc-
tors and exploited at low temperatures as a probe cf the phonon and
electronic energy band structures of semiconductors. nvestigations
of the mechanisms of avalanche breakdown led to the co’~~e1 t of hot elec-
trons and eventually to the discovery of the Gunn effect and a vast
field of research into scattering mechanisms of hot electrons in many
semiconductors.

Electric fields high enough to produce hot electrons also occur in
field effect transistors. The hot electrons are produced in close prox-
imity to an Si02 layer in insulated gate FETs. A few electrons attain
enough energy to surmount the potential  barrier confining them to the
semiconductor and escape into the Si02. Here they may be trapped ,
creating fixed charges in the 5102. The presence and distribution of
this trapped charge affects the device characteristics , which charac—
teristlcs can therefore be used a a probe of such material properties
as the cross section and concentration of the traps , the motion of elec-
trons irs the Si02, and the effects of modifying the Si02 on the traps.
The insulated gate FET thus constitutes an unusual materials system in
which the capability of silicon to produce controlled quantities of hot
electrons and its intimate contact with Si02 provides a means for probing
the electronic properties of Si02.

Field effect transistors also provide a unique environment in that
conduction in the semiconductor occurs in a thin layer , a layer less than
50A in thickness. The layer is so thin that motion of electrons confined
irs the layer is quantized in the direction normal to the surface; the
quantum is much larger than kT in the cryogenic reCline . The electrons
in the layer thus constitute a system in which the properties of elec-
trons with freedom to move in only two dimensions can be probed . There
is a large amount of flexibility in the FET environment which makes it
extraordinarily useful; the thickness of the layer can be varied by
varying the electrical potentials applied to the device, and the Scat-
tering can be varied by introducing charged impurities in the Si02 and
by doping the silicon. It is worth noting that, although the quanti—
zation effects could be predicted from physical theory , their experi-
mental discovery was stimulated by the observation of anomalies in FET
device characteristics.

The above examples all concern electronic properties of solids.
This is a consequence of the fact that the exp loitation of miniatur-
ization has been most intense in the area of electron devices. However ,
other areas that have been invaded by miniaturization have also brought
obscure phenomena into prominence. For example , Bloch lines in domain
walls a f fec t  the properties of magnetic bubbles. At the high light in-
tensities in semiconductor lasers photons can assist atomic motions ,
causing degradation of the lasers. There is potential for studying
novel solid state phenomena with such devices .

- -
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II. Needs

Although the effects that are unexpectedly encountered in solid
state devices are most often intensively investigated to achieve a
more complete understanding of their role in devices , they can also
often be used as a deliberate probe of material properties , a tool of
material science. The use of oxide—gate FETs to study the two dimen-
sional elect ron system and quantization normal to the surface , and the
properties of SiOz have been mentioned , as has the use of tunnel
diodes to locate energy levels in solids. The characteristics of bi-
polar transistors have been used to measure the energy gap of silicon ,
in particular , the dependence of the energy gap on doping , an exper-
iment that depends on the ability of device technology to fabricate
n—p—n structures irs which the thickness of the p region that separates
the n regions is small compared to the diffusion length of electrons.

There is a large element of accident or luck in the use of de-
vices to probe material properties . It is infrequent that , given a
material property , a device will be found that is sensitive to that
property . Somewhat more often it turns out that a characteristic of
a device provides a useful measure of a material property. Thus , ex-
ploitation of devices as material probes would most profitably start
with a view that asks: What materials properties can be examined
with a known device type? Most experimental studies that use devices
to reveal the basic properties of solids have been performed with
silicon , because the technology of fabricating devices in silicon is
so far ahead of that in other materials. There appear to be possi-
bilities for extending the applications of devices that have been
demonstrated in silicon to other semiconductors. Furthermore , device
technology can frequently be used to fabricate structures intended as
materials probes , that is, devices that are not optimized to perform
some useful function, but designed to extend the range of environments
in which a phenomenon is studied. Thus, the field effect transistors
used to study quantization in the surface layer would not be the FET’s
that one would use in a semiconductor memory. Some of the bipolar
transistors used to measure the energy gap of silicon would have doping
levels that are not very suitable for useful devices. Even further
away from application are larger n—p—n devices that can be used as DC
transformers but found their principal use as probes of phonon prop-
erties by means of the transmitted phonon drag effect. There are many
opportunities to apply devices and device technology to problems in
material science.

III. Opportunities

The fortuitous nature of the application of devices as materials
probes has been pointed out. Consequently, it is not possible to
manage this application in the same way as areas which are oriented
towards fulfilling a recognized technological need may be managed . De-
vices are developed to perform useful functions and their development
to serve as materials probes cannot be anticipated . The deviations of
devices from their predicted performance that leads to the discovery of
novel phenomena cannot be programmed nor can the inventions devices to
probe specific materials properties. Thus the orientation of research
towards the application of devices as probes of material properties irs
a general way would be fruitless.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  - - — -  — - —~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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The opportunities for  the management of research and development
to take advantage of the application of devices as material probes must
be through an alertness to possibilities that may evolve in the course
of device development. Unusual features of device performance that may
represent an unexpected material phenomenon should be vigorously pur-
sued. The conformity of device characteristics to theoretical predic-
tions ordinarily conveys no new information . Rather , it is the failure
of devices to perform as expected that may hint at the novel and un-
usual phenomena that can be the key to new device invention or to addi-
tional tools for the exploration of the properties of the solid—state.

The principal barrier to the use of devices as tools in the study
of materials is lack of access by the materials scientist to device
fabrication facilities and lack of knowledge of the complexities of
device technology. Successful application of devices to the study of
materials requires the participation of those skilled in the technology
of device manufacture. Organization and funding of developmental and
pilot device production lines should be structured to insure their
availability to materials scientists. For example , since device fabri-
cation facilities are relatively rarely found in universities , device
production facilities assisted by Federal funding should be obligated
to provide access to the facilities by academic research workers and
partially measured by the success of the research. Funding of joint
university—industry research , as in certain recent NSF progr ams , pro-
vides another means to increasa the availability of fabrication facil-
ities to university workers.

L1Y
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ON THE OPPORTUNIT IES FCR UNI VERSITY RESEARCH

CONTRIBUTIONS IN VLSI RESEARCH

it is widely recognized that a turning point in the continued develop-

ment of integrated circuits has been or soon wil l be reached . This is

largely a result of two factors.

Continued skrinking of lateral and vertica l geometries in
integrated circuit structures is now dependent not only on
better lithographic techniques for defining such patterns
but also on better understanding of the fundamental limits
of device size and on a better understanding of the physical
processes used to fabricate the devices.

Continued increases in the number of components fabricated
and interconnected in a single integrated circuit make
detailed interaction between system architecture and inte-
grated circuit topology essential.

Essentially these points imply that close interaction between integrated

circuit engineers and material scientists on the one hand and between inte-

grated circuit engineers and computer scientists on the other hand are

essential for continued progress. Universities wi th their interdisciplinar y

environments , make such i nteractions potentially easier than most industrial

environments currently engaged in integrated circuit manufacturi ng . Thus

the opportunity exists for substantial univers ity impact in both the areas

outlined above.

The remainder of this report pursues this theme discussing heavily

upon a number of reports and proposals prepa red in the Department of

Electrical Engineer ing at Stanford Univers ity through the con tributions

of J.G. L inv ill , J.D. Meindi and J.D. Plummer of the Integrated Circuits

Laboratory, J.F. Gibbons of the Solid State Laboratory and M.J. Flynn of

the Di gital Systems Laboratory.

L ~ ~~~4 , - r  — _______ -
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The IC/Solid-State/Materials Science Opportunity

The rapidly increas ing use of microprocessors in a wide variety of

commerc ial and m ilitary appl ica ti ons has brought with It the need to inc rease

the “functiona l dens i ty” on a sil icon wafer by an order of magnitude or

more, If possible. Such a goal Is of commercial significance , s i nce an

increase in functiona l density will reduce the size and , hence , the cos t

of an integrated system with given capability. The military interest in

such a development is not so much in cost as In substantially increased

compu ational capability on a larger chip.

In either case , the integrated circuit desi gner is faced with the

probl em of designing and fabricating devices with a minimum featt~re size

that is about an order of magnitude smaller than that presently used . This

decrease in size implies that most of the important device action will be

occurring in regions of the semiconductor that are within 0.5 to 1 ii of-

- 
the surface and, as a resu lt , “surface ” doping and analysis techniques will

be of substantially greater importance in the next decade than they have

been in the past. Substantial progress in understanding surface re~~ted

phe nom ena shoul d be poss ible through an organized effort involvi ng scientists

in materials science, solid state and integrated circuit technology areas.

Al though our knowledge of basic processes such as ion implantation ,

thermal oxida tion, diffusion and epitaxy has increased dramatically in

recent years, it is still in a relatively primitive state. The ‘~‘:ir e

impl ications of this are so dramatic that the need for further resea~’ch is

paramount. The advent of complete process simulation techniques and the

couplinq of process physics ~ith device physics by means of powerful

computer tools mark key steps toward achieving VLSI. Moreover , through

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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automation of process equipment the most ~ndely fl uctuating variable --

the human operator -- is removed from increasingly larger and more sensitive

segments of the VLSI fabrication sequence. In addition , automated data

l ogging and subsequent convenient data access via remote computer terminals

provide much more accurate and timely information regarding the fabrication

sequence to which a given wafer or chip was exposed. Combining this infor-

mation wi th that generated Lhrough automated electrical testing of wafers

allows much more effective feedback to the fabrication line.

Considering the arguments of the prec eding paragraph , competitive

pressures alone -- both domestic and foreign -- necessitate increasing use

of VLSI process models. However, from another aspect , current and projected

product goals clearly indicate the increasing necessity for VLSI process

models. For example:

The development of complex monolithic chips to _ perform in a
large focal plane array including more than lO~_ lO 6 IR CCD
image sensing elements with on-board hig h speed ECL digital
signal processing , enta i ls ~ complex fabricaticn technology
which deman~s full exploitation of available process and device
models.

The development of semiconductor RAM chips with more tha n io6
bits of storage, minimum feature sizes under 1.0 ~i (approaching
the fundamental physical limits of MOSFETs), superior relia-
bility taken for granted , and a selling price less than $20,
places a burden on fabrication technology which also demands
full explo itati on of ava i lable process and dev ice ro de l s.

The devel opment of true single chip “microsystems ” -- following
microcomputers which in turn followed microprocessors -- with ,
for example , only one external power supply, all internal clocks ,
latches and buffers , on-chi p EPROM and RAM and compatible inte-
grated A/D and 0/A conver ters , as wel l as analo g p reprocess ors
and ou tpu t  drivers , will place per haps the  ultima te bu rden on
semiconductor fabrication technology and clearly will require
ex tens ive rel iance on proce ss models.

In designing the semiconductor products -- the integ rated systems or
single chip microsystems —— suggested in the previous pa ragraph , the

2 
__________  _____— ,-, .-.--.- --—- -- — - — - —  - —
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ult imate utility of VLSI process model s will be measured in the reduced

development time for a complex new chip, in reduced developmet,t cost due

to time and labor savings , in reduced production costs due to highe r yields ,

In higher product reliability resulting from tighter process control and in

Improved system performance due to the richer set of trade-offs available

to chip designers.

In sumrnary, - better understa nding of the processes used in integrated

circuit fabrication (oxidation , ion implantation , diffusion and epitaxy )

and their inter~cticns are essential to the successfu l fabrication of very

small geometry devices. Such ur.derstandirn is best utilized in computer

process simu l ation programs which permit accurate two-dimensiona l simulation

of device structures resulting from arbitrary fabrication sequences. Under-

standi ng of these phys ical processes on a microsc ope level requires the

coordinated efforts of materials scientists , solid state physicists and

integrated circuit technologists. Such a combination of people might best

be found in an interdisciplinary university env ir onr ~ent although substantial

contributions to these problems are to be expected from the industry as

well.

The IC/Digital Systems/Computer Science Opportunity

Man ’s Intelligence throug h electronics/computers has already had a

profound effect on current society and human understa nding. There is every

indication that present tec hnology is accelerating its capability to

produce compl ex progranmabl e structures. This acceleration Is both a

problem and a challenge.

Human organizations reflect our understanding of their mission and

Its decomposability ; disciplinary boundaries are defined at points of

- 
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min imum contact. Representations , tec hniques , and solu ti ons are cons tructed

within a discipline , assumi ng that the disciplinary boundary is unchanged .

Communica tion across boundaries Is done in static term s that simplify

disci plinary understanding.

Possibly now here Is the above more true than in the computer area

and its relationship to modern developments in integrated electronics;

for example ,

Algorithms are still treated independent of topology inter-
connections while the latter dominate physical implementations.

The micro processor strongly resem b les computer structures of
a decade ago —— largely implemented on the basis of textbook
tradition .

System complexity -- both hardware and software -- becomes a
pre-eminent issue: first design costs , design verification ,
development time are the problem; yet automated assistance
tools remain prim itive. -

To pass beyond this stage of limited interaction requires , essentially,

the restructuring of a discipline. Examples of the problem areas that need

attention are:

Programing systems: verification and design of large and
complex systems .

• Computer-a ded design of both hardware and software systems,
including testing, testability , verification , fault-tolerant
des ign, simulation , automated interconnection.

• Issues related directly to integrated circuit technology such
as signal propagation research and low-energy switching phenomena.

In order to begin a program of holistically linking materials process-

ing science with information systems science , a “top-down” approach to

VLSI Is needed. Historically the design of a digita l system has often

followed a four-phase , bottom up procedure. First , the p rocess /dev ice

eng ineer , forecasting the requ irements of the circuit eng ineer , devel oped

~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~~~~~~
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a compatible sequence of semiconductor fabr icat i on processes for a new

family of integrated circuits. Second , the c i rcu it des i gner, anticipating

the needs of the system designer , provided a set of components capable of

performing various log ica l functions. Then the system desi gner , anticipating

the needs of the software progranilier, assembled the hardware Into a digita l

system for solving a class of problems of interest. Finally, the programmer

imp lemented an algorlthm to solve a probl em of immediate concern. Limited

feedback ensued , but after the functiona l and physical separation had

been establ i shed, the partitioning of the probl em was rarely viewed as a

whol e, except at the f inal stage. -

With the introduction of VLSI, this traditiona l evolution may no

l onger effectively solve many problems of interest. The complexity of the

problems we can now consider solving at the level of a single chip, the

blurr ing of the dis tincti on between hardware and software, and their

comparable comp lex ity, call for a new segmenta tion of the des ign process

which is more holist ic than past approaches.

The al ternative methodology, a top—down approach , separates the design

of a VLSI application into two phases : an initial theoretical phase and a

final practical phase. The initial phase begins with the collection of a

set of problems for solution. These problems are then abstracted , and

solu tion methods are proposed.

The second phase begins by grouping these algorithms to isolate a

compatible set of problems requiri ng a common method of solution. A

solu tion for a specific problem class can then he specified in terms of

hardware and software , and a logical partitioning into constituent modules

can be made. As the last phase of the practica l design , a physical

_________ ______________ - — —  - - -
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partitioning is made , and implementat ion proceeds.

This top-down approach Is valuabl e for severa l reasons. As the distinc-

tion between hardware and software becomes increasingly blurred , the comp l exity

availa ble with VLSI will undoubtedly lead to the same type and magnitude of

probl ems that have plagued the development of large software projects in the

past. The key element in such a project is a proper logical partitioning of

the solution into self-contained modules with clean , general , ex tens ib le

interfaces. Wi thin this framework the physical partitioning required at an

early phase by the bottom-up design is unclear; the early division into

fabr icat ion process se quence, circuit chips , circuit boards , and software

modules may prove deleterious with complex systems.

For example, consider the evolution of a large computer operating system.

Segmented into modules at its inception , any repartitioning after its release

to customers is an ex pens ive but feas ibl e endeavor. However , after the

customers develop applications software dependent upon that operating system ,

repartitioning quickly becomes prohibitively costly. With VLSI , repartition-

ing will presumably be as expens ive, and errors w ill be as har d to corr ect.

These probl ems are rarely seen at the SSI and MSI circuit level when

chi ps consis t of just latches , gates, registers , counters, etc. Even today ,

on the eve of VLSI , industry focuses on implementing standard , well-unde rstood

logical structures and processo rs. Th i s app roach , however , should become

decreasingly viable as VLSI is used for implementing specialized hardware

designed to meet specific requirements.

The top—down approach to system partitioning probl ems described above,

clearly requires close interaction between computer scientists , dig ita l

system designers and integrated circuit technologists. Such an

-. - r — - —  -~~.-~ - - —  - - - - —- - - - - - -— — - ~~~~~~~~~~
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interdisciplinary team may again be effectively organized in a univeristy

environment to attack these probl ems. As in the IC/Solid State/ Materials

Sc ience opportun it ies prev iously descr i bed, however , substantial contri-

butions come from industrial organizations where the requi site team of

peop le ex i sts or can be gathered.

—~~~~~~~~~
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I. INTRODUCTION

Micromagnetic devices are an important new category of microelectron1cs

in the steady improvement in cost/performance of electronic systems . So

far zaicromagnetic devices have been used almost exclusively for information

storage but they have properties that offer possibilities for logic or

display , especially in conjunction with storage . The storage devices have

a cost and speed intermediate between the lowest cost semiconductors and

magnetic recording . At the same time they provide a unique combination

of the best features of those other technologies (electronic speeds ,

modularity , non—volatility) plus a stop/wait/restart on demand capability

that neither of the others have and are fabricated by an integrated circuit

process , simpler even than for semiconductor devices , allowing low cost.

These devices have already been used for such diverse applications as

storage in a portable terminal (e.g., Texas Instruments [1]) and telephone

answer—back (Bell Telephone [2]). Other applications will undoubtedly he

forthcoming (e.g., storage with micro— and mini—computers f3 J , storage

hierarchies for large computer systems in conjunction with semiconductors

and disks [4] ,  flight recorders [5], text—editing [6], etc.), especially as

further microminiaturization leads to even lower costs. Thus progess

toward such microminiaturization should result in a substantial payoff.

Micromagnetic devices involve the manipulation of small magnetic

domains in a thin film of appropriate material. Most of the progress has

been in a variety of forms using cylindrical ~nagnetic domains , called

“bubbles ,” but there has also been effort to develop alternate approaches

such as the “crosstie ” memory [7] and the domain tip , “DOT” [8 ,9]. Suffice

V - - - —
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it to say that micromagnetics is not limited to a single. embodiment and

more variations may be invented with additional research . We will limit

our discussion to the various forms of bubble storage be-cause this is the

main stream of activity and progress , is diversified enough to show the

various dimensions for further progress and is sufficient to illustrate

the type of fundamental work that should be fruitful in micromagnerics

and the relevant materials.

There is a main thrust in magnetic bubbles that a host of companies

are following and then there are variations on the theme which are being

pursued in order to achieve greater circuit density and lower cost. We

will first discuss the current main thrust , then the factors which hinder

the achievement of greater density in this main thrust , then the variations

that are already being explored to avoid these hindrances and , finally ,

areas of research which our current knowledge suggests as important for

future progress. This discussion can be only a su ary and references

are included that allow the interested reader to obtain more information

on any of the various items mentioned .

II. THE MAIN THRUST IN BUBBLES

As with semiconductor technology , the bubble technology involves

circuit chips mounted in modules which in turn are mounted on circuit

boards. The chips are fabricated with optical photoresist lithography

wherein patterns of magnetic permalloy and conductors are defined on top

of a thin single crystal magnetic film which has been grown by liquid

phase epitaxy on a wafer of single crystal non—magnetic garnet. The

r -- — - - - —
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magnetic film will support small cylindrical domains , bubbles , as long as

a constant bias field , HE, is maintained perpendicular to the film. H
B

is provided by permanent magnets built into the module . The bubbles move

along tracks , defined by the permalloy pa tt ern , under the influence of a

rota ting , in—plane magnetic field , H .  H,~ is generated by two

out—of—phas e currents in a pair of coils built into the module . The

bubbles are shifted from one track to another by switches controlled by

the magnetic field due to a current in a conductor line. The bubbles are

det ected by the voltage pulse they produce in a magnetoresistive sensor.

Thus there are a few conductors on the chip which must connect to the

module pins to provide for bubble genera tion , track swi tching and bubble

detection . However , no physical access is needed to each bit position ,

in contrast to semiconductors; propagation at all bit locations is induced

simultaneously by the overall rotating field .

A typical chip has the following parameters: 64—256 Kbits; 2 urn

magnetic film ; 0.5 urn permalloy , conductor and Si0
2 spacer layers; 3 urn

diameter bubbles ; perinalloy patterns with 1.5—2.0 Mm minimum features that

repeat on a 14—16 Mm scale , defining the unit bit cell; HB~
lSO Oe , H 5 0  Oe

at 100—250 KHz ; current pulses ~l50 MA to generate , 20 MA to swi tch , 5 MA to

detect ; detector output ~3 MV.

A module contains sometimes one chip ( e . g .,  TI) , sometimes a few (e .g . ,

BTL packages four in a module) , somet imes many (e .g . ,  Hitachi packaged 32

chips in one module) .

r ‘- — .p,
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If a complete chip with ‘-‘100 Kb is pictured , it is not possible to see

the detail. Figure 1 is a pattern for a smaller experimental chip that

shows the overall pattern. The storage loops are in the center , the input

loop is on the left and the detector at the right. Bubbles are generated

when conductor G is pulsed . These bubbles flow down the chevron input

loop to an inverse generator , or annihilator , unless the write conductor ,

W , is pulsed , in which case they transfer to the storage loops. In this

small chip the storage loops have only 40 chevrons each vs the 500—1000

that are typical of product chips. The bubbles continue to circulate in

the storage loops under the influence of H unless the read conductor ,

R, is pulsed , in which case they transfer to the output loop and proceed

to the chevron expander. The expanding chevron pattern expands the bubble

into a strip which then propagates to the right past the detector , D . The

detector is a column of interconnected chevrons . Because this permalloy

chevron column is magnetoresistive a change in IR drop is observed across

the column when the magnetic strip passes. The detector column has to be

long to increase the sensitivity and the bubble must be expanded to cover

the detector and make it efficient. A shorter detector of equivalent

resistance can be achieved by making it narrower and thinner and then the

bubble does not require so much expansion at the cost of chip real estate.

The “thin” detector , however , requires an additional fabrication step .

The permalloy elements in Fig . 1 define the bubble positions and

information is coded by the presence or absence of a bubbl e In each bit

position. When using this method of coding the bubbles must be kept 4—5

bubble spaces apart to minimize their magnetic interference . In addition ,

r ~P-’~ ,.- —,--- _ . .  - - —
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the bubbles must be larger than the gap between elements by a certain

multiple or the barrier to transfer is too great . The main influence of

the design of the permalloy elements is on the ratio of bubble size , d ,

to gap dimension , g, that will allow propagation with good operating

margins. Obviously that pattern is preferred which permits the smallest

d/g because it will provide the largest circuit density f or a given

lithographic process capability . The resolution and reproducibility

capability of the lithographic process determines the g that can be used .

The circuit density is inversely proportional to the unit cell dimension

or pattern repetition period , P , and P’.’4—5d~ 4—5 (d/ g )g .  With the asymmetric

chevron element , “AC”, used in Fig. 1, d/g can be two or even somewhat

less. With older propagation elements , such as the “TI ” elements , d/g

had to be greater than three and preferably four . This discussion is

important because it shows first of all that circuit density can be

improved by the invention of better element shapes as well as by refining

the lithographic process. In addition , it shows that circuit density can

be improved even more fundamentally by finding a coding scheme that allows

bubbles~ to interact so they can be less than 4—5 spaces apart or by fInding

a dif ferent  propagation technique that would remove the restriction that

bubbles be larger than the minimum feature. Indeed , approaches are being

worked on to accomplish each of these and we will discuss these after we

finish reviewing the present situation .

Many companies by now are working on magnetic bubble technology : some

are in an exploratory phase , some are developing conmiercial products and

some have been engaged in the manufacture of qualified products for over

~~ 
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a year (e.g., Western Elec tric , Texas Instruments). Most of these

companies have publicly disucssed the configuration and properties of

their chips and modules; others , like IBM , have published technical results

of their bubble research but have not yet disclosed whatever product

configurations they may be working on. The following list indicates the

progress that has been achieved in the main thrust of the cechnology , as

revealed by the published literature in the summer of 1978 :

1) Bell Telephone Laboratories/Western Electric :

— 68 Kb chips with 16 pm circuit period AC elements packaged

four to a module being manufactured and used for

record—message playback [10].

2) Texas Instruments :

— 92 Kb chips packaged one to a module being manufactured and

available for purchase [11]. At first used TI bar

propagation elements (22 pm period ) ,  but has now been phased

over to AC elements (16 Mm period). Application in portable

terminal (TI Model 765) was announced in early 1977 [1].

— 256 Kb chips with the 16 pm period are in development and

product announcement expected [12].

— 1000 Kb chip with 8 pm period operated in the laboratory

and described at 1977 Intermag Conference [13].

3) Rockwell International:

— 100 Kb chips with l6pm period delivered for evaluation [14].

This chip has been incorporated in a recorder for a

point—of—scale terminal (POS—8 ) with eight chips packaged 
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in a module [15]. It has also been packaged 16 to a module

for a NASA f l ight recorder [16].

— 1000 Kb chip with an 8 pm period has been operated in the

laboratory and described at the 1977 Intermag Conference [17].

4) Hitachi :

— 64 Kb chips using 20 pm period TI bar elements have been

produced and used in a 2 Mb memory by NTT in portable

switching systems [18].

— 256 Kb chips using a smaller period have been operated and

built into a 16 Mb memory [19].

5) Fuj itsu :

— 73 Kb chips using a 14 pm period have been packaged four to

a module to provide a removeable cassette that is

interchangeable with floppy disks and paper tapes for

terminals [20].

— 294 Kb chips using newer elements have been described at

the 1977 MMM Conference [21].

Other companies known to be working on similar chips include Univac ,

Plessey , Siemen s , Philips , National Semiconductor , Fairchild and Intel.

There are at least two major government programs . One is with Texas

Instruments contracted by Air Force Avionics Laboratory to demonstrate

the feasibility of several configurations of airborne mass memories , e.g.,

16 Mb disc/drum type systems and 1.00 Mb recorder type systems (22]. The

other is with Rockwell International contracted by NASA for a 100 Mb

- — - - _
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satellite recorder ( 2 3 ) .  These same agencies are sponsoring other work

intended to advance bubble technology and make possible higher levels of

integration and lower costs.

All of this establishes a substantial basis for the technology at a

particular circuit density (and corresponding cost/bit)  and performance

level. Let us now discuss the opportunities for further iriproving

cost/performance .

III. TIlE PATH TO IXPROVED COST/PERFORMANCE

There appear to be ample opportunities to lower the cost/bit of bubbles

through increased circuit density . At the same time it is hard to see

ways to increase the speed of the devices and , in fact , we have to be

careful to keep the speed from deteriorating as we increase the level of

integration . Fortunately , increased payoff from bubble technology will

flow much more from cost reduction than speed improvement. We will explain

these points a little further.

The speed parameters that are important are operating frequency , data

rate and access time to the specific data desired . The operating frequency

determines the rate at which the data moves in the device , as the bubbles

step from cell to cell. Operating frequencies are 0.1—1.0 MHz. The data

rate is this operating frequency t imes the number of storage registers

that are operated in parallel. Thus typical data rates are 0.1 to ‘-10 Mbs

(megab its per second). The access time depends on the length of the

storage loops and are in the range 1—10 ma. The operating frequency is

—- - - - -
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limited by two di f f e r e n t  considerations . First  of all the frequency is

limited to that  which the bubbles can follow , i . e . ,  propagate successfully

from step to step . Secondly , increased frequency increases the drive

power required , the driver cost , heat generation , etc. Therefore, to

increase the frequency appreciably we must find ways to propagate the

bubbles faster (>10 m/sec) and circumvent the limitations of the H drive .
— xy

Increased levels of integrat ion , allowed by fu r the r  reduction in bubble

and pattern size , aggravate the speed problem in two ways. In the normal

approach , which we have described , the magnitude of the drive field , H ,

must increase as the bubbles become smaller (should we decrease coil volume

or frequency to compensate?) and the length of the storage loops increase

leading to an in~reased access time for the same frequency (if we can ’t

increase frequency should we reduce the size of the chip or segment the

stor age on the chip ? ) .  Obvious ly, this subject  involves an elaborate

discussion . S u f f i c e  it to say that  we can probably sustain operating

speeds , that it is very d i f t l c u l t  to  find hope for substantially increased

speeds and that factors that would help in this regard are :

a) device forms for which the drive field is reduced and/or does

not increase as much as the bubble size becomes smaller,

b) chip organizations that yield shorter access times and/or larger

data rates for a given operating frequency , and

c) conditions under which bubbles will move at speeds above 10 rn/sec.

All of these are proper areas for research and some progress has been

achieved on each already .

- ~~~~
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Fortunately , speed improvement is not required to expand the utility

of magnetic bubble devices. For those applications where increased speed

is necessary , there are semiconductor devices. But for the applications

visualized for magnetic bubbles , the important characteristics are :

non—volality , modular ity, stop/wait/restart , �lO ma access time, �l00 KHz,

�$0.0002 cost/bit and once these are satisfied , the applications appear to

expand exponentially with lower cost/bit . Thus our major emphasis is on

cost/bit.

Obviously , the most direct way to substantially decrease cost/bit is

to increase the capacity on the chip. For each factor of two reduction

in the device period we quadruple the chip capacity and reduce the cost/bit

by 75% , if we don ’t aggravate any of the other cost factors . In judging

which of the approaches to reduced device period is best we must take into

account its impact on chip processing cost , auxilliary circuit costs (e.g.,

drivers , detectors), heat generation and cooling requirements , et c.

There are several ways we could achieve smaller device periods :

a) changes in the permalloy bar device form that allows a smaller

d/g (as already accomplished by a factor of two in replacing the

TI elements by AC type. elements),

b) refined lithographic processes that would allow smaller minimum

fea ture (gap) size ,

c) change in the method of representing data that would allow bubbles

to interact and the device period to be less than 4d, and 
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d) elimination of the gap in the propagation pattern so that the

bubble size can be less than the minimum fe ature , not greater

than , as at present.

We will now discuss some of the efforts that are underway to accomplish

these improvements.

1) There is continuous effort to reduce the d/g requirement by

revising the design of the permalloy propagation element . A

variety of d i f ferent  shapes have been made and tested . None so

far published are significantly better than the asymmetric

chevron. This element can be designed with d/g-’2 to yield the

widest operating margins or with d/g reduced to 1.5 or even a

little smaller if we can be satisfied with narrower margins [10].

Other designs may be found that are even more toleran t of d/g

but it can be argued that no design can be achieved where d/g�l

if the bubble position is defined by a gap . Placing alternate

propagation elements on two different layers separated by a Si02

layer allows the “gap ” to be defined by the thickness of the Si0
2

layer and the horizontal separation of the elements can be reduced

to zero. The minimum feature of the horizontal pattern , W0, is

then the width of the leg of the element , W, not the gap , g.

However , it is also necessary that d>W . Usually d~ 2W but

experiments with this configuration showed that 1.5 pm bubbles

could be propagated successfully with 1.0 pm legs [24]. Tht.s

d/W 0~ l.5 or greater and this approach does not appear to give

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ — - - - -- - - - - — -
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significant relief from the d/W requirement of the more usual

single level propagation pattern .

2) Many organizations are trying to develop a lithographic capability

that would produce much smaller minimum pattern features , W0.

Currently, W0~l.0—2.0 pm with visible optics . Somewhat finer

patterns can be achieved with a given lithographic process in

bubble devices than in semiconductor devices because the bubble

devices don ’t have the severe mask allignnient requirement that

semiconductor devices do. In fact , some bubble device designs

do not require any precise allignment [25]. This means that

X—ray [26] and deep UV [27] lithographies can be used to reduce

W , as well as electron beams [28). While all of these are being

worked on it may be some time before they can be applied

successfully in a manufacturing environment. However , in the

laboratory , bubble devices with 0.3 pm gaps have been made and

tested [25].

3) “Bubble—lattice” devices utilize completely populated ,

close—packed arrays of bubbles in order to permit bubble spacings

�2d instead of the 4—5d of “isolated” bubble devices. In such

arrays, each bubble feels the magnetic presence of its neighbors

as a component of bias field so that the array is stable in an

applied bias f ield , HB, of lower magnitude than for the isolated

bubble devices. Because each bubble position must be occupied ,

data cannot be represented by the presence and absence of bubbles

in the bit positions, as in isolated bubble devices. Instead ,

data is represented by the bubble “wall—state.” This requires

.

~
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methods of generating and detectii~g these wall states as well as

establishing the conditions under which the wall states themselves

will be stable , without converting from one to the other with

resulting errors in the data. These methods and conditions have

been extensively investigated [29]. Since the bubbles interact ,

it is not necessary to drive every bubble — the driven bubbles will

push the undriven bubbles. It is thus possible to translate a

lattice of bubbles with an overlay of conductors [30] or permalloy

elements [31] that is less dense than the bubble lattice. The

stability of bubble states under conductor drive [32] and under

permalloy drive elements [33) has also been investigated . Almost

all of the work on such devices has been done by IBM and they

have reported on a 1 Kb bubble lattice device us ing the conductor

drive with all the required functions [34]. Such a device

certainly has more complications than an isolated bubble device

but its advantages can be:

a) increased circuit density by 4—16X for a given lithography

W over even the best AC isolated bubble device. This is
0

because P~2d (vs 4d) and in addition d can be ~W (vs 2W)

for drive patterns that are less dense than the lattice ,

b) lower drive fields since the bubble interaction helps. In

addition , the conductor drive can be used to completely

eliminate the need for the rota t ing fI e l d  coils in the

module . In either case we can expect alleviation of the

problems due to the high drive coil power of conventional

bubble devic es when density is increased , and

- -~~ — - —  ~~~~-- ‘- -
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c) wider operating margins . The lattice is stable over a

greater range of than are isolated bubbles. It is

conceivable that the other required functions can also be

designed to give a wider overall operating margin than for

isolated bubble devices.

Reference [31] reviews some of the complexities of lattice devices

that must be provided for . Surely , there has been impressive

progress made on such devices but whether the complexities can

be managed and the advantages eventually realized will only be

revealed by more research .

4) Significant progress has been made also on “gapless” devices such

as the “contiguous disk” (CD). In this device a pattern similar

to rows of slightly overlapping disks is ion—implanted in the

surface of the bubble film. An impressed drive field then

produces a “charged wall” magnetic structure in that surface

extending out from the disks in the pattern . The charged walls

move around the disk pattern as the drive field , H , rotatesxy

and they will trap and carry bubbles with them. Thus these

charged walls provide a different mechanism for positioning and

propelling bubbles. This device is too complicated to describe

here but ref. (35] provides a good background as well as a review

of recent progess. In these devices the bubble size can be

several t imes smaller than the minimum feature of the pat tern so

that this is another approach to higher density . If d~W/2 ,

instead of d~ 2W0 as for AC devices , the density improvement is

16X while still using “isolated” bubbles spaced 4d apart. This

P?4 - - - —
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device does not then have the complications of the lattice devices

but it does have some other complications associated with the

charged wall phenomena . The chip fits directly into the AC chip

environment with IL and H but the magnitude of H required is
a xy xy

less for charged wall propagation . Thus CD offers the desired

relief on more than one of the AC constraints. More work on

these devices and the process for making them is needed before

they can displace AC devices in products.

5) Other on—going efforts are devoted to improvements in bubble

materials: new compositions , multiple layer films , different

techniques for depositing films , etc. This is such a multifaceted

category that only a few items will be mentioned . Garnet

compositions which will support bubbles of 0.4 pm diameter have

been developed [36]. This is the apparent limit for garnets due

to the requirement that K>4irM 2
, where M is the saturation

magnetization and K is the anisotropy energy that holds the

magnetization perpendiétilar to the plane of the film , a necessary

condition for bubbles. Smaller bubbles require larger M and

larger M
~ 

requires larger K. The mechanisms of K have been

studied in garnets and the limit has apparently been reached in

111 oriented films for d~0.4 pm. There is some indication that

larger values can be obtained in 100 films [37] and then there is

the possibility of other compositions such as hexaferrites [38].

Work has also been done on amorphous films such as GdCo alloys

which can have large K introduced by the sputter or vapor

- p — — - - v - --
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deposit ion process [39] .  Bubbles smaller than OJ .m will require

substantial innovation in materials . Double layer f i lms  where

the magnetic propert ies  of the two layers are d i f f e r e n t  are

already in use and the virtues of three layer films are being

explored . Alternation of the magnetic properties of the top

surface of a bubble film by ion implantation is used to inhibit

“hard” bubbles [40] and to fabr icate  “ch arged—wall ” devices [41] .

The different surface layer can also be obtained by depositing

a f i lm of d i f fe ren t  composition . The surface  layer has also been

shown to raise the maximum velocity of bubbles [42]  and now the

benefits to the dynamic properties of trip le layer films is being

investigated [43]. An in—plane field or a built—in in—plane

anisotropy has also been shown to substantially raise the maximum

bubble velocity [44]. The point of these diverse remarks is that

the study of the physical mechanisms controlling bubble properties

(especially the dynamics and anisotropy), the relation of material

composition and deposition technique to these , and the exploration

of new materials can lead to innovations that will extend the

utility of bubbles .

IV. AREAS FOR RESEARCH

There has been significant progress in bubbles in recent years :

physical phenomena , materials , devices and fabrication techniques.

However , the application of bubbles has barely begun with devices having

—14 pm cells and operating at ‘-100 KHz. Enough work has been done already ,

as illustrated by the foregoing discussion , to show that additional

r ‘~ Y~ - - - - -
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research can lead to substantially higher device densities and perhaps

greater device speeds. This , in turn , should increase the utilization of

bubble devices , br i nging economic bene f i t s .

The most obvious route tn higher density is through the development

of finer lithography . This is also true f or semiconductor devices so the

research needs in this area will be adequately covered elsewhere and need

not be repeated here. It is worth repeating , however , that refinements

in lithographic technique may find application to bubbles sooner than

semiconductors because of the comparative simplicity of bubble devices .

Before new lithographic techniques are available significant increases

in density may be produced by novel device forms that remove the

constraints of the AC device fo rms , e.g., bubble lattice devices that

allow bubbles to be closer together or contiguous disk devices that allow

the bubble size to be smaller than the lithographic resolution or others

that remain to be invented . Such device innovation can derive from

research into new ways to propagate bubbles such as via charged walls or

perhaps the newer phenomenon of “automotion” [45].

Hopefully , the relevance of the following areas for future fundamental

research is now somewhat evident :

1) the mechanisms underlying both old and new methods of propagating

bubbles , e.g., permalloy bars [46], charged walls [35],

conductors [47 1 and autotnotion [45],

~~~ 4 - r — - — - y - ~ -.- —~ 
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2) the dynamic properties of bubbles and ways to postpone the

saturation of velocity , e.g. , orthorhoinbic anisotropy [ 4 4 ] ,

multiple layer films [43],

3) micromagnetic configurations : their static and dynamic

properties , and especially how the configurations change with

ambient conditions and motion . In cluded are isolated bubbles [48],

bubble lattices [30], cross—ties [7], charged walls [35], surface

domains [49], domain tips ~8], exchange coupled bubbles in double

layers [50] and others ,

4) the equilibrium configuration , dynamic conversion and control of

the variety of bubble states [29],

5) the mechanisms that induce and control anisotropy , especially

how it can be controlled and even enhanced by the growth

process [5l][39] or composition variation [44],

6) other classes of materials which may offer better properties

and/or extend the utility to smaller dimensions or higher speeds

(crystalline materials, such as hexaferrites [38] or amorphous

materials [52]), and

7) novel ways to manipulate domain structures , such as bubbles ,

without direct access to each bit position and especially where

the minimum feature that needs to be defined lithographically is

larger than the relevant domain structure .

V. CONCLUSION

The rate of discovery of new phenomena , understanding of fundamental

mechanisms and ideas for improving the properties and extending the utility

~~~~~~~~ _ r _ 
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of micromagnetic domain structures indicates that additional research will

bear good fruit. Progress will come from a blend of applied and basic

research and there are a variety of avenues to pursue .

.
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Material Aspects of Integrated Optics
at Very Small Dimensions

By

P. K. Tien
Bell Telephone Laboratories
Holmdel , New Jersey 07733

Introduction 
1-11The basic i~~eas of integrated optics were conceived in

1969-1972 , at the time when the avai labi l i ty  of low—loss
optical fibers had already brought optical communication
close to reality and there are definite needs to form
compact optical systems . Research in integrated optics
may be catalogued into two parts : one is to apply thin—
film technology to the fabrication of miniature optical
devices including lasers , modulators , switches , detectors ,
prisms , lenses , polarizers and directional couplers. The
other is the integration of a large number of these devices
on a single substrate . It is well known that a layer of
thin dielectric film with a refractive index larger than
its surroundings is a perfect optical waveguide . We may
use these thin-film waveguides as the basic structures of
all the optical devices which are then interconnected
forming optical circuits . Typically , thin-film optical devices
have one dimension ranging from hundreds of microns to a
few millimeters and other two dimensions ranging f rom a
fraction of a micron to severa~ microns . The optical wave-
length of interest is about 10 times smaller than ultra-
high frequency radio waves and the devices should have an
edge definition of about 500 A in order to avoid excessive
optical scattering . Integrated optics thus demands the
finest microfabrication technology . There are a variety of
materials12 one can use to form integrated optical circuits .
For passive devices such as prisms , lenses , polarizer s , wave-
guides and grating filters and reflectors , the materials
commonly used are sputtered glass , SiNO , organic polymers and
amorphous Ta205, ZnO , ZnS , CdSe , CdS , Nb~03 and TiO 2

J2 F~~ 15modulators and switches , sing~~-crysta1line electro-optic ,
acoustooptic and magnetooptic~~ films such as LiNbO 3, LiTaO 3,
Bi 2O3:Ti02, Ill—V semiconductor compounds ,17 ’18 and rare earth
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iron--~ ,t r n et s  may be used . A great deal of the ~ffort in the
past has been concentrated to A —Ga --A s  systeru J~~D to f o r m
mono l i t h i c  in tegra ted  op t ics .11 f a t e ly ,  h -:~~-”-er , th e  i n t e r e s t
in the optical communication system at t~ie w a v e l e n g t h  near
1.3 microns has directed the attention to InP , and In—Ga--As—P
related ternaries and quaternaries.19 2l As devices are made
smaller in sizes , the optical density in the de’ :ces has  to
increase and may reach MW/cm 2 . Opt ica l  damage , op t i ca l  losses ,
heat generated in the optical  c i r cu i t s, methods to form be t te r
epitax~ a1 layers are a few of many material problems which
demand most of our efforts in integrated optics .

Status of Current Work
Most of the inventions in integrated optics deal with methods
which restructure bulk optical systems into thin—film forms .
They include tapered—film 22 and grating couplers 23 ’24 thin-film
prisms and ler.ses,25 ’26 Bragg modulators 27 and ciirectional-
coupler0switches ,~~

8 distributed feedback 29 and Braqc—reflec tor
lasers3 and methods of forming interconnections between devices .31
In the past seven years , research in integrated optics have
involved , in U.S.A ., about 150 scientists mainly from Bell Laboratories ,
IBM , Xerox Palo Alto , Rockwell International Science Center , RCA ,
Westinghouse , Hughes Research Laboratories , Lincoln Laboratory ,
United Technologies Research Center , Texas Instruments , University
of California , Berkeley , Caltech , Cornell University , Carnegie—
Mellon University , Washington University , University of Washington ,
Polytechnic Institute of New York , and Nav’ Research Laboratories
in Washington D.C. and in San Diego . In spite of the scarcity
of the research funds for exploring new science , the accomplishment
of integrated optics has been spectacular: Research of propagating
modes in waveguides has made single-mode kink-free laser-diodes32
possible , waveguide modulators have a figure of merit of several
orders of magnitude better than those in bu~ ’-z form s ,33 diffused-
LiNbO 3 directional-coupler switches have a crosstalk of about -32
dB ,34 and thin—film geodesic lenses are capable of focusing a light
beam to the diffraction limit and of resolving light beams with an
angular separation as small as 3.3 mrad .35 More importantly,
prism coupler and rn—line spectroscopy enable one tu determine
refractive index and m~de spectrum in waveguides better than1 part in 10,000.1,9,3 Gratings of period as small as 1200 A
have been fabricated 37 and their uses for band-rejection filters ,38
reflectors and distributed feedback and Bragg reflector lasers39 ’4°
have been demonstrated .

As of today, simple integrated optical circuits can be readily
developed in LiNbO 3, on silicon substrates , or in Ill-V alloy—
semiconductor compounds . A multipurpose spectrum analyzer
involving a geodesic lens , an acoustooptic deflector and hundreds

-
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of silicon c~etectors is being pursued a~ Rcckwell :nternationalScience Center , Air Force Avionics Labcrarory and Batteile
Columbus Laboratories. A LiNbO 3 circuit containing 4 x 4
i~rectional-coupler switches has been built at Bell Laboratcries.

41-
GaAs circuits containing lasers al modulators have been
cc-nstr~ cted at Bell Laboratories ,4 Universitv of California ,
Berkeley , 13 and Tokyo Institute of Technology .~~

4 A circuit
composed of six GaAs laser diodes and six wavegu~ues for wave-length rnulti~ lexing is developed by Hitachi Central Research
Laboratory .4D In general , because of more ambitious policy and
more liberal funding by the Japanese government toward
technological advancement , integrated optics in Japan is just as
good a~~, or even better than that of the United States , in spite
of ~~~ faot that we have contributed most of the orig inal research!

Specific Scientific and Technology Needs
Although simple integrated optical circuits have been demonstrated
with existing technology , to produce them reliably and ecznon cally
faces a multitude of difficult material and technology problems .
In general , the areas needing extensive support may be summarLzed
below .

(1) To form monolithic integrated optical circuits in the
Al-ca-As system , the present epitaxial layers have a loss~

6 from
1 to 10 cm 1 which should be reduced by about a factor oi 10 in
orde: to ~atisfv the system requirement.

(2) Technioues of fabricating optical gratings either on deposited
films or on epi taxially grown layers have to be improved . The
pressr~t O p t i c~~i circuits containin~ grating filters , distributed
feedba-’)~ lasers , and Bragg—reflector lasers have poor quality and
are ae-~erally not reliable.

(3) Research in orientation—dependent epitaxial. ;rowth48 and

~tching
49 

~.as to be carried out to form -itomically flat facets
~or refl.~c~ting or deflecting light in optical circuits . Such
techniques ar~ also needed for forming blazed cratings structures
in \rC~~UjiCS.

( 4  I t  is gen ’~r a l l y  recognized that to achieve long lifetimes ,
semiconductor  lasers have to be grown on d i s l o c a t i o n— f r e e  subs t ra tes .
Methods t~~~ grow dislocation-free GaAs or InP substrates and the
kin.tics involved should be investigated .
(5) Typical semiconductor laser-diodes have sizes hundreds of
nicron3 Long and 1 to 10 microns wide.  They produce 1 to 10 mW
of light and are excellent light sources. For signal processing
and for performing logic operation ifl optical circuits , however ,
a large number of the lasers are required . These lasers must
have much smaller sizes in order to improve packing density and
need only to produce a fraction of microwatt of light to cut
total ~ow~ r consumption. Such microlasers have yet to be developed .

— - — - - — - - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~-~~ - - - —
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( 6 )  Switches wi th  a speed in the subnanosecond range may be
formed in Ti-diffused LiNbO 3 waveguides . However , LiNb0~ is
susceptible to optical damage. Moreover , impurity ions in
the diffused waveguides may move under an intense switching
electric field and thus short—circuits the field needed for
switching . Research for better electrooptical and acousto-
optical materials is in order .

(7) It is likely that optical circuits will be formed on
LiNbO3, GaAs, InP, or Si substrates. Fortunately GaAs ,
InP and Si are also excellent mater ial f or high speed electronics.
Methods of fabrication so that optical circuits and electronics
may be formed on a same substrate have yet to be developed .

(8) For a single optical fiber to carry two—way communication ,
the incoming and outgoing signals have to be separated and

• processed in different op,tical circuits . The device which
separates the incoming and outgoing signals is a circulator
or an isolator which has to be formed of magnetooptical materials
such as rare earth Garnets. The present magnetooptical material
has a Faraday rotation constant of 200°/cm . Materials of
Faraday constant more than 1000°/cm could be developed by
adding Bi or Pr into the composition of the Garnets.

One realizes that the technology needed in integrated optics
is also needed in other industries. Therefore , carried with
the research of integrated optics are a more refined semi-
conductor industry , better methods for epitaxy and for film—
deposition , and a better understanding in solid state physics
regarding interfaces and dislocations .

Possible Impacts of Research
With commercially available optical fibers , lasers and detectors ,
it is already possible to design a communication system , 50 MHz
in bandwidth and 7 to 8 kilometers in distance , for a cost
comparable to that of a similar system using coaxial cables.
There is no doubt in the mind of the telecommunication ind’~stry
that optical fiber systems will grow for short-haul services.
For long-distance telecommunication , although intensive research
has reduced losses in single—mode optical fibers comparable to
those of the multi-mode fibers , the commercial deployment of
such long-distance single—mode systems will not be forthcoming
until about the middle of the 1980’s .

Integrated optical circuits serve best for multiplexing of optical
signals. Such applications must, however , wait for the maturity
of the optical communication. Even then , the optical communication
systems must be standardized before integrated optical circuits
can be designed . More immediate applications of integrated optics
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are in military communication services , signal processing
for  w a r f a r e  operat ions , local communication and signal-sensi n~in ships and airplanes. There ,iight wei~~ht and snall volumeof the f i be r  system are often dcminant factors for the choice.
The optical-fiber system has also a unique advantage as being
immune to the electromagnetic interference . ~ptica1 s stems
have also been found to be economical for cable televisions.
Japan has already used optical systems for data collection and
signal processing in large electric power plants where stray
magnetic fields produced by the electric cables are focnd to
be harmful to the electronic devices . There are also increasinc
uses of optical systems in nuclear power plants and hich-er~er cy
research facilities . Optical systems are also invaluadle as a
data link between two large computers or two larce switching
stations in order to avoid mutual electronic interferences or a
common ground-current loop. For each of the above applacotions,
there is a need of integrated optical circuits .

The real impact of integrated optics will come when hich speed
electronics is incorporated into the optical circuits . In fact ,
a chip containing a bank of the laser-diodes including the driving
electronic circuits can be readily developed with rho existing
technology . Such chips may be used for the transmitters in
the optical communication systems . They may d s o  be designed
for printing , for survey , and for controls of various industrious
processes. Optical beams have the advantages that they may be
pulsed in rapid sequences , can scan over wide angles and may be
transmitted over any transparent space with a mi nimum of
interference . If visible semiconductor lasers can be developed
into practice , a chip containing the visible lasers wi th their
associated electronics has many medical applications . work to
form electronic and optical devices on a same GaAs substrate has
already begun .49 ’5°

The development of the first practical medium-scale inre~ rated
optical circuit can be very costly . However , once the technology
is established , optical circuits should not he more expansive than
IC chips used in wristwatches or pocket ca1cu1~itors . Hea.y
investment from the industries is not likely since the present
market for the optical circuits does not justify their initial
cost. On the other hand , without actively pursuing advanced
technologies such as those associated with the integrated oct:cs , we
will quickly lose the leadership in this general field oil opto-
electronics.

University Opportunities
Integrated optics does not compete with the preo~ nt microelectronics ,
but rather complements it. In fact , integrated circuits con~aining
both optical and electronic devices opens up new op~ortunities for
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the e lect ronics  industry. To develop such circuits to their
f u l l  potential , research and development should not be
conf ined  only  to the f a b r i c a t i o n  of thin-film devices -and
c i r cu i t s , but  they should be directed to the exp lo r a t i on
fo r  new ideas of circuit designs as well as novel device-
ph ys ics  which combines optics to electronics . In that sense ,
there are plenty of the opportunities for the universities
to participate in the research and development , since such
studies carry as much as academic value as industrial . In
particular , integrated optics is one of the few fields where
fundamental science and d~scoveries can be made .

Microfabrication and epitaxial technologies are the foundations
of the modern electronics. Both microelectronics and integrated
optics demand the excellence of these technologies. Indeed ,
the research of integrated e lec t ron ic  c i r c u i t s  and i n t e g r a t e d
o p t i c a l  c i rcu i t s  should be carr ied out s ide -by—side . In
p a r t i c u l a r, InP and GaAs used fo r  the f a b r i c a t i o n  of the lasers
are also the mate r i aTh  for  hi gh speed e l e c t r on i c s . For mic ro—
fabrication , one requires: electron—beam exposure systen (EBES )
fo r  computer control led mask f ab r i ca t ion  and electron-beam writing ,
electron—resist and photo-resist facilities , a mask aligner
for  both contact and project  p r i n t i n g, photo and x - r ay  l i thography,
scanning electron microscope for  v iewing  small s t ruc tu res,
ion—beam etch and dry plasma etch f a c i l i t i e s, and equ ipments f o r
depositing Si0 2 and S13N 4 .  The equipment required fo r  laser
research involves scanning electron microscope coupled to x-ray
energy d ispers ive  and wavelength analys is , Auger electron
spectrometer wi th  depth p r o f i l i n g, SIMS , mass spectrometer ,
d i f f u s i o n  f u r n a c e s , evaporation and sput te r ing  s ta t ions, and
liquid-phase and vapor-phase epitaxial growth facilities.
U n f o r t u n a t e l y ,  even the best univers i t ies  in the Uni ted  States
are not equipped wi th  al l  these facilities . On the other hand ,
both Osaka University and Tokyo Institute of Technology in
Japan have the best of these e~ u ipments .

One m i c r o f a b r i c a t i o n  center  is being set up in Cornell  Univers i ty
by NSF . We believe other s imi la r  centers should be , perhaps , in
S tan fo rd  U n i v e r s i t y  and in Unive r s i ty  of I l l inois  where a large
poo l of human resources and technical  know-how are r ead i ly
available.  It is believed that  these centers wil l  have f a r —
reaching consequences to ma in ta in  the momentum of our science
and technology in general , and the competitive position of our
electronics industry in particular.
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INTRODUCT ION

The focus of this article can be quick iy set by examination of Fig. 1
which shows a photomi crograph of human brain cells (from the motor
cortex) superimposed on a photomicrograph , to the same scale , of a com-
mercially avail able (Intel) four kilobit random access memory . Note
that the bit density of the semiconducto r memory is two orders of magn i-
tude higher than that of the human brain. With the further shrinkage of
semi conductor structures now in progress the dimensional advantage of
electronic intelligence over natural nervous tissue can only increase.
It is now possible to contemplate the replacement of defective nervous
tissue (e.g., inoperative sensory organs such as the eye or ear , stroke-
damaged brain tissue) by synthetic intelli gence in approximately the same
volume and at approximately the same energy cost per transaction. The
realization of such remarkable substitut ions is now limi ted primarily by
materials problems , in the long-term insulation and protection from
attack by body fluids of the integrated circuits ar.d by materials p rob-
lems at the neural -elect ronic interface. This review will focus
primarily on these problems .

The continuing shrinkage in size and cost of computational power affects
medical electronics profoundly in many other ways , in all cases where
computational power can be brought to bear on diagnosis or treatment.
Cases in point would be computer—aided x—ray tomography and the various
a pp li cat i ons of mi cro p rocessors to “smart ” medical instruments. Th is
article will not deal with such cases , since they are covered elsewhere
in this series of reports where the main stream of computer-oriented
programs are cons idered. This article will also not deal wi th the nume r-
ous ma terials problems in bioengineeri ng associated with bone , tooth ,
tendon , etc. implants , as not being relevant to the main theme of these
reports , materials problems in microstructure fabrication.

STATUS OF CURRENT WORK

The focus of this report , as indicated above , is the development of
materials and techniques for the fabri cation , p a s s i v a t i o n , and protection
of ir~iplantable acti ve microelectronic circuits , act ive prosthetic or moni-
toring electronic devices. This sect ion of the report , describing cur-
rent work in industry , academi a , and government , will delineate the
exceedingly limited spectrum of active groups.

The largest and most active class of research and development groups in
this area exist in the cardiac pacemaker companies. The carJiac pace-
maker is , at present , the only widely accepted commercially important
neural prosthesis. It is a relatively simpl e device functionally. Its
ou tput is a sing le pulse to a single electrode at about a one Hertz rate.
Its log ical function centers on the need to sense the presence of natura l
heartbeat signals and to suspend stimulation output when satisfactor y
natural signals are present. Circuits of very modest complexity can
achieve these functions , without taxing even the current state of the art



in integrated circuits , i n a deq ua tel y small .-olu me and at ade quately
sma~ l power demand . The pacemakers are relevant to tn is discuss ion
because they have had to confront seriously for tne first time long-term
pro tection of electronic circuits in a biol og ic envir onment ~~ - Early
devices were constructed of discrete components potted in an epoxy resin
chosen for biocomp atibi lity and minimum permeability to body fluids ;
Hysol A , manufactured by the Dexter Corp., was the common choice. The
lifetime of such systems against ultimate penetration by body fluids was
on t he order of two years , similar to the life o~ the batteries incorpo-
rated into such systems . Current devices place their active circu it s ,
an d ba tter i es when possi b le , into a hermetically sealed can typically
titanium , achieving excellent protection , but at a volume increase factor
on the order of lO~ as compared to the volume of active circuitry . Fu r-
ther , ex ternal to t he herme t i c package i s onl y one mass iv e elec tro de and
its fairly massive lead elements. Since the dim ensional constraints are
relati vely relaxed , i n s u l a ti on of these e lemen ts i s u s u a l l y acn i eve d
using thick plastic (silastic or epoxy ) jacket ing. The pacemaker com-
panies have not been forced to confront the problem of insulating and
p ro tec ti n g an arra y of c lo se ly  s pace d elemen ts , as we wi l l  see m ust be
conf ronted by more complex neura l prostheses . Some pacemake r companies ,
however , no tab ly V ITATRON i n th e Nethe r lan ds , have made significant prog-
ress in devel oping viable long-term implantable insulation schemes other
than a plastic wrapping of the sensitive elements ; they have in particu-
lar been deve louing anodic oxidized layers as a class of tightly bonded
i nsul a t i on coa ti ngs , and have been par ti cularl y successful wi th ano di ze d
tan talum . This wor k is p ro ba bly sem inal for the micro—insulation needed
for imp lantable micr ocircuit ~-y.

A secon d class of research and development groups active in so iving prob-
l ems inherent in imp lantab le electronics are those engaged in bioteleme—
try 3 . Typically biote l emetry units monitor a few (often one) physiologic
parameters (body temperature or blood fl ow or blood pressure , for
instance ) and transmi t to an external receiver this information. Agai n
for  th is se t of a pp l i ca t ions , the  stan dard cur rent  s o l u ti ons a re herme t-
i c a l l y  sea led  co n ta i ners for as much of th e c i rcu it ry as poss i b le , with
p la s ti c coa ti n g for the elemen ts , suc h as sensors or antennae , which
mus t be external to the hermetic container. The ap plicability of these
techniques to true microminiaturization is small.

Recently an important class of applications has been emerging which makes
technica l demands not sa t is f iab le  by current mater ia ls technology . These
app l icat ions mostly involve multipoint contact wi th the nervous systern~ .
Th is multipo int contact is required either for multielectrode stimulation
of the nervous system , suc h as is required for sensory (ear , eye) and
muscular (lung, bladde r, leg) prostheses , or for mult ipoint recording
of the nervous system such as is desired for research in many areas of
neurophysiology ( learning, brain disfunction , mult iple sc leros is , aud i -
tory and visual phys iology , etc). For these applications a multiplicit y
of contact elements (typically platinum microe lectrudes for survival
against electrolysis ) are required , with spacings on the order of the
s i z e  of the basic neural elements , mic rons to tens of microns. There is 
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no sensible way to make such arrays other than with tne photolitnc-
gra phic techniques characteristic of the semiconductor industr :, . The
mater ia ls currently used in the semiconductor industry are , however , not
adequate or appropriate to the imp lantable application. The metals
typical ly used , gold and aluminum , are i n the one case no t opti mum and
in the other not acceptable (toxic). The commonest current insulation
material , Si02, does not survive protracted saline exposure . A second
e m e r g i n g  insuTation and passivation material , silicon nitride , Si 3N4,
shows promise as an impermeab le insulation but  has no t been e x t e n s i v e l y
tested . Also a possibili ty , but with even less documentation , is sili-
con carbide , SiC. No materials have been evolved for conductors or
insulation in situations whe re a flex~ble structure is required. If
the potential of artificial in telligence for neural prostheses and
neural characterization is to be fully realized , truly multi ple inter-
face points - microelectrodes - will be necessary , perhaps hundreds or
thousands of contact points , not poss i b le  wi th ou t mul tip l ex i ng or i n ter-
s persing of passive inter face elements wi th  ac ti ve log i c ele ment s. One
is the refore led to the necessity of passivating active elements against
mul ti year sal i ne immersion , utilizing protective coatings whose dimen-
sions must be on the order of micr ons or less , comp atible with the scale
of th e sem i con ducton log i c elemen ts or the neurons they exc it e or reco rd .
Though the va lue and potential of such mul t i -e lectrode st imulat ion and
recor d ing  ar rays has been a pp rec ia te d for some years , especially by
neuro physio logists and neurosurgeons , very little progress has been made
on the generation of the appropriate hardware , and  very little work is ,
in  fac t , in progress. The commercial possibilities of such devices are
suff ic ient ly modest that the semicondu cto r industry , wh e re in  res id es
most of t he  a pp ro p r i a te t a l e n t , has not been motivated to purs ue the key
problems . Fundi ng to support such materials research in universities
has been almost totally lacking because it~ medi cal or i en ta tion causes
all Federal agencies except the NIH to regard the N I H  as the appropr iate
support agency , and the NIH is strongly disinclined to support the devel-
opment of technology of medical potential unless tied to a specific
disease or disability . Recently the NIH has commenced support of the
develo pment of such materials and technology pursuant to the development
of an “artificial ear ,” a cochlear prosthesis which works by direct
electr ical stimulation of the auditory nerve s . Such work , at Stan ford
Un iversi ty , is in its early stages but shows promise. The NIH also has
had some in—house work on microminiature electrode arrays , also pursuant
to neurophysiology , but with very limi ted resources coniiiitted to the
project. The NIH has also been supporting, in recen t work , small but
importan t projects aimed at understanding the electrolys is of metals in
electro lytes such as body f luids.

In summa ry , the current state of relevan t research is that a number of
pacemaker companies are working on related but most ly not d i rect ly
applicable problems , there is one substantive University project directly
aimed at such problems , and a small amount of work in—house at the NIH ,
but no substantive act iv i ty by the effervescent semi conductor industry
whose experience is most relevant to the problems involved , for the yood
and continuing reason the overt commercial markets for the resulting
devices is small.
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SPECIFIC SCIENTIFIC AND TE CHN OL OG ICAL ‘~EE DS

The sc ient i f ic  and technological needs for high - in te l l i g e nce-dens i t y
im plantable electronics are several. The leading need is for t~e devel-opment of insulation ma terials such that insulation a ~ew microns , or
perhaps even a few hundred Angstroms thick , will provide long-te rm
insulation in a saline fluid environment. The structures to be pro-
tected are of similar dimensions to the insulation thic Kness , so the
separation and pro tection of closely spaced elements is required. Since
the performance of semiconductor devices is determined by the density
and d istribution of dopant ions , the protective layers must resist pene-
tra t ion by unwante d dopant ions , such as so di um.

I t is exceedingly unlikely that the required techno lony will be achievec
wi thin the conceptual framework of present -day insulation technology ,
whic h basically relies on wrappin g the active elements ti ghtly with
plastic or some other insulating material which is chemically and ph~~i-c a l l y  u n r e l a t e d to the e lemen t to be pro tec ted. For a l l  suc h i n s u l ati o n
techn i ques , saline penetration between the insulation and the protected
elemen t is inevitable , and if penetration on the order of microns is
damaging, the useful l i fe t ime of th e p ro tec ti on i s s hor t. The success fu l
technology will be one in which the insulation layer is chemically bonded
to the substructure . A first step in this di rection has been made in
certain passive (electrode lead and array) systems using tantalum as a
conductor and anodically formed tantalum oxide as an in su la ti on. Su ch a
system shows promise for a number of app l icat ions.  Shortcomings of the
tantalum -tantalum pentoxide system a re  the unipolar nature of the insu-
la t ion (the oxide reduces for the “wrong ” sign of vol tage ) the br i t t le
na ture of the i n s u l a ti on , and the inapplicability of this particular sys-
tem to act ive (i.e. silicon) electronic components. Research  i s
requ i r e d  to de f ine  the parameters w h i c h  make a ma te r i a l , particularly a
thin fi lm of mater i al whose volume i s essen ti all y all s u rface volume ,
impermeable to a number of biologically relevant ions and molecu les.

Im plantable systems must be biocompatibl e , which usually translates into
being fabricated out of materials which are chemically very inert. Yet
the lithographic fabrication characteristic of integrated circuits in
genera l  and mic ros t ruc tu re  c i r c u i ts i n par ti c u l a r i n v a r i ab l y i n v o l v e
mul tilayer structures where successive l ayers must bond physically and
chemicall y to one another. Research is needed in the science of adhesion
as applied to metal , semiconductor and insulating (oxide or nitride)
interfaces. How does one form multilayer structures out of chemically
inert (biocompatible) materials without having delamination , an d fa i l u r e ,
a major problem? A good deal of surface physics and surface chemistry
must be explore d before we can resolve the essent ia l  paradox of con-
structing active electronic mi crostructures which will not delaminate
out of biocompatible , relatively inert , materials.

A second class of problems ari sing in implantable act ive electronic
devices arises from the phenomenon of electrolysis , the dissolution of
metals placed in an electrolyti c solution , especially in the presence of
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electr ical  currents .  Though the e leL t rochemis t r - , o~ ‘e t a l—e l ec t r -olv te
soluti ons is the subject of an ex tens ive  l ite ra t~ re , so man. o~resul ts are compound —specific or con figura tion -s oec ific tha t it is ‘ard
to draw generally useful and extrapolatable concl u sions , e~ceot ~nbroades t terms . Studies specific to the metals most likely to be used
in i mp lanta b le dev i ces , and in situations resembling the complex environ-
ment of body fluids , need im p lemen ta ti o n .

In summary some science and technology areas needing explorat ion are

(1) The surface chem istry and physics of adhesion es r e cia lly as
applied to biocompatible materials such as may be use~~l in
imp lantable dev i ces.
(2) The physics of impermeability , es~ecia lly of oxide , n itride ,et c.
layers.

(3) The physics and technology of various metal-metal oxide or
metal—metal n itride or metal —unknown layers as “permanent ” oassiva-
tion layers . This study should include inve stigation of t~e tech-
nology of deposition and patternin g and of practical feasibility of
such passivation schemes .

(4) Studies of plastic-metal interfaces to generate biocom p atib le
flexible systems operable in a hostile electrolytic environment.

(5) A study of electrolysis of metals in a biologic environment ,
with attention also to the toxi city of by—products.

POSSIBLE IMPACTS OF THE RESEARCH

The d irect impact of the successful development of materials making
poss ible long-term electronic implants of high intelligence densit i is
upon the medical world. Successful work would make possible neural
prosthesis for a variety of motor and sensory handicaps. Successful
work would make possible sophisti cated investi gations of the operations
of the neura l  system , especially the brain , of how it functions , and of
how it is affected in such diseases as cerebral palsy. A secondary area
of impac t is broader and harder to define — it is the general area of
passivation of semiconductor devi ces. Certainly the techniques which
migh t be developed to ensure circuit survival in the hostile enviro nment
of the body , wi th its fluids , sal ts , enz ymes , and invading fibrosis
growths , are extensible to g i ve grea ter rel i a bi lity an d l i fe ti me to
circuits operating in less hostile , yet still threatening environments ,
such as hot and humid climates. Finall y , the in forma tion cained in
studying the physics and chemistry of surfaces , an d of the bonding mech-
anism of one class of materials to another , is of more general applica-
bil ity than to microstructure fabrication alone , though the exact ultimate
utilization of such information is difficult to identify .

To give specific examples of impact in the areas outl i ned a bove: An
audito ry prosthesis for the pro found ly deaf which operates by direct
e lectrical st imulat ion of the auditory nerve to replace the function of

_________________________
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a defective inner ear (cochlea) is under developme nt in several labora-
tories througho ut the world. It is necessary for such a prosthesis to
excite differentially a number of small subsets of the nerve bundle
comprising the auditory nerve . A major technological obstacle to this
artificial ear is the difficulty of fabricating microelectrode arrays
small enough an d complex enough to achieve this stimulation , yet capable
of surviving in the bi ological environment. Similarly, electrical stimu-
lat ion of the optical nerve or the optical cortex produces bright spots
i n the v i sual f ield , from w h i c h  a re p resenta ti on of the v i s ib l e  worl d
can , in principle , be construc ted .One obs tacle to th i s p rojec t i s , again ,
suita b le elec trode arrays an d elec tron i cs. Electron i c b lad der con trol
for para p legics and others with lower body neural di sfunc ti on is an
important area of neural prostheses also under development. Electronic
bladder contro l is important not only for the obv ious convenience an d
soc ial advantages but is life—prolonging because it eliminates the
i n f e c t i o n ri s k of an i n dw e l l i ng ca the ter , now the only viable solution
to bladder dysfunction. Electronic stimulation of leg muscles for gate
improve men t i n hemi p le g ics i s mak i ng hea dway , but again is obstructed by
elec tronic technological obstacles. The operation of prosthetic limb- s
th rou gh the neura l si gn a l s  s t i l l  n a t u r a l l y ava i l a b l e  to con trol the
missing lim b is only crudely possible at present , but  coul d , in principle ,
be achieved. The list of neural prosthetic devices which might be
conce i ve d , given implementation possibilities , is mind—boggling.

In ad dition to playing dramati c roles of “bionic man ” variety , im p lan tab le
intelligence with complex high —dens ity sensing electrodes could play a
valua b le role i n ex tendi ng our knowle dge of how th e ne rvous sys tem ,
especia l ly  the brain , works. The appl icat ions extend from understanding
the mechanisms of learning and memory , through t he role of va ri o u s c hem-
icals on brain functions (e.g. chemical control of schizophrenia), to
u n ders tan d i n g the arch it ecture i n  space , and the distribution in space
an d t i me , of the signals which characterize and govern our capabilit ies
an d behavior. The author has a thick bundle of letters from neurophysi —
ologists of all str ip e , in quiring about the availabilit y of micro—
electrode arrays for studying brain function from a variety of points ef
v i ew.

Proceeding to the second impact area , the passivation of semiconductor
circuits has been an on going pro b lem s i nce the ea r l ies t days o~ the
semiconductor business , since performance characteristics can be severely
dama ged by relat ive l y small numbers of impur ity i ons rea c h ing and i nfi l-
trating the active areas . Surfaces are currently passiv ated with insu-
lat ing layers s uch as Si0 2 or Si 3N4, an d sensitive elements further
enca psulated in epoxy or in hermetically sealed containers. Even so ,
failure due to env i ronmental factors is s~~ll common , an d a ser i ous cause
of effort and concern in the semiconductor industry . The informational
gain from material studies directed in a mo re searching way at this
proble m will certainly impact the semiconductor world generall y . Such
impact has , i n  fac t , alrea dy occurred through the needs of the pacemaker
industry . The careful life-test and failure—mode analysis of pacemakers
has prociuced results challenging the military-specification procedures
for herme ti cal l y seale d dev i ces ,and has resul ted in a major reexamination
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and reevaluati on of botn the mater ials used and tne procedures al lowe c
in the high reli ability circuits of our ni l i~ arv and space programs .
Such impact will undo ubtedly continue F mo re sophisticated and oenet’~at-in g results or material parameters can be oenerated.

Finally one is left wi tn tne unp~’edictable nature of tre im pact o~ scien-
ti fi c a dvances wh i ch a l l o w s  ma jor i m pac ts to occ ur i n a reas no t c res een
As a stand—alone argument for a scientific researcn project , such justi-
fication is inadequate. It should not be overlooked , however , as a
pote ntial benefit of a scientifi c program , es o -ecially one focussed so
closely on real materials obstacles in a real app licat ions envi ronm ent.

UNIVERS ITY AND INDUSTRY OPPORTUN iTiES

The applications area of firs t or -ocr relevance of this class of orogr am s
i s of insu ff ic i en t corrn e rcia l  prom i se to at trac t the a tten ti on of te e
in dustrial labora tories whose facilities and manpower make then’ optima l
for attacking the problems inv olved. The commercial potential of neura l
prosthesis or neurophysio logical investi gative tools is insi gnFicont
com pare d to th a t of m i croprocesso rs o r cen t ra l  process i n g un its o r
generalized memo ry. The role of the industrial laboratories in attackin c
the materials problems of impl antable electronics is destined , there~cre ,
to remain a supportive and periphera l one , no t a cen t ral  one . ~he ~ev
work must and should be done in university laboratories , and represents
a major opportunity area for univers i ty laboratories , es pecial l y in toose
s ituations where a strong ma terials science ~rouo , a strong electron ics
group ~with integrated circuit process capabilities) and an interested
medica l school exist together . The overwhelming depr essant on work 0

ç

this kind has been the lacK of governmental funding available. The medi-
cal fla vor of the problems moves them - or in the nas t has stro ro ly
tended to move them - outside the charter interest area of all Federal
agencies other than the NIH . The NI H , on tn e other nand , is not ~e t Jo
organ izationally or philosophically to support technology of rele~ a 1ce
to medical problems until and unless that tecnnolo :~ edO reach’~J the
stage of applicability where its impact on a specFic disease or disabil-
ity can be demonstrated. The review pro cedures -of the l~~H i n -io l ue
personnel who are qene ra lly non -technical and n ate ’ials and eng inee ni n o
gr ants proposals have small chance of support. f the ma terial and
tec hnological s tud~es described in this report are to be ir ’olernented .
it is vital that funds be designated , and an agency mission assi gned , o
brin g about the imp lem ent at ico . It is also clear that these funds
sho uld be directed at university laboratories , though a collaborat ive
effort between a university and indus trial laboratory wnu ld ha .o ~
virtue if the industrial participation were genui n e. The area o~ n’a~ -

rials technolo gy for implantable ele ctronics represents at rese~ t
g e n u i n e , largel y unrealized , scientific opportu nity , in w ei ce soi t
attention should be focussed.
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Preface

Moder n solid-state electronics depends on microstructure 2. Pattern Generation and Transfer (T. E. Fverhart )
science, engineering, and technology, which form the basis 3. Devices, Integrated Circuits , and Integrated Systems
for the fabrication and use of composite thin-film struc- Design (D. K. Ferry)
tures with specified patterns having lateral features with di- 4. Science Opportunities (P. J. Stiles)
me nsions on the order of or less than 10 im. Recognizing
the importance of microstructure science , engineering, and A series of panel and subpanel meetings took place dur-
tech nology, the Solid State Sciences Committee of the Na- ing the period from July 1978 to April 1979. Panel meni-
tional R esearch Council’s Assembly of Mathematical and bers also participated in the “Workshop on Opportunities
Physical Sciences appoin ted a group in 1977 to make a pre- for Microstructure Science , Engineering, and Technology”
liminary assessment of the needs in this field and to recom- held at Airlie, Virginia , in November 1978 , which was
mend a course of action to the Committee. The group pre- jointly sponsored by the National Science Foundation and
pared a resource paper in which it concluded that U.S. the Panel. The report and recommendations are based on
leadership in microst r uctur e science, engineering, and tech- the background material assembled by the subpanels and
nology is of vital importance to the nation ’s economic on discussion in panel and subpanel meetings and at the
heal th and security and that a higher level of research activ- Workshop.
ity in microstructure science is needed to sustai n that leader- I am gr ateful to all members of the Panel and those
ship . These findings, together with concern among leaders whom they consulted. The time and interest they devoted
in the field , prompted the Solid state Sciences Committee to this project in spite of their busy schedules made this re-
to organize an ad hoc Panel on Thin-Film Microstructure port possible.
Science and Technology . This Panel was charged with con- I also acknowledge with gr atitude the financial support
ducting a study of national needs and opportunities in thin- provided for the study by the Army Research Office (Con-
film microst ructure science and technology . It was instruc- tract DAAG29 78C 0032), the Office of l aval Research
ted to emphasize those opportunities most appropriate for (Contract N000 l4 78C 0733), and the N ational Science
university-based research and for cooperative efforts be- Foundation (Contract C3 I 0-TO 400).
tween universities and industry.

At its first meeting in July 1978 , the Panel established
four subpanels, each chaired by a panel member: Norman G. Einspruch, Chairman

Panel on Thin-Film Microstructure
1. Materials Aspects of Microfabrication (A. Reisman) Science and Technology
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1
Introduction

The modern era ol electronics has ushered in a second m- France , and West Germany.  In additio n , the technolog ies
dustrial revol ution. With the invention of the transistor , fol- emp loyed in natio nal defense depend on semiconductor
towed by the development of the solid-state computer and electronics; therefore , leadership in semiconductor elec-
the invention of the integrated circuit about a decade later , tronics is essential to our national security.
dramatic and rapid cha nges have taken place in communica- Thus far , the semiconductor electronics industry has
tion , computation , recreation , and defense . Although this been based firmly in physics and chemistry . A reduction in
new industrial revolution is in its infancy, electronics al- scale of the characteristic dimensions of electronic devices
ready pervades every facet of our lives and will do so in- into the micrometer and submicrometer range is imminent ,
creasingly over the next few decades. No plateau is yet fore- and technical applications are outstripping their scientifi c
seen for this new industrial revolution; its impact on society base. Conseque ntly, ma ny future needs require new funda-
could be eve n greater than that of the original industrial mental knowledge. For examp le, many standard devices
revolution , will not opera te at the submicrometer scale as they are cur-

The United States has led in the development and ex- rently designed , new lithographic techniques will have to re-
ploitation of modern solid-state electronics technology ; place optical lithograph y, and new capability to control
whe ther it will m aintain this leadership is by no means cer- materials structures at the micrometer scale will be needed.
tam . Through various means of technology transfer , U.S. Such capability may lead to new science. These factors,
tech nical capabilities have been disseminated worldwide. together with economic and national defense considera-
Beneficiaries of this expertise now participate effectively tions , indicate the need for an assessment of the status of
in indigenous markets from which the United States is ex- modern semiconductor electronics.
cluded , and they compete directly with this country in The basis for modern semiconductor elect ronics is micro-
third-party markets. In particular , Japan is now a major structure science , engineering, and technology (MSET) ,
supplier of consumer electronics. Furthermore , Japanese which encompasses the fabrication and utilization of com-
industry, with active and extensive support from the Jap- posite thin-film structures with specified patterns having
anese Government , has mounted an intense research and lateral features with dimensions of less than about 10 pm.
development effort in microfa brication; the goal of this I t is the primary conclusion of this study that a sustained ,
determined effort is to become a world leader in computer long-range program of research in microstructure science
technology and the semiconductor technology on which it and engineering is necessary to provide an unders tanding of
is based. Moreove r , a number of significant research and de- the base on which future technological developments must
velopment efforts are under way in England , Holland , rest.

:
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2 MICROSTRUCTURE SCIENCE, ENGINEERING , AND TECHNOLOGY

This report consists of five chapters and an appendix. tion and Transfer; Devices, Integrated Circuits, and Inte-
Chapter 2 is a statement of the Panel’s conclusions and rec- grated Systems Design; and Science Opportunities. The Ap-
ommendations. Chapters 3 through 6 deal, respectively, pendi x consists of a collection of expert assessments of the
with Materials Aspects of Microfabrication; Pattern Genera- materials aspects of MSET. 
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2
Conclusions and Recommendations

In Section A , general conclusions of the Panel , based on extrapolate upward from the atomic scale , nor downward
background rnat~rial assembled by the subpanels and on from the bulk solid state. Readily identifiable problems ,
discussions in panel and subpanel meetings and at the Work- such as carrier statistics and dielectric breakdown , ca n pre-
shop, are presented. These conclusions deal with the status vent straightforward scaling, if indeed scaling is valid. There-
of microstructure science, engineering, and technology fore, new eff ects, leading to new devices and to nove l ap-
(MSET)  programs in the United States and provide a basis proaches to design problems of present devices, are sought ,
for t he Panel’s recommendations , which are offered in Sec- and a much deeper understanding of what modifications are
tion B , for the establishment of a new and expanded set of induce d at submicrometer dimensions is essential. New
research programs to ensure and enhance future advances in modes of thought will be necessary in other sciences. Par tic-
the field. A summary of selected research areas and pro b- ularly noteworthy is the prospect of extremely large arrays
lems that should be emphasized appears in Section C. of computing assemblages likely to demand entirely new

comp uter architectures.
3. A greater involvement of universities in microstruc-

A. CONCLUSIONS ture science and engineering is necessary for continued
I .  Microstructure science, engineering, and technology progress in microstructure fabrication , as well as to increase

are essential to the continued economic well-being and na- the number of scientists and engineers trained in this field.
tional security of the United States. Microstructure fabrica- Universities can effectively contrib~’te needed long-range
tion is at the research frontier of semiconductor electronics basic research , which underlies f ut’ .;e technological devel-
and is basic to the communications and control and infor- opment. Currently, the worldwit.... semiconductor d cc-
mation-processing industries. A sustained long-range re- tronics industry has annual sales of about $7 billion, with a
search program directed toward providing an understanding growth rate of about 20 percent per year , and more than
of the scientific and engineering base on which future 200,000 employees. If the number of professionals working
technological develop ments wifi rest is essential. in the field is to increase at even a fraction of the rate of cx-

2. Microstructure developments that are foreseeable re- pansion of the industry as a whole , a considerable increase
quire further advances in basic science. Laboratory tech- in the numbers of scientists and engineers being trained for
niques have been pushed to the limits of about 0.1 to 0.01 it will be necessary, including university graduates trained
pm for extremely simple structures. This size falls within a in basic microstructure science and engineering. The corn-
range for which there is a peculiar gap in the understanding petitive job market that currently characterizes this field
of condensed matter , since one cannot , with confidence , indicates tha t a need already exists.
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4 MI CRO STR I ’CIURE SCIENCE , EN G IN FE RING , AND TL CH N OLO G~
4. Microstructure science and engineering have not been advances with ever-smaller dimensions and more -demanding

generally recognized as constituting a discipline or a readily materials requirements. Selected areas are summarized in
identifiable , coordinated , national set of major research Section C of this chapter , and more than 90 are discussed in
programs. One serious consequence has been a lack of sup- the remainder of the report. These needs are diverse , com-
port for research addressed to significant problems that fall plex , and involve man y traditional disciplines , including
between the boundaries of the traditional discipline,s and physics , chemistry, materials science , computer  scie nce.
thus are not recognized , mathematics , and several engineering fields.

5. The general ideas that net~d new and expanded re-
search include (a) configured materials, ( b )  materials char- 3. The Panel recommends that the research programs
acterization and analysis, (c) device physics and electronics, recommended above comprise a coord inated set of a cti i l-
(d) system architecture and design , (e) pattern generation ties encompassing new and expanded activities in var ious
a nd transfer , ( f) new scientific phenomena and materials, selected areas primarily at universities , with additional ej ~
and (g) new instruments. Each of these is discussed in Sec- forts  devoted to strengthening cooperati ve e f fo r t s  between
tion C of t his chapter , where selected topics are also empha- universities and industry and to nonproprietary research
sized. Chapters 3—6 and the Appendix describe over 90 and development prog r ams in industr .v .  Many of the needs
specific research areas of importance to the complex , multi- for new basic research and the education of scientists and
disciplinary, scientifi c and engineering base for technologi- engineers in basic and applied microstructure science and
cal developments in microstructure fabrication. Advances engineering can be met by activities in universities. Inter-
will depend increasingly on these activities as structural di- actions between certain universities and the semiconductor
mensions decrease and the density of elements on a chip industry have been highly productive. Effect ive methods of
increases. encouraging suc i interactions are important and should be

pursued.

B RECOMM E ND ION 
4. The Panel recommends that three complementar i ’AT S types of activities or organizational modes be established to

I .  To ensure a so und basis for future technological ad ’ meet national needs in microstructure science , engineering,
vances , the Panel recommends that a new and expanded set and technology :
of coordinated research programs in microstru cture science • Regiona l Resource Centers
and engineering be established. • Specialized Area Thrusts

The dramatic successes of our domestic semiconductor • Individual Research Grant Programs
industry have been based mainly on innovative techniques Organizational descriptions and rationale for these follow.
for miniaturizing semiconductor circuitry. However , a qual- Regiona l Resource Cen ters shoul d typically involve sev-
itative change in the nature of these developments is ex- eral complementary and interdisciplinary activities , be
pected during the next decade. The scale of size is decreas- oriented to a combination of internal and external users,
ing to such an extent that the basic science is not well have five to ten internal principal investigators and perma-
established. Factors that could be disregarded as having nent support staff , and receive initial capitalization of
only minor influences in larger devices are becoming of about $2.5 million and annual funding of about $1.5 mu-
major importance, lion for equipment and operations. Certain needs in M S E T

There are few guides for developing even empirical ap- are best met by large and coordinated centers , which are en’
proaches. Advances in fundamental understanding are visaged to be comparable in scope with the Materials Re-
needed for future t ech nological efforts. There are challeng- search Laboratories and the Cornell Submicron Facility.
ing research problems that will attract outstanding scien- Such centers are needed to provide certain sophisticated
tists and engineers. In addition , these advances will result in and costly facilities and support personnel for a wide range
novel instruments that can be expected to lead to new in- of external and internal users. These centers would be for
sights into our natural world. These insights are expecte d to exploratory research rather than extensive development ,
have orofound effects far beyond the realm of semiconduc- which would be carried out in industry. Possible centers in-
tor electronics in which microstructure studies originated. d ude , among others, an exploratory very-large-scale-inte-
The following specific recommendations are made to imple- gration (VL SI) center, a major submicrometer lithography
ment a coordinated research program. center , and an exploratory device/circuit fabrication center .

Specialized Area Thrusts should be oriented mainly
2. The Panel recommends that scientific and engineering toward internal users, have fr om two to four principal in-

research programs be established to encompass new and ex- vestigators and permanent support staff , and receive total
panded activities in various selected areas of (a) configured funding of about $200 ,000—600 ,000 per year. Many
materials, (b) materia ls characterization and analysis, (c) de- microstructure scientific and engineering research programs
vice physics and electronics , (d) system architecture and de- require multidisciplinary and costly skills and techniques.
sign, (e) pattern generation and transfer, (f) new scientific Rarely have such progra ms been supported , because their
phenomena and materials , and (g) new instruments . Each of size places them outside the scale of the normal indivi dual
these areas is broad in scope, with many outstanding needs research grant program. An example is microstructure mate-
and opportunities that should be addressed as technology rials synthesis and characterization involving expensive
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Conclusions and Recommendations 5
equipment  (such as a scanning transmission electron micro- (c) Certain processes involving the interaction of radia-
scope or a scanmng Auger m croscope i. tion (photons , electr ons, and ions) with matter must be

I nd ividual Resear ch Grant Programs should be directed understood to permit the fabrication of microstructures in
toward advanc ing the leading edge of basic research in spe- a controlled and predictable manner.
c i t i c  areas of inicrostru cture science a nd engineering, have (d) Various chemical , electronic , and str uctural aspects
one or two princ ipal invest igators and perma nent support of interfaces and surfaces must be further explored , since
staff , and receive tunds  up to about $25 0,000 per year. they often gove rn physical effects in the submicrometer
Ma ny important  needs discussed in Chapters 3—6 and the domain.
\pp end ix can he addressed by well-focuse d individual re- (e) New materials configurations and their applications

search g ran t  programs should be explored.

5. The Panel re commends that the coordinated long ’
ran gt ’ o , n m , rp n e n t,  described above be made immediately 2. Materials Characterization and Analysis
t~ , n eet nationa l needs in ,nscros tr ucture science and engi- (a )  Existing techni ques and instruments for characteri -
‘iCe r ing \-. a response to these needs , we recommend that zation and analysis of materials need to be extended for use
a two or three Regional Resource Centers , (b) about 10— at micrometer and submicrometer dimensions.

I ~ Special i ,ed Area Thrusts , and I c )  abo ut 20— 30 Individ- (b) New techniques and instruments for character iza-
ual Rese ,irch Grant Programs be established over the next tion and analysis of materials need to be developed to s tudy
three ears The Panel concluded that  this level of f unding interiors of solid composites.
is a min imum response to permit the pursuit of only the
most promising of ’ the diverse opportu nities and needs sum-
marized in t h i s  repor t  The specific number and nature of 3. Device Physics and Electronics
these a ct ivi t ies  will he determi ned by the scientific scope (a) Improve d electronic and magnetic device modeling isand qual i ty  of the proposed research. There are many possi- necessary to understand phenomena that become important
ble regional sites for the establishment of resource centers. in the submicrometer domain .
There are also numerous programs suitable for area thrusts
and individual grants , as summarized in Section C of this
chapter and discussed in Chapters 3—6 and the Appendix. 4. System Architectur e and Dessgn
The approximate cost of this recommended program , for (a) A unified approach to very-large-scale integration
the firs t th ree yea rs, based on two new resource centers , (VL SI )  that combines materials science , physics , engineer-about I 2 area thrusts (average cost of each about $400,000 mg, and computer science with systems and device design isper year ),  a nd about 24 individual grants (ave rage cost of needed to obtain new architectural and organizational con-each about $1 25 ,000 per year) would be about $30 million. cepts for integrated systems.
Fulfil lment of the many needs summarized in this report (b) Specifi c attention must be paid to the increasingl ywould require comparable additional growth in subsequent important roles of interconnections and packaging.
years.

5. Pattern Generation and Transfer
C. SUMMARY OF RESEARCH NEEDS (a) Instrumentation
An essential feature of this report is identification in detail (1) Relatively low-cost instruments (about $100,000)

for pattern writing must be ava ilable for experiments on re-of the research needs and opportunities in microstructure
science and engineering (Chapters 3—6 and the Appendix). sist sensitivity and resolution , small-struct u re resea r ch , and

Seven areas are indicated in the Conclusions and Recom- small-device fabrication.
mendations; here , we provide a summary of the research (2) Development of generally available, high-through-
needs in each of these. Although there is substantial activity put , direct-writing electron-beam systems and lithography

for VLSI production at the submicrometer scale is needed.in these areas in industry , there are many research needs
that must be addressed as characteristic dimensions shrink (3) Metrology instrumentation should be developed

for wafer distortion measurements and control.into the submicrome ter regime.
(4) Development of ion-beam instruments for serial

writing, resist exposure , direct milling of materials , i mplan t-I . Configured Materials ation , and damage writing is needed.
(a) A detailed understanding of size- and surface-depen- (b) Resists

dent transport phenomena is needed at the micrometer and ( I )  Efforts are required to improve the resolution ,
submicrometer scale of dimensions. sensitivity, and contrast of electron-beam polymer resists.

(b) Important deposition , growth, and etching processes (2) Further development and understanding of in-
must be understood and developed to permit the fabrics- organic resists should be undertaken.
tion of microstructures in a controlled and predictable (3) Development , evaluation , an d understanding of
manner. resists for dry processing should be undertaken.
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6 MIC ROSTRUCTURE SCIENCE . ENGINEERING . AND TECHNOLOG Y

(c) Resistless processing: Directed , particle-beam-assisted (b) Many diverse systems have characteristic lengths
etching and implantation techniques for maskless micro- that are in the thousand-angstrom scale , and submicrom-
fabrication should be explored. eter fabrication will enable exploration of such phenomena.

(d) Low-temperature processing, oxidation , and impur-
ity incorporation techniques should be studied to achieve 7. New Instruments
improved device designs and minimize process-generated 

.

defects. Submicrometer fabrication capability will make possible
a variety of novel instruments of unique val ue to scien tific
research in a number of diverse fields.6. New Scientific Phenomena and Materials (a) Ast rophysics: Submicrometer devices are needed to

Microstructure fabrication capabilities are needed to con- study celestial objects at high frequencies in the far infrared
struct submicrometer structures and materials configura- or with increased contrast imaging arrays in the visible.
tions that will permit new studies of important phenomena. (b) Medical science and biology : There is a clear need

(a) Electronic quantization: As the size of a structure for ultrasmall monitoring instruments for use in vivo.
decrea ses, the discreteness of its energy levels becomes con-
trollable and measurable. Devices that take advantage of
this discreteness may follow.
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3
Materials Aspects
of Microfabrication

A. INTRODUCTION understand surfaces , interfaces, and defects in only a fe w
The materials aspects of the science and technology of materials , and not in any depth even in these. Further ,
microfabrication should be considered in the context of tools for characterization and analysis are not sensitive
nonequilibr ium composite structures . Such a conceptual enough, or are nonexistent. We offer the following broad
view applies to microminiaturized structures that form the generalizations.
basis of the semiconductor , magnetic integrated optics,
and display areas. Because geometric microminiaturization • The context of nonequilibrium composite structures
involves the scaling of size in three dimensions, surface-to- is central.
volum e ratios increase , and eventu~~y, .surface properties • Properties of microminiaturized structures are not
begin to dominate the properties of a composite constitu- generally deducible fro m the bulk properties of their com-
ent. Consequently, interface and defect phenomena become posite constituents.
paramount concerns. The behavior of microminiaturized • Properties frequently must be assessed on the config-
structures , as a result , reflects second-order effects rather Wed structure.
than the first-order effects we normally associate with bulk • Interface properties are frequently as important as
materials, even when they occur in composite form. For cx- bulk characteristics.
ample , surface electromigration may become more impor- • Interfaces are , in effect , a “new material.”
tant than bulk electromigration , interface resistivity in con- • Scaling causes so-called second-order effects to be-
tact openings becomes as important or more important come more important than so-called first-order effects.
than the resistivity of the metal forming the contact , and • Surface-to-volume ratios are large.
defects in insulators become more important than the oulic • Surfaces are, in effect , a “new material.”
dielectric properties of the insulators. Fabrication within • The device frequently must be used as a material
prescribed tolerances becomes more demanding, and we fre- probe.
quently require detailed knowledge of structures or inter- • Defects play an important role.
faces buried within the overall structure. • Model systems often have little value.

Our basic understanding of scaling-associated changes • Reliability issues are paramount for microminia-
in the properties of materials is primitive . The consequences tunzed structures.
of the interactions of ionizing and nonionizing radiation
(electrons, photo ns, and ions) with such composites are In this chapter , we deal with the needs in several impor-
not well understood , nor are the chemistry and physics of tant areas. We attempt to highlight key issues rather than
et ching, deposition , and growth of very small structures. We present a comprehensive treatment.

7
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8 M I C R O S T R U C T U R E  SCIENCE . E N G I N E E R I N G . AND TECHNOLOGY

Section B consists of three parts: in Part I we provide a (c) Chemistry and physics of etchin g
broad outline of major areas requiring attention; in Part II •Wet and dry etching
we offe r a more detailed outline; Part III  is a preview of • Isotropic and nonisotropic e tch ing
Sections C and D , in which we emphasize specific needs in •The et chmg of single-crystal , polyc rystalline , and
materials applications. amorphous materials

In Section C we discuss materials needs somewhat dif- ‘Phase and/ or  dopant sensitive etching
ferently and in greater depth than in Section B. We focus ‘Etchin g kinetics
on selected subjects such as interconnections, contacts, (d) Chemistry and physics of deposition and growth
techniques for film growth , characterization of small struc- ‘Molecular-beam , plasma-assisted , liquid-phase , elec-
tures , and at tempts to tie these fields together. trochemical , and physical deposition

In Section D we address the needs defined in Section C •Controlled-arca deposition and ablation
more broadly in five representative areas of applicat ions. • Low-pressure and conventional chemical vapor

The Appendix at the end of the book is made up of de- deposition
tailed papers on the topics considere d in Section C. • High-pressure oxidation and gr owth of materials

• Incorporation of desired electr ical and mechanical
processes

B. G E N E R A L  SUMMARY OF NEEDS • Kinetics of growth
•Role of contaminat ion  by process gases

- (e) Surfaces and interfaces
I. Broad Outline of Major Areas Requiring Attention •Adhesio n of composites and nature  of binding

‘Elect rical properties of interfaces and surfaces
1. Configured Composites •D iffusi on and alloy structure of interfaces

(a) Scaling of structures and processes • Interface defects
•Chemical a nd physical modi t icat ion of surfaces and(b) Consequence s of the interactions of ionizing and

nonionizing radiation with matter in terfaces
‘Passivation of surfaces(c) Chemistry and physics of etching

(d) Chemistry sn j  physics of deposition and growth (f) Chemical , electronic , and structural  aspects of
defect s(e) Surfaces and interfaces

• Single-crystal , polyc rystalline , and amorphous(f) Chemical , electronic , and structural aspects of materialsde fects • Distribution , number , size , clustering(g) New materials , techni ques, and applications
‘Electrically active or neutral(h) Reliability studies
•Process- and geometry-induced defects
• Role of defects in dielectric breakdown2. Materials Characterization and Analysis
•Deactivation and removal

(a) Exte nsion of known techniques to microdimensions (g) New materials , techniques , a nd applications
(b) Development of new techniques to study interiors ‘Polymeric conductors , semicond uctors, insulators

of solid composites • Inorganic and organic photosensitive materials
• SeIf-passivating conductors

II. More Detailed Outline of Major Areas Requiring Atten. •Contact barriers and materials
(ion ‘Surface film control of electromigration

•Submicrometer magnetic bubble materials
•Co mpatib le composites for nonsilicon semicon-I .  Configured Mate rials ducto rs

(a) Scaling of structures and processes •Locall y modifiable optical materials for projection
‘Surface properties versus bulk properties displays and integrated optics
•Electromigration at surfaces and interfaces ‘Modeling of processes involving composites
•Current density effects •Formation of arrays of electrodes over large areas
•Tunneling through insulators and across interfaces ‘New doping techniques such as those involving the
•Fluctuation phenomena use of organometallics
• Process modeling • SeIf-passivatin g high-conductivity materials

(b) Consequences of the interaction of ionizing and non- (h) Reliability studies
ionizing radiation (electrons , photons, and ions) with ‘Long-term stability of devices
matter • Long-term stability of composites

•Localized energy absorption mechanisms ‘Electrical and physical stre,ss an d reliability
•Process-induced radiation damage
• Interactions of radiation with lithographic materials

2. Materia ls Characterizatio n and Analysis• Use of radiation techniques for analytical purposes
•Ion implantation (a) Extension of known techniques to microdimensions

41 
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.tlater ia ls Aspects of Microfabric at ion 9

‘Scan ning Auger microprobe (d) Studies of ways to incorporate such technologies
‘High-voltage scanning transmission electron micro- into device-fabrication procedures to achieve pinhole-free .

scope leak-free , multilayered devices , wi th  good adhesion between
‘Rutherford backscatter ing layers
•Scan ning electron microscope
• Scanning energy-dispersive spectroscopy

4. Unconventional In terconnections(b) Development of new techniques to study interiors
of solid co mposites (a) Extensive further study of (SN)~, polythiazyl , and

‘Microwave acoustics derivatives of it , incl uding studie s of halogen partially oxi-
‘No ndestructive techniques dized (SN)~ poly mers, to understand better the range of
‘X-ray Fresnel zone plates conductivity of such polymers, their reproducibility, and
‘Local diagnostics derived from nonlocal measure- the effect of structural variations on the physical , mecha ni-

ments cal, and electrical properties of these materials
‘Low- and high-pressure gas diagnostics (b) Similar studies of another class of polymeri c con-
‘Solid—liquid interface probes ductors (CH)~ , polyacetylene , whose conductivity can be

varied over 11 orders of magnitude from nominally metallic
Ill . Proposals for Study in Selected Areas values to nomin ally insulating values , and which may be

doped n- or p-type , a property that has hardly been cx-
1. Inorganic Resists and their Radiative Patterning plored

(c) Similar studies of graphite intercalation compounds
(a) Studies of the radiation sensitivity of glassy in- that  offe r the potential of being useful as anisotropic con-

organic materials , and study of etchin g kinetics for differen- ductors , which in one direction conduct like metals , and
tial methods of etching exposed and unexposed regions of which behave as insulators in a direction perpendicular tothese to understand their etching anisotropy using wet and this “in-plane ” conduction directiondry etcha nts

(h ) Studies of the tech nique for forming films of such
materials , controlling their sensitivity to radiation , quantify- 5. Electromigration Phenomena
ing their resist properties (etch rate , solubility, resolution), (a) Studies of the relation (proportionality) of the elec-and other properties (electrical , magnetic , and mechanical) tron “wind force” to the magn itude of the electric current(c) Studies to determine whether ion beams for resist in grain boundariesexposure offer any potential in terms of resolution , expo- (b) Studies of the effects of defects , impurities , andsure time , and cost grain boundaries on electromigration in thin films of the

order of 0.1 pm or less
2. Plasma Etching (c) Studies of elect: ~migration on surfaces and in con-

tacts , and of the effe c s of dielectric-layer overcoats and( a) Development of plasma gases capable of anisotropi-
cally and selectively etching a variety of metalli c films, e.g., various gaseous ambient atmospheres and contaminants on

surface and grain-boundary electrom igrationpermal loy, materials other than silicon, such as garnets ,
I I l -V ’s, and ternary alloys of these , niobates, zinc oxide

(b) Study of the chemistry and physics of the interac- 6. Insulators
tio n of reactive plasmas with semiconductors and their de-
pendence on control variables such as power input , pies- (a) Investigation of the relationship of processing to de-

fect formation , and of reduction of the latter by postpro-sure , flow rate , and reactor design
( C)  Understanding of plasma.etch radiation-induced cessing treatments and/or developing techniques for form-

damage ing t rap- and defect-free oxides
(d) Study of the surface chemistry and physics of sys- (b) Determination of the nature of defects and traps

tems subjected to reactive gas plasmas, e.g., to understand and annealin g mechanisms, the behavior o~’ surface and
specific chemical interactions in etching , the role of addi- interface traps , and the phenomenon of dielectric break-
tives, the kinetics and energetics of nonequilibr ium pro- down, especially as it relates to defect state
cesses, the role of surface roughness, and stoichiomet ry (c) Study of the propertie s of ultrath in oxides , the ef-

fects of impurities on oxidation rates , the effects of com-
petitive reactions on ox idation rates , and the properties of3. Conventional Interconnections the resulting insulators , e.g ., the competi t i ve Si + S102 ‘~(a) Studie s of chemical systems possessing high conduc- 2SiO reaction

tivity and the ability to withstand elevated temperatures (d) Study the role of oxide/ insulator fGrtnat on , inter-
(b) Studie s of the ability of such systems to form low- facial reactions , and growth kinetics in m.~te nals othet than

defect density passivating insulators on their surfaces Si
(c) Studies of methods of forming and patterning such (e) Development of new processes for formati on of in-

syste ms , removing defects introduced during patterning, sulator systems, e.g. , plasma oxidation and high-pressure
and controlling grain size during growth and heat treatment oxidation

‘It _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _t—~~ - “~~~:
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10 MICR OSTR U CTURE SCIENCE , E N G I N E E R I N G . AND TECHNOLOGY

(f) Development of techniques for low-loss coupling of 10. Micr ostru cr ure Fo rmatio n
optical microelements , e.g., optical fibers to thin-film wave- (a) Study of the kinetics of etching of single-crystal
guides materials in known etchants and evolution of new e tchants

(g) Study of new insulator systems for use in multilayer (b)  Development of etch mask s to control the s t ruc ture
electronic devices and in integrated optical devices to be delineated , which involves the definition of suitable

mask systems , study of their adhesion to the structure they
are masking, and study of their resistance to the etchants7. Conta cts

(c) Exploration of novel anisotropic approaches , e .g..
(a) Quantification of the exact limitations of Al—Si alloy deep crystallization of glassy materials through inorganic

systems in small-contact , shallow-junction apphcations resist concepts , and development of techniques to achieve(b) Study of the effect of stresses on aluminum penetra- selective etching (here the potential is huge , for one can en-
tion through siicides or into silicon directly vision extremely high aspect ratios resulting)(C) Study of the fundamental properties of interfaces, (d) Study of electrochemica l techniques for building the
e.g., growth kinetics , intermediate compounds , equilibrium third dimension , which might involve evolution of catalytic
compo un ds, and electronic structure and transport , resistiv- approaches
ity, the effect of ambient atmosphere treatments , and the (e) Explorat ion of selective area deposition of thick and
specifi c properties of the metallurgical system thin films , including the possibility of radiation-enhanced(d) Study of new contact metallurgies, which must be deposition at desired sites
examined in the context of providing ohmic contacts , (f) Exploration of techniques of impurity incorporationpreferably with barrier-layer properties , to enab le contacts in three-dimensional microstructure , e.g.. focused ion beamsto be made to shallow junctions in Si and other semi-
conductors

(e) Study of the effect of defects on contact behavior 11. Character izat ion of Mu romin iaturized Structures
(f )  Development of high-temperature contact metal- (a)  Evolution of technologies for analysis with enhanced

lurgies sensitivity (enhanced signal/noise ratios ) at smaller dimen-
sions

(b) Development of less-expensive and perhaps special-
8. Defect Removal and Laser Annealing ized tools , to make their availability greater

(a) Development of techniques for control of laser pulse (c) Development of depth-imagin g tools for examina-
size (energy) and spatial homogeneity and development of tion of the interior of composites
tu nable lasers in the 1—4 “V range (d) Development of techniques for examination of

(b) Investigation of the optical properties of ion-im- interfaces
planted materials subjected to intense radiation , and the
the rmal properties of materials near their melting points, Iv, Applications
e.g., the va riation of conductivity with temperature

(c) Investigation of the diffusion coefficients of dopants
1. Semiconductor Electronicsin liquids

(d) Invest igation of segregation coefficients in high’. (a) Investigation of the effects of wafer-preparation
velocity recrystallization processes techniques on finished device properties

(e) Study of heteroepitaxial growth processes using laser (b) Lower-temperature processing
melti ng techniques , e.g., silicon on sapphire , and the poten- (c) Improved control of tolerances , both geometrical
tial for removin g defects in such layers , which limit the and chemical
quality of devices (d )  Study of parameters that affect and control poly-

crystalline film grain size
9. Formation of Thin Films (e) Study of contact metallurgies, and the effect of dif-

ferent metallurgy processes on the control of contact re-(a) St udy of low-temperature techniques for film forma- sistance
tion , e. g., plasrna-a~sisted processes , in the context of ob- (f) Control of lithogr aphic resist properties , e.g., sensi-ta m ing fil ms with characteristics normally associated with tivity.
high-temperat ure film-formation process , especia lly the
kinetics of growth and nucleati on

2. Magnetic Bubbles(b) Development of techniques for controlling grain size
and enhancing adhesion in metal films in the context of (a) i)evice forms that do not require proportiona tely
specific materials systems in which they are to be used , in- large drive fields
cluding questions relating to defect structure and doping (b) Chip organizations that yield shorter access times

(C) Further study of differences seen between vapor- (c) Meth ods for increasing domain motion to speeds
and liquid-phase grown films >10 rn/sec
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Materials Aspects of Microfabrica t ion I

(d) Development of new bubble materials systems that such is not g cne i a l l y  the  case Lach spec i t ic  n i a t e r i a l s  r -.-
can support small bubbles (<0.4 g.im) at low drive fields , quire ment must generally he investigat ed in the  cont ex t  01
which may include more comple x double- and tr iple-layer a given ‘ m a t e i r a l s  sy stem ” comprising one o~ more inte l -
systems, amorphous bubble systems, and surface-modified faces , one or more sand s~~ches of t h i c k  and t h i n  fi l i i is . and .
str uctures in which bulk and surface properties are inten- f requ ent ly ,  a substrate that  might not ~x h i h i t  hulk proper-
tionally made different ties . Fur ther , becaus e of the end r e sul ts  des ired , it is qu i t e

(e) Study of metallurgical resistance to electiomigration possible t h a t  each of the s t ru c tu ra l  components  of the
at high current densities materials system will be in a st a t c  of mer as t ah ie  equi l ibr ium .

(f) Study of new ways to manipulate domain structures For example , the i m p u r i t y  d is t r ibut ion  in a semiconductor
without  direct access to each bit position device of ten  is in ten t iona l ly  ta i lor ed  so tha i  it  is in a d is-

(g) Study of the mechanisms that induce and control tinctly nonequ ilibrium state . The d i t f e r en i  ad iac en t  non-
m agnetic anisotropy equilibrium regions exhib i t  notab ly d i f f e ren t  p rop er t i e s

(h) Study of methods for depositing and/or forming that might be useful  in achieving a desir ed end result . Fm
films that can sustain bubble structures example , the conduct iv i ty  and the t y p e  of conduc t ion  are

different , the resistance to etchants  is d i f f e r e n t , a n d t h e

3. In tegrated Optics rate of oxidation is d i f ferent  in the various n-type and r-
type regions of such a metastab le device .

The needs of semiconductor electronics and magnetic bub- Between each of the components of ch emica l ly  d i f fe ren t
bles , modified by the applications and materials needs of films is an in ,erfa c e with its own s t ruc tu re  and chemical
integrated optics , are fully applicable composition. For the case of very thin films, the sulface-to-

volume rat io  is large , and , even in an ideal case , the prop-
4. Implanta ble Me dical  Electronic Devices erties of the interface of ten dominate  the hulk charact eri s-

- tics of the films. Although the semiconductor  materials that
t a )  Studies of biocompatible micromsulation techniques . .

- . . . appear promising for device applications include gallium(b) Studies of biocompat ib le micrometallurgical tech- .
- arsenide , indium phosplude . and ternary and qua t erna ry

niques 
- , - - . . . I l l—V alloys, for p urposes of illustrating some research rele-(e) Studies of mterfacmg and interconnecting in hostile . -vant to micrommiatunzatt on , we will focus primanly onenvironments , and passivation of the overall structures on a . . .

• 1 silicon-based devices in this section .

( d ) D I t of microelectrode array fabrication Consider the metal-oxid c-semiconductor field-effect

techni ques in the context of items (a)’-(c) above transistor ( M O S F E T ) .  a cross section of which is depicted
in Figure 3. 1 . It is a rather uncomplicated structure in its

5 D 1 
simplest form. We see that the bulk material , here p-type

tSP (t VS silicon, has buried within it two heavily doped regions re-
(a) Studies of array fabrication of LED ’s and lasers at ferred to as source and drain. The source and drain are con-

densities of 40 or more/ cm nected to an electrical supply and must not pass current be-
(b) Studies of mixed-array fabrication to provide multi- tween them (from the negative source to the positive drain)

color capability until a field is applied across the gate oxide by the gate d cc-
(c) Studies of nove l array electrode fabrication tech- trode causin g the p-type interface to invert to n-type , thus

niques for use in electroluminescent and discharge-type creating a continuous channel between the n-type source
displays and drain . The gate voltage at which such conduction takes

(d) St udies of fast-swit ching liquid crystal and electro- place is termed the threshold voltage , Vi.. For large numbers
chromic materials for displays of such devices to be connected to one another , their elec-

(e) St udies of techniques for fabricating arrays of de- trical characteristics must be controllable and stable ; that is .
formable elements or elements optically different from the they must exhibit the design threshold voltages , and the
surroundi ngs for use with reflection optics (projection dis- amount of current passed between the source and drain ,
plays) wit h given voltage levels applied to each of them and with

(f) Studies of techniques for fabricating arrays of elec- the application of a given voltage to the gate electrode ,
trodes over large areas must be controllable within required tolerances. The

amou nt of current for a given voltage is the electrical attri-
bute known as the transconductance of the device .

C. SPECIFIC AREAS OF RESEARCH As might be anticipated , the gate oxide (Si0 2 )  is not pe r-
fect . It contains va-ying amounts of traps , positively charged

I. Introduction centers, that produce potentials that add to the positive
Materials science and technology of microfabrication is an applied gate voltage and therefore can cause unwanted
extremely broad subject. Although in principle one can changes in the threshold voltage of the device. If electrons
speculate that generalized approaches can satisfy the needs (the majority carrier in such n-channel M O S I F T ’s) manage
of .-nany unrelated materials systems, experience shows that to surmount the energy barrier of the interface between the

I’ll 
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Source Contact / ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

p 
_ 

_ _

Gate Oxide ~~~~~~hanne l Ta i to dn g 

-

p-Type Silicon

FIGURE 3.1 Schematic diagram of a metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor ‘ MOSFET ) .

silicon and the gate oxide , they can create two effects: they processes used , for example , radiative or nonradiati ve. Thus .
can cause damage to the interface , creating so-called inter- if electron beams are used to expose photoresists in prepar-
face states that can degrade the transconductance with t ime; ation for delineating diffusion and/ or metal contact apera-
and they can become trapped at positively charged centers , tures in the several oxide regions, these beams cause , upon
neutralizing them , thereby increasing the threshold voltage impact with the surface in question , the generation of
at which the device turns on. Such electron penetration x rays. X rays , which have considerable penetra t ion power .
ef fects are results of “hot electron phenomena ,” of which generate positive charge in the oxides , which complicates
two distinct types have been identified as smaller devices control of the device electrical characteristics , In addition ,
have been fa bricated. One of these , the “cha nnel” hot-elec - they generate so-called neutral traps; this phenomenon was
tron effect , occurs as electrons move from the source to the discovered as recently as 1976. These neutral traps , which
drain when the device is turned on by applying sufficient are capable of trapping hot electrons , do not affect  the
voltage to the gate electrode , and results in nonohmic cur- properties of the “as made ” devices , but they do affect the
rent transports as well as charge injection. The second is the long-term stability (or reliability ) of the devices. As they
leakage-i nduced threshold hot-electron effect, It ar ises be- become filled by the so-called “lucky electrons .” which
cause leakage electrons generated in the bulk of the silicon penetrate the interface and become trapped , they too result
are accelerated perpendicular to the channel across the so- in observed threshold voltage shifts. Development of meth-
called depletio n region existing below it during operation ods for dealing with these process-induced radiati ve effects
and plough across the silicon—silicon dioxide interface. The poses a major challenge in achieving a microminiaturization
effects then become similar to those produced by channel capability. Nove l approaches to processing involve the use
hot electrons , interface damage , and neutralization of traps of plasmas to speed chemical reactions. Such methods are
in the glassy oxide area. useful for lowering processing temperatures and achieving

We have discussed superficially only two of the inter- greater height-to-width anisotropy ratios in the stiucture , to
faces in this simple device, those in its active regions. The better compliment the smaller wavelengths and greater
properties of these two interfaces depend critically on the depth of field when usin g electron-beam lithogr aphic tech-
way in which they are fabricated , and their characteristics niques. Another radiation problem that became evident in
can be altered dramatically by subtle variations in the 1978 concerns the effects of low-level a-partic le emissions
methods of fabrication. For example , it is now known that from ceramics that serve as chip package substrates. These
even such steps as the preoxidat ion cleaning of the silicon emissions can cause so-called “soft fails” in dynamic serial-
prior to growing an oxide can affect surface-state (interface- and random-access memories as the devices comprising
state) density. Stress levels at these interfaces can be altered them become smaller. These a-particle emission rates .
by the ma nner in which they are formed , for example , t he which are difficult  to measure , a rc of the order of only a
specific chemical process employed , and by the generalized fraction to a few emissions/cm 2 /hou r from these ceramics. 

_ . _  .. — _ - - _ __________________
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Yet in a densely packed memory chip, they can cause large ture of the system. The techniques we migh t app ly  to form
percentage-error failure rates / thousand hours of chip opera- the different microstructures and to characterize thin films .
tion , because the stored charge in such small devices is mea- bulk , and interfaces cut across many disciplines. In addition .
sured in femtocoulombs (as low as 7—10 fC). Therefore , as we wish to alert the scientist-technologist to the concept of
we move further into the realm of microminiaturization, utilizing the microstructure ( the device) as the material
second- and third-order effects become first-order points of probe. In the science of semiconductors such an approach
contention and must be dealt with accordingly. has evolved almost natura ll~ . and many of the cu r ren t  con-

Let us also consider one general area—contacts—that tributio ns to this science are made using the device as the
becomes increasingl y important as the level of micro- probe of its own internal material characteristics. An inter-
miniaturization advances. Because of our greater under- esting example of such a use , a problem that  might other-
standing,  the case is best made with reference to small semi- wise have defied understand ing, goes back to our example
conductor devices. The electrical characteristics of a semi- - of process-induced radiation defects. Once the effects were
conductor—metal  contact interface system (or any other catalogued , the next step was to see whether the several
one) can be described in terms of its interface resistivity, types of positively charged and neutra l  traps could be
For the aluminum—silicon interface , the interface resistivity removed by thermal t rea tments  in vary ing ambient  atmo-
has been reported as ranging between l0”~ ~~-cm 2 and spheres. With the use of capacitor structures , it was dis-
l0 ’

~ ~2-c m 2 attesting to the difficulty of making and inter- covered that the positive charges could be removed by
pretin g the measurement. The relatively high value of this postprocess annealing in forming gas (ni t rogen—hydrogen
interface resistivity stems from the imperfect nature of noncombustible mixtures) .  Process people then at tempted
interfaces (stress levels , disrupted crystallographic struc- such process anneals and , notwi ths tanding the body of data
ture , nonabruptness of the chemical junctions , normal that predicted success , were repeatedly disappointed. ‘A hat
crystallographic defects , etc .). For the sake of discu�sion was discovered subsequently was a subtle difference be-
let us assume an interface resistivity of 10-6 

~~-cm 2 and a tween the prototype scientifi c study with capacitors and
contact hole opening of 10 pm on an edge. The area of this the device-process experiment,  which better than any hypo-
opening is I 0 6 cm 2 , and the resistance of the contact is thetical case showed the necessity of treating the same
I &~, a value that is hardly noticeable , since contamination materials system in precisely the same configuration and of
in the contact hole opening causes greater variations in ob- utilizing the precise device as the materials probe. In the
served contact resistance than this more fundamentally de- case of the capacitor materials system , the metal contact , of
termined value. Consider now a contact hole only 1 pm on necessity, directly overlayed the thin oxide analog of the
an edge. The resistance is 100 ~~~ . If the interfacial resistivity gate oxide in a M O S F E T .  In a conventional silicon-gate
is . in fact , I tT’5 

~2-cm 2 , the contact resistance is 1 000 ~7. M O S F E T , howeve r, the metal contact to the gate electrode
For a 0.5-p m contact hole , the contact resistance in our (the latter a thin polycrystalline silicon layer)  does not lie

nominal case is 400 ~‘l , and in the extreme case 4000 Il, If superimposed over the gate oxide hut  ra ther  lies removed at
these numbers were really fundamental , there would be a a distance from it. It was shown then that the removal of
great question as to whether bipolar transistor circuits would such traps requires the presence of a luminum directly over
be . in fact , designable or worthwhile at very small dimen- the region from which the traps are to be removed. The me-
sions, since resistance—capacitance time constants would chanism , which has yet to be elucidated unequivocally,
far outweigh the advantage of minimizing base widths to probably involves a reaction between a l u m i n u m  and en-
achieve an increased level of performance. The trouble is trained hydroxyl  atoms in the oxide to form nascent hydro-
that we do not understand whzt part of the reported inter- gen , which in some unknown way annihilates positive t raps .
face resistivity is fundamental , what part is due to the fab-
rication of the test structures , and what part results from
the inadvertent formation of a contaminating interfacial
film be tween the aluminum and the silicon. We must also II. Research Needs and Opportunities
question whether it is valid to extrapolate the bulk approx.i- In this section we focus on selected subjects such as inter-
mations for resistivity to microstructures. The entire fo r- connections , contacts , techniques for film growth , charac-
malism of transport theory in bulk materia ls may be invalid terization of small structures , and attempts to tie these
at these ultrasmall dimensions. That is, the ti me scales in- fields together. The t reatment  of material s for microminia-
volved in small devices inherently require more detailed turization is shown in Table 3.1. The columns indicate sev-
theories of transport , taki ng into account the spatial and eral major applications , and the rows represent activities
temporal nonlocality. Even dielectric response on this time tha t are important to some or all of the applications repre-
scale is not well understood. sented by the vertical rows with respect to progress toward

Materials cannot generally be treated in the abstract but microminiaturization (as indicated by an X mark at inter-
must be examined on an individual basis in the context of a sections).
materials system in w hich not only the nominal composi- We shall draw some general conclusions for these activi-
tio ns must be quantified but properties must be specified in ties from the technical papers of Appendix 2. At best , these
the context of the method of fabrication and precise struc- conclusions are pointers, for the needs are too specifi c to be

41
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f Al l  1. 3.1 \ta t eria ls Aspect s of Microfabr j cation 
-

A pplicatio ns 
- -- 

~~~
• 

%Ie d ica l
Semiconductor Magne tics , Integrated Micro-

As p e . i s  I- t eci t onics  Bubbles Optic s structures Disp lays

Depositio n-etching X X X
For niation of thin films X X X X X
3-I.) ink ro i , t ru Ciu re s  X X X X X
E lectr chei i iical

fabric ation
Insu lator pheno mena X X X X
Plas ma processes X X X X X
Thin-fi tm problems X X X X X
Mic rochar act er izat ion X N N N N
I ) e t ec t s  and an nealing I • N
Inorganic resist s
Refractory

interconnections X X
Conduct in , i polymers - : ‘

Contacts X \ I N
L i e ctro migration X X •

Medical applications
of electron ics I

The device as a
material probe X N . - - , 

adequately generalized , and  thus users of this document are exposed and unexposed regions of these to unders tand their
urged to study the expert  discussions , etching anistropy using wet and d r y  etchant .  The chemical

kinetics of e tching are not wel l understood in genera l , and

1. Inorganic Resists and th eir Radiative Patterning in particular are not well described for thes e materials.
(b) Studics  of th e te chnique for forming f i lms of such

One of the ke steps in microfabrication is the delineation materials , controllin g their sensit ivi ty to radiation . quanti-
or patterning of masks that serve either to block or expose f ying their resist prop er t ;es  (etch rate . soluhility, resolu-
underlyin g regions so tha t  these can be processed subse- tion) , and other properties (electr ical , magnetic , and me-
quently.  At present , the  delineation of a mask involves an chanical). Again , the kinet ics  ul nucleat ion , growth , and
intermediate step in which a radiation-sensitive material  is microstructure format ion are not well characterized for
first patterned; this pattern is then used to pattern an under- these materials.
lying mask , which , in turn , is used to pattern underlying (e) Studies to d e t e r m i n e  whe the r  ion beams for resist
structures. I his process is often expensive and wasteful and exposure off e r any potential  in terms of resolution , expo-
cause s tolerance errors , because the radiation-sensitive mask , sure time , and cost.
generally of organic nature , must be removed at some stage
i~t the process , for it cannot  be subjected to temperatures in
excess ot a few hundred degrees Celsius and , because of 2. Plasma E tc h ing
etch-bias considerations , it degrades the ult imate resolution A second area tha t  cuts across the discipline boundary in-
of the radiative writing process. One approach to circum- volves the t e chn i q sic’s for achievi ng  pa t tern ing once the re-
vent such problems is to employ inorganic films for pattern- sist has become sens itized using radia t ive  sensitization tech-
ing applications. A number  of these have achieved some ni ques. In theory,  this patterning can be applied directly to
measure of success , bu t  none is well enough understood to the resist or to a region for which the resist serves as a mask .
have achieved practical ut i l i ty .  Among the materials offer-  The patterning techniques that have received increasing
ing some potential are the a r s enic  and germanium chalco- at tent ion in the past few years involve exposure of the mate-
genides . metallic halides , sulfides , selenides , and oxides of rial to be etched to a plasma-containing species that  can re-
t i t an ium , iron , sil i con , a luminum , and tanta lum ,  act with this mater ia l  to form s .iatile products. Lik e their

What are needed to make inorganic masks , or other wet chemical counterparts , to be usef ul , reactive plasmas
types of mask s b r  t ha t  mat te r , pratical , t ak ing  into account must exhibit e tch- ra te  anisotroptes between the material to
the fact tha t  the  rad ia t ive  t echn ique  most use ful for extend-  be etched an.. I . : ’ m a t e r i a l  serving as an etch m ask . To ad-
ing mic romin ia t u r i / a t i on  is electron-beam exposure , are the vance the state 01 this in fan t  technology what  are needed
following: are the fol lowing:

( a)  Studies of the radiat io n sensitivity of glassy in- ( a )  Development of plasma gases capable of anisotropic-
organic materials , and dif ferential  methods of etching ally etching a variety of metallic f i lms , e .g. , permalloy,

‘Li 
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5 L!ec tro m igratwn Phen omena towar d micro min ia tur i i  an on , the se i i i iconductor  industry

In the 1960’ s. the i m p a c t  of a known phenomenon , pre- has provid ed th e impetus  I o n  scientif ic and technological

vious ly only a scientific cur i o s ity ,  was felt in the semicon- a c t iv i ty .  ~t c h ase  spoken of cci la in properties of insulators

duc t o r  indus t ry  The effe ct  rose to proni in en ce because , used in semiconductor  app l i ca t i ons , those associated with

even in the gross microminiatur izat ion of that day, it had charge t r app ing  and interface states . We have only alluded

made the trans ition from a second-order to a first-order to the  e t t e c t s  ot processing on such properties.  We have not

effect  It  was called electromigration and referred to the yet con sidered il i c c i t e d  of the  t empera ture  and pressure

physical transport of metal atoms under the influence of of processing on the s t ruc tu re  is a whole . As devices shrin k

the continuous bombardment  of the metal atoms in alumi- in size and active device reg ions become smaller , it becomes

nun s  thin-f i lm conducting interconnections by the electrons manda to ry  tha i  k i s s e r  t emp era tu re s  of fabr icat ion be ~e-

moving throug h these interconnections. Although this prob- veloped for each p 10cc -sc stage , since many  such stages are

1cm has been dealt wi th  successfully by restricting current  employed i c r i a l l ~ d u r i n g  the  pro ess of fabricat ion , each of

densi t ies  in interconnections and incorporating impurities which is capable of degrading the  desired a t t r ibu tes  of the

in the interconnections tha t  make them more resistant to final st r u c tu ie  . Am o n g  the most pert urh ing of these process

atomic  d i sp l u cen i en t  processe s, future  problems are antici- stages is tha t  invo lv sng fo rma t ion  of the insulators. Fur ther ,

pated . As miniaturization progresses, thicknesses decrease the properties 01 the insula tor  may ’ represent the most criti-

and contacts will become smaller . Furthermore , what were cal design aspect of a semiconductor device . They may have

acceptable failure ra tes  in the 1960’ s are intolerable today, to survive the highest applied fields , be tolerant of the

and what  is tolerable today is sure to be intolerable in the smallest number  of defects , and have to withs tand the larg-

1980’ s. Yet , the subject of electromigration in small con- est number  of serial process steps , for examp le , the gate in-

tac t s  has received vir tual ly  no a t ten t ion .  Even in thin films, sulator in a M O S F f  T We c , innot  th ink  of the insulator as

electrorn igration has been treated as a bulk phenomenon , an isolated ent i ty  but  must think of it as part of a materials

With  decreasing film th i .kn cs s , as devices are scaled in the system , and this materials  system cannot be divorced from

vertical as well as the horizontal direction , there will soon its method ot preparation or its precise geometrical—topo-

be primarily surface surrounding a vanishingly small bulk , graphical configuration . As such systems become smaller ,

and litt le is known about surface electromigration. In one their long-term reliability becomes a paramount concern

instance it is enormous. What is not known is the impact and must be ma inta ined , the d i t t i , u l t v  of controlling their

of the metal—air interface on surface electromigration. En thinness tolerances increase s, and the difficulty of reducing

preparation for the next  evolutionary or revolutionary their trap density to counte rac t  the increasing tendency for

t h r u st into the area of miero miniatur izat ion we require the hot-electron injection to occur increases. In addition , it is

following: known that oxides grown under high pressure are denser
and have higher breakdown s t rength ,  but the causes are not
well known ,

(a) Studies of the relation (proportionality) of the elec- The growth of research in in tegra ted  optics has created
tron “ win d f9rce ” to the magnitude of the electric current addit ional  demands  for  w e l l - cha iac te r i L e d  insulators of high
in grain boundaries , quality.  A number  of the inventions in integrated optics

(b) Studies of the effects of defects , impurities , and deal with methods t h a t  restructure hulk optical systems
glain boundar ies  on electromigration in thin films of the into th in - f i lm structures.  Ul t ima te ly  we can expect to pro-
order of 0.1 pm or less. - duce integrated circuits consisting of electronic and optical

Ic) Studie ~,, of electromigration on surfaces and in con- devices on the same substrate . Indeed , microfabrication and
tacts , and of the effects of dielectric layer overcoats and epitaxial technologies are the foundat ions of both micro-
various gaseous ambient  atniospheres and contaminants  on electronics and integrated optics . Thus , it will be necessary
surface and grain-boundary electromigration . t o  develop surfa L-e fea tures  on optical  materials that  are of

dimensions comparab le wi th  those on semiconductor mate-
An interes t ing aspect of item (c),  which may include catal- rials , for example , edge definit ions of about 500 A are re-
ysis effects , is the recently discovered catalytic effect due quired to limit losses from optical sc a t t e r ing .  Control of the
to parts-per-million ( p p m )  impurities in an etchant on the index of refraction on a submicrometer  scale will be essen-
etch rate of a solid. In the case of the ethylene diamine— tial ; this requi ie s  a knowledge of the role that impurities
pyrocatechol—water etchant , for example , it was found that play in the optical properties of insulators. Although pat-
only several ppm of pyrazine added to the solution could tern-generation techni ques are adequa te  at this early stage ,
result in a doubling of etch rate . It is not inconceivable that the choice of materials  is still under  intense investigation.
minu te  traces of catalysts in the ambient atmosphere sur- The introduction of dopants to control optical properties
rounding an u l t ra - th in- f i lm interconnection could enhance has been achieved by ion implantat ion;  howeve r , this broad-
or retard its suscept ibi l i ty  to electro -~igration. ens the scope of the materials problems to include radiation

damage , as well as the interact ion of radiat ion damage and

6. Insulators 
impurities . For example , it has been found that implanta-
tion ~of ZnTe to a depth of I pm influences its refractive

It  is d i f f icul t  to discuss microfabrication efforts without index to a depth  of about 7 p m , hu t  the reasons are not
discussing insulator systems , Cer ta in ly ,  as with  many moves well understood .
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Many of the research problems stimulated b y the efforts  sigma tolerance , is inadequate , particular ly as dimensions de-
to develop integrated optical devices overla p those gener- crease . A more meaningful tolerance is the 3-sigma value.
ated by the microelectronics industry.  Opportunities for At the 1-pm ground-rule level , to achieve adequate  yields , a
study exist in a number of fundamen ta l  areas , a few of 3-sigma tolerance of ±0. 2—0.3 pm is required , and at the
which are as follows: 0.5-p m ground-rule leve l this 3-sigma value scales to ±0. 1—

0.15 pm , a rather  formidable goal. At ground-rule dimen-
(a) Investigation of the relationship of processing to de- sions greater than 2—3 pm , isotropic wet chemi cal etching

fect formation , and reducing the latter by postprocessing of contact windows provides adequate tolerance and
treatments and/ or developing techniques for forming trap- ground-rules control. At smaller dimensions , wet chemical
free and defect-free oxides. etchant procedures are inadequate and dry (pla sma) etching

(b) Determination of the nature , both physical and techniques are mandatory, for especially in reactive ion
chemical , and the size extent  of defects and traps and an- etching approaches , a high degree of vertical to honzonta l
nealing mechanisms , the behavior of surface and interface anisotropy is attainable. Such anisotropy, which permits
traps , a nd the phenomenon of dielectric breakdown , espe- tighter grou nd r iles to be app lied , has a problem in that
cially as it relates to defect states. step coverage ot contact openings becomes more di f f icul t ,

t e l  Study ing the properties of ultrathin oxides , the Contact resistance problems also become more dif f icul t .
effects of impurities on oxidation rates , the effects of com- and perimeter defect structures in the contacts will become
petitive reactions on oxidation rates , and the propertie s of a problem in contact systems. Further increasing the diffi-
the resulting insulators , for example , the competitive Si + culty in semiconductor technology, for example , where
Si02 2SiO reaction , while much has been done on Si , aluminum is a primary contacting and interconnection
little information exists on the compound semiconductors. metal lization medium , dissolution of the underlying silicon

(d)  Development of new processes for formation of in- poses a problem because of the tendency  of the silicon to
sulator systems, for example , plasma oxidation and high- saturate the a l u m i n u m .  This problem of silicon “pumping ”
pressure oxidation and characterization of the growth kine- is aggravated at small contact-hole dimensions. Moreover ,
tics and interface properties of the resultant oxides, temperature cycling can result in Al contamination of the

(e) Development of techniques for low-loss coupling of underlying Si. Silicide barriers are employed extensively to
optical microelements, for example , optical fibers to thin- reduce contact resistances and act as a contact dissolution
film waveguides. barrier , but at very small dimensions their utility is mar-

( f )  Study of new insulator systems for use in systems gin a]. Furthermore , the kinetics of silicide formation and
other than Si . in multilayer electronic devices , and in inte- intermediate compound formation are not well understood.
grated optical devices. While the interface between Si and the su icides is generally

less than 0.01 pm , it can become more significant as device

7 Contacts size is reduced. However , it may be that this interface domi-
nates the contact resistivity. Many contacts depend on tun-

In a discussion of contacts , i.e., contact systems , one mu st neling through t hin barri ers . The dynamics of tunneling on
consider the mode of fabrication of the contact windows as the time scale appropriate for small devices is not under-
a key part of the contacting process. Simply fabricating the stood. Improved theories for contact /tunneling behavior are
contact is inadeq uate, a nd one mus t be able to characterize req uired fo r small structures.
its initial behavior as well as its long-term stability. In inte- Although this discussion has been based on the needs of
grated circuit design , contact window size, to a considerable silicon chip microelectronics technology, new substrates
extent due to the tolerances, is a primary limitation on the such as GaAs and InP are being developed. Compatible con-
level of integration achievable. For example , when the term tact materials will be required for the fabrication of non-
“1-p m groun d rules” is specified in integrated circuit de- silicon devices from these compound semiconductors . All
sign , it is generally meant that the smallest dimension used the problems associated with Al metallization of Si will
in lithographic resist exposure is 1 pm , and frequently this have to be addressed for these new materials systems.
mi nimum exposure feature is applied quite selectively. The Specific problems requiring attention include the follow-
vast majority of exposure features may be 1.5 to 2 times ing:
the minimum size , and , generally, the mi nim um exposure
feature re fe rs to contact hole openings. In random-access- (a) Quantification of the exact limitations of Al—Si alloy
memory ( R A M )  design , a I-pm minimum exposure feature systems in small-contact , shallow-junction applications.
enables packin g of 256K bits of one device cell memory, (b) Study of the effect of stresses on aluminum penetra-
and 0.2-p m ground rules imply more than 106 bits of mem- tion through silicides or into silicon directly.
ory, both in an area of I cm 2 . We ha ve mentioned toler- (c) Study of the fundamental properties of interface s,
a nces; specification of minimum exposure feature without e.g. , t ransport properties , growth kinetics , chenucal corn-
specification of tolerances is meaningless . Further , when position, and interface states, interface resistivity, the effect
one scales a minimum exposure feature , one must at the of ambient atmosphere treatments on these properties , and
sam e time scale to1er.~nces. To complicate matters further , the specific properties of the eq uilibrium metallurgical sys-
to achieve usable yields , a simple statement of a minimum tern apart from the interface.
fe ature size and a root-mean-square deviation , e.g., a I- (d) Study of new contact met allurgies , which must be
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examined in the context of providing oh mic contacts , pref- annealed. The implications. it they can be rea lized , are
erably with barrier-layer properties to enable contacts to be enormous. Process- induced defects can be postprocess
made to shallow junctions in Si and other semiconductors. annealed : the annealing can he carried out in air because of

(e) Study of the effect of defects on contact behavior, the rapidit y with which it can be effected and one can visu-
(f ~ Development of high-temperature contact metal- alize the “ w r i t i ng” of regions of localized electrical activity.

lurgies, i.e., to form active device regions. Because the process is
so rapid , one can incorporate metastab ly large amounts of

Such studies . to provide the basis for work in other desired impurities in ac t iv e regions or otherw ise modif y
f ie lds , must be coupled with method s for forming contact dopant profiles.
openings , depositing contact metallurgies, and patterning For the potential o this technique to be fully exploited
these . Related questio ns such as electromigratio n phenom- much remain s to be done. Required studies include the
ena in contacts, as discussed in the section on electromigra- following:
tion , must a lso be addresse d . It is critical that contact inter-
face phe nomena be studied in the context of the precise (a) Development of techniques for control of laser pulse
materials system involved , as well as the configurations and size (energy) and spatial homogeneity and development of
dimensions in which they will be functioning, tunable lasers in the 1—4 eV range.

(b) Investigation of the photon interactions in ion-im-
planted materials subjected to intense radiation , and the& Defect Remo vol and Laser Anneal ing - - . -ther mal properties of such materials near their melting

We have discussed defect phenomena , primarily in the COIl ’ points, e.g. , the variatio n of conductivity with tempe rature .
text of insulators, and even more specifically in the con- (c) Invest igation of the diffusion coefficients of dopants
t ext  of the insulators in MOSFET ’s. Again, the impetus for dimensionally constrained in liquids.
d iscussing a new approach to defect removal has its origins ( d l  Invest igation of segregation coefficients in high-
in silicon-based technology, and we consider now the bulk velocity recry stallization processes.
material , silicon, rather than the various other device parts. (e) Study of het eroepitaxial growth processes using laser
Damage to the silicon substrate can occur in many ways melting techniques. e.g.. silicon on sapphire , and the poten-
during processing, Adjacent layers of Si02 ,  because of hit- tial for removing defects in such layers , which limit the
tice mismatch and temperature inhomogeneities , can cause quality of devices.
slip to occur , the oxidation process can generate oxidation- ( f )  Investigation of de t e c ts  and microstructure remain -
induced stacking faults , as can growth of epita xial layers. ing after annealing.
Ion-implantatio n processes can cause severe disruption of
the crystallin e lattice . Damage reduces device yield , results
trequently in intolerably high bulk and lor junction leakage , 9. The Formation of Thin Fi lms

and may affect long-term relia bility. Thermal annealing is There are a variety of techniques availab le for the forma-
of marginal util i ty for removin g the bulk damage in pro- tion of single-crystal and polycrystallin e thin films. These
cessed or partially processed device systems because of the include chemical-vapor-deposition techniques , physical tech-
high temperatures  needed , although it is useful for defect niques (sputtering, evaporatio n , ion p lating, and variants
re moval in insulators , Two techniques for eliminating or of these such as molecular-beam approaches), plasma-
masking bulk defects involvc defect “gettering,” whereby a assisted decomposition , electroplating, liquid-phase epi-
da mage layer is introduced on the back of a silicon wafe r taxial techn iques , and , recently, solid-phase epita xia l tech-
prior to processing; this damaged layer acts as a sink for niques. The silicon industry is b uilt around the formation
mobile contaminants  and mobile defects. For example , via oxidation of the silicon—silicon dioxide system and uti-
leakage in wafers gettered by backside argon-ion implanta- lizes the other methods of film formation to varying de-
tion is extre mely low, as is the for mation of oxidation- grees. Althoug h the literature dealing with film-forming
induced stacking faults. This approach is widely used in the techniques is huge , there  are currently few films that can be
semiconductor industry. However , thermal annealing is deposited , in a practical way, epitaxially from the vapor ,
know n to leave residual microstructure in the materiaL The and these are restricted to a few semiconductors and mag-
nature and extent of these microstructures are not well netic garnet materials . We have considerable difficulty in
chara cterized , modulating the grain size of eve n such common polycrys-

.\nother technique , which has other possibilities than talline films as aluminum , and the measurement and control
damage removal , has been considered recently. This is of interfacia l properties have been accomplished nominally
laser an nealing, which involve s illumination of the surface in only a few materials systems. Selective area deposition of
of a semiconductor with an intense , heavily absorbed films has been successful in only a few instances, and often
micro-laser beam. This exposure is believed to raise the there is incompatibility between temperature of deposition ,
te mperature sufficiently for either solid-state diffusion or temperature at which the underlying structure becomes dis-
localized melting to occur , without raising the temperature turbed , and the normal or desired properties of the inter-
of adjace nt regions significantly, altho ugh the details of the face , e.g, chemical homogeneity, sharpness, de fect states,
kinetics processes are still not well understood and are con’. and intrinsic stress. Liquid-phase epitaxy is an inteTestmg
troversia L During this treatment , de fects are believed to be technique that has become useful only in the past decade,
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but its range of utility is limited and it becomes difficult to etching of the semiconductor but to impar t anisotrop ic
control in ultra-thin-film (<0.05 pm) formation. Although thermal conduction properties to it . A l t e rna t ive ly ,  a mate-
chemical-vapor-deposition techniques can be applied more rial lik e pyro ly t ic  boron nitr ide exhibits amsotropy in ther-
readily to the formation of very thin films, frequently the mal conductivi t y,  h u t  we have no technology for etching it
proper ties of such film s, e.g., laser materials and bubble anisotropically. We know how to selectively etch n +4ype
materials , do not possess the same properties that are ob- n-type , and p-type silicon wi thout  etching p”-t~ pe silicon
tam ed with liquid-phase epitaxial techniques. Further , the or how to etch selectively n ’~-type and p’~’-t ype silicon
temperatures required are too high to maintain existing im- without etching n- and p-type , but we cannot differentiate
purity profiles and to prevent autodopin g of the epitaxially n- from p-type. We have no such control , crude as it might
deposited films, be , with other chemical systems , although the activit y in

The requirements for research in film formation cannot inorganic resists suggests that there may be an extension of
be adequately defined in a few sentences, but a few general- the concepts introduced th ere into the region of three
izations can be a t tempted ,  These are dimensionality. Similarly,  with sufficient  study, the con-

cept of selective area deposition might accord with the
(a) Low-te mperature techniques for film formation , concept of selective area or anisotropic etching to provide a

e.g. , plasma-assisted processe s, must be studied in the complete set of tools.
context of obtaining films with characteristics normally We have mentioned anisotropic etching as it relates in
associated with high-temperature film-formation processes, silicon to impuri ty-determined anisotropy. A second type

(b) Techniques for grain-size control and enhancing ad- of ,mnisotropy , which has been app lied not onI~ to silicon
hesion in metal films must be developed in the context of but is usable w ith single-crystal sapp hire , involves crystallo-
specific materials systems in which they are to be used. grap hic anisotropy. Here , etch-rate anisotropy is deter-
Questions relating to their defect structure and dop ing must mined by the difference in the kinet ics  of etching of differ-
be included in such studies. ent crystallographic planes , and it is not improbable that

(ci Greate r understanding is needed to explain and con- similar control of structure is possible in most single-crystal
trol differences between films grown from various epitaxia l materials. What are needed to advance the state of micro-
techniques . fabrication processes are the following

(d) Greater understanding of the various epitaxial tech-
niques themselves is needed , not only in the kinetics of film (a )  Study of the kinet ics  ot etching of single-crystal
growth under nonequllibrium conditions but also in the materials in known etchants and evolution of new etchants.
interactions of constituent gases with containment vessels, (b Development of etch mask s to control the s t ructure
which may result in contamination of the grown layer. to be delineated , which involves the definition of suitable

(c i  Greater understanding of the interface between mask systems , s tudy of their adhesion to the structure they
layers is needed , particularly in the compound semiconduc- are masking, and study of their resistance to the etchants.
tors , where the high te mperature of processing can create (c) Exp loratio n of novel anisotropic approaches . e.g.,
interfacial defects , deep crystallization of glassy materials such as inorganic

resist concepts , and development of techniques to achieve
10. Microstructure Formation select ive etching. Here the potential is huge , for one ca n en-

visage extremely high-aspect ratios resu lt mg.
Plasma patterning processes represent one technique for (d) Study of electrochemical techniques for building the
microstructure formation , but at present this technique iS third dimension which might involve evolution of cata-
useful primarily as a technique for patterning of thin films lytic approaches.
and not for patterning of the bulk . Bulk in our definition (e) Exp loration of selective-area deposition of thick and
can mean thicknesses as little as a millimeter, but thin-film thin films, including the possibility of radiation-e nhanced
thicknesses are in the range of fractions of a micrometer up deposition at desired sites.
to I or 2 pm. As yet , electronic niicrominiaturization is pci- ( f )  Exp loration of techniques of impurity incorporation
man ly a two-dimensional approach to a three-dimensional in three-dimensional structures , e.g. , focused ion beams.
world . Recently, attempts have been made to move into the
realm of three dimensionality, e.g., ve r t ical FET ’s (vertical-
metal-oxide-semiconductor , or VM 0 S) arrays of ink-jet 11. Characterizatio n of Microminia tur ized Structures
nozzles , microrefnigerator systems, and arrays of deformo- Throughout this analysis of microminiaturization , charac-
graphic storage elements for displays, These involve devel- terization of the properties of the materials system being
opment of anisotropic solution etchants , when milling of developed has arisen. The problem is magnified because the
bulk materials is in volved , or plating of structures by structures are physically small, t he properties are often con-
electrochemical processes, This latter approach falls be- figuration-dependent and frequently are controlled b y
twee n thin-film and bulk-structure making, shielded interfaces , and finally our interest is often focused

We know best how to micromill silicon by chemical on nonequilibrium materials systems (composites) rather
means as shown by the work on the fabrication of micro- than on a single materiaL As tools we have electrical tech-
refrigerators. But even here the work is at an early stage , niques that make use of the device as a probe. For oxides ,
and means are needed not only to control the anisotropic for example , these include measurement of insulator traps,

____  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ____
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their dis t r ibut ion and size , bulk-leakage phenomena , and understand much about  this field and its needs , we hardly
i n t e r n a l  photoemission techniques, However , these often understand it at all .  The variety of materials employed is
iden t i fy  a problem hut  do not define the cause or indicate wide , including di f ferent  semiconductors and alloys. asso-
a cure , ciated insulators , metals , impurities , and encapsulants. The

Here we must rely on old and new analytical techniques only semiconductor matenal that has been extensively cx-
adapted for use at microdimensions. These techniques in- ploited to date for microminia tun z a t ion  is silicon. Micro-
volve elucidation of chemical , structural , and topographic miniaturization in semiconductor technology is at least par-
aspects of the microstructure in question and are impeded tially cost driven , and this means that  the materials and
by noise problems when the probe used becomes very small. processes used must show a product i vi ty  advantage.
Consequently,  we must evolve better sensing techniques Concomitant with microminia tur iza t ion  processes , two
and system component matching to enhance signal levels things occur: ( 1 )  the numb er of devices packed into a given
while  not increasing noise levels, Frequently,  the technique area increases , nominally by the square of the decrease in
is destructive in nature ,  In medicin e, where microanalysis is device dimension; (2 )  the unit  device per formance  increases
beco ming more pervasive , considerable progress is being more or less linearly. Microminiaturizatio n involves shrrn k-
made in nondestructive three-dimensional analysis on living ing of horizontal dimensions and a simultaneous shrinking
organisms , where both of these requirements are paramount. of the vertical dimension , although for operational or prac .
One might cit e the use of advanced imaging systems or of tical reasons shrinkage in the third dimension may not be
computer-aided tomography (CAT) for the real-time imag- scaled with shrinkage in the horizontal direction. Thus , as
ing of buried structures. Such procedures should be de- thin films are made thinner , they may become less reliable ,
veloped for this field , permitting three-dimensional study of and as diffusions become shallower , they may also become
materials systems without  destructive interference. Needs more diff icult  to contact. Further , if a film interconnec-
include the following: tion , for example , is shrunk in width and thickness by

a factor a, and the c urrent is also decrease d by a , the cur-
( a )  Evolution of technologies for analysis with enhanced rent density is increased by a. This can result in decreased

sensitivity (enhanced signal/noise ratios) at smaller dimen- electromigration , which , as discussed , is a current flux
sions. phenomenon. Also as mentioned earlie r , surface electro-

(b)  Development of less expensive , perhaps specialized , migration may start to dominate. As semiconductor devices
tools to make their availability greater . become smaller, they become less tolerant of elevated tern-

( C)  Development of depth-imaging tools for examin a- peratures. Power dissipation is not necessarily a problem as
tio n of the interior of composites. device dime nsions scale down , since current and voltage

(d) Develop ment of techniques for examination of also scale. Thus , the density increases by a2 , the power /dc-
interfaces , vice decreases by a2 , and the chip power dissipation re-

mains constant.
We have attempted to draw some conclusions about Base widths of bipolar devices are movin g toward the

some general needs in a number of the more pervasive 0.1-p m level and smaller , and , i n double-diffusion processes ,
science—tech nology areas that influence materials aspects of subsequent high-temperature processes would tend to dis-
microstructure fabrication. Next , we will consider some of rupt profiles. In addition , as base widths become smaller ,
the major fields that require such materials system control statistical fluctuations begin to dominate the thermodyna-
and understanding. We have selected only five such fields. mics of materials behavior , For exa mple , little is known
For the areas exclud ed , either the needs are not clear or th e about the mobility in heavily doped semiconductors , and
information involved is proprietary , e.g., Josephson tech- less is known when statistical behavior is “noisy,” as in very
nology and packaging of microelectronics, thin base regions. As junctions , in general , become shal-

In the above we have characterize d only the technologi- lower , second-order effects make process modeling impre-
cal aspects of the microminiaturized structures. It is ex- cisc. For example , di ffusions are enhanced during oxida-
pected that the device performance at these small scales de- tions, and segregation between the diffused bulk and the
pends strongly on the environment , such as other devices, growing oxide becomes important. In general , process
boundaries , and oxides. New theoretical bases must be modeling is difficult at larger dimensions, and highly imper-
established to describe the operation of these microminia- fect at smaller dimensions ( 1 pm or less), because of the in-
turized structures , especially if such structures are to be uti- creasing and eventually dominating influence of interfaces ,
lized as probes of the materials themselves, defects , etc. We may expect concepts based on bulk proper-

ties to lose validity and new ideas to be necessary.
Reliability of very small or very thin structures becomes

D. APPLICATIONS more difficult to control , and for this reason , in both FET
and bipolar technologies, much thinking has been given to
the use of low temperatures to enhance reliability and/or

I. Semiconductor Electronics performance
This field has provided the stimulus for miniaturization , The feasibility of low-temperature operation has been
LSI and VLSI , and is the one we understand best ; there- shown in MOS F ET ’s and in germanium bipolars. However ,
fore , it provides the most examples of needs. Although we the performance of silicon bipolars is degraded at tempera- 
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tures much below room tempera ture ,  perhaps because of practical al ternative , although much improvement has been
‘:arrier freezeout effects , or state quant i za t ion  in the ultra- realized in the quality of bulk material , and it represents
thin-base region. From a practical view . freezeout theory is perhaps the least of the problems today. As microminiatuni-
not fully understood in heavily doped (>1 0 1 5  cm ’3 ) mate- zation progresses, the substrate material probably will have
rials , and what is understood applies only to the more corn- to be improved in terms of its freedom from defects , its
monly employed dopant s in relatively light concentrations, uniformity of doping, the presence of occlusions, the con-
Much of the problem is tied to the lack of detailed under- trol of oxygen and carbon contamination , and the degree of
standing of localization and impuri ty-bonding and multip l e- gross and microscopic planarity of its surfaces. In addition ,
scattering effects. for fur ther  cost reduction , an increase in wafer diameter to

A seemingly less importan t aspect of VLS I  is chip at- 12 cm or more might be needed. Control of the materials
ta chment techniques in packages. At present , these are two parameters will require not only advanced studiesof crystal-
di~nensional , e.g.. around the periphery. However , as chips growth processes , wafer slicing, and wafe r surface prepara-
beco me more densely populated , power distrib ution prob- tion but must include development of rapid techniques for
lems become more dif f icul t  because of resistance-induced measuring the bulk properties of the substrates. A specific
voltage drops and transient , inductance-induced voltage ex- problem requiring study is the effect of surface preparation
cursions. These voltage excursions arise because of the rapid on properties of interfaces grown upon substrates and eluci-
change of current levels as a function of time in higher- dation of the nature of such differences , especially as they
perfo rmance devices and the translation of these into volt- affect the growth kinetics and defects of grown overlayers.
age transients when acted on by ever-present inductances. From the substrate up, the processes used to build micro-
On the other hand , parasitic and interconnection capaci- miniaturized composite structures above the substrate sur-
tances cause a delay in performance on packaged structures. face and/or to const ruct structures beneath the surface will
If we assumed , as a rule of thumb , that inductance—capaci- require some or all the following:
tance products are constant , these two effects oppose each
other. Thus , we would like small capacitances to reduce RC (a) Investigation of the effects of wafer-preparation
time consta nts and high capacitances to reduce inductive techniques on finished device properties.
(L d : / d t )  voltage noise effects. (b) Lower-temperature processing.

The net result is that to realize fully the potential of (c) Improved control of tolerances , both geometric and
V L S I , much additional thought must be given to the pack- chemical .
aging of semiconductor chips , namely, design and materials (d) Study of parameters that affect and control poly-
considerations must be treated together rather than sepa- crystalline film grain size .
rately. A systems approach to materials engineerin g may be (e) Study of contact metallurgies. and the effect of dif-
essential. Packaging materials problems have not been ad- ferent  metallurgical processes on the control of contact
dressed in a sophisticated manner , for the package must be parameters.
evolved spec ifically for what it will package. However , cer- (1) Control of lithographic resist properties , e.g., sensi-
tam general concerns can be identified , notably problems tivity.
associated with power dissipation, particularly in bipolar
tech nology, power-distribution techniques , reduction of Lower temperatures are required for a variety of reasons,
inductance- induced voltage excursions at interfaces , and re- These include minimization of thermally induced defect
duction of capacitance-induced , time-of-flight delays , all of structures , such as slip dislocations. Aside from the deleteri-
which are la rgely materials-related questions. Fur ther , as ous electrical aspects of defect formation on the initial
VLS I beco mes more sophisticated , techniques for inter- characteris tics of devices , long-term reliability must be con-
connection pattern fabrication will have to keep pace , sidered. Defects such as oxidation-induced stacking faults
which may preclude the use of sintere d ceramics as a sub- (OSF ’s) might not form in low-temperature processes.
strate material , since their surface topography may be in Other processes , such as those involving ion implantation ,
compatible with fine-line patternin g of thin films. Finally, start out as low-temperature processes but require high-
the problem of a-particle emissions must be attacked at temperature postprocess treatment to remove crystallo-
either the package or chip level, probably through a mate- graphic damage introduced by the low-temperature process
rials solution , e.g., overcoating with a-particle absorbers or and to make the species electrically active , Since ion im-
elimination of radioactive contaminants from the ceramic, plantation is a critical part of advanced semiconductor fab-

These comments represent a cursory overview and an rication , a key area of study is low-temperature techniques
at tempt  to provide some sense of the directions that must for removing such damage , and , in the process , activating
be take n, To define more specific needs, let us focus on the implanted species. These techniques might include high-
the materials aspects of VLSI as these apply generally to pressure annealing or the development of refractory high-
MOSF E T’ s and minority carrier devices as typified by bi- conductivity metallurgies. A quasi-approach has been dis-
polar transistors . The starting point is the substrate semi- cussed in the section on laser annealing; as pointed out ,
conductor materials that must be obtained by slicing wafers laser pulse techniques have the potential for localized heat-
from a bulk ingot. Alternatively, the substrate might be ob- ing. Another possible approach involves temperature bias-
tam ed by cutting up a long ribbon of silicon formed by ing of the substrate durin g implantation , a tec hnique that
some capillary shaping technique; howeve r , this is not yet a has not been examine d in any depth but has been shown to
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be important for nucleating the growth of the damaged vide new materials systems for each scaling stage, Whether
area. These might represent practically useful approaches process simplicity, if it is real , outweighs the more difficult
to add ressing low-temperature processes for impurity incor- materials tasks is not known. Thus, this infant , promising
poration and damage removal, Clearly, study is required. tech nology will find extensive use if its potential for low
Other areas relating to low-temperature processes that re- cost , coupled with its limited performance , provides a sig-
quire study include oxidation processes , such as plasma- nificant cost-performance advantage over semiconductors.
enhan ced, pressure-enhanced , and possibly ca talytically As with semiconductors , higher levels of integration tend to
enhanced annealing processes for insulators and interfaces , red uce speed , but unlik e semiconductors bubbles can ill
and film deposition processes. a fford speed degradatio n. Unlik e semiconductor d cc-

The many interfaces and materials present in semicon- tronics , as bubble size decrease s, required drive fields neces-
ductor structures cannot be considered here , nor can the sary to avoid performance degradation and associated prob-
many unknowns relating to the construction of devices. lems in heat dissipation do not scale ,
Wha t is clear is that the number of steps is so large , and the To enhance the attractiveness of bubble technology, re-
t urnaround time for a complete experiment so long, that search is needed on the following:
m uch greater emphasis will have to be placed on process
simulation (modeling). With the dearth of hard data , such (a t  Device forms that do not require proportionately
simulations will initially have to be piecemeal , and the large drive fields,
major component parts will have to be combined to provide (b) Chip organizations that yield shorter access times.
a total picture ; and refinement will follow as data become (c) Methods for increasing domain motion to speeds
available. This task is difficult; we are at the stage where , > 10 rn/sec.
without intensive activity, the time lag between conception
and implementation will increase , A number of techniques offe r some potential for increas-

ing the leve l of VLSI  in bubble technology. These involve
lithographic reduction of the propagating permalloy struc-

II. Magnetic Bubbles t ures and/ or configu .ing them differently, overall st ructure
Micromagnetic devices are synonymous with bubble de- scaling. and invoking the concept of bubble lattices in
vices . These magnetic integrated circuit devices are most which bubble devices completely populate close-packed
aki n to charge-coupled devices (CC D ’s) in the semiconduc- arrays. The latter technique no longer requires drive rails at
tor elect ronics field , and there is much similarity in chip the same spacing as the bubble arrays. Bubble lattices for a
layout and information handling. The use of cylindrical given lithographic minimum dimension can increase circuit
magnetic domains (bubbles) and CCD ’s is in delay line fash- de nsity by 4 to 16 times. Since bubble—bubble magnetic
ion ; there fore, in formation access is serial rather than ran- interactions assist external drive fields , lower drive fields
dom, thus data access is slower. The motivation for bubbles result. Another technique for forming “gaple ss” bubble
and CCD ’s, as a consequence, is also heavily cost-dri ven, arrays utilizes the contiguous disk (CD) , in which guide rails
The shift-rate capability of bubbles relative to CC D’s is are replaced by ion-i mplanted confining regions.
much lower , e.g., kilohe rtz versus megahe rt z, but bubb les Much work has to be done to achieve the potentials of-
have a feature not possessed by CC D ’s, na mely, involatility fered in these concepts including:
of stored in formation , In addition , bubb le processes may be
cheaper , although this is less clear. Packagin g of bubble (d) Develop ment of new bubble materials systems that
st ructures may be a significant cost disadvantage unless the can support small bubble s (<0.4 pm) at low drive fields,
scale of integration on the chip is extremely high so that which may include more complex double - and triple-layer
the final packaged cost/bit accommodates the possibly systems, amorphous bubble systems, and surface-modified
more expensive package. Reliability of bubble structures is structures in which bulk and surface properties are inten-
less quantified than semiconductor electronics, and , for ex- tionally made different.
ample , electromigration may be a major problem , since em- (e) Study of metallurgical resistance to electromigration
ployed current densities are large. On the plus side, the at high current densities.
presence of fewer interfaces may increase reliability; and , ( f)  Study of new ways to manipulate domain structures
from a process poin t of view, mass-production techniques without direct access .o each bit position.
based on x-ray lithography look much more attractive for (g) Study of the mechanisms that induce and control
bubble use tha n for semiconductor electronics, beca use the magnetic anisotropy.
number of process mask levels is fewer. (h) Study of method s for depositing and/or formin g

From the purely materials point of view, the raw bubble films can sustain bubble structures,
substrate material is more complicated , more expensive,
and less understood than silicon. Lithography and scaling
alone cannot be used for microminiaturi zation , since asso- III. Integrated Optics
ciated materials inventions have yet to be made. Thus, in Integrated optics involve s application of thin-film technol-
addi tion to many of the problems associated with the geo- ogy to the fabrication of micromin iaturized optical devices,
metric scaling of semiconductor electronics, we must pro- including lasers , modu lators , switches, dete ctors , prisms,
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lenses, polarizers , a nd directional couplers , and at tempts to not appear large enough to war r an t  s i gni f icant  expend i tu re
integrate a large number  of such devices on a single sub- of research and development dollars , wh ich places the bur-
strate . Signal propagation is by optical waveguide s. The ob- den on federal willingness to suppor t  such act ~~it i es .
je cl ive of much of the work in this area has been to scale Needed are the  fol l owin g
dow n structural size and “ shape” thin films to provide the
same functions as their thick-film analogs, This has drawn . - -

- (a) Studiesof biocompatib le in icroinsulatio n techniquesatte ntion to the materials and materials-scal ing aspects as - . . -(b) Studies  of biocompatible n iicrom etal lurg ic a l  t ec h ~surface-to-volume ratios become large . Basi c materials used
are LiNbO 3,  I l l -V  alloys , and various insulating and con- n iques 

. - . -
- . . . (c) Studies of interfacing and interconnecting in hostil educ t ing  films. The techniques ot semiconductor electronics

- - . . . . environments , and passivat ion of the overall s t r u c t u r e s  on afind extens ive  application , e .g. , fine-line lithography, con- icr l~t ” , !Ied etching, and film deposition . A host of other mate- 
m osca i , 

-
- . - . (d)  Development of microelectrod e .irra y fabr ica t ionrials  not normally employed in semiconductor electronics -techniques in the’ context  of i tems a — e  .th ove .are also used , includ ing sputtered glasses, organic polymers ,

amorphous  Ta 2 05 ,  ZnO , ZnS , CdSe , CdS , Nh 2 03, and
‘FiO~ , and rare ear th  garnets . In general , the materials prob- V Displays
knis  of integrated optics are the same as for semiconductor
electronics and magnetic bubbles , but the problems of inte- Displays are usually life size , and questions of microminia-
g i a t ed  opt ics ar e  more serious because of the myriad mate- turization seem out of p lace. A l i t t le  ref lect ion show s that
rial s syste m s and interfaces involved. Consequently, the whil e the display as a whole is of ten l i t e’ s11e , i ts  individual
needs ot semiconductor  electronics and magnetic bubbles , parts may require microminiatu r izat ion techniques . som e-
modifi ed by the applicat ions and materials needs of inte- times to a level beyond the state of the art . I or esample ,
grated optics are fu l ly  applicable , matrix-addressed displays such as the ac gas-discharge panel

req uire fixed-position arrays of electrodes. To ach ieve high-
quality image resolution (where image may mean coded andIV . Implantab le Medical Electronic Devices .noncoded information being disp layed ) , such e lec t rode

A s i d e  from the  technica l  aspects of the design and fa brica- arrays may have to be made at densities of 80/cm or more
tion of implantable  microelectronic circuits, for which the (>200 lines/inch). In a 30 cm ~ 30 cm display 1, 12 in. x 1.2
material  problems art ’ basically the same as in nonimplanted in.), the length of electrode “wire ” at such packing densi-
applications , there are unique materials aspects for implant tics , all of which must be electrically continuous , is prod i-
appl icat i ons  center ing  around interconnections and passiva- gious, and no such tour de ~o r c  has yet  been achieved . A
tion. The fluid environment  in the body is quite hostile , t hird of this line density in a third of the area mentioned
and passivation of the most commonly implanted device is is about the state of manufactur in g art . A somewhat
at the expense of an increase in size of the device, e.g., her- parallel case exists in l ight-emitt ing diode (L ii  D)  or laser
metically sealed cans, massive polymeric shields, Biotelemet- room-temperature-array technology, where the fabrication
n c  devices that  monitor physiological parameters are also of reproducible , long-lived structures has not yet been
containable through these ’ brute -force passivation methods, achieved. In the instances of both high-resolution electrode
In both instances, however , although the electronics are en- and light-emitting arrays , yield problems are so great that
closed , transducers are , of necessity, in con tact with the costs are unacceptab le. In the second of these , powe r dissi-
hostile environment , which limits their longevity. pation and removal are also serious problems.

As we become more aggressive in the use of implantable One general type of display does involve microminiatur .
microelectronics , brute-force methods become insufficient , ization of the entire active part of the disp lay and pro-
For example , when multipoin t contact with the nervous je ction of the display to provide readability.  A specifi c
system is intended , for either multielectrode stimulation or implementation of such a projection display is the deformo-
multielectrode sensing, bulk space may not be available and graphic storage display tube (DSDT ).  In principle , the de-
electrode size must be greatly reduced to match the neural vice consists of a matrix of deformable microminiaturized
grid with which it is to communicate. The latter may re- picture elements (pels), This matrix may be as large as
quire an electrode periodicity in the fractional micrometer 1000 x 1000 or more , with each element consisting of a
ra nge , which , in turn , requires the application of state-of- thin deformable membrane (50—100 nm th ick )  supported
the-art sophisticated lithographic techniques. Unfortunate- on a post. Reflection optics is used to projec t and display
ly, the normal metallurgies available for conventional semi- the “deformation ” image of the written microdisp lay. The
conductor electronics applications are either corrodable or problem here is akin to the fa brication of electrodes , and
both corrodable and toxic. Available insulation techniques to date a reliable cost-competitive structure has not been
are at best marg inal and do not generally possess the degree achieved.
of flexibility required. Perhaps conducting polymers of the Many of the techni ques of semiconductor electronics are
type discussed in Section B.4 would offer an approach to applicable to the microminiaturization of life-size or projec-
meetin g these needs. In any event , little work has been or is tion displays, e.g., film formation , lithography, diffusion ,
being done. In the semiconductor industry, the market does patterning, and semiconductor processing, h ut the problems
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are often unique in that different materials are needed and niques for use in electroluminescent and discharge-type
dimensions on which such techniques are employed may be displays.
very large. (d) Studie s of fast-switching liquid crystal and electro-

Needed are the following: chromic materials for displays.
(e) Studies of techniques for fabricating arrays of de-

(a) Studie s of array fabr ication of L E D ’s and lasers at formable elements or elements optically different from the
densities of 40 or more/ cm . surroundings for use with reflection optics (projection dis-

(b) Studies of mixed-array fabrication to provide multi- plays).
color capability. ( f )  Studies of techniques for fabricating arrays of elec-

(c) Studies of novel array electrode fabrication tech- trodes over large areas.
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Pattern Generation
and Transfer

A. INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL CONCLUSIONS mnent . or some other alternative. The metrology measure-
ments needed today for commercial production equipment
are at the 0.1—0.5 pm level , but as different  types of devices

Pattern generation and transfer for microfabrication can be are designed and produced , even higher precision may well
accomplished directly using scanning-charged-particle beams be needed—possibly even an order of magnitude higher.
or by using masks to delineate the pattern exposed by radi- The fundamentals of pattern resolution , distortion , regis-
ation (such as visible , ult raviolet , or x-ray photons , elec- tration , and accuracy are important in both research and
trons , or ions). The masks can be in contact with , in close commercial production. The parameters of speed , throug h-
proximity to , or imaged on the surface to be exposed, put , and cost are critical in commercial production. At pres-
Muc h fabrication of electronic structures requires that pat- ent , not enough information exists to choose with certainty
te rns be accurately registered with previous structure on the which method of pattern transfer will be best at I pm and
substrate, As fabrication area increases and device feature smaller dimensions for commercial production of integrated
size decreases , the relative distortion between the mask and circuits and other electronic devices. Optical systems , which
previo usly fabricated structures on the substrate becomes currently are preferre d for production , hav e a distinct cost
inc reasin gly important. This relative distortion determines advantage and have demonstrated adequate resolution on
how large an area can be exposed on a substrate before un- flat substrates for I -pm linewidths. Depth of field for opti-
acceptab le loss of registration occurs. Fundamental measure- cal projection cameras is small ( ‘— 2 ~.i m), howeve r , which
ments of substrate distortion as a function of processing may restrict their usefulness in manufac tu r ing  processes.
steps , and of mask distortion as a function of exposure dos- Full-complexity large-scale-integ ration (LS I )  devices with
age , are needed to dete rmine the optimum area for high- minimum dimensions close to 1 pm must be fabricate d for
yield pattern tra nsfer using masks. The results of these mea- the importance of this problem to be fully understood.
surements are likely to determine which of several potential Fundamental studies of the effect of partial coherence on
st rategies will be adopted for pattern exposure on future image contrast will also help to determine the limits of opti-
generations of complex very-large-scale-integration (VL SI) cal projection for image transfer.
circuits , a multibihion dollar , high-technology field in which Scanning-electron-beam systems have been used to fabri-
the United States at present holds a lead. The strategy cate full-complexity LS I  devices at 1-pm dimensions, but  at
adopted will determine wha t high-throughput equip ment present such systems are not fast enough to be economi-
will be needed by commercial manufacturers of VLSI cir- cally viable , except for specialized applications where cus-
cuits and , acco rdingly, will encourage the timely develop- tomization is important. Mask making is such an applica-
ment of such equipment , be it higher-resolution , step-and- lion. Methods and equipment for impro ving throug hput
repeat optical projection equipment , x-ray equipment , and reducing cost are being studied in several industrial Iabo-
computer-controlle d , serial-exposure , electron-beam equip- ratories. These improvements are expected to come from
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new electron-optical concepts , from increases in control- The successful universi ty teach ing of such a broad sub-
system speed , and from computer  architectural changes ject runs counter  to the t rend toward  encreastr .g special-
that  will allow overhead functions , su .h  as mechanical sam- ization, Yet such teachin g and research are increasingl y
pIe stepping and registration , to be carried out d uring beam important if graduates are to have the  background that a
wri ting. technology-oriented society requires. One significant result

In the next few years it is likely that hybri d approaches , of increased funding for universi t ies  in microlithography
employing both electron-beam and optical projection , will should be interdisciplinary activities wi t hin a university,  as
be used. A clearer understanding of the resolution limits of well as increased interaction bets seen universities and indus-
optical lithography and the throughput/cost limitations of try, where , by economi c necessity more broadly based re-
scanning-electron-beam systems is essential if optimum corn- search and development take place. Certain topics deserve
binations are to be developed for given app lications. greater emphasis in U. S . universities; these include electron

X-ray lithography holds substantial promise as a simple and ion optics , the in teract ion of radiat ion wi th  matter  (j et-
parallel replication method for very-high-resolution patterns. eluding transverse effects related to edge definit ion ),  and
The major uncertainties at this time are mask-to-substrate the applications of physics and chemistry to mi cros t ruc tu r e
distortion (mask distortion with use and substrate distor- formation on solid and thin substrates.
tion with processing) and sufficient source intensity for
rapid and economical exposure. Work to resolve these un-
certainties is critically important , for a mistake in the choice B. BASIC RESEARCH NEEDS IN PATTERN W R I T I N G
of lithogr aphic strategies could have major economic con- AND REPLICATION
seq uences.

Recent developments in high-intensity sources for sub-
micrometer ion beams have increased the speed of direct Instrumentat ion

ion-beam machining and resist exposure by several orders Pa t te rn-wr i t ing  instruments  of modest cost I S  100 ,000—
of magnitude. Methods that previously were impractically 200 ,000) are needed for exper iments  on resist sensi t ivi ty
slow have suddenly become potentially important. Conse- and resolution , small-structure research , small-device fabri-
quently,  fundamental  understanding of ion-beam interac- cation , radiation effects on devices , and other fields. These
tions with resists; high-resolution , direct ion-beam mackin- might be university-modified scanning electron microscopes
ing; direct-writing ion implantation at the micrometer and or industry-furnished instruments.
submicrometer scale; and substrate damage by ion beams High-throughput , automatic-al ignment  exposure systems
should be improved substantially — and quickly. should he developed for VLSI  production at feature sizes of

Most methods of exposing patterns rely on a resist. Each the order of 1 pm. This expensive equipment  will be needed
type of radiation has different characteristics; therefore , the to keep integrated-circuit production in the United States
resist resolution , contrast , and sensitivity can be optimized fully competitive worldwide. Variable-aperture or patterned -
for the radiation to be used. Although some desirable resist aperture electron-beam equipment , or high-throughput
parameters , such as adherence , are universal , others vary x-ray exposure equipment , seem the best candidates , but re-
with the process chosen : wet chemical etching versus plasma search in both is necessary (see Sections C and D). Proprie-
e’tching versus directed ion-beam etching, and the like. New tary industrial prototypes (e .g ., I BM EL I )  exist , bu t details
resists for specific new dry-processing technologies that of design and performai ce limitations are not available to
avoid resist swelling, for example , thus offerin g higher reso- the industry that  would build such equipment for semicon-
lution , should be developed. To do this effectively, a better ductor companies. The development of such equipment is ,
understanding of present dry-etching methods , and possibly in short , a mat te r  of serious concern for industry .
develop ment of improved etching methods that are aniso- Additional sources of soft x rays are needed , These range
tropic , is needed for electronic and other microstructure from less costly synchrotron sources for production to
fa brication. tabletop sources for laboratory experimentat ion.

Commercial production of current electronic devices re- Ion-beam sources for microfabrication writ ing are needed
quires a knowledge of lithographic patterning. Research and in more laboratories to explore resist exposure , resolution ,
develop ment of future electronic devices will require new sensitivity, direct milling of materials , i mplantation , dam-
knowledge abou t patterning of these devices. Yet little re- age , and the like .
search or teaching of this subject is taking place in universi- Metro logy standards and instrumentat ion will become
ties. The subject is both difficult and broad; it encompasses increasingly important , especially for wafe r distortion mea-
the interaction of finely focused radiation with matter; the surement and control. These measurements , as a functio n
dynamics of resist development; chemical etching of devices of processes use d in fabrication , may determine the choice
using liquids, gases, plasmas , and directed ion beams ; pat- between electron . ion , x-ray, and ultraviolet lithography for
terned mate ria l deposition; diffusion; annealing; electrical the next generation of productio n. This effort will require
properties of matter; oxidation; and other aspects, Physics, inputs from the university, industrial , and government corn-
chem istry, ma terials science , and electrical engineering all munities.
enter in; when design of devices is included , more engineer- Microscopes capable of “seeing ” patterns with greater
ing and computer science must be included, than fabrication resolution must be available. l ’ or structures
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down to about 500 A , the scanning electron microscope entire pat tern area and is turned on where required. In vec-
( S E M  ) suffices;  for structures <100 A , a scanning transmis- tor wri t ing,  the beam is directed only to points where expo-
sion electron microscope ( ST E ‘1 I is probably needed , be- sure is required. Vector scanning is more eff ic ient . because
cause these structures are likely to be made by directed no time is wasted scanning areas not requiring exposure , al-
ST I M beams. though it places more stringent requirements  on the deflec-

tion system , such as dynamic  accuracy and , in part icular ,

Resists eddy-current errors. Raster scanning makes it easier to

Polymer resists need to be improved in resolution , sensitiv- apply corrections for deflection aberrat ions and pattern dis-

ity,  and contrast. Inorganic resists need to be developed and tort ion. Vector scanning alloss s more ef t ic ient  data  compac-

understood on a fundamental  basis . There is also need for tion and is more sui table  when prox imity corrections have

development , evaluation , and understanding of resists for to be applied.

dry processing. For electron-beam writin g on full wafers , the beam can-
not scan the whole sample. Thus electronic scanning has to
be combined with  mechanical movement  to i.over the sam-

Resistless Processing pie , and methods must  be provided to maintain the position
Fundamental  aspects of directed particle-beam-assisted etch- of the beam accurately with respect to th e svaf er.
ing, implantation , and the like should be studied to ascer- The throughput of scanning-electron-beam systems was
ta m whether masking can be eliminated from the microfa b- originally l imited by electron-optical per formance , t ha t  is ,
rication procedures. This work is exploratory and highly by the beam current/resist sensitivity critenon. However ,
fundamenta l ,  t his situation has been significantly improved t’~ the discov.

ery of resists w i t h  greater sensitivity and by the following
electron-optical advances:

C. ELECTRON-BEAM LITHOGRAPHY I .  Improved electron gun design and new cathode mate-
rials , in particular LaB 6 ,  have resul ted in increased in tens i ty .

Thin-film electronic devices , such as semiconductor inte- Field-emission cathodes may yield a fu r the r  increase for sys-
grated circuits and magnetic-bubble devices , are fabricated tems with beam current s  below l0  A . provided a method
by a series of processes that  use patterned resist layers to is found for reducing noise irs the emitted current.
mask selected areas of the sample surface. Images are usu- 2. Computer-aided design of the f inal  lens/ deflection
ally formed in the resist layers by ultraviolet (uv) exposure system unit  has led to signifi cant increases in field size.
through a mask held in contact with  or in close proximity 3. Shaped-beam systems , wh ich  increase the number  of
to the resist surface. This contact printing process has two pattern elements exposed by the beam at each beam p051-
major drawbacks. First , diffraction effects between mask tion , have been developed.
and wafer limit the min imum linewidths to 2— 3 pm , and ,
second , damage can result from contact between the mask Overall throughput  for scanning-electron-beam systems
and wafer , which reduces the yield and reliability , Ultra- is complex and , in addi t ion to electron-optical performance
violet , x-ray,  and electron-beam methods are being explored and resist sensi t ivi ty,  depends on the noise—bandwidth char-
to overcome these two disadvantages , In this section we dis- acteristics of the deflection system , digital-to-analog conver-
cuss scanning-electron-beam systems but not the resists and sion rates , data- t ransfe r rates , switching speeds for digital
processes used in conjunction with the exposure tools , al- pattern-generation hardware , alignment time , mechanical
though in many cases they are of great importance in deter- movement of the sample , and time taken to load the sam-
mining the overall resolution and speed of a given technique. pies into the vacuum.  The relative importance of these dif-

In scanning-electron-beam systems , the pattern is written ferent factors depends on the overall system configuration.
with a small electron beam that is generally controlled (de- Electron-beam systems l e g . ,  based on scanning electron
flected and turned on and off) by a computer. It is the only microscopes) can be configured as pat tern-wri t ing  instru-
method so far used successfully to make full-complexity ments of modest cost (5 100 ,000—200 ,000) for experiments
silicon devices with a capability that exceeds conventional on resist sensitivity and resolution , small-structure research ,
contact printing in terms of linewidth and overlay tolerance. small-device fabrication , radiation effects  on devices, and
Masks made by a scanning electron beam are also needed the like. For mask making, scanning-electron-beam systems
for replication methods , such as x-ray lithography and deep- offer better resolution and low defect levels. Also , state-of-
uv conformal printing. The ability of scanning-electron- the-art systems offer shorter turnaround than conventional
beam systems to generate patterns at very high speed can ‘ contact-printing techniques.
also be use d to advantage in the fabrication of masks with For direct device fabrication , scanning -electron-beam
dimensions above 1 pm.  Such masks are replicated using uv systems are not yet competitive in cost wi th  contact  print-
red uction projection printing. ing or optical projection , b ut their performance in this re-

In cases where chips are written by pure electronic scan- spect is improving rapidly as a result of the introduction of
ning, t wo basic methods have been employed: raster and advanced electron-optical design methods and concepts ,
vecto r scanning. With raster scanning, the beam scans the higher-speed control electronics , a nd large reductions in the
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cost of the  dig it al  pro cessin g electronics needed to supply  versit y . The cost of these sources , however , is a wsere  Limi-
pa t te rn  da ta  and control the systems. The a t t a inment  of tat ion , especially for small indust r i .i i  t~rni s . Ii would he
electron-beam s~ stems with improved cost perfor m ance is highly desirable to e\p l ore  the t ea s i l i l i ty  ot de se l op i ng  in-
significant for LSI manufac tu re , because dire c:  electron- expensive I — S 100 ,000) sources of soft x ra~.’s based on ac-
beam fabrication offers great opportunit ies  for automation , ce le ra t lon  of r e l , i t t v i s t i e  e lec t r on s  Inc luded in thi s  category
in addit ion to I ts fundamenta l  a d s a n t a g e  of higher resolu- arc sto ra ge  r i n gs . h e h . a l  w ig g ler ~. r~ stal channeling, and
tion. Such expen sive equipment  is needed to keep inte- other n o se l  means .
grated-circuit production in the United States competitive
wor ldwide .

E . MICROFOCUSED ION B E A M S
Microfocused ion beams can be used , in principl e , to expose

D. X-RAY LITHOGRAPHY resist , machine  materials , and al ter  t b ’  ~o n J u c t : v t t s  of semi-
X-ray l i thogr aphy has a number  ot s igni f icant  advantages ,  conductors  fi~ implantat ion.  ..\ll of these ends can he accom-
The chief ones are high resolution ( l inewid t hs  from 100 .-\ plished d i r e c t l y .  ss r t hou t  t i r a s k s . The l a t t e r  two U ses are cx-
to several micrometers ) and simp licity (‘ -S5000 for simp le arnples of resistless processing. L r : t i l  r ecc : t t I~. . t h e  l imi ted
benchtop laboratory system). As a consequence , researchers intensity @ 1 ’ ion-beam sour ces made these p u s s i b t i t t i e s  im-
can have access to patterning in the 100-A to I -pm range , practical . In I “r2 . exan ip les of foir u~e d-b eani  pro cesses.  in-
X-ray lithog raphy is, of course , a mask replication tech- eluding implan ta t ion  i lateral doping profiles and exposure
ni que ;  therefore , it depends on electron-hean i , holographic , of resist. ssere demonstra ted wi th  a low-curr ent  s~ s tem.  Re-
and other means of mask generation.  These means should cently,  nc ’ s  focusing results h rss e  been obta ined wi tn  a high-
be made available either through commercial or govern- intensity Liquid r n e t a t ( L M  I ga llium- i n source that is
mental  sources, at unit  m. ign: f ica t ion  by a single-gap acce le ra t ing  lens. Wit h

As with any mask replication approach , multi level align- this system , inn-beam machin ing  of gold and ton-beam cx-
ment  is required in some applications, Superposition preci- posure of resist have been d e m o n s t r a t e d  m r  l inewid shs
sion o~ the order of 100 A has been demonstrated but not down to 400 A 40 n m ) .
yet imp lemented in a commercial system. Al ignment  sys- Focused spot sizes and eu r r e r t s  have been measured for
tems should be developed, the  LM — ga l l ium source operat ing at an e x t r a c t i o n  v o l t a g e  of

The areas of patterns (or , more precisely. the number of 6 kV . .\ tota l e x t r a c t e d  c u r r e n t  of 10 pA was ob ta ined  at a
resolution e lements)  that  can be replicated and superimposed final  b eam e n e r g y  of 55 keV . Spot sI . ’e~ Ii . i s e been measured
is constrained h~ mech .in i c a l  distortion , either in the mask by s c a n n i n g  the focused beam wi th  a postlens electrostatic
or in the substrate.  It is highly unlikely that  substrates or def lect or  and e i ther  measuring the spot current risetime
masks can he as stable as I part in 10 6 . It is cr i t ical ly  impor- acros.s an edge or machini m ig ( s p u t t . r i n g )  .i line pat tern in to
tant  to the s t ra tegy of micro lithography that  substrate and a chosen targe t For a beam hai f ~c :igIe of ai~ = 6 mrad , a
mask mechanical  stabili ty be carefully studied as a funct ion 0,5-pm-diameter  spot at  I x I 0 ° to 3 x 10 .-

~ spot current
of processing and l i fe t ime.  Simple moire overlayer met h ods has been demons t r a t ed . \ t  a~j = 3 mrad , lines ranging ~r onn
may be sui table here. It is an open question whether  distor- 0. 17- to  0.5-p m w r d t h  have been m ac h ined  in a film of
tion studies that  relate to a sp e c i f i c  process can be used to 2000 ~\ A u  on ..~l using a beam current  of 7 10 b 0  A.
derive a general understanding of distortion and to work Also , wi th  a0 reduced to 1 2 mra d , and a beam current
out guidelines that  are independent  of specific processes. of 1.2  x 10 - 10 

-
~~ . a series of lines has bee n machined in

We believe tha t  there are fundamen ta l  m n a t e r als - science 400-A-thick ‘sri . the r . r s u l t ing  lin e~~idth s w I r e  1000 .~~ .

issues here. In the commercially impor tan t  applications to .\ series of lines in pu1~ m et h y l  metha cry l a te  (P M M A  I

integrated semiconductor  devices , subst ra te  diameters are resist , ran ging in V. d th  I rom 400 A to 5000 A . have been
1 0 cm. Superposition to 0.1 pm will almost certainly r~ exposed by  a focuse d 59-ky gallium-ion b e a min The lines
quire step-and-repeat exposure , were gcn~ i at e d  by single passes of the beam at deflection

For high-th.roughput production of muttilevel devices , speeds of 2. 5 em/sec to 5.0 Cmfl ’ Ss ’c The resist film V.as  sul-
intense x-ray so urces are required. Electron bombard ment ficiently thin , 600 A . to alk w complete  penetration by the
x-ray sources have an efficiency of only IO ”~ , Rotating 59-ky gallium io ns. Before the  resist  was applied , the  sili-
anode sources are commercially available at a power level con substrate  was co : ’ted ss th  400 A of gold for pa t te rn
of 10 kW , delivering about I W of soft x rays. The through- transfer.  Af te r  normal  resist  development , the  gold film was
p ut of an x-ray system with such a source depends on many rf-sputtered using the p a t t e rned  P ’l \t .S, re sist as a m a s k .
parameters ( linewidth , wafer size , overlay accuracy); how- The wid ths  of the resulting lines in the gol.i were then  mea-
ever , more efficient sources are desirable. High-temperature sured with a scann in g electron micros cop e. The narrowest
plasma sources can have conversion efficienc ies of “-lO per- lines were oI ’ta i n ed at higher deflection speeds (correspond-
ce nt and might provide cheap benchtop sources in the ing to about  x 10 ” C/cm 2 I . Intersecting lines were also
future. exp o se d  to evaluate p rox im i ty  effects; reasonably sharp

Synchrotron rad i ation sources , which will provide power- corn e rs resulted w i t h o u t  enmp l o~ ing Jose correction.
ful , well-collimated beams of soft x rays for research , are The high i n t e n s i t y  . tn d ex cellent  stability of L M — e , d l m u m
now being built (at Stanford University,  Brookhaven Na- sources, ~~ hi ghI~, en cour ag ing for the  fu ture  applications
tionai Laboratory, University of Wiscons i n , and Cornell Uni- of focuse d or beams. Finding l iquid metal sources of dop-
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ant ions for  use in microcircuit fabricat ion will be the next  t a x y )  shoul d be s tudied  to ascertain whether  masking can
big challenge. In vie w of the very small spot sizes obtained , be eliminated from ‘ normal” l i thography and  pat tern-trans-
the role of focused m on beams in diagnostics should also be fer processes that  are used it present to make microelec-
reconsidered.  troni c devices and integr ated circui ts .  In Se~. tion E the dis-

cussion on focused-ion-beam appl icat ions is one example  of
a potentially powerful technique for resistless processing

T ND 
( i.e ., ion-beam sputter ing and mmpur 1t ~ doping).

PHOTOFORMABLE DOPANTS 
Other techniques with rud imentary  existence proofs in-

clude e lec t ron-beam-bombardment-enhanced e tch rates of
Plan ar semiconductor  fabric ation began by utiliz ing the Si0 2 ,  electron- and laser-beam annealing of ion- implanted
~ el1-estab lished organic polyn ier photoresist ( O P P R )  tech- and/ or a m orphous film ox er laying single-crystal  substrates ,
nology developed init ially for the photolithography 1n and electron-beam-induced condensation of ’ f i lms caused by
du strv.  Its success is well known to the solid-state elec- local modif icat ion of the surface free energy,
tr on ies industry.  ro date this success has precluded the Laser-beam and, more recently,  electron-beam annealing,
consideration of other alternatives to OPPR by industry on both in pulse d and cw scannin g modes , have demonstrated
the grounds that OPPR could be modified to meet all re- unique surface modifications of ion-implanted and amor-
quirements. As the complexity of materials and processes phous t hin films, In sonic instances defect-free regrowth has
evolved , if became increasin gly clear that  the case for OPPR been obtained and materials that  lose stoich iometry at high
was overstated. If any significan t reduction in process steps temperatures have been annealed without  loss of stoichi-
or utilization of new semiconductor m aterial or processes is ometry.
to be exp e c t ed , a more innovative approach to device fabn- These and other beam-induced sur t’ace or near-surface
cation will he needed. Electron- and ion-beam processing effects offer t remendous oppor tuni t ies  for th in- f i lm modifi-
and x-ray and synchrotron radiation sources are examples cat ion and pat terning (i.e. ,  e t ch ing / depos i t ion)—al l  eventu-
of new processing technologies that are resist -dependent,  ally w i thou t  the aid of resist mask ing  for local lateral di-
Organic materials tend to have low Z numbers  and low mensional control. However , these opportunities require
stopping cross sections for electrons and x rays, Inorganic considerable s t u d y  and op tm mn iza t i on  to bring them into the
matenals  are far more flexible and are used extens ive ly as fu tu re  mains t ream of micro structure f ab r i ca t ion .  Flimina-
additives in O P P R .  Experiments on materials such as As—S ti on of resist materials f rom the processing procedure would
and Ge—Se alloys and compounds have demonstrated a sen- e l iminate  n iany process-induced errors (yield losses), sim-
sitiv ity to uv radia l ion that  is within 2 orders of magnitude plif ~ the process , and make  it more adaptab le  to automa-
of conven t iona l  O P P R .  Similar sensitivities hase been ob- Lion and control
served in e lectron-beam writing on As 2 S3 both in the United
States and in Japan. Work in both countries on Ag photo-
dopin g indicates that  it is possible to improve the sensitivity H METROLOGY FORof b oth the As—S and Ge—Se resists sign ificantly.  Further- S U B M I C R O M E T E R  STRUCTURES
more , recent experiments indicate that  As—S materials can
be fully processed using plasma-etching techniques , The use S’u bmi cro mneter  s t ructures  are near or below the linewidth
of dry-processin g techniques  with these mater ials  is attrac - measurement and displacement  measurement  limits of con-
tive , ventional light microscopy. Because the tolerance of line-

An alternative to forming a pattern in the inorganic ma- width uncertainty scales directly with  linewidth , new meth-
terial is to use materials lik e As 2 S3 as doping sources in a ods of line width and line-disp lacement measurements must
process techni que that  eliminates the oxidation-window- be developed. The latter are crucial to the measurement of
opening procedures required when OPPR is employed , Over- Ievel-to level registration in a multilevel lithography process.
coating of the photoformed or electron-beam-formed struc- The two approaches suggested here , scanning-electron-
ture by Si0 2 or Si 3 N4 and a subsequent drive-in could beam metrology and electrical test pat terns , have already
reduce the number of process steps for the initial n ’~’ diffu- received preliminary investigation and implementa t ion  by
sion in n-channel technology by a factor of 2. The resulting industrial laboratories and the National Bureau of Stan-
impr ovement  in cost , tu rnaround time , and yield makes this dards Howeve r , both methods requ ire further  develop-
approac l~”potentia lly attractive. ment and characteri ~.ation to provide the needed techniques

E x t e n d e d  studies of inorganic amorphous layers are and standards.
clearly indicated , for most of these show marked changes ~ 

Scanning-electron-beam metrology utilizes scanning d cc-
their electrochemical properties after  localized exposure to tron microscopy and precision laser interferometry for cor-
various forms of radiation. relation of line-image profile signals from the electron de-

tector with the fringe pa t te rns  fro m the laser interferometer.
The correlation of this  infornm at ion  with the material line
edge requires a model of electron-beam interaction with  the

G. RESISTLESS PROCESSING line edge . In general , this method is applicable only to lines
Fundamental  aspects of directed energy beams (e.g., eke- with  sloping edges that  result from a structure with a base
tron , ion , and photon) for etching, implanta t ion  doping, that  is wider than its top. The line profiles in microstruc-
annealing,  selected-area condensation , and f i lm growth (epi- tures range from those with near-vertical  edges to those tha t
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are undercut. The undercut profile presents a situation in linearly with linewidth to dimensions as small as 0.1 /.Lm
which normal viewing from the top is unlikely to reveal and thus can be extended into the micrometer range.
where the base of the structure contacts the substrate, Both methods are best implemented through close colla-

Electrical test patterns , with which pattern displacement boration among the university, industrial , and government
from an underlying structure can be measured , are desirable communities.
and should be developed further. These techniques scale

_•,
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5
Devices, Integrated Circuit s,

and Integrat ed Systems Design

A. INTRODUCTION field-effect transistor ( M O S F E T )  or insulated-gate field-
effect transistor ( I G I E T )  in electronics and the magnetic

Over the last two decades the complexity of individual in- domai n (bubble) in magnetics. l’~one of these technologies
tegrated circuits has appro ximately doubled each year , as is intrinsically as fast as one based on bipolar devices: how-
shown in Figure 5.1. Several factors have contributed to ever , these technologies appear to be compatible with huge
this increase, including increased die size , reduced device arrays of l0~ to 106 memory bits and l0~ or more logi c
dime nsions, and increased circuit cleve rness, Based on Fig- gates , while the bipolar type does not. The key to VLSI  is
ure 5.1 , it has been suggested that a slowing down of the to achieve the cost objective , while, at the same time , pre-
drive of the last two decades toward very-large-scale integra- serving or even enhancing the potential for performance
tion (VLSI)  could be expected because of the difficulty of and capability inherent in an I G F E T  or magnetic-bubble
achievin g further significant increases in circuit design clever- circuit design. Of course , as the scale of integration in-
ness. However , the announcement by several suppliers of creases , improvements in performance and capability are
64K random-access-memory ( R A M )  products in full manu- possible ; as the individual devices are made smaller , inter-
factunng mode indicates that this is not necessarily so. connection lengths and , concomitantly, time-of-flight delays
Moreover , we appea r to be entering a new era in micromini- generally also become smaller. If we could integrate bipolar
atur ization employing more sophisticated technology than devices to the same scale as IGFET ’s or bubbles , at about
ever before , for example , direct-writing electron-beam cx- the same costs , bipolar device technology might well be the
posure , total ion-i mplantation impurity incorporation , and prefe rred base for V L SI .
hig h-aspect-ratio dry etching. The current trend of extrapo- Although , in theory, V L S I  leads to lower costs and
lation of technology and design techniques can be expected greater performance capability, it also leads to a host of
to pose great technical challenges as we enter the VLSI  era , problems that  must be confronted. Global custom design
and a thoroug h effort  is essential to provide the scientifi c of integr ated systems is perhaps the most formidable of
base necessary for this entry . these, But not far behind are the problems associated with

The motivation for movin g toward V L S I  is not , to the power-supply distribution , testing, packaging, and fabrica-
ti r s t order , si mply improved performance , nor is it , per se , t ion. Thus , it is clear that new approaches are needed for
gr eater  func t iona l i t y  or capabil i ty.  Rather a combination integrated system design , approaches in which the overall
of these factors and cost is the driving force and might most problem is viewed as a cont in uum extending from materials-
appropriate ly be e xpressed as a sort of performance-capabil- processing science through device physics to systems sci-
ity-to-cost ratio. The current device technology bases for ence. From the systems-science viewpoint , what is required
app l i c a t m u n  in VLSI  are the metal-oxide -semiconductor is more effort devoted to improvement s in the architecture
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1M • Bipolar Logic ,,/ What then are t h e  specific materials properties and de-
£ Bipolar Arrays ,,/ fects th a t  are germane  to semiconductor devices? The uni-
• MOS Logic versity, in d i i s t r ~ . and government communit ies  are current ly

64K 0 MOS Arrays 0 engrossed ~x i th  the technology of Si and certain compound
0 semiconductors.  Nevertheless , the understanding of process-

0 related and process-induced defects is generally pr imit ive ,
4K ° •~~ although these are usually the dominant  defects. As a con-

o • sequence , it is often most useful to use the semiconductor
device as a probe of material properties and to s tudy mate-

256 nals properties in configured states. In the study of mate-
rials science for \ ‘LS I , the oppor tuni t ies  to apply devices as
probes of the mater ia l  must be pursued , Principal barriers

16 to this use of devices are often the lack of access by the
materials sc ientist to Li es - i ce-fabrication facilities and lack of
knowledge of the comp lexities of des-ice technology. These

- barriers must be overcome , for if past history is a guide ,
60 65 70 75 80 materials progress will be most rapid with a synergetic

YEAR approach. Withour  significant m aterials progress , entry into
— ,  the VLSI  era will be impeded significantly.

l I GU R E 5.1 At’ pr x imate component count for complex inte- In Section B we present a brief summary of the research
grated circuits versus year of introduction (MOS , meta l-oxide semi- needs in semiconductor  devices, c i rcu i t s , and systems. Sec-
con ductor ) .  tion C is a concise presentation of our conclusions. In the

following three sections , we discuss the major aspects of in-
of circuitry,  for examp le , macro-organization , to obtain the tegrated systems to facilitate s tudy of the problems and the
most effective use of silicon area at the maximum level of limitations of current understanding. These are taken in
performance. Although knowledge of such basic processes order: first , in Section D materials and processes , then in
as ion implantat ion , thermal oxidation , diffusion , and epi- Section E devices and circuits , and then circuits and sys-
t ax ~ is continually gro wing, it is limited, and the device ian- tems in Section I . Although these three aspects are treated
plications and the technological applications of VLSI are so separately,  they a m y  not really separable but are parts of a
dramatic that the need for fur ther  research in these areas is synergetic whole that must be treated in toto if VLS I  is to
paramount . We expect that  the advent of complete process achieve its fullest promise.
simulations and the coupling of process physics with device
physics by means of powerful analytical tools will be key
steps toward achievement of VLSI  designs. Through auto- B. G E N E R A L  SUMMARY OF NEEDS

mation of processing, the fluctuating human variable is be- 1. Research in semiconductor  devices and circuits
ing removed from the fabrication sequence. As concepts of (a) It is imperative to develop nonlocal , transient
design regularity (macrodesign ) become paramount and analysis modeling approaches that  t a k e  full account of the
process physics becomes better understood , more automated two- or three-dimensional nature of devices and tempora l
design should occur in VLSI  technology , and spatial relaxation effects .

Yet , as we approach the VLSI  era we must also face the ( h i  The fundamental  aspects of contacts , intercon-
fact that the basic physics of small semiconductor devices nections , and the reliability of small  devices in an integrated
is not well developed. As device dimensions continue to systems environment must be investigated.
shrink , many problems existent in small-device physics must (C) Modeling of processes must be developed to en-
be faced. For example , MOS device models can readily be able the fabrication of logic and memory elements on a
reduced via a scaling theory ; however , this approach , which given wafe r and to make possible the t ransformation of the
requires that the voltage , for example , scale as V/N when “computer on a chip ” concept into reality.
the channel length L is reduced to Lily , does not normally 2. Research on circuits and systems
accommodate the required temperature scaling, which is (a) Research in new system organizations and in de-
imperative if , e.g. , a dynamic R A M  is to be symbiotic with sign for these organizations is required to iimeld system, cir-
static logic design to achieve greatest device density on a cuit , and device design.
chip. Alt hough there is current concern about “higher-order (h i  Research in macroarchitecture of systems designs
effects ” modifying device behavior, it is reasonable to ask : that are amenable to VLSI  must be pursued ,
When do these “highe r-order effects ” cease to be perturba-
five in na ture and begin to alter severely or even dominate
the operation of devices? The move toward VLSI  and the C. CONCLUSIONS
recent demonstration of the use of photoresist to fabricate I .  Additional facilities are needed for the fabrication of
hnewidths of 2 50 A suggest that these problems must be prototype devices and systems , especially withi n the univer-
add ressed in the near future.  sity environment.
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2. The collaboration of university and industrial  lahora- (b)  Physical properti es
tones to produce s t ructures , devices , and systems for s tudy • ( rvs ta i l ographic  m i c rod e t ec t s  and dis l ocat ions
tha t  are close to industr ial  standards should be encouraged • Point defects and clusters  01 point defects
in every way possible. • Deep-level centers and metal  imis purities

3. A major funding program in microstructure research • Carbon and oxygen  precipi tates  and clusters
is needed. • Epi taxia l  defects

4. A broader research program in the “speculative new
science ” aspects of the development and utilization of semi- In bipolar devices. crY stal lographic  microdefects . diffu-
conductor devices and integrated systems is highl y desirable, sion pipes , inclusions , prec ip i ta tes , c lusters , deep-level traps .

and the like cause the  folloss ing device problem s:
The firs t three conclusions are obviously linked, Addi-

(a) Degraded p-n junc t ion  b reakdowntional fabrication facilities are necessary to accommodate
(b )  Microplasma and junct ion  leakag ean increased number of researchers and a generally increased
( C)  Current channeling ( changes in loca l electric f ie ld )research effort in microstructure science , engineering, and (d) Nonuniform heating (ho t  spots )t echno lL~~y. The few university-based research progr ams (e) Degraded transistor gainand the even fewer cooperative university—indust ry pro-

grams in this field are generally supported as fragmented Taken in combination , ( a ) — ( e )  i n t roduce  a l imit ing effect on
portions of larger , more diversified programs. A major , in- the array size (or chip y i e l d)  tha t  can be obtained.
tense push into the physics and technology of submicro- In MOS devices , s t ruc tura l  defects , stacking faults , dislo-
meter devices require s a coordinated funding progr am. Such cations , and microdefect s act  as genera t ion—recon ibinat i on
a progr am should be directed toward explicit study of the centers and leakage current  sources. Leakage currents  affect
device physics on the submicrometer scale , as well as the the following M OS parameters:
modeling of system architecture and custom design of com-
ponentry, testability and testing of VLSI , power supply dis- (a) Refresh t ime in dynamic  R A M
tr ihu t ion , and wireability and packaging aspects to mini- (b) Switching threshold s-oltage drif t  in s ta t ic  R A M ’ s
mize voltage-transient phenomena associated with short (c) Dark current  spikes in charge-coupled device (CCI) )
rmsetimes. imagers and leakages in CCI) memories

The fourth conclusion results from the disappointing (d )  Standby power in com p limentary NI OS ’s (CMOS ’s)
tendency of university research on semiconductor mate- (e) Max imum operat ing t empera tu re  in static and dy-
rials and devices and integrated systems to emulate indus- namic R A M ’s
trial efforts , rather than to explore in new , high-risk direc-
tions. Czochra lski silicon will continue to be employed through-

out the semiconductor  indus t ry  for V L S I  in MOS . and pos-
sibly bipolar , production through the  1980’ s. However .

D. MATERIALS AND PROCESSES Czochralski silicon slices will need to he tailored to the spe-
cific requirements of each device. \ t  present , it is knownThe materials most critical to future integrated systems are that  the oxygen in (‘zochralski  silicon serves a complex butelemental and compound semiconductors . The m ost widely vital  funct ion , especially in bipolar processing When urn-used material is silicon , which we shall briefly discuss from formly dis t r ibuted throug hout the slice at the correct con-a device viewpoint. (An extensive discussion from a mater - centration amid micropr ecipitate d in t he  proper manner , itals systems viewpoint is give n in Chapter 3.) GaAs and other protects the slice throughout the  entire front-end process.

I l l—V semiconductors find use at present in light-emitting It performs this func t ion  by in t e rna l  get t er ing of impuri-
detecting and microwave devices and in high-speed logic ties and preventing the formation of defects during thermal
and will be discussed next. We then consider two other cycling. It is impor tant  to understand that  the electrically
classes of compounds that are important in the fabrication active defects that degrade device performance and ad-of cryogenic , focal-plane, infrared detecting arrays. Finally,  versely affect yield are not in the s tar t ing  slice hut are intro-
we offer a broader picture of the tasks ahead. duced during device process ± .tg. Silicon materials produced

by US. manufacture rs have not shown the correct proper-Silicon ties to perform this protect i ie  funct ion  during dei ’ice p r o-
There are two major categories of silicon properties that  af- cessing. Certain Japanese silicon manufacturers can produce
fect device performances: silicon of t his quality . Silicon materials research and devel-

c~pment  in all major companies in the United States . West
(a) Electrical properties Germany, and Japan are directed toward understanding the

• Resistivity uniformity role of oxygen in Czochralski silicon. The a t ta inment  of
• Net dopa nt concentration and degree of compen- this fundamental  understanding is one of the keys to the

sation future success in VLSI .
• Minority carrier lifetime At present , the prospects for the use of float-zone silicon
• Carrier mobility for VLSI devices are limited by the extreme difficulty in
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T A B L E  5 . 1  ( urr ent  Indus t r ia l  Capabil i t ies  for Single-Crystal Silicon 
_____________

Property Cwchralski Float Zone Requirements  for VLSI

Resistivity (p hospho rus) n-t)-pe 1-40 t~t-cm 1—300 fl-cm 100-400 12-cm
Resistivity (antimony) n-type 0.005—1 0 fl-cm 0.0002— 0.02 fl-cm
Resistivity (bo ron ) 1)-type 0.005 —50 ti-cm 1—300 12-cm 100— 400 fl-cm
Resistivity gradient (fo u r-point probe) 5— t0’ ~ 2 0’T~
Resistivity microsegregation 10—1 5~ 20— 50’ <1 ~r
Minori ty  carr ier lifetime 30—300 psec 50— 500 psec 300—1000 psec
Oxygen 5— 25 ppma Not detected Unifo r m and controll e d
Carbo n 1-5 ppma 0. 1-I ppma <0.1 ppma
Dislocatio n (be fore processing ) <500/cm 2 <500/cm 2 <1/c m 2
Swirl (be fore processing ) None Present None
Dislocatio n (after I I  00C C) Haze Stacking faults None
Swirl (after I lOO C) Hi gh Prese nt None
Dia meter Up to 100 mm Up to 90 mm Up to 150 mm
Slice bow <25 pm <25 pm <5 pm
Slice taper < I S  pm <15 pm <5 pm
Surface flatness <S urn <5 pm < 1 pm
Backside surface finish U ncontrolled Uncontrolled Contro lled
Heavy- metal impurities < 1 ppba <0.01 ppba <0.001 ppba
E pitaxial fil m thickness ~ 2 pin ~ 2 pm 0.2—1.0 pm
Epita xial film thickness uniformity 20~; t20 ± I ‘~~

Epi mu s. ia l film resistivity < 20 fl-cm <20 fl-cm 10— 100 fl-cm
Epitaxial film dislocation <5 00/cm 2 <500/cm 2 < I / c m 2

front-end processing of this material for shallow-junction I l l—V / si l icon interface come into play. Basic research on
high-speed devices, However , we can expect efforts on the these interactions must pave the way for a successful mar-
part of industry to solve this problem. riage of these two technologies.

A summary of current industrial capabilities for single
crystal silicon and the requirements for V1.Sl is given in Narrow-Gap SemiconductorsTable 5. 1 .

The study of narrow-gap semiconductors offers opportuni-
ties for the extension of semiconductor materials scienceGaAs and Related Materials and the technology of device fabrication , The narrow-gap

The present status of research in I l l—V materials is encour - alloy semiconductor , Hg 1-~ Cd~ Te , is widely used in infra-
aging. Certainly the scope of university research on these red sensors in thermal  imaging systems. The lead salts , such
materials is extensive , possibly more extensive than it has as Pb i-~ Snx Te , are also under development for this appli-
ever been for silicon. However , a disappointing aspect of cation and as infrared diode emitters. Extensive high-
university research is the tendency to emulate industria l quality physics research on band structure and electro-
effor ts  rather than to strike out into new hig h -ris k areas and optical properties of these semiconductors has been carrie d
the failure in large measure to develop theoretical tools to out over the last 10—15 years. The limit on application of
predic t new phenomena, these materials now appears to be set by materials quali ty.

Opportunities for new discoveries lie in the application device fabrication processes , and the lack of knowledge of
of molecular-beam epitaxy and related techniques for pro- bas ic materials parameters . For example , little basic re-
ducing controlled compositional variations on an atomic search has been done on phase diagrams , dislocatio ns , and
scale. Superlattices , heterojunctions , and artificially layered impuri ty diffusion constants in Hg~ -x Cdx Te. The substan-
compounds are likely to reveal new properties. tial industr ial  effort on these materials over the last 10 years

Quaternary alloys, which can provide new degrees of has depended somewhat on empirical app roache e . a nd ve ry
freedom in the simultaneous achievement of desired band little fundamental  informat ion is available on materials
structures and lattice constants , will probably lead to new p arameters ,
phenomena and device opportunities. In the last few years , the output  of fundam enta l  or

Interface proble ms, such as gate insulators and metal— basic-research results on narrow-bandgap materials has in-
semiconductor contacts , have presented barriers to device creased in eastern and western Europe but has decreased in
development and must be pursued; Il l—V epitaxial insula- the United States. This is in spite of substantial industrial
tors or contacts may be a possibility in this field , activity on Hg 1 -x Cdx Te and is perhaps due pr imari ly  to

The final realization of the potential impact of I l l—V ma- an unfortunate la ck of coupling between the industrial and
terials for high-speed integrated circuits may involve merg- academic communities.
ing these materials with silicon in such a way that the The basic need is for several strong basic research effor ts
chemica l, metallurgical , a nd electronic properties of the centered on narrow -band ga p semiconductor materials sd-
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ence. Although the act ivi ty  should center on materials sci- of M OS devices can be reduced readil y via scaling theo ry .
ence , major contributions on device physics and defect As dimensions decrease , high field effects  in the devices he-
physics are essential. The results of increased basic research come more important , for example , if the  voltages are not
activity would be the creation of a l i terature base on critical scaled. Punch-through effects and impact ionization in the
materials paramete rs , as wel l as the training of materials sci- channel occur. Moreover , scaling is not complete unless op-
entists for opportunities in a growing field. erating temperature is also scaled.

In materials growth , new technologies and data are re-
quired on epitax.ial deposition of semiconductors with low Device Status and Specific Problems
meltin g points and high vapor pressures. Careful . well-docu-
mented studies of point defects and dislocations and of L S J /  VL SI  Silicon Devicestheir role in determining materials properties would have an
importa nt technolog ical impact. Results on impurity dif- Current high-density MOS technology has taken three
fusion , ion implanta t ion , and the techniques for junction major approaches to increased packing density for  L SI .
formation should be obtained and published in the open These are high-density M O S  ( l I M O S ) ,  a p olysi l ic on gate ver-
literature , Although much of the work should center on sion of M OS . vertical channel i~ - M OS),  and double-diffused
Hg1 ..~ Cdx Te , related work can be carried out on a wide MOS ) 1)MOS). The latter m o  approa ches emplc~ do uble-
variety of other semiconductors. One of the major op- diffused or epitaxial layers to define gate lengths , and
portunities from the academic viewpoint , is a variety of VMOS also utilizes anisotropic etchin g b r  shaping V.
thesis projects on related materials in a field that  is not grooves. In this case , the devices are essentially nonp lanar .
overworked and that can be used to train scientists and with the resulting gate lyin g a long the lace of the groove .
engineers for wider opportunities in semiconductor  tech- For H M O S , channel  lengths of 3—4 pm .m ’~ now s tandard ,
nology, with 2-p m channel  lengths in development .  Sonic e s t e m m - ,m s ’e

I-p m channel desice and circui t  exercises have been m epor t -
ed for MOS from several resea rch laboratorie s, for e x a m m t p l e .General Comments
the 1-p m channel  I B M  work described at t h e  I o7~ Interna-

The emergence over the past several years of powerful tech- tional Electron Devices Meeting in Washington . D.(’. Bipo-
niques for determining the structure and composition of las technology for increased packing d.- n s i t ~ largely centers
surfaces and interfaces provides for the fi rst time an oppor- around integrated-injection logic (1 2 L I .  Such devices offer
tuni ty  to correlate the electrical properties of interfaces higher speeds and power-delay products  than  M O S .  Am this
with structural models. This approach should be applied to point , however , 12 L circuits cannot he packed as densel} as
interfaces of technological interest to provide an increased dynamic R , \ M . nor has the possibiit~, of m a n u f a c t u r i n g
scientifi c basis for semiconductor processing. them in the VLSI  context been demonstrated.

Increased a t tent ion should be devoted to the enhanced Other effects that have become impor tant  and will he
role of imperfections in reducing yield when device dimen-  discussed , are edge effects and fringing fields. Hot electron
sions are decreased and greater numbers of devices are inter- injection into the oxide , nonlocal effects arising from the
connected on the same chip. The limitations imposed by carrie r transit time being a significant fraction of relaxat ion
statistical and process-induced fluctuations in composition times , and subchannel current t ranspor t  are also of impor-
should be clarified, tance. Modeling of the devices can no longer be constrained

Some attention should be paid to the question of emigi- to sim ple one-dimensional approaches , detailed two-d imen-
neeri ng new materials with desired properties. These prop- sional , or even three-dimensional , treatments are required
erties would range from band structure and carrier scatter- to evaluate device operation. Surface and interface effects
ing to process tolerance and amenability to low-tempera- become increasingl y impor tant  as device dimensions shrink.
ture and/or dry processing.

h igh-Spe e d Devices

Recent ly ,  planar technology in the I l l -V ’s. pr imar i ly  GaAs ,
F. SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES AND CIRCUITS has been developed for integrated-circuit and microwave-
As noted , a continuin g decrease in semiconductor device device fabrication. To a large exte nt , this technology uses
size can be expected. The complexity of integrated circuits ion implantat ion and is based on the Schot t ky -gate  l E T
has app roximately doubled each year for the past two dee- (M ESI -  I-I , metal—se miconduct or  I - I T ) .  Gate lengths , de-
ades. There are several factors that contribute to this trend , fined by the Schot tky gate , a re t y p i c a l l y  1.0 pm , but gates
but a major one is the reduction in device dimensions. Two as small as 0.25 pm have been fab r i ca ted .  Although in a
othe r major factors are increased circuit cleverness and relatively primitive state , this technology appears to be the
larger die size, If , as has been suggested , the increases result- definitive one for microwave applications and to hold con-
ing from circuit cleverness do not continue at the same rate , siderable promise for LS I digital applications.
then reduction of device dimensions will assume a larger The basic instability of the material resulting front in-
role in progress toward V L S I .  Yet , many problems that  herent tendencies to form high-electric-field instabilities
must be addressed hinder efforts to reduce fur ther  the sizes (Gunn effect) has led to early use of fu l ly  dynamic  two-
of the va rious semiconductor devices. In principle . models dimensional mothling to unders tand device performance

4
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and to control unwan ted  domain nucleat ion,  Other apphi - but they also are used as hermetic seals . ion-dif lus ion bar-
cations of these materials have led to many heterojunction- rjers , and interlevel  insulation layers. Further , they  can serse
based devices , arising from the relative ease of fabr icat ion as intermediate processin g structures by func t ion ing  as
of thin layers by molecular beam epi taxy ( M B E )  and or- masks for etching, oxidation , or diffusion or serving as dif-
ganometallic chemical vapor deposition ( C V D )  growth. In fusion sources or as contaminant  get termg layers. I ach of
particular , M B E  has allowed gr owth of s t ructures  of alter- these different applications places different  requirements
nating monolayers of GaAs and AlAs , a result t ha t  has chal- on insulator properties , especially in the fabrication of very
lenged understanding of electronic energy-band structure . sm all desices. Perhaps the greatest demands are placed on
Contact problems and nonlocal transport  e f fec ts  are impor- functionally active insulators in devices. Typical  of such ac-
t an t  in these devices, Moreover , these co m pounds do not tive insulators is an M OS gate insulator , usually the thinnest
possess the inherent nat ive oxide of Si; therefore , they en- insulator in a devi ce ;  it is required to wi ths tand the highest
tail formidable surface and interface problems , both of electric fields and is the least tolerant of mobile oxide
characterization and of und erstanding.  charge , interface states , and electron traps. This gate insula-

tor must have very-low-defect densities and very high reli-
Scienti fic Needs and Opportunities ability and m ust he capable of withstanding the high tem-

peratures and stresses associated with subsequent  device
As devices become smaller , the a t t e n d a n t  problems are cx - processing. Although defects may not provide a fundamen-
pected to become more severe , especially those tha t  have tat limit to reducing device dimensions , they are crucial in
already been encountered , However , univer sit~- res~archers determining the rate of progress to higher levels of integra-
should not concentrate on just  the problems of extrapola- (ion in devices.
(ion of current technology ; indus t ry  expects  to solve these Research that  could lead to alleviation of some of these
problems. They should rather ant icipate  the needs at least defect-related problems would deal with high-dielectric-
10—20 years ahead , especia lly those of the inherent  device constant  insulators. Their use would allow th inner  insula-
physics. tors for the same surface-carrier density. It is well known

The special nature  of the environment to w h i c h  mate- that  individual defects are not so impor tan t  for breakdown
rials are exposed in solid-state devices has been accentuated stren gths in thin films.
by the advance of miniaturizat ion in electronics , As device

The use of a I l l — V  semiconductor r a the r  than  Si presentssizes are reduced , the dimensions of signif icant  regions of
even greater challenges to the materials scientist in produc-solid-state devices become comparable to the fundamenta l

lengths , for example , optical  wavelengths , electron wave- ing acceptable insu l a tor  films , Despite considerable effor t .

lengths . screening lengths in electronic systems , and widths no one has yet  found an analog to the t he rm a l  oxide on Si
for compound semiconductors.  I bus , these devices haveof depletion regions in semiconductors.  Solid-state devices
been used in optoe lectronm cs or w i t h  Schottky gates andpermit the study of the propert ies  of materials under the
not as inversion channel  devices for V L S I . Al though I l l — Vspecialized constraints  produced by min ia tur iza t ion .  The
M OS devices may u l t imate l y give higher performance thanuni que conditions to which mater ia ls  are exposed in solid-
silicon M O S F E T ’s in a V L S I  technology,  th i s  I l l -V  develop-state devices have led to the discovery or recognition of the
ment  has lagged behind silicon by a decade , and the gapimportance of many new ef fec ts  in solids and furn i sh  a val-

uable tool with which the scientist can investigate various seems to be widening, al though a few laboratory devices
have been produced in lnP and InAs.properties of mat ter .  However , as devices are developed to The trend to smaller device and insulator dimensionsperform useful functions , their applicatio n as materials

probes cannot be fully anticipated. That is , the deviations presents many challenges . First , the reliability of the insula-
tor must be improved , as the insulator thickness is reduced.of devices fro m their predicted performa nce that  led to the As the size of a critical defect is reduced , the number ofdiscovery of novel phenomena cannot he programmed. In
such defects increases dramat ica l ly ,  which is the opposite ofcertain instances , however , it m a y  be possible to invent  de-
the desired direction. Second , an accompanying trend is tovices to probe specifi c materials properties, To take advan-

tage of the application of devices as material probes one operate these very small  devices at  the m a x i m u m  possible
voltage where hot electron injection occurs ; hence , it be-must be alert to the possibilities that  occur during device ‘ gly important  to control and reduce insula-comes increasindevelopment. Unusual features of device performance that
tor traps , especially neutral  t raps , which tend to trap themay represent unexpected materials phenomena should

thus be vigorously pursued. i njected electrons. Third , the fabrication of very fi ne dimen-
sions generally requires high-energy radiation , as in electron-
beam and x-ray l i thography, plasma and reactive-ion etch-

Oxides in g, ion implanta t ion , and plasma deposition of films , all of
Dielectric films play a central role in t oday ’s semiconductor which tend to generate oxide traps.  Thus the generation
device technologies , In many instances , however , the insu- and annealing of radiation-induced trapping in insulators
lating electrical properties of these films are no more impor- becomes exceedingly impor tant .  Finally, a decrease in de-
tant than their s t ructural  or chemical properties. Insulators vice or insulator dimensions requires a corresponding de-
are most commonly associated with MOS gate dielectric s , crease in tolerances. Not only must the insulator tolerances
dielectric insulat ion , or semiconductor surface passivation , scale down , but other device parameters must also be better
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con t ro l l ed ,  o f ten  t h i s  means t h a t  t he  range and  or n u m b e r  associated wi th  V LSI  is the  d i ssolu t ion  of si l icon m b  the
of the  thermal  cycles used to prepare the insu la tor  musi be meta l l i i a t ion  layer and the  resu l tan t  edge e f l e c t s  a round
reduc ed. Before smna ll -dim e-n siona l devices become widely the per iphe t >  of t h e  active devices.
used , it will  he necessary to improve the under s t and ing  of Other possible cand ida tes  to solve i m i e t a l h i z a t i o n  prob-
insulator  properties , to enhance control over insulator  pa- lems are syn the t i c  metals , many  of which contain no atoms
rameters , a nd to increase yield. of any metallic element. The motivation for producing ne s~

conductors is in part a desire to achie ve unusual  or even on-
,tletall :za tmon precedented materials properties of technological impor-
The continuing trend toward higher density and the resu l - lance. Metallic ‘-onductors are based on open-shell a toms .
tan t  very-large-scale integrat ion levels are placing severe de- whereas nonmetal l ic  compounds typ ica l ly  e x h i b i t  covalent
mands on metal l ization techni ques. The problem is particu- or polar bonding based on closed shells. Since open-shell
larly acute  in semiconductor integrated-circuit  technology electronic bands are a prerequisite fo r  any conductor , mole-
in which metal-to-semiconductor contacts impose addi t ional  cular or polymeric conductors  will almost cer ta in ly  he
constraints . The requi rements  for a useful metal l izat ion s~ s- chemically unusual .  The stabi l izat ion of i n t e r ac t i ng  open-
tern are mult iple :  good adhesion to dielectrics , selective shell nonmetals in a solid , to prevent  the exclusive forma-
e tchab i l i ty ,  low electrical resist ivi ty,  good coverage of sur- lion of polar-covalent bonds , is an enormously challenging
face topogr aphy, high electromigrat ion resistance , resistance task , hut recent developments with doped po lythiazy H SN ~to oxidat ion  and corrosion , and , for semiconductor  applica- and polyacetylene (CH) suggest t h a t  t he  judic ious  mncorpor-
tions , low metal- to-semiconductor  contact  resistance and ation of electron donating and wi thdrawing  gr oups may
good contact stabil i ty.  The requirements for large-scale yet  provide a fairly general scheme for achieving  inco mm i-
integrat ion are current ly  being met by the use of proper pletely filled bands , as required for conductors.  In fact
a l u m i n u n m  alloys (e .g. , Al / Cu/ Si)  and contact  metallurgies materials such as (SN)~ have been used to form metallic
such as Pt 2 Si. It should he noted that  LS l  MOS slructures  Schot tky barriers on semiconductors.
wi th  polycrysta l l ine  silicon gates employ either diffused
regions in crystalline silicon or the heavily doped polycrys-
ta l l ine  silicon as one level of in terconnect ion.  The limited Surfaces

onduct ii ’it i ’ of such lam ’ers will not a llow such applications Dry processing and the chemical in terac t ions  at the  surface
wimeim de m i c e  geometries decrease much below present di- are important .  Moreover , the chemistry and physics of the
,ncnsions. Replacing these mater ia ls  by using mult i level  surfaces and interfaces become crucial for processing and
metal l iza t ion requires the format ion  of tens of thousands operation of these devices , part icularly in the case of the
of very small metal-to-semiconductor contacts , which is a compound semiconductors. As discussed in other chapters ,
challenging problem aggravated by the decrease in junct ion the physics of the interface can completely dominate  the
depth imposed by decreasing device dimensions. device performance.

An al ternat ive to multilevel metal l ization may be pro-
vided by refractory metal silicides such as tungsten disili-
cide and molybdenum disilicide. Recent investigations have ~‘on I mP antat ion

demonstrated that the conductivi ty l imi ta t ions  posed by Ion imp lan ta t i on  is convent ional ly used in low-dose applica-
polycrystal l ine silicon can be substantially reduced by re- tions in fabrication of MOS s t ruc t ures  because of the uni-
placing or supplement ing the polycrystalline silicon by formi ty  and reproducibi l ity  inherent  in the ion-beam tech-
metal  su icide, A particularly attractive property of such sili- niques. Further investigation of the higher ion-dose levels
cides is that  oxidizing ambients produce an insulating and used in bipolar emit ter  regions is required. It is commonly
passivating layer of silicon dioxide so that these new mate- acknowledged that  there are edge ef fec ts  around the pe-
rials can be incorporated into polycrysta ll ine silicon gate riphery of the implanted reg ions produced by recoil im-
technology with minor process changes. Some enipirical  de- plantat ion or atom misung by knock-on of the mask mate-
scriptions exist for the metal—semiconductor interactions.  rial and due to the requirement for extensive annealing to
However , the problems of the metal-to-semiconductor con- move the active junction region away from the implanted
tac t are further aggravated by lack of knowledge of the region. During thermal annealing, defects can propagate
interfacial reaction kinetics during the formation of the sili- laterally,  leading to side-wall penetration. In commercial
d de . While some information is available , from i m equilibrium systems with hig h device throughputs , the high dose rate
phase diagrams , on the initial silicide formed , the details of leads to sample heat ing and lateral nonuniformities in de-
subsequent compound formation and on the Si—silicide fect structures across the implanted wafer. Most of these
interface are still no t understood. Now the emphasis must problems can be overcome in L SI  structures by diffusing
shift to the study of the underlying fundamental mecha- the implanted dopants beyond the range of the implanted
nisms governing the behavior of these systems, Properties of region. With the dimensional constraints imposed by VLSI ,
t he metal— semiconductor interface must be studied m Ien- the conventional thermal annealing approach may not be
sively. Advances in electron microscopy and MeV ion- applicable.
channeling techniques may provide new insights into the Basic research in ion implantat ion requires studies of de-
properties of such interface layers. An additional problem fed structures , get tering of fast-moving impurities , defect
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propagation , and influence of a m b i e n t  et ’fects during an- D ei - ice Physics
nealing. .&s device size continues to shrink , m v p m c a l  d imen s ions  will

soon he in the range where we will have t i  que s t ion  our
- concepts of transport theory and of devi ce behavior. It is

Device Modeling d i f f i cu l t  to predict wh a t  new p henomena  and ef fec ts  mig h t
In recent years , numerical  large-scale sinrnl ation has begun appear , but  current  knowledge  of t ranspor t  theory can he
to fill the gap between simple models that allow closed- applied to the achievement of an unders tanding  of the  ct -
form solutions and the sophisticated structures of techno - fects , result ing from short transi t t imes , which arise prim ar-
logically modern devices. These efforts  have led to the de- ily because of the small distances and h igh local fields.
velopment of full  two-dimensional solutions for the device The concept of short transit t imes in small devices w a s
potentials and currents tha t  reflect the effects  arising from discussed in connection with  the  characterist ic re laxat ion
the geometrical inhomogeneity. These techniques have been times and the nonlocality of the  velocity—electric field rela-
utilized to probe the operation of ever smaller devices. h ow- l ion. When , in addit ion , the collision t ime becomes compar-
ever , in all but a few cases , these techniques have employed able with the transi t  t ime through the device , one must
a local , quasi-static relationship between the electron dyna-  question the applicabil i ty of the concepts of mean free path
mics and the electric field. By “local” an d “quasi-static ” we and mobility. Edge , interface , and surface ef fec ts  dominate
mean that  the drift  velocity is equivalent to what  would be the transport , and the resul tant  addi t ional  s c a t t e r i n g  pro-
obtained in a large sample if the electric field were uniform cesses reduce the effect ive t ime between collisions so that
through the sample and t ime-dependent .  One should not the time durat ion of a collision beg ins to he ut the  same
expect this approach to be applicable to small  devices. order as the mean time between collisions. The usefulness

Transport is characterized by several characteristic t imes ; of perturbative approaches then becomes quest ionable , and
for example , the scattering time r , the m omentum relaxa- the scattering-induced self-energy sh i t i s  lead to severe linsi-
lion time Tm, and the energy re laxat ion t ime  TL .  The mo- tations on the applicabili ty of the one-electron energy hand
mentum relaxation time characterizes the mo m e n t u m  and density-of-states concepts. As a result , the entire Boltz-
response of the free carriers ; the energy relaxation time de- mann transport equation approach begins to break down
scribes the manner in which the mean kinet ic  energy of the and must be replaced by more appropriate  q u a n t u m  trans-
carrier gas relaxes to equilibrium with the latt ice.  When port approaches.
these relaxation times become compara ble with the tran si t There are many characteristic lengths that  are in ipor tan t
t ime of carriers through the device , as in small devices , then for small devices. Spatial relaxation and large gr adient  ef-
the velocity becomes a nonlocal , non-quasi-static f u n c t i o n  fects in field and carrier kinetic  t empera tu re  were ment ioned
of the electric field , In this case , the velocity response be- previously, Device dimensions are more nearly comparable
comes a retarded function of the electric field and effects to the electron wavelength . the carrier screening length , the
such as overshoot velocity become important .  Thus , static mean free path , and perhaps even the mean i m p u r i t y  spac-
velocity—field curves can be expected to become meaning- ing. Two-dimensional quantization is observed in devices in
less as device dimensions shrin k into  the suhmicrom eter which the channel thickness is comparable to the electron
range. wavelength;  this occurs in M O S  devices and in Schot tk s

If large fields are present , then large field gradients can gate I- El ’s, where the min imum channel thickness is set h~
also be expected. Concomitantly, spatial relaxation effects the interimpurity spacing. As devices become smaller , de-
are likely in the local charge density and the resultant fields , vice dimensions could become comparable with  the classi-
If the velocity—field relationship is nonl inear , as would gen- cal screening lengths , requiring a re th inking of our concepts
erally be expected , then these spatial relaxation effects of screening. If scaling theories , as currently used , are cx-
determine the existence and growth of space-charge do- tended to smaller devices , considerably larger doping densi-
mains. As a consequence , self-consistent solutions must he ties and carrier densities are expected. These in t u r n  will
sought for the fields and potentials in the device. The large probably lead to considerable band renorma l izat ion and
field gradients can also lead to large gradients in the effec- phonon-softening contributions to deviations from one-
tive carrier kinetic temperature. These effects in turn  lead electron band structures , as well as strong spatial relaxation
to thermally induced currents in the device. In many cases . effects in the energy gap. The small device size can lead to
these spatial relaxation effects and thermal gradient effects reduction in impact ionization effects and increased impact
can be expected to play far larger roles than diffusion effects of tunneling effects. Microstatistica l problems will become
in majority-carrier devices, more important .  Whether from ion implantat ion or diffu-

Although device modeling has progressed , experirnenta- sion , the statistical variation of impuri ty  location can he-
tion on small devices has not advanced so rapidly.  Although come significant as device dimensions shrink . Moreover , in
the National Research and Resource Facility for Submicro n ion implantation , small-scale microstructures remain front
Structures at Cornell University will help to meet this prob- the implant/ anneal  process; and these can become impor-
1cm , there is continuing need for several reg ionally distrib- tant.  And , of course, surface unevenness , even on the 5—1 0
uted , small, special-purpose, electron-beam systems capable A scale , can be expe cted to become critical in very small
of submicrometer resolution but designed for fabrication of devices,
a single device rather than the exposure of an entire chip. Because of the expected high electric fields in small de-
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vices , we expect all transport to be of the so-called hot- tion , are essential in guarantee ing V L S I  chips t h a t  work a n d
electron type. Energetic carriers are readily injected from can he fabr ica ted  wi t h  acceptable leld s
an MOS channel into the oxide in very high electric fields. Based on the a rguments  of the  p reced ing  par agr . ip h . we
and impact ionization is currently a limitation in such de- believe tha t  competi t ive domestic  m d  foreign pressur es
vices. Other , more physically oriented effects should resul t alone necessitate increasing use of V l . SI  proces s m odels.
from the high fields. The accelerating field and the scatter- (‘urrent and projected product gu .ml s also clear ly ind ica te
ing potential can no longer be treated as separate perturba- the increasing necessity for V l S I  process models. For
lions , and modifications of the scattering times from accel- example .
eration by the field during the collision become important
for transport , as has been shown for transport in silicon
dioxide. Moreover , for very small devices and very large 1. The development of complex monolithic chips to

fields , quantization of the electron energy levels due to the perform in a large focal plane arra y including niore than
106 CCD image-sensing elements with  onhoard high-speedfield is likely to be impor tant .
bipolar  digital signal processing en ta i l s  a complex  fabri ca-
tion technology that  requires ful l  exploi ta t ion of available
process and device models.

The development of semiconduc to r  d\ namic R -‘ MF. CIRCUITS AND SYSTEMS -.
chips with more than  10 6 hi ts  of storage , m i n i m u m  t e a t u r e

The complexity of the problems that we can now consider sizes under 1 pm (appro ~m c hing  t he  fundamen ta l  ruoni-
solving at the single-chip level through V L S I  call for a new tempera ture  l imits  of M O S F I - .l ’s), superior rel iabil i t y , an d a
approach to integrated circuit (I C) chip design. We suggest selling price less than S 0  places a burden on fabricat ion
that an appropriate approach may be one in which the en- technology that also demands tol l  exploi tat ion of available
tire set of problems from materials-processing science process and device models.
through the physics of microstructure devices to informa- 3. The development of t rue  single-chip “microsy stems ”
tion systems science is viewed as a continuum. It is highly — following microcomputers , which in turn  followed micro-
desirable to adopt a holistic approach to the design of V L S I processors—with . for example , only one ex te rna l  power
to consolidate detailed understanding of IC process physics supply, all internal  clocks , latches , and buffers , on-chip
wi th  innovat ive top-down systems design. At the same t ime , memory, and compatible integrated analog-to-digital and
the feasibility of V L S I  can best be assured by these de- digital-to -analog converters , as well as analog preprocessors
velopments: and o u t p u t  drivers , will place perhaps the ul t imate  burden

on semiconductor fabricat ion technology and elear l~ will
I . Basic process models reqwr e extensive reliance on process models.
~ Process and device s imulat ion
3. Automated process equipment  and data logging
4 . Automated testing In designing the semiconductor products—the integrated

Structured design systems or single-chip microsystems .-suggested in the pre-
o. A variety of design automat ion aids vious paragraph , the u l t imate  utility of V L S I  process models

will be measured by reductions in development time tor a
Although knowledge of the relevant basic processes such complex new chip, development cost (fron t  t ime  and labor

as ion implantat ion , thermal oxidation , diffusion , and epi- savings), and production cost (from higher yie fds t in higher
t axy  is primitive , but growing continually, the device impli- product rel iabil i ty result ing from tighter process control
cations are so profound that the need for further research is and  in improved system performance due to the richer set
obvi ous . The advent of complete process simulations and  of trade-offs  available to chip designers.
the coupling of process physics with device physics by Much of the improvement  of the  funct ional  character is-
means of powerful analyt ic  tools , are key steps toward tics of VLSI  systems over the next  decade is expected to re-
achieving V L S I . suIt  from better  circui t  organization. When iim an ~ thousands

Moreover , through automation of process equipment , of components are deployed to perform some funct ion , the
the most wildly f luctuat ing variable , the human operator , organization of those components becomes a major fac-
can be removed from increasingly larger and more sensitive b r  in their collective performance;  this is especial ly mm npor-
segments of the VL S I fabrication sequence. In addition . tant  when the ultimate computat ion speed in a system
automated data logging and subsequent convenient data approaches the leve l where it is l imited by the rate at  which
access via remote computer terminals can provide much information can be t ransmit ted f rom one component  to
more accurate and timely information regarding the fabrica- another.  Heretof ore , we have desig ned LSI  syst emi t s  wi th  a
tion sequence to which a given wafer or chip was exposed. clear-cut separation between memory and computing func-
Combining this information with that generated through lions; such a separation is no longer warranted.
automated electrical testing of wafers will allow much more To begin the linking of materials-processing science with
effective feedback to a fabrication line , The final two listed information-systems science , investigation of a structured
items indicate that the inherent  structure of the system- approach to V I  SI is needed. Histo rically ,  the design of digi-
design process , as well as the automation of its implementa-  tal systems has followed a four-phase , hot tomm i -up pro v.’dure,
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I irst ,  the proc ess devmce engineer, forecasting the require- fhese problems arc rarely seen at t h e  -mal i ’  and  i t i e d m u m u -
ment s  ot the circuit engineer , developed a compatible se- scale integration level when chips consist of l a t c h es , g a t e s .
quence of semiconductor fabr ica t ion  processes for a new registers , counters , and the like , l ven t o d a y ,  on the  serg e
f a n i i i y  of integr ated circuits. Second , the  cir c ui t designer , of V L S I . indust ry  focuses on i m p lement ing  s t a n d , m r d . well-
an t ic ipa t ing  the needs of the s~ stem des ign er , provided a set understood , logical structures and  processors. This ap-
oh components capable of performing various logical func - proach , however , will become less feasible as ~ [SI is used
li ons. Then , the sys tem designer , ant icipat in g the needs of for imp lementing specialized hardware designed to meet
the software prog r ammer , assembled the ha rdware  into a specifi c req Lur erne nt s .
d ig i t a l  system for solving a class of problems of interest. Fi- Implantable te lemetry ss s t e m s for use in bion t edica l  re-
na l ly.  the p rogrammer  implemented  an algori thm to solve a search provide an interest ing and  unusua l , y et siniple . cx-
problem of immedia te  concern.  Limited feedback ensued , ample of a top-down design approac h .  For ethical , legal.
and  a f te r  the funct iona l  and physical se paration had been scientific , and econon mic reasons , animal models of h u m a n
established , the problem was r arel~ viewed as a whole , cx - disease are generally regarded as indispensable tools in bio-
cept at the f inal  stage. medical research. T o t a l l y  imphan tab l e  te lemetry  svs t e ’mm s us-

Wi th  the in t roduc t ion  of V L S I , this t rad i t iona l  evolution ing au tomated  techniques for con t inuous  d a t a  collection
will no longer effect ively solve nm an ’~ problems of interest ,  provide invaluable appendages to ani r mial  models of h u m a n
The complexi ty of the problems at the levelof a single chip. disease because they  make it possible to acquire data tha t
the blurring of the distinction between hardware and soft- are inaccessible from the body surface of the  animal  under
ware , and the co m parable complexi ty  ut hardware and  soft- conditions when the animal  is not anesthet ized or restrained
ware call for a new organi zation of the design process that  in any way over prolonged periods of its normal  life.  For
is more synergetic than  past approaches and in which a example , because 20 percent of the male popula t ion of the
careful  s tudy of the required machine organization must he Uni t e d  States reaching age 65 will have suf fe red  from a cor-
included.  on ar y  a t t ack , means of prevent ing  and treating coronary

This a l t e rna t i s e  methodology separates the  design of disease, such as new drugs , are extremely i m p o r t a n t .  Re-
V L S I  in to  two phases an i n i t i a l , theoret ical  and a f ina l , search on such drugs benef i t s  great ly  f ront  the  use of an imal
p r a c t i c a l  phase.  The in i t i a l  pha se begins w i t h  the collection models for which cardiovascular h e h a s i s r  can he accurately
if a set of problems for s o l u t i o n .  These proble m s are then  observed over a prolonged period of normal life . (‘onse-

abstracted . and  solut ion methods  are prop osed in w h i c h  t he  q u e n t h y ,  t o t a l l y  implantable  blood f l owmete r s  t h a t  are cap-
form ot the solut ion fol lows the  fo rm of the problem. The able of measuring the vo lume of flow in a coronary artery
second phase begins by grouping these . u l g u r m i h m s  to  so l a t y  t r y  needed.  These devices ohv i ou s l~ must he ex t remel y
a compat ible  set of p r ob l e ms  requ ir ing a common method small  and  consume ver \  l i t t l e  power to serv e the intended
of solu t ion .  In this  w a y .  onl y those ‘ i i  N oh the  p rob l em purpose.
tha t  are t r u l y  separable are in fac t  separa ted .  \ so lu t ion  I he design of te lemetry  c~ stems  for coronary flow and
a specif ic  problem ~ ljss  can t h e n  he spt ’~ I i c . l  in t e r m ’  of p r e s s u r e , as well as cardiac ck ’ctrogr amns . begins with  the
ha rdware  and s o f t w . i i t ’ . ari d a l ’un al pa r t i t ion ing  i n to  coi l ’ s t a t e m e n t  oh the m edical problem . proc eeds  to opt imal
si l t  u en  niod t i le s in he n iad e.  \s the  i n t l  s t a g e  of the p a r t i t i o n i n g  ot t he  total  i n s t rumen t  sy s t y  ni between exter-
i ’ i m c t m c a l  phase , a ph s  sm ~ a i p a r t i t i o n i n g  is made and  impl y ’- na h  and i n t e r n a l  subsystent s.  and then tu rns  to def in i t ion of
menta l ion  proceeds. their a rch i tec tu res .  Focusing on the  in te rna l  subsystem , one

f h i s  a ppro .i~ h . s tru ~ tu re i l  about organ i z a t iona l  concep ts  m ust dev i se par t icular  circuit t u n c t i o n s  to achieve the re-
is valuable for s c i e r a l  rea sons ~~- t h e  d u s~”~ t i o n  between quired per formance .  These func t ions  must he imp lemented
hardware  and  s o t t w , i r c  h e , .,mes r n ~ r e , i smne i ~ b l u r r e d , the  w i t h  an opt imal , silicon , n ionol i thic  device technology.
comp lex i t s  . isai l ab le w i t h  V t SI ~ i l l  ~m i d m ~ ih t ed I~ lead to \m ng t h e ’ impor tan t  requirements of this  technology are
the  sa n me r~ pe a nd i t t agn i tud e  ~ t p r ob l e  us t h a t  have plagued the  ab i l i ty  to provide circuits t h a t  operate rel iably when
the  deve lopment  of large so f tware  pro)e~ t s  t m t h e  past I he i ’ n e r g i i t ’d ,m t the e shremely  low currents  furnished by a
ke y e lement  in sti~ hm a proje ~ t is  a proper . lot ma~ . m? p ar t i t ion-  single l i t h i u m  cell w i t h  a t e rmina l  voltage of 2. 7 \ fhm us
mng i t  i h e  solut ion m t . . sc I t ~~ ,n ta m ned  modules w i t h  dear , t h e  design of cus tom ,  nucro po wer . monol i th ic  c i r c u i t s .
general . e x t e r i s i h k  m n t e r t a es V. th in  this  l r a m e w  . ‘ t he  t y p i c a l l y  combining analog and digital  f u n c t i o n s , is a ke~
p h s sm c a l  p a r t i t i o n u r i ~u requir ed at  an t-a r l ~ phase s t h y  bot - op t imiza t ion  fea tu re  in the top -down design approach ,  Ion
tom-up  design is u n L k a r . t h e  car l~ ~t u m s i o n  int o fabn eatm on implanta t ion  to achieve very -high-value resi stor s  is par t mc u-
pr oce ss se t lu t ’m m c e , ci r c u i t  chips . ciry u~t hoar ds , mu d  software larly i m p o r t a n t , as mx t he  fabr icat ion oh l inear , compat ible ,
modules  may pr ose  d e l e t e r i o u s  lot  complex systems.  1a d ig ita l  e lec t ronics  t h a t  will op em a t e  e f f e c t i v e l y  at collec-

I’o r  example , consider  the  evolut ion of a large con mput er  tor  currents as low as I 0’
~ ‘s A l t hough  this e ’s.m r m i p le deals

ope ra t i ng  x~ st e i n St ’g mevr t t ’~h i n to  modules  i t  i t s  m n ~ eption , w ith  an e x t r e m e l y  simple sy s t e m , it i l l u s t r a t e s  a h oIms t i ~ to p-
a ny r epa r t i t ion ing  a l t e r  i t s  rele ase to cu ,slo m mi e r s  u s a im e x p e m i  ili w mm . . j ’1’roa ~ h to design of spc cmaiu i c d  h a r d w a r e  t~~ m cci
use hu t  ft ’ .m s ih le endeavor However , after  the cus to m ers de- specific ar id urgent  needs. .\t each level of the design hmcr-
s eht i p app l ica t ions  s o f t w a r e  tha t  depend s on tha t  opera t ing  archy tha t  is . the s y s t e m  level , t he  circuit  level , t he  device
system , repar t i t ion ing  q u m i ~ k l y  becomes p r o h i h m t ’ v e h y  co st ly.  level , and process levels quant i ta t ive  niodels t h a t  permit
W i t h  V L S I . r e p a r t i t i o n i n g  wil l  presumably h~ u.s expensive , accurate simulation can reduce the cost of designing such
j u l  er r o r s  will he as hard  to orr ec t  specialized hardware.
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In summary,  the advent of VLSI  with extremely fine- strategies tha t  lend themselves to \ LS I  for example , min i -
geometry devices virtually precludes the conventional cut- mizing and regularizing component  conn e c t i ons  t a n  impor-
and-try approaches to process and device design. Ongoing tant consideration now that  wires and in format io u  transfer
efforts in process and device modelin g bring many of the times dominate the cost of computing equip m ent ) begins
VLSI  bottom-up issues clearly into perspective. Consequent- with the specification of the  solution.
ly, it appears that holistic top-down approaches (Table 5.2) 2. To define the approach for achieving a faci l i ty  for
to the design of information systems hold the major prom- V L S I  design automat ion . This capability necessarily merg ~~
ise for resolving the complex problems pose d by require- top -down structure  architectures with the recent  develop-
ments for processing of millions to billions of logical opera- ments in computer aids for process and device modeling.
tions per second.

The objectives of fu tu re  research should be the follow- The scope of these two objective s is overs impl i f i ed .  The
mug: first goal stresses the  impor tance  of novel algorithms , now’

with  an emphasis on hardware opportuni t ies .  \k e must  Lu n -
1. To identify the nature of information-processing sider V L S I  interconnections as communicat ions  n e t w : r k s ,

and , conversely, systems approaches nr usr  he applied vigor-
TABLE - 5.2 V L S I  Design : A Holist ic  Structured Approach ously to IC design. The second objective enco mp .msse s the

full range of design au tomat ion  s tar t ing with funct ional
• Statement of Generi c PToblem simulation and extends  down to module design , mntercon-
• Lxp r ei i mon of Algorithm nection , testing, and rel iabi l i ty .  Since the final  IC hardware
• Syitem Architecture is to he built wi th  V L S I  device-processing technologi es , the• Logic Deiig n 

. . - u l t imate  need for the process and device-modeling e f fo r t s• Circuit , Device , and Process Definition . discussed earlier is i m pl ici t ,

-
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Science Oppor tuni ties

.
~~. I N T R O D U C T I O N  A N D  CONCLUSIONS tered phenomenon and a prac t ica l  problem in tha t  it l imited

the range  of application of devices , Because of the  ease ss i t ! :

In considering the  possibilities for new science opportuni-  which high e lec t r i c  fields could be produced in p-n ]unc ~
ties  tha t  might come from the deve lopment  of submicro- ti ons , the j u n c t i o n s  the tr mse lv c s became the pr imary  vehi c le
me te r  technology.  it is impor tan t  to appreciate  the na ture  for the s tudy  of breakdown. Thus a new area ot solid-state
of the indus t ry  involved . The semiconductor industry ,  to a physics was opened to explora t ion  hy the unique e n s m r i u n -
larger ex ten t  than any other , has been based on advances in , ment  of the depletion region of a p m  j u n c t i o n .
and a strong in te rp lay  with , basic research , par t icular ly  in The s tudy of breakdown in Jui ’. ‘l ions soon revealed tha t
the electronic properties of solids and the associated mate- two effects were involved: tunnel ing ,  or “Zv’rrer ” break-
nal s scrence. This coupling is directly responsible for many down , and avalanche breakdown , in whi v li electrons acquire
of the semiconductor indus t ry ’s major advances , derived enough kineti c ene . ’~y to exc i te  another  e lec t ron across the
largely from scientific knowledge developed in the 1950’ s gap from the valence band to the  conduction band. It ~~~~~

and 1 960’s. These a d s a n c e s  will continue until device sizes found t h a t  tum ine l ing could he enhanced to creat s  a new
become such tha t  scaling of the present devices ceases to be kind of d e v i L y ’, the tunne l  diode . .‘\ l though the t u n n e l  diode
valid , ..\s discussed in this report . this size is surely in the has not gained an impor tan t  place in technology ,  it has
f e w’ t en th s  of a micrometer range . Thus , as a basis for new been reali zed in many  semiconductors and has been em-
technology on the suh m icro n ie te r  scale , a renewed and en- p loyed at low t e mp e r a t u r ~s as a probe of the phonon and
hia n c ed  basic research effor t  in solid-state physics  and mate- electron energy h m d  s t ruc tures  of semiconduc to rs . lnv c stm-
rials science is required , ga t i ons  of the mechanism of avalanche  breakdown led to

We cannot overemphasize the importance of this inter ’ the concept of hot electrons , and  eventually to the discov-
play between semiconductor  technology and basic research ery of the Gunn  e f t c c t , and e x t e n s m s e  research into S c a t t e r -
in solid-state physics and mater ia ls  science. I ’or the sake of ing mechan t sms  for hot electrons in a great va r i e ty  of semi-
concreteness , we i l lustrate  this interplay by two examples ,  conductors.

When p-n junct ions  were first made , it turned out that Field-effect  transistors ( I  ET ’s) also provide a unique en-
above certain voltages applied in the reverse- or Iow ’current vironment , in tha t  conduction in the semiconduc tor  occurs
direction , the current  was orders of magnitude higher than in a thin layer  less than 5 nm in th ickn e ss .  This layer is so
predicted by simple theory . This ef t ’eet , which is termed di- th in  that  motion of electrons confined in it is quant ized in
electric b reakdown , had been known for many years. The the direction normal to the surface:  the quan tum energy
very high fields exist ing in the depletion region of a p-n spacings are much larger than k T ( w h c r e  k is the B o l t zmann
junction , howeve r , made breakdown a commonly encoun- constant and T is the absolute temperature  I at  cryogenic
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t en m pera tures . The electrons in the layer thus  c o r i s t i t u ’ e a !mj .’ i l i i a rc  r iti ’ dei’ t ’!opt imr ’im t ‘i t  , I A ~ “~ adm ’ap it ‘1  spe~ ,a lm: t ’J
two-dimensional Fer m i gas . There is a large amount  of liexi - devices .
bij ity in the F I T  e n v i r o n m e n t , w h i c h  makes it e x t r a u r d m  In t h i s  chapter  we c i t e  se lect ed e~..i tnp lcs m f the  t y p e s  ol
nar i ly  useful :  the t h m ~ k r i c ss  of the layer  can be h anged by sL i e t i t i l i c  op h ’o r tun ’tmes  t ha t  :imc made p ossible  b y immicro-
varying the electrical potent ials  applied to the dev ice , sri ! s t r u c t u r e  sci ence and  tc ~ hm no I o gy.  I lm c s e  ire r e p r e s c n i a t m s e
the  scat ter ing can be altered m y  i n t roducing  charged inipur i-  of ideas close to c u r r e n t  r e a l i t i e s .  Any imaginative s~ m cn t ms t
ties in the SiO~ and by otherwise doping the silicon , It  could add examples. t n~1o u l ’t e d ly ,  deve l optnents  in the  tu-
should he noted that , a l though the quant izat i on e f f e c t s  lure will  t a r  exceed wh ,u i we e x p e L  I in the b a s i s  of our tin-
could be predicted f rom physical theory , their exper imenta l  i ted p m e s ’ o t - d a s  in ia g i r l a t ion ,
discos cry was s t imula ted  b y the observation of anomalies in
F F T device characterist ics.

In developing suhmicrometer  technology . t his kind of 
B. F U N L ) A M E N T A L  I \ I I TSinterplay will  remain important .  For example .  to make

wires that  are several hundred angstroms in d iamete r , their  In all pr esent  s e imum ~ onduc t or  device s . t h e m . .’ arc ~e r t . u m n char-
edge defini t ion would have to be on the scale of a few ang- acteristic l e n g t h s , such as the  l)eh ye s cr e en i t i g  l e n g t h  and
stroms. Thus po lycrysta lline material and amorphous  m e ta ls  th e e l e c t r o n  mean free p a t h , t h a t  are r e l a t ed  to  t h e  d i m e  n-
would no longer be suitable: ne w ways of growing e p i t a x i a l  sior i s of the  device A t t e m m i p t s  t o  scale down c u r r e n t  devices
metals , or possibly conduct ing polymers , would he nece ’. to the  subm i c r o nm t ’t e r r e gi m e t r e m i i i e n i t l y  f a i l  he c , it ise  the re-
say .  However , current  understanding of such m a t e r i a l s  is in- l a t u o r i s b i m p s  be tween t ime  d i m en s i o n s  of the device amid t h e
s i i t f m c i e n t  to permit  their use in such a p p l i c a t i o n s .  Thus , the releva nt  charac ter i s t ic  lengths change.  t t  the sa m e lit t l e ,
impetus  for new research will come f r o m  the te chn ologk , i l  devices a l r u , i d y  depend on m i i a n i p i i l a m m n g  .u v a r i e t y  of fai .r ly
impl icat ions . ari d in tu rn ,  t he  technology wil l  advance ‘Fu Lls , t u n d a m e n t ,u l lengths , a nd the ! . r c a k h .  semi i f  s~ a lung emp hia-
our 111am r ’o, ic lusj on is that a h igh It ’n ’ l of long- r a ng. rt” si /es  the  need to learn to m a n i p u l a t e  o t h e r , pe rhaps  n o m n e
search a ct i i ’u t u’  closely related to in tegrated Circui t  tee/to ol ’ f u n d a m e n t a l , character is t ic  l eng ths .
ogy is essential for cm ,mrmn m ii ’ d  progress. This need will s t imula te  many  i me w ideas in hasi ~ solid-

Al though  the interplay among solid-state phys ics , im late- s ta te  physics and materials  science To i h l u s f i a t c  t h i s  point .
m i a l s  science , and submnicrometer  technology is e \ t r e m e l y  we lust  in Table 6. 1 a v a r i e t y  of lengths,  sonic of which are
impor tan t , exper imenta l  science also advances through new man ipu la t ed  in present devices and others t h at are cur r en t -
techno logy . For example , radar  developed during %k or ld ly considered as f u n d a m e n t a l  l imits ,
War Il led to radio receivers , which in tu rn  led to the devel- As n i en t iuned  earlier , i n t e rconne c t  ions using metal  s t r ipes
opment of radioast ronomy ,  and to , what  is regarded by will soon involse  d imens ions  t h , u t  a r c  small compared wi th
many as , convincing support for the big-bang concept of grai n sizes . To obta in  adequa te  h u e  de f im iu t ion , i t w i l l  be
the origin of the universe. Advances in computers  have now necessar y to develop ep i t ax i a l  growth of metals or learn to
taken us to the point where data acquisition and analysis use amorphous metals or perhaps highly conduc t ing  p i t h y -
for many exper iments  are controlled by m in icomputers  and met’s. If , for example , we could develop epi ta x ia l  meta l
microprocessors , thereby revealing new horizons in da t a  lines with  lateral dimensions of 100 \ comi ~r .. lIed to the
handl ing and analysis. The recent work by W . A. Lit t le  at a tomi c  level . electron wu veguides  might he possible. If ut
Stanford Univers i ty  in producing refrigerators small enough t urns out t h a t  this is not  pos sibl  the increased understand-
to fit on silicon wafers is an example of near convent ional  ing of epi tax ia l  growth or amorphous  metals or highly con
approaches to solve problems in u l t raminiatur i zat ion , which du c t i n g  polymers will be- a f u n d a i t i e n t a l  advance . It m m i . m y he
will have import  not on ly  for integrated circuit technology that  the localized s ta tes  t h a t  occur in amorphous .semn icon-
hut  for other areas of technology and basic research as well. ductor materials  will become impor tan t  for s tor ing charge
In a similar way, submn icrom et er  technology is going to have in s mrm a ll  devices. If so. considerable knowledge of the spa-
wide-rang ing impacts  in vir tual ly all fields of science. F low- tial e x t e n t  oh these states would be a prer eqwsi t . - a nd w o u l d
ever , a l though science will benefit from the new technology enhance understanding of their nature ,  At present , a lmost
developed primari li for other purposes , there are possibii- no th ing  is known regarding th is  mat te r , which is i undamm me n-
ties for many specialized devices that  will not have wide ta l to all theories of localization.
app l icahi l i ty  but will he of considerable use in various fields The s i tua t ion  is smm iiil ar for deep-trap lev e ls in semicon ~
of scientific research. Examples are solid-state detectors for d u c m o r s  I ’v entua l ly .  pe rhap s . these It ’se ls can he used r a t h e r
astrophysics , elementary-part icle physics , x-ray and elec- t h a n  r eg a rd e d  u s  defects to he avoided , hut  a n m u c l m  b et t e r
Iron-scattering physics, and biology; submil l imeter-wave de- unde r s t and ing  of the i r  n a t u r e  will f i r s t  he’ necessary. The
tcctors for astrophysics and far-infrared spectroscopy : anti same is t rue  I s i u m t j  b ands.  l t f o r l s  to characterize these
a variety of miniaturized devices for solid-state physics , bands  m m d  . i t i . ’mpts  to c h a n g e  t h e i r  . arr ier dens i ty ,  for cx-
which will allow the probing of systems at scales of distance ample , t n t ’ o n ly  begi n n i n g .
comparable with the characteristic lengths of the syste m . Another  lunda mi me n ta l  l i m i t a t i o n  is t h e  di screteness of
Therefore , our second co, iclmas io,m is that it is important to ehe m tr on charge , which , since it is ne Le ssar s  to misc an inte-
provide access fo r  scientists to facilities where spe cia l ’pu r- gral numbe r of electrons t o  repres ent a signal . results in
pose , miniaturized electronic devices can be designed and s t a t i s t i L a l  noise. ‘t he voltage across a capacitor 100 \
fabricated. Funds s/moul t! be made available to stimulate and 100 ‘\ 100 A cha n g es  by about 0.5 V for a .h a n g e  it one
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TABLE 6.1 New Phenomena Found in Silicon Configured to Dimensions Comparable with
Char actenstic Lengths_and the_Resul t ing Device Concepts 

________

\ch ievab l. ,’ Li ncssi dths Characteristic Len gt h Physical Phenom enon Resulting Deuce

Production • Minor i ty  carrier • Minority carrier • Bipolar transistor
( >3 1mm) diffusion length injection /c ollection

• Dep letio n length • Punch-through • .t F E T , I G F E T , CCD
• Tu nneling length • Tunneling • MOS , tu nn el diode s,

oh mic contacts

Develop mental • Debye screening length • t” ie l d shielding • Accumulation-mode
( 0 . 2 — 3  lsm( CCD

• Mean free path. • Velocity osershoot • Microwave t rans is tors
energy loss

I x p l o r a mo ry • ~,te an free path , • Ballistic transpo rt
(< 0.2 Mm ) momentum loss

• Bloch wavele ngth • Quantization/tunne l ing
• Gra in si ze • Metallization

Latt ice consta nt • Breakdo wn of effecti ve
mass approximation

electronic charge in the charge on the capacitor. Perhaps parent depends on the cross-sectional area of the wire for
new techniques ,  such as the “proofreading ” techni ques na- l0 2 -A wire , such effects should be easily observable at Ii-
lure uses in biological systems , can be employed in solid- qui d hel ium temperatures. Tnis problem is of fundamenta l
state devices to overcome this problem. scientific interest and cannot be approached by “conven-

The problem of excess noise at low’ frequencies , com- tional” techniques—submicrometer  fabricat ion alone can
monlv called I/ f  noise or f l icker  noise . mii ay we ll  he a seri- make it possible.
otis pi’oh lemn . The fundamenta l  cause of this  noise is not
understood , so one cannot reliably predict  the consequent Metal-Insulator  Transition at High Pressure
l imi ta t io n s ,  However , from a phenomeno logical point of
view , we know that  a small n u r u b e r  of elec t rons , a small Studies of the insulator-to-metal transition have been sci-

conduct ing reg ion in which there is a bottleneck in current ent if ical ly important  for many years , however , because of

flow , and the relatively larger thermal  f luctuat ions  associ- the need for very high pressures in some cases , such expen-

ated with smaller volumes can all be expected to increase ments represent a major under taking with conventional

greatly this excess low-frequency noise in small s t ructures .  techniques. An ultra-high-pressure (possibly 3 Mbars  or

Al though  the se specific examples may  not , in fact , tu rn  more) research project utilizing microfabrication techn iques

out to be important , past history suggests that  the probabil- is being carried out at Cornell University.

m t y  of s i~h ac t iv i ty  leading to the discovery of new phe- At present , the electrical leads are 10 /.t m apart.  Photo-

miomena and new inventions is hig h , etch techniques are used. Preliminary work with electro-
etch methods , and also ion etching, to reduce the separa-
tion of electrical leads to 0. 1 pm , is beginning.

To obtain the needed pressures it is necessary to use
C. CONDENSED-MATTER PHYSICS

I h i ’ ah i l i ty  to prepare s t ructures  at the micrometer  at id sub- I .  The hardest substance known
micrometer  level offers the oppor tuni ty  for novel experi- 2. The smallest contact radius possible
m e n t a l  studies in condensed-matter  physics. We give a few 3. Specially profiled shapes
selected examples of the applications of microstructure 4 . Superb surface finishes
technology to basic research to show kinds  of problems
tha t  might profit from use of fu ture  developments in semi- Of necessity.  microfabricat ion technology must be used .
conductor technology, and ex t remely  small samples (0.1 pm thick and only a few

micrometers in d iameter)  must be carefully characterized.

M a x i m u m  Metallic Resistance in Thin Wires Such high pressures can also be used to synthes i te  new
materials and to study their properties.

It  h :m ’ been argued tha t  electronic stdtes should he locali zed
in any  wire with impuri ty  resistance greater than about
10 k~’l. Al suf f ic ient ly  low tempera tures  this could lead to Electron—Phonon Interaction Spectroscopy Using

a T 2 dependence on the absolute temperature , T, because Metal—Metal  Contacts

phonons are needed to assist electronic t rans i t ions  between Yanson (Kharkov , U.S.S.R.) is doing electron—phonon inter-
localized s la tes  The condition for the localization to he ap- action spectroscopy using randomly fabricated metal—metal

( 
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contacts wi th  dimensions on the  order of 100 \ The con- Syst em-Env i ronmen t  Interact ion
ta c t s  a rise lrom ‘‘ pi nholes ” through an insulat ing f i l m f C ~ ~ mth n m u r n a t u r m z a t i o u i . the  total  sy s tem sys tem of interest
tween two metal  fims. Electron flow through the  contact  plus e n v r r o n t n e n t  is ot the  s~a L’ oh the ch~r a c t e r m s t i e  l eng ths
can he ballistic , wi th  electrons dropping thr o ugh about  I ~ and  wavelengths  It w o u l d  t h u s  hecome impos suh ie to sepa-
withi n one mean free path , then emittin g phonons in an rate phenomena associated w i t h  the sy s tem of interest  f rom
interesting nonlinear fashion. ‘s anson d a m ns to h a v e  seen phenomena  s t emming  from the  in t e r ac t ion  of the  sys t em of
electron de BrogUe waveguide modes in some contact s . The interest  w i t  hi the envi ronment  This problem is a l ready mm-
concepts are almost like vacuum electronics inside a solid. p s i r t an t , for ex a m p l e , i n i n t e r c a l a t e d  ~s s tems as well  as in
With  better control and defini t ion in the fabr ica t ion  of hiologi~al s ’, st e i ns  e hav e c i t ed  one e sample  for which
such contacts , using microstructure fabrication t e c h n i q u e s , such m nho m ogene i ty  ~an h~ t urned to a d v ~~~~’ii c the two-
a variety of interesting and important  phenomena involving d i m n e r r s u ~,n a l  F e rm n m gas in I - f  I ‘s, wh ich  w i. d isk  us s i ’d in See-
the electron—phonon system could be probed . l ion \ and the re  are doubtles s others

Quasi-particle Diffusion Length in Superconductors Spatial Specmroscops .
On both sides of a weak li nk in a tunnel  junct ion , the quasi- Usi n g mu t ic ro st ru c tures  as s p a t i a l l y  I i z u i m t ~ d so ur :es of e l e c t r m e
particle chemical potential is out of equilibrium with  the f ie lds  and hea t ,  one could.  in e t f e c t . cons t ruc t  a f ine  spa t ia l
superconductor chemi cal potential for pairs , for  a distance probe for observing d es orp t m on from t h i n  f i lms.  Si mu ii l ar
that  is called the quasi-particle diffusion length.  Thus  length  studies using opt ical  t echn i ques w i t h  lasers ( l imi ted  in s i /c
was measured by G. J. Dolan and I.. D. Jackel of Bell La ho- to X 2 ) or electr on-bea m techniq ues ( 10 2 ,\2 ) would also he
rator ies by placing normal and superconducting electrodes possible. However , certain p h ysical systems may hase  to be
1— 2 pm apart  downstream from a weak l ink.  This expe n m- s tudied by other e x c i t a t i o n  methods and n a y  require micro-
ment was made possible by the development of offset s t ruc tures  for higher resolution. A thin sy s tem could he crc-
masks for liftoff photoprocessing. The measurement is the ated by constructing conduct ing  parallel lines separated by
first direct one of the quasi-particle diffusion length in a th in  resisti ’.’e mater ia l  f rom ano the r  set of conduc t ing  p .mr a l -
superconductors. id lines oriented at right angles to the first : the resul tan t

structure could be employed as an addressable heater array,

Planar Tunnel Junctions
Three-Dimensional MicrostructuresT hese th in-f i lm junct ions  are made by fa bricating two metal

films in close pr oximi ty  on an insulating substrate. The Mechanical deflecting devices of submicrometer lateral di-
edges of the films must be close enough to permit tunneling,  mensions are possible with present techni ques. Such a de-
that is , 25 to 100 A. This requirement introduces a new crit- vice has been constructed by taking advantage of differen-
ical length , tha t  over which tunneling occurs or the width at tial etching rates for different dopings of Sm. This device was
the tunnel barrier. In this case , this dimension is determined utilized to deflect light. It  is possible to mak e submicro-
by the separation of the planar metal films not by the thick- meter devices with which to modify reflection of eleetro-
ness of a growing oxide , which presents interface problems. magnetic radiation by modifying the interference of di f ferent
Very thin substrates , which allow transmission electron mi- portions of the array.  for example , the grat ing s trength.  I’his
croscopy ( T E M )  studies to be made , are preferred. Only particular examp le is included to show that mechanical
TI: M has the necessary resolution for s tudying such samples. structures with varying dimensions should also be envisioned
Work on high-resolution electron-beam lithogr aphy has in- as an area in which one can do speculative new science.
dicated that  such samples are possible. With sizes of devices and intercannections comparable to

A variety of physical studies could be made with such electron wavelengths , perhaps we should th ink  of transport
junctions. With barrier materials deposited between the as guided by waves. Hence concepts of waveguide technol-
metals , potential  barriers could be measured by tunnel ing,  ogy would be appropriate. It should be possible to fabricate
since the harrier thickness would be predetermined. Tunnel- waveguide devices for electrons . phonons . and other types
ing spectroscopy could also be used on these deposited of waves in condensed mat ter , as well as photons (e.g.,  soft
materials. As the interfaces would be comparatively sharp, x rays ) .  With the control  that  would t h u s  become possible ,
scattering processes at this small dimension could be better a variety of wave-interaction exper iments  would be feaci .
understood. Study of chain-like organics could determine ble. It might eve n be possible to construct the analogs of
whether  there is a difference in potential barrier or tunnel- electromagnetic traveling-wave amplif iers  and oscillators for
ing probability when the chains are perpendicular or paral- other types of waves in condensed matter .
lel to the tunne l  current ,  For low-potential barrier mate- As device sizes decrease and the number  of devu ces in
ria l s , wider gaps could be used. For high-potential barrier V L S I  systems becomes very large , phenomena similar to
materials , tunnel ing through the substrate might occur , those in condensed-matter systems might be expected to
which would also be interesting : however , thi s could be occur , for e xamp le , cooperative phenomena and perhaps
reduced by etching the substrate so that  the metal films phase transitions. What concepts and techni ques from con-
would be free standing. In this way, vacuum tunnelin g densed-matter theory and experiment and biology can be
could be studied, adopted to help us unde r s t and  V L S I  systems? For example ,

it 
_______________________ _______ ______________________________________________________________________________________________
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cooperative phenomena in condensed-matter  systems are fect positions. Polythia zy I c an i  he sub l iun ed and w: l l  tur in
qui te  tolerant  of defects and depend crucially on dinien- t hin films on a variety o subs t ra tes .  Subn s icron ne ter  fil m
s iona l i ty.  Will the same be true of V L S I  systems? Can such thicknesses are readily achieved. Use of prepared subs t ra t e s
general and powerful  theoretical tools as renormalized results in aligned (oriented , e x p i t a x i a l (  ( S \( c f i l m s  w i t h
group techniques be applied to V L S I  systems? anisotropid optical  and electronic properties.

Polyacetylene may be prepared  as s i lvery t iol> cry sta llme

Low-Temperature Physics films by the polymerization of acv ’ ty  lene . 2 ~~~ 
using a

Ziegler ca ta lys t .  The fi lms ma~ be either free-standing ( f l e x ’
To date , the production of very low temperatures (T less ible) or on a var ie ty  of subst ra tes  l ilni s have been prepared
than 1 mK )  has been expensive because of the scale of the with thicknesses of less than l0~ \ l’ol y a c c t y l en e  f m l n t m s
cryogenic equipment  required. Many of the exper iments  consist of randomly or iented  hibr i l s  ( t y p i c a l  t i h r i f  d i a m u i c t e r
could be performed much more rapidly and cheaply if the of 200 A )  tha t  are re la t ive ly  loosely p a ck ed .  t h e  polytn er
whole scal e of the sample and refrigerant mass could be re- fibrils fill only’ about one t hir d oh the to t a l  v o l u u t m e .  I hie
duced . For such purposes , microstructure instrumentat ion ( CH) X films can be partial ly chaimi -aligu i ed by mechanica l
would be needed. For example , perhaps superconducting stretching and may also he doped. Such films exhib i t  aniso-
strain gauges and magnetic thermometers used with super- tropic electrical and optical properties , with an increase in
conduc t ing  quan tum inter ference  devices ( S Q U I D ’ s) could conductivi ty in the direction of al ignment of up to one
be made on the submicrometer scale. order of magnitude. For dopant  levels below 1 percent ,

Examples of fields of physics that might benefit from (CH) behaves as a semiconductor ;  the semiconductor-to-
such an approach are superconductors and superfluids at metal transition occurs at a few percent dopant concentra-
the scale of their respective coherence lengths, The study of tion (i.e., at a dopant concentrat ion of a few ti m es 10 20
the various phases of solid ~ He could also be facili tated in 3per cm
this way. These polymers ha ve unu sual  electronic properties t h a t

may provide specially at tract ive features m ’or micros t ruct tm re
fabrication. Two of these features are ( I  ( anisotropue optm-

D . M A T E R I ALS SCIENCE cal and electroni c properties , t h a t  is. quasi-one-dimensional
One can foresee a potential  coupling between materials re- properties , and 2) counp ..tib i lity wi th  thin-f i lm g e o m e t r y .
search and anicrostruclure fabrication technology in two Fur ther , (S\ )x  can be subl i m ed to form orient ed fi l m s
‘.cays:  and has highest electron egativity of any  known onefa )

[(SN ) ~ halides may be even more electronegative I .
I .  New materials may possess new and previously un- For (CH) z ,  compensation and p -eu j unc t ion  format ion

available properties of particular use in submicrometer have been demonstrated , and the microfibrl l  morphology is .
devices, in essence , a synthetic submicrometer array

2. Submicrometer fabrication techniques may open the This list is not comprehensive ; however , it does point to
way to important  experimental studies of the intrinsic some of the special features tha t  may be technologically
properties of new systems and materials , relevant , For examp le , the high electronegativity of ( S\  J 5.

leads to excellent Schottky harrier formation with large po-
Materials research is broad and underlies much of this re- tential  barrier heights on simple seun iconductors.  The large
port (see Chapter 3). We select some examples because of barrier heights lead to small reverse-bias currents , la rge
their special relation to basic research. photovoltaic open-circuit voltages , and the like.  Po lyacetv-

lene is similarly attractive . It behaves as a semiconductor to
relatively high dopant concentrations (appr oximate ly  2

Semiconducting and Metallic Polymers orders of magnitude above Sm) . Thus some of the problems
l’r incipal exa m ples of such polymer systems are po lyth.iazy l of very small devices (e.g., nonsta tus t i ca l  behavior) can pos-
(SN)x and its derivatives and polyacetylene (CH)x and its sibly be avoided, The control of electrical conductivi ty over
derivatives. Polythiazyl and its halogen derivatives (e.g., such a wide range coupled wi th  the unique aspects of i’ol~-
(SNBr 0,4 )x ) are anisotropic metallic polymers. Polyacety- mer processing make this an a t t ract ive  class of materials.
lene is the simplest possible conjugated organi c polymer Although the optical and electronic properties are attrac-
and is therefore of special fundamental  interest. Through tive , detailed experin u ental studies are hampered by the
chemical doping, the electrical conductivity of films of morphology of these polymers. The mi crofibrilar s t ru cture
(CH)x can be varied over 13 orders of magnitude , ranging makes evaluation and subsequent unders tanding of in tr insic
from insulator (a < 10~’b 0 

~2’~ cnf ~ ) to semiconductor to properties difficult.  Submicrometer  s t ru clures  can poten-
metal ( a>  2000 ~i’i cm m ). Both donors and acceptors can tially offer a great deal in this regard: for example , it may
be use d to yield n-type and p-type material , respectively, be possible to study the transport  on im i dividual  fibrils of

Currently available (SN)~ crystals consist of microfibrils (SN)~ , ( CH)~ , and other materials as a ~unct mon of tempera ’-
that are fully oriented in a common-chain direction but are ture , dopant concentration , and pre t sure.
poorly coupled electronically. Gross twinning occurs and Such utilization of microstructures can be more widely
about 20 percent of the chains in each microfibri l are in de- applied in materials science. Progress in quasi-one-dimen-
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sional cond i i , lo rs  is often limited by the difficulties of crys- I .  One such problem is that of s tructure-sensi t ive reac-
ial growth.  In particular , the efforts of a lengthy synthesis tions. The activity of some catalysts , with respect to certain
program may result in a new compound to be evaluated and reactions , depends only on the total  number of sites. These
characterized by a variety of techniques. The current status reactions are called “st ructure  insensitive ” or “facile. ”
of the field is such that  basic knowledge and intuition do Other reactions , termed “structure-sensitive ” or “de m and-
not guarantee that such a newly synthesized compoun d will ing,” depend on the structure of the catalyst , as revealed by
be of special uui terest.  Submicrometer structures offer a pos- studies of the influence of particle size.
sible set of tools for making measurements on extremely 2. A second problem is the role of catalyst support .  The
small crystals. The resulting information would provide choice of catalyst support is know n to affect  c a t a l y t i c
guidance for further synthesis , ultimately leading to new act ivi ty ,  but the reasons are not understood.
materials wi th  more desirable properties.

Surface diffusion is a basic step in a number  of surface
Molecular-Beam Epitaxy processes, such as surface chemi cal rea ctions , segregation ,

The increasing use of molecular-beam epitaxy ( M B E )  for and oxidation. Hardly any quant i ta t ive  measurements  of

fabrication of optical devices is well known and is ilh~ - diffusion rates have been made (except for some metal—

trated by the Au—GaAs Schottky diodes discussed in Sec- 
metal studies). A surface with a known initial concentra t ion

tion F. However , the latest efforts have produced materials 
profile (e.g., “sawtooth”)  would permit investigations of

with extremely high electron mobilities by modulated dop- 
these rates.

Microfabrication may also have a wide impact in the sci-
ing of semiconductor heterojunction superlattices of GaAs— ence of crystal gr owth ,  Two examples are it can supp ly a
Al v Ga u v As. The Si donors are placed in the wider bandga p means of probing the electrical properties of small crystal-
material , Alx Ga m~x As, while the electrons move in the lites; it can be used to establish small lateral dimensions ,
GaAs layers , thus greatly reducing impurity scattering. With which can be used to probe the detailed nature of the
this technique , room-temperature mobilities a factor of 2 growth mechanisms themselves.
higher than for bulk GaAs have been obtained; several
orders of magnitude can be gained at low temperatures.
This work illustrates the importance of exploring further E. SHORT-WAVELENGTH SPECTROSCOPY
‘~IB l ’ : as a means of preparing novel materials for micro- AND M IC R OSCOP Y
structure work , The use of electron and x-ray beams for lithography is dis-

cussed in Chapter 4. Here we address only the interplay be-
Interface Problems and Solid-State Reactions tween electron microscopy and x-ray techniques and micro-

The interfaces  in MOS structures play a critical role. The fabrication.

shrinking of some of the dimensions but not others in such Electron microscopes are reachin g the level of tndividual-

structures aggravates some problems and creates new ones. atom resolution; the development of these microscopes

Although recent work indicates the possibility of pro- served as the basis for the development of the lithographic

ducing thi n oxides that  have “normal” characteristics , as machines currently in use and those anticipated. With such

deduced from tunneling and conductance measurements , it microscopes , one would like to do a wide variety of elastic

is not certain what  failure mechanisms will dominate and , and inelastic experiments that involve energy loss , Auger

hence , wha t  failure rate will ensue for thin oxides. spectroscopy, or simply small-angle scattering. For this pur-

One particular class of problems that is magnified at pose , there is a definite need for solid-state detectors of the

small dimensions is contact effects. One always has the type discussed in Section F . E lectron scattering requires a

problem of voltage drops across contacts , which will be- large dynamic range , which currently available detectors do

co m e more critical as device size decreases. However , the not have. Whether such detectors could be used with a

most critical problem will probably be associated with phosphor depends on their damage characteristics , but , if
strain. The strain region between a doped/ imp lanted region possible , they would offe r advantages in resolution and

and a “pure ” region does not scale down. Strain-aided solid- readout . There is essentially no major effort in the United
state diffusion is a pote ntial problem. Sta tes to develop such detectors for this purpose,

Normal scaling considerations point out the critical need Such detectors are also applicable in x-ra y physics. More

for cont rol of interface charge , which controls threshold. important ly ,  microfabrication is necessary for the develop-
One ca nnot have such variations in magnitude as are toler- ment of grating monochromators and focusing Fresnel zone
ated in devices operating at higher voltages. The effect of plates, Considerable effort is going into the development of
thi n oxides on threshold variation has not been studied, zone plates for imaging of laser fusion implosions , with the

goal of attaining the 0. 1 -pm scale with extremely high-aspect
ratios for a good lens. In designing gratings particular ly for

Surface-Related Phenomena the soft x-ray regime , the wavelength and grating scales
The ability to control structure and composition on a scale should be comparable.
of 50— 100 A would make possible studies of some impor- With the development of synchrotron-radiation sources ,
tant  problems in catalysis. these x-ray devices will become more important .  At the
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e ,mne t ime , s ’n ~ h sources unake possible invest i g at ions  in are ‘ , aAs — ..’t u  Scl~o m t k y diodes w i t h  ~~1-p m Jim~ nsionc ,
l~t h o g r a p h y ,  ‘.op ’ gxa p i ~~, ho lograph~~, and the nna ~ v con- operating t~ear lO ’~ h i , w i t h  no ise t empera tures  in the
vent  ona l  techniques that  svill have a major impact  on mi- range of 300—500 K . and s u p e r c o n d u c t i n g  t . u u m n e I j u n c t ~ons .
crostr u cture technolog y ~ 0.4 pm 2 , used as mi x ers  a ’ 1 l u  GHz . w i th  nois e tempera-

tures of about 230 K. \lu.:h work needs to he dune to
un prove the s: ;ub ii ity o~ these de si c e s  and to mn ’rease the

F ASTROPHYSICS operating f requency by reducing their area. f e w  or no
Sta r t i ng  w i t h  optical astron omy and proceeding into the astronomical o b , e r v a u o n s  have been carried out in this
modern cr a ’.sith radio an.) x-ray astronomy, astrophy ’,ie s region of the spectrum heca ’,isc of he lack of suc~i ‘ ete c-
us advanced t hro u gh the in t roduct ion of new types of de- ;ors. In the past , the opening of previo u sly unexplored re-

tection systen u s .  Advances have been m ade by im~ r uviuig gions of the spectrum led LO major advances in n i ~,herstand-

~u b s m a n t i a U y  on resolution and sensitivity in those regions mng of the  universe .  There is every reason to expect  tha t  this
of the spect rum previously explored or by developing m e w  wtil be t rue  of t hi ~ sub m ml l in iv t e r  region.

at’ ab ihi t ie s for observation at p.’eviously unexplored wave-
lengths , (‘ur r en t ly ,  microfabrication techniques are contrib-
ut ing to both types  01 improvements  through the develop- C. BIOPHYSICS AND M E D I C I N E
ment of charge-coupled devic e (CCD) imaging array ’s for

r~ accomplish sounething direct!y beneficial to human he-the visi b le region of the spe c t ru m and advances in fabrica .
finn of su um al l  Sch~ t t k ~ diodes and superconducting tunnel  ir~ s is often a stronger mot nvau on than a t t e m p t i n g  to roll

back the frontiers of science or develop a tech uu o l ogy  thatjunct ions .
will even tua l ly  improve life for mankind.  Thin ’  it is some-l i m e  cur re um t  s ta tus  of detection systems in the visible re-
what easier to consider applications of mnicr o structures ingion oh the sp e ct rum has been reviewed recently.  For t h e
biophysics and medicine than  in physical and materials scm-past several y ears , integrated linear silico’i diode arrays have
ences. The following examples are moore specul a t ive  thanbeen avai l ab le  ‘I hese . i ;ravs  a le  geometricall y stable and
the suggestions u ffered in previous sections.sunnp l e  to ust ’ , h a y  high-resistive quan tum efficiency and

good dynamic  range , and are almost free of “cross-talk ”
b c tw~ en adjacent  elements. The amplifier noise limit is Microstructures and Nerves
a out  1 000 e lec t rons , which  limits the use of the arrays to When we consider that  normal hrmu nan  nerve cell size is
re l a t ive ly  bright obj ects or long integration t imes . many  cubic micrometers , ami d tha t  ind iv id u a l  mn emorv cells

A CCD detector w i th  400 ~ 400 pixels , in ’ which the sill- can be packed on a scale tha t  is sinai! compared to nerve
co.i chip is thinned to a 10-pm thickness and illuminated cells , we begin to feel that perhaps we can develop means to
from the rescrse side , has been developed . In tests , the on- improve local nerve behavior or esen to replace defective
chip ampl i f ier  achieved a readout noise of 15 electrons per nerve tissue. There is stil l  a’i i n t e r f ace  problem , of course.
pn , .e i  These det .’ctors have a dynamic range of approxi- In ail likelihood, we can f ind an algori thm to do the logic
mate ly 2500 and excellent linearity. They are likely to cre- for the interfacing, to  determine what  lum id of s t imula t ion
it e a new area in optical astronomy because their sensit ivity us necessary ’ as well as where it is nc~~’ssa r~ Obviously,  we
aod range will allow the observation of faint objects pie- must ensure t h a t  the phys ical  s t ruc ture  r eniairs np~ rabl e
vi i~l~ inaccessible , within the body.

I he development of such detectors , regarded as “ulti-
mate astrophysics detectors ,” has come about  through De’

Inter nal Monitorsp aitment  of Defense and Nat ional  Aeronautics and Space
Ad rn .mnistrat ~on c o i i t r a ~ ts . t hus  progress in this field has With the decrease ir~ size of circuits , it n ight  he possih~c to
been depen~~cu h on government  contracts to private indus- make sensors and t r a n s m i t t e r s  so stn ~ 1l tha t  not on ly  could
try.  Further  developments snouid lead to 800 x 800 and they be swallowed without  r iobl ems but t h t y  m i ght he in-
even larger arrays in the next  few years. serted in particular portions of the circulator y system , w i t h

In the submill imeter region of the spectrum , good detec- provision for readout of in fo rma t ion .  More gemu erally, we
tors are not cur ren t ly  available , since the RC of most detec- can contemplate using such u lt raminiatur ized devices to do
t or s  lim its the frequency to less than lO~ Hz. Since the more testing and moni tor ing  for n d m v duals. This develop-
capacitance is directl y proportional to the area , microstruc- ment would probably come abo u t not so much from
ture fa b rication offers an opportuni ty to reduce the capaci- smaller devices as from decreases in cost , so t h a t  health care
tance of such devices. T h e  c u r r e n t  state-of-the-art devices could be made more nearly universal,

V ‘ ‘ . - — -



Appendix:
Technical Contribut ions

This Appendix of technical contributions follows the gen-
eral format of Sections C and D of Chapter 3 and provides
in-depth discussion of several topics shown in Table 3, 1 of
Section C. These technical contributions were prepared by
experts selected from university, government , and industrial
laboratories. Their contributions, together with those of the
mem bers of the Subpanel on Materials Aspects of Micro-
fabrication, underlie the conclusions stated in Sections B
an d C of Chai~ter 3~
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Etching and Deposi tion of Very Smal l Struc tures

Ken Bean

Texas Instruments Incor porated
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1.2

M icro structure Fabrication

Etching and Deposition of Very Small Structures

1.0 Introd uction and Statu s -

ur uture designs in rn icrofabricatio n for semiconductor c i rcu i t s w i l l

require etch ing and /or deposition of very small Stru ctu ’- es In toda’i ’ s

t ’echn olog y we can etch and deposit in su~amicron geometries~~ ’’~~ however , t ’~~

controlling mechan ism s are not well understood , if at all.  Ani3otr op ic or

orien tation dependent etching (ODE) is bein g widel y used in today u s processing

of Dielectric Isolation structüres (2)CMOS and VMOS structures~~~ , vertical

MOSFET structures~
4
~ , etc. , Vertica l Multiple Junction solar cel ls hav e also

Leerm produced by ODE and ODD (orientation depend en t deposition) hav ina over one

thcu5ar~ junct ion per centimeter~~~ , ODE is also used in the process ng

of electronic printerhead s~
6
~ which must be electrically, thermally ar~ m~ch anica1l y

stable , .3nd in the ink jet printer head s~~~ . Etch ratios of over s~~ hu~dred to

one (600 to I) have been reported ~n GDE of ( l l O~ S l l ~~ CO~~, that is >600 times

faster in the e ll O> direction than in the ~ l l > d i~ ection~~~ . Ver~ hi g h

pa ck m n~ dens i t i e s  can also be ach ieved by use on  d i e l e c t r i c  i s o l a t i o n  i n (100)

s i l i con . Submicrori st ruc tu res  have been etched in (110) silicon with exce l len t

reproduction~~~. ci gure 1 is a 5000 x 80
0 

SEM show i ng a crosssectioned (110)

si l icon sl ic e with 0.6 urn rid ges on 1 .2 urn centers . The s de walm s Ct ~~~ese  r i d çes

ar e (I ll ) or i entation. These (I ll) sidewall surfaces can be dif fused ~v con-

vent iona l d if fus i on techniques , and oxidized by conventional oxida~ iori processes.

Howeve- , patterni ng in these structures has not yet been developed to ary

deg re’~.

S
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Fi gure ~~~~~ SH ’ ~~~ o~ , . ‘~ rH’:e~ on
ce”t ers e~~ neJ H I iC )

T h e  r i ~~~~~ s can be poftte d ~n ~or’ ~ b Lu : ~oJ ,’ s~~ructun ,’ “ see Fi~~ure 2)
and of co~ rse , they ~~ he :~ ‘i ., res3ec~ t o  ~he sur Face. T i l t i n g  as

u~ h as 160 off has ~~~~ ~c Hev~~~. ~~~~~ 3 ~ ~ 250 x S EM cross-sectional

‘i~e~’i of a ( 1 1 0 )  O DE structure. The s~~~~~c s H Hed 10 0 of f t ’~e ‘
~- l l O >

d rec t ion . -

I

F i u u rc 2. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ r i d g e s
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~ i~~ure ~. .250 SE~’ C r o r s — S e c L i ) n ~’ 1  v i c ~ of (h O) c rf (‘r ien :Ct ;, n ~
“
~~[ 1~~Q deep

TH ve ry large gain in sur~Hce ~ ‘.‘ .‘i~ i n i e  dc’,’i c ~~) 5~reo s ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~

evi i e nt froo. these ohotoc r~~oh s , ~or ex ~i -’o ’ e . o~ e cp’~n5 ~~ a 1 ri w i d e

iHe in the ‘ rask anc etcb~:s ,O d i~”~ (c~ H I s )  ~ec~ n t 0  t ’~ s , cc ~ne cttain s

~ 40d to oa~ n in surf~~:c ~~~~ (I ~n) 5j I ~~~~ sl ices ~~~ re a dil y  :e etcnea

cC~~H~~t y 1 v  through f r o  one side cr iItH ~~‘~~i ltan e c~~s “tch nn ~t’co s i d e s

fjr ’r lin es of no~~ts ,3n1 rHces or ;-~- f ;:‘i d s. ~~~ ~~~e ie ~rce (~
) for de~ :~i s -

T’e ~5C r1 t s a n d r i d  ;es c~’fe r ‘r’n’~ pocs I hi I i et, i n  ~ ; ::,‘ r.’ ~ ~- n , ~c tors

hi’~’ vol tage diode arrays , solar ce l l s , optical o r a t i n ~m , ‘tc. . w f l e  ~He

( — ‘1 o r id offers p ote nt ial in addr e ss irn st ruc~. u~ es ve~’ ’ f i r e sieve s . sn~~~~;

~~~~ etc.

Anoth er emer g ing tec hnology I s  th a t of con centr atio n depende nt et chi n o

(ODE). Some etches , f~~r ex~i’ro le 1 -3 - 8  ~~r t  H F , (hydrc ’ I u or ic ~ 3 par t s

1Htr ic ) and 8 parts CH 3COOH (Acet Ic)) et’ h P+ Cr N + ( > ~~ 5 x I 3 ~~~ but p a c t i c a  H

stop etchin g at an abrupt P- , or N- j i i i lc r i on , or n t e r f ’ c e .  The o p ” s i t e  c ’ F ” c t

i s  obs erv ed , ann ~~~~~ in the case  of t he  OOE ‘isei for  ( 10 0 )  sH con, T h i s
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1.6

etch (KOH , norma l rorano l and H
2
0) stops etc H i ng at a P+ interface, Table 1

l ists so’re of the ori e n tati c n dependen t etcoes , and some concentration dependent

etches as well as planar etch.

The deep grooves , as shown in F i g u r e  1 can he f i l l e d  to a p lana r sur face

by se lec t i ve  ep i t a x ia l  d e p o s i t i o n~~~ , S e l e c t i v e  ep i tax ia l  depos i t i on  can be

accompl i s h e d  by u s i ng  tne proper masking materials and mask to open s il iccn

g eomet r ies .  See re fe ren ces  1 and 2 end F i gu re  ~~ . F i gure 4 s hows s e l e c t i v e

d e p o s i t i o n  of ( 100 ’i s i l i c o n .

ORtENT ATION DEPENDENT DEPOSLT!ON ORtENTATION DEPENDENT DEPOS I1l0~
I1~~) 1KX UOO) Z .5K X

~~igure 4

The mask is 5 urn d i ame te r  opening on 20 ~m centers. Note the (100) square

f o u r f old  syrtr iet rv development- throug h the round mask opening . The “ep i tops ”

have grown la terally over the mask f ro m  the ori g ina l ~ ,im diameter to 13 pm x

13 nm squares. In t h i s  device there can be no spurious nuc leat ion of s i l i c o n  on

the mask , which would br id ge the s t ructu res .

-— -
~~~~ : - ‘ ‘
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F i g’~re 5 is a 3000X may n if l c a t i on , S M  o f se~~e c t i v e  ep t a x ia l  d e p o s i t i o n  of

( i l l )  s 1ico - t  using ‘he same mask as n F’i
~~ re 4 . ~o te  the ox ide  -i-a sk ara ‘E~ Tot”

breakag e a long the c leaved ~~~~~~~~~ The ori g i nal unmasked diameter is  ev iden t as i s

th~ r2as k th ickn ess.  7~1so note the ar ea of s i l i c o n - o x i d e  in te r f ace  reac t i o n  u der

the Hflcon overgrowth. Th is  can be e l i m i n a t e d  or a l te red  by use of s i l  i con

n i t r i d e  masking.

—‘ _., , ‘i. 1ll~ .,, _ ‘~

-

F i gur e 5. 3~)OCX SEM . (lb I) Prefer ential Orie ntat ion
Dependen t Ep ita Hal Depo s~ t ion of S i l i c o n

F i g u- e  6 is a 3000X c ross-sec t iona l v i e w  of such a s t ructure as in F igure 5

~nrtov e , after ox~de etch to remove the mask.

— -~~~~— r r  — T ’ ’
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F i gure 6. 3000X SEM . ( I l l )  P re f e r e n t i a l  O r i e n t a t i o n
Dependent Epitaxia l Deposition of Sil  icon

~~~~~ - “~~~~~~ V~~~~~~~~ ’ — -
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2 . 0  Tec hnolog ica l  Need s

A thoroug h understand i ng of the mechanics of s i l i c o n  e tch ing  i s  re qu i r e d

for orietna tion dependent etching arid for concentration and /or type dependent

etchin g . Some of these are related to ionic properties while other s may be

rela ted to lattice packing densities and some may be effec ted by atomic or lattice

stress or damage (due to dop i ng concentra tion). ~t present it is d i f f i c u l t  if

no t imposs inl e to predict the effec t a particular etch solution w i l l  have at a

silicon crys tal interface concentration grad i en t or P-N junction .

Studies need to be made to understand (1) the etching mechanism s , (2) tne

byproduct of etching reactions , (3) the effects of these byproduc ts on etch rate ,

(4 ) the possible process contaminations in device processing , and (5 ) the effect

on masking materials.

3.0 Potential Impac t

The potential impact is very diverse i n not onl y the Electronic Sem i-

conduc tor field but in t i e field s of energy converters ; biomed i ca l instruments;

bod y f l uid , chemica l , gaseous and solid sieves ; dangerou s gas or pollution

de tectors; m icromach inin g and others .

4.0 Opportuni ties to University , Government and Industry

o The above techno l ogy requirements offer many new , c h a l l e n g ing and po te n t i a l l y

revolu tionar y studie s for graduate student thesis programs.

o These technology programs offer area s wherein support can be offered from

indus try or governmen t to universities for potentiall y revol utionary but

h i gh—risk programs .

_- . — 7 - —’ ————-— — ,-- - -——- , ‘ — — .— ‘ - ‘ - .— ——- — — ——— - — —— - —-— --—— — - — -- -— - - - - — — - ——-— - —-- —— — — -
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o The opportunity for government , industr ia l and un iver sity worki ry agre er— ent

are presented in these technolog y requirem ents.

o New technolog y fields a re  offered to universities , industrial and

government laboratories.

o New and advanced product fields are offered to industry.

o New instrumentation and products are potentiall y available for biomed i ca l

fields merg ing university , industrial and governmental interests.

4.1 Specific Top ics for Investi gation

I . (I) Define etching mechan i sm for 1-3-8 etch on si l  icon .

(2) Is the mechanism con t rolled by ionic or damage properties?

(3) Why does it attack N-i- or P+ silicon and stop at N- or P- interface

or junction?

(1+) Wha t is the effect of a P4-, N— junction over that of a P+ P- inter-

fac e or N+ N- interface?

II. (I) Define etching mechanism of KoH propanol and water edch.

(2) Why is i t  anisotrop ic with respect to crystal orientation?

(3) Why does it etch P— or N— and stop at a P+ interface or junction?

(4) Wh y is this etch both or i entation and type concentration dependent?

I l l .  (1) What is the etch mechanism of the Eth y len ediamin -P yrocatechol-H
20

etch?

(2) Why does the addition of liy droz ine speed the etching rate so

drasticall y?

~~~~ - : - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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(3 )  Wh y is the etch orientat on dependent?

(Li) ~.dh y is the etch concentratio n depend ent?

IV. (1) What is  the etching mechanism of KOH —H 20?

(2) Why is it so hi g h l y orien tation depend ent , for examp le 650 to I in

the <1 1 0> d rect 1 on vs the <I l l > dir ection ?

(3) Why is it not concentration dependent as the KOH—Propa no l and H20 is?

V. (1) What is the mechanism for sil icon atom mobility in preferential

or selective ep itaxial deposition ? Wha t is the optimum silicon

halide to use? I t is known tha t S 1C H1
3 

i s  better tha n S 1H 2C 1 2 or

SiC l 4. Wh y? It is also known tha t even SiH 4 has some degree of

silicon m obil i ty even thoug h I i terature reports none -

(2) What is the optimum mask material?

(3 ) What are the optimum deposition conditions?

(4) Wha t s the optimum mask area to open silicon area and geometries?

(5 ) Wha t is the effect of the chlorine molecule on silicon atom mobility

or transport?

_ 
_ _  ___-

~
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1. INTRODUCTION (SCOPE)

The preparat ion and charac te r iza t ion  of thin ep i tax ia l  semiconductor layers
and thin metall i - qnd insula t ing  films is a very important aspect of the develop-
ment and extension of the limits of ultraminiaturization . This is true especially
for the future utilization of compound semiconductors which are already achieving
dominance in the field of low noise microwave FET ampli’iers . Further extension
of submicron technology in these materials will require more development of the
various growth techniques as well as development of the methods of characterizing
the very thin layers required for some submicron device applications . This report
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summarizes the current status of the work in academic , governmental Sflu ind ustrial
research l abora to r i e s  and a t tempts  to point  out the  areas w h e r e  a dd i t o nu l  reseai ’ch
is essential for con t inued  progress  towards  u l t r am i n i a t u ri z a t i o n . F i n a l ly , t h e
possible impact of the anticipated research results on other fields of work is
discussed and research areas particularly suitable to university and industrial
study are suggested. The needs relative to silicon and silicon integrat~ d cir-
cuits are not considered because (1) the wide industrial and commercial interest
in this area insure adequate——at least much more than can be provided by govern-
mental agencie~.--support for applied research , and (2) university lubcratories
are not genera l ly  equipped to contribute to s t a t e — o f — t h e — a r t  s i l i con  t e c h n o l o g y  -
The long term potential of compound semiconductors justifies governmental support
of research , with uncertain but possib ly great rewards , that would not be
adequately supported by industry .

2. EPITAXIAL GROWTH TECHNIQUES

2.0 Introduction
The primary techniques used in the growth of epitaxial semiconductor layers

are liquid phase epitaxial (LPE) growth , vapor phase epitaxial (VPE) growth ,
molecular beam epitaxial (MBE) growth , and metalorganic chemical vapor depositi~ o
(MO—CVD). Although the last two growth methods can technically be classed as
VPE, they are so much different from earlier methods of ~,TE growth i t  is best
to retain the special terms NBE and MO—CVD. In this section the current status
of the various growth techniques will be briefly summarized. A final topic is
the importance and status of the substrates required for the growth of high
quality epitaxial layers .

2.1 Liquid Phase Epitaxy
2.1.0 Current Status. The pr~totype of the LPE method of crystal growth

was the system described by Nelson for the growth of GaAs . In the app lication
of the LPE growth technique to GaAs, a Ga solution at an elevated temperature
is saturated with GaAs. The epitaxial growth occurs when the growth solution
is moved over a GaAs substrate and the temperature of the growth solution is
lowered to induce supersaturation of the solution and epitaxial growth on the
substrate . If Al is introdu~ed into the growth solution , the epitaxial layer
that is grown is Al Ga

1 As , and a heterostructure results between the
Al Ga As and the ~aAs ~ubstrate. Until recently , LPE has been the best tech—
.x l-xnique for the growth of Al Ga

1 
As—GaAs heterostructures , amo it has been parti-

cularly important for the ~abri~ation of diode lasers in this materials system.
This growth technique and its application to simiconductor lasers utilizaing
multiple—well graphite slider boats for the growt~ of complex device str2ctures
has been reviewed in detail by Kressel and Butler and Casey and Panish. The
LPE growth technique has been used for many materials besides Al

~
Ga1_ As and SaAs ,

and an extensive list of references is given in References 3 and 4. ~he LPE
growth technique has also been used for the growth of variab le—bandgap lattice—
matched heterojunctions of the quaternary alloy In

1 
Ga As

1 
P . Further develop-

ments of this growth technique for applications of I~Ga~sP i~ ~xnitters and
detectors  fo r  optical  f iber  transmission system and microwave devices w i l l  be
impor tant .  (Note : The quaternary InGaPAs is used also for visible spectrum
emitters.)

Compared to the other methods of epitaxial growth LPE has certain disadvan-
tages , such as poorer control of layer thickness , problems with poorer surface

.
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morptio icg’. i nc l u d i n g  g r - ~~th ~~~~ ~ :eS ~ad neniscus lines and l e S S  flexib1~ control
ot  crvs to~1 c cnp u s it i o n  in th~ growth ~ f a lovs .  H ow e v e r , th e r e  a re  p a tt i  Ou l a r
advantages  as so c i a t e d  w it h  the  LPE g rowth  t e c hn i cu ~ t h a t  m .-~~c i t  an a t t r a c t i v e
technique for further study. It  is r e l a t i v e ly  in t o xp en s i x e t o  set  up an L P E cr ow~
sys t em and t h i s  makes  i t  ide~J f o r  laboratory scale oxnt r imem t s , Hot it  i~ a l so
capable  of some r e s uit s  t h a t  c a n n o t  be o bt a i o e i  w i t h  t h e  o t h e r  g~~ ’wth  t o c hn i lo e s .
An example of this  is  the use of the amphoteric d o p a n t s  Si and Ge to  ob :~~in p — n
junctions c~~th both p and n si des o f the  j u n c t i o n  dop ed ~ith the same i m o u r : t v .
Under most growth conditions , both Si and Ge tend to preferenti ally locate C o
the Column ill sites ( ~) and act as shailow donors. Howe er , i~ t h e  LPE g r o w t h
technique  b e cau se  o f  the  l a rge  concentration of ha atoms in the zrowrh S O 1 U t ~~ OnS

there is a t e n d e n c y  for more As vacancies and thus , ~or certayn grrw t cond iti-n .z
(temperatures) the dopants Si and Ge will occup y the Column V lattice sites and
act as acceptors .5 It is probable that the Column IV atoms acting as acceptors
may be incorporated both in a vacancy complex , and as a simple ~ubstirutiona1
accep t orJ~ In fact , Si int : duces at  least two acceptor iev~ils, . it h  the ohal lowe n
level c resumab ly due to a simple substitutional acceptor and the 

~~ 
- r level ~ue

to a v-acanc; complex. So far , it has not been possible t o  obtain n_ tv re doning
with Ge and Si using the other VPE growth technicues . (P-tvp. doping can ~~~

obtained with Ge in MBE gr u w t c i , but the minority carrier d i ffusi on lenF : :S ar c
much lower than in p—type Ge—doped LP E material.)

Relatively high—purity GaAs has been pren~~red by LPE ~rowth tcchn ques ~~~~~
Wolfe and Stiliman , Ref.7 , for a review o~ results for high pur~~t’: GaAs) and mo rc
recently, Morkoç and Eastman8 have shown that the :cultip le- - .ell sli d er b o a t  g r o wt c
technique that  is so i m p o r t a n t  f o r  the  growth of m u l t i p l e  1 -av e r  h e t e r o st r u c t u ro s

~an also be used for the LPE growth of high purity daAs . ‘1ore r e c en t l y ,  I p ,  Eas t-
man , and Wrick9 have shown that similar techniques can be cce: i  f o r  the ormth of
high purity laP .

2.1.: ~tajor Problems . The major problems relatod t o  the LPH ~rowth o~ thin
films in general are the accuratc control of thichness , the control of surface
morphology , and the uniformity and control of doping in the epiraxial l ay e r s .  A l l
of these prob lems ore related to the transport rates of the minority c om p o n en t s
f r o m  the  bulk of the hrc-~rh solution to the substrates 

— growth so~ utlcn interface.
I t  is now well t nown that for accurate control of layer thichness and for layer
uniformity it is essential that this transport occur only by diffusi on . .\:‘y
c o n v e c t i o n  in t h e  g rowth  so lu t ion  will produce generally t h i c k  and :icn-uniiorm
layers , and must therefore be avoided. This places severe requirements on the
temperature uniformity , boat design , melt height , et c.

In part icular applications of LPE growth , such as to the quaternarv alloy
InGaAsP there are additional prob lems that need to be resolved. W ith this material ,
any change in the composition of the epitaxial layer will result in a lattice mis-
match hetorujunction , instead of just a slightly different handgap that would
result for AlGaAs , and the mismatch will certainly cause poor device reliability
and/ or performance.

2.2 Vapor Phase Epit~~çy
2.2.0 Current Status. The vapor phase epitaxial growth technique is the most

widely used method for the growth of GaAs , GaAsP , GaP , InP , and Si ep itaxial layers.
This process generally provides layers with good surface morphology and few su r f ace
defects compared to LPE layers . The melt wipe—off problems and meniscus line
defec ts and terraces that pose some of the major problems in LPE are non—existent
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e b s e n i i~~~~~’ unc . c ~- ~ ~ . ‘ e t ’ -  - e eci . s i g n i r i c a n t  ~e ve i cp n e r t s  in this

~r a w t c  te n n i~~- r~~. I L V ~~ t I t- o n t r o  . : o piag p r - !  les , i~~ru pt  s u b s t r a t e —
i ~ r 1 r i t e r m 3 c e s , ~ m - A~~~~~ 

— :  : : e s~- 1- -~~~- pme i o t s  have  r e s ult e d  b ecau s e
ci t h eir  m n p o r t a n c e  - r  p a r t i  a ’ ~: de~-~ ~- t . v i i c a t i o r s .  Thic zr ~~~tn  t e . o n i que is
a lso the one t h~~t c~~s been mos t  e f e c t ~~ve in t h e  or a t h  of h i g h  ; ou r i t ’ .’ Th I , b u t
i t  h a s  re~~ i i ’. -~ -en  poantea u t ’° t h a t  t h e  s t a n d a r d  c h l o r i d e  process  does no t
permit wide ~x i u t 1 o n  ~~i the gr w:h p~ r i reto rs t h a t  wh ich ma-i he essential to
obtain material with m e  best CleLtr ica l properties.

- - - . . 11The n . Jr ~~oe gr ~ :h technique shich was r ir s t  descr ibed  by Ruehrwein  is toe
system most wt del . c~~e i  f o r  t h e  l a r g e  :caie co ercial growth of GaAs P for

1—x xLED a p p l ica t ion s-”  , 13 -and is a lso  t h e  coo developed by RCA f o r  the growtn  of a
large num b er of ill-V compounds and alloys. 1-4 The chemical processes in th e  ~.y d ri de
growth technique are lescribed in detail in Ref.l5. This growth technique is par-
t i c u l a r ly W C I I  sui t ed  to  t he  g r o w t h  of alloys , and RCA has r e c e n t ly r e p o r t e d  CW
lasers in VPE InGaAsP grown  us ing  t h i s  p rocessJ6  The p u r i t y  of GaAs and m E  ~~~~~~~~~

taxial layers grown with this technique is not as high as that of similar layers
grown using t he chloride process , however .  A l though  reasonab ly h i gh p u r i t y  has
been achieved in the growth of GaAs , 1-7 these results were not generally reproduc-
ible , and in spite of “rumors” of high purity GaAs (i.e., u 7..?200,000 cm2/V—sec)
from several industrial laboratories using this process there has been no published
report of these resu l t s .  There are very few published resul ts  for  InP p r o w n  w i t h
the hydride system , and in fact very complicated modifications have been made to
the chloride system to a t t a i n  the capability of wide variation of the growth condi-
tions while retaining the advantage of the higher purity starting materials in the
chloride process. ~0 Thus it is clear that the current status of the purity of
materials grow n by the hydride growth technique is not as good as that of the
chloride process. However , the purity may be adequate for many applications and
the hydr ide  system makes it rela t ively easy to vary the growth conditions. Also ,
it should be remembered that not nearly as much effort has been expended in growth
of high purity material with the hydride system.

2 . 2 . 1  Maj or Problems. There are several problems in the VPE g rowth  p roc e s s
that , if solved , could make mater ia l  grown by this method very suitab le for app li—
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cj t i on s  in submi~ ron uitr~~ iaiarur~ :ed devices. The chiorioc ~r-owmh vs t on  is
ado- ~ u a t e  f o r  mon o a p r i i oa t ~~o ros . b u t  t h e  p o s si b  i l i tv  of c o n t r o l l i n g  the  g r o w t h
-: onditlons by s tmply controlling the eas flows makes the hvdrade system -of can-
ticular interest for ~ernaro and -~u~ tern ar’, apolications and for the VPE growth
of h e te r o j u n c t i o n s .  For many app l i c a t i o n s , t h e  pur i ty  t h a t  can be o b t ain c .- tth
the presently available starting materials and gases is ad~= o O a t C ~ b u t  f o r  o t n e r s ,
such as FET D u Cf a r layers or buffer layer for integrated circuits ouch better
c o n t r o l  of t h e  p u r i t y  is n eeded . No t  only do h i g h e r  p u r i t y  gases neec to be
develo pec , h u t  j i S o , the be s t  means of cleaning t h e  s t o r a g e  tanks and keeping th~
gases pu re  needs  to h e  developed . For a p p l i c a t i o n s  in h i g h speed u l t r a — ni n ~~a: u r i :e d
in t e g r a t e d  c~~rcu its , the bes t  developed rompound s e m i c o n d u c t o r  m a t e r i a l  is CaAs .
However , t he re  a re  i nd ica t ions  t h a t  InP co-old hold the  p o t e n t i a l  of ever,  h i g h e r
speeds of opera t ion  in t he se  c i r c u i t s, an i  d e v e l op m e n t  of ImP s h o u l d  be c o n t i n u e d
in pa r~~o lel w i t h  GaAs . I t  is not to late for InP to be considered for i -c e b a s i c
u l t r a  h i g h  speed microtniniaturized i n t e g r a ted  circuit  m a t e r i a l  if d i s c r e t e  r e s u l t s
ind ica te  t h a t  1-nP has super io r  p r o p e r t i e s .

2 . 3. M ol e c ul a r  Beam Ep it axy
2 . 3 . 0  C u r re n t  Status. Another type of VPE has been studied extens ively since

about 1970. Thia techni que is essentially the evaporation of element al :omponeats
on t o  a h e a t e d  s ingle  c rys ta l  s u b s t r a t e , b u t  to emp has i ze  the control of the or-- stal
composi t ion th is  grow th method has been coi led molecu la r  beam epitax:; (bEE) . Th i s
technique cons ists of direc ting con trolled “bea ms” of the required atonv~ trom
effusion—cell ovens , that can be shuttered to change from the crowth of one tv-ce
of crystal to another , toward the heated substrate in a vacuum of -l0~~-°Torr . The
technology of this techniuce has recently been extensively reviewed.1-

~~’-~
-9 The

MBE growth rate is relatively low (-60—600 ~/min) and this permits precise con ’rcl
of the thickness of the epitaxial layers . This capability may be the most impor-
tant feature of ~BE. In fact , it is possible to crow ALcs and GaAs fri  alternate
monolayers and this capability may permit the growth of structures with part icular
transport properties. b~ E systems are cou~ ercially marketed by several companies ,
Varian and Physical Electronics (in the U.S.),Riher (France), Vacuum hen~ rator
(England) , and ~ iva (Japan). Probably the mos t important advantage of the ~~E
growth technique is that it is possible to do many different m op es of in situ
analyses during the actual growth of the epitaxial layers , and mos t of the conmier-
cial ~~E growth systems include reflection electron diffraction equipment , a mass
spectrome ter , and an Auger spectrometer with ion sputtering c ap a b i l i ty .  Al though
ultra—high vacuum is required , most of the commercial sys tems  also incorporate a
sample-exchange interlock so that atmospheric contamination of the growth ch am b e r
is prevented and rapid samp le exchange can be accomplished. Most of the work on
MBE has been directed toward GaAs and AlGaAs and good electrical properties have
been ob tained. However , although room temperature CW lasers have been fabricated
from MBE material , the radiative efficiency of MBE material does not seem to be as
high as that of LPE and VPE material, possib ly because of nonradiat~ve recombination
at native defects . There have been some reported MBE results for ImP but P is
generally much more difficult to work with in ~‘1BE systems because of the low stick-
ing coefficient of this material and the resulting necessity for high P fluxes.

Because of the capability of the accurate control of extremely thin epimaxTh i
layer s , including the fabrication of new structures involving nonolayers , and
because of the capability of studying the crystal as it grow s in situ , it is licely
that this growth technique will become more and more important , especially for app-
lications in submicron ultraminiaturization wh en  extremely good su r f ace  morp hology
w i l l  be requi red .
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~~ l M n ~~o r P :- o~- l ~ ns.  A l t h o u g h oce  g e ne ra l  t e c h n io c e s  f o r  ~~ E c r o w o n  o : .0
ann  AlGaA s oave o een :eveloped over toe pas t r ew  y e a r s , ma— . id s m e n ta l  areas th at
will  be imp o r t a n t  f o r  a p p l i c a t io n s  of ~~ E m at ’~r i al  in  s uh n i c r c - n c i r c u i t s  and d e v t ~~es
need to  examined .  F u n d a m e n t a l  basic r e s e a r c h  needs t o  be  done -on O : c e  a t o m o c nuc lea -
t ion process , on the e lementa l  s t i c kin g  p r o b a b i l i t i e s  of t h e  p r i m a r  a tomi c sp e c i e s
as well  as of dopan t i c o p ur it ie s , and on t h e  a c t u a l  a t o m i c  c ry s t a l  o r o y r : -  p r o c e s s .
The interdiffusion e f f e c t s  of the  p r im a r y  atoms as well as of the doparo t i mp u r i t i e s
need to be studied because small amounts of diffusion could be cerv crit ical in
submicron (10— 100 

~~~
) layers that can °e controllablv grow-n using MBE. The de fect s

that are introduced during growth also need to be charac tericed since little is
known about the defects that , for example , are r e sp o n s i b l e  f o r  t h e  low r a d i a t i v e
recombination eff iciency characteristic of most ~~E material .

It has been demons trated that alternate monolavers of GaAs—AlAs can  be grown
using the ~~E techte~que , so this growth technique should permit the stud y of r ea l ly
abrupt heterojunctions of these materials. The energ’ band discontiriuities and
interface recombination velocities of this material sh o u l d  be t h c r o u g h~~v : i i ar ac —
terized for their effect on possible device app lications , particular ly with r ega rd
to ultraminiaturization.

In addition to these problems related to GaAs and AlGaAs , the same pr:f;Thns
need to be considered for other importan t compound serriconductcr alloys——pi rticu—
larly those cont oining P. The kinetics and energetics of P incorporation d u r i ng
growth of both GaAs and [nP substrates should be examined in detail.

2.4. Me:alorganic chemical Vapor Deposition
2.4.0 Current Status. The most recently developed technique for the growth of

ep itaxial films is the met l O organi : chemical vapor deposition (M0-CVD) technique ,
and for  rn~-ar.y app lications it is potentially the most useful. This growth technique
is the one that is most successful for the growth of Ill-V compounas on san- :ovre
and spinel oxide substrates and was initially developed for this purpose , hut even
more importan tly , it permits the VPE growth of Ai ds 1 As. This material canno t
be grow-n by any of the other VPE techniques , exc-obt ~~~~ and because of its usetul—
ness for many lattice—matched he:erojunction devices , M0—CVD will be particularly
important for the growth of this material for submicron ultraminaturization appli-
cations where the surface morphology and uniformity obtainable by LPE, it present
at least , is not adequate .

The M0— CVD growth technique uses the vola t i le  metalorganic compounds bOTh as
triethylgallium , trimethylgallium and trimethylaluminum as the source of Ga and Al
and AsH 3 as the  source of As. Although early results  using M0—CVD were not parti—
cularlX promising because of heavy compensation and poor minor i ty  c a r r i e r  proper-
ties ,2U relatively uncompensated material with good optical properties can now be
grown , and CW room temperature A1GaAs—GaAs double heterostructure lasers with
thresholds and efficiences as good or better than those obtained by LPE techniques
have been repor ted.2 1 Other results by Dupuis and Dapkus and Holonyak anu cowork-
ers 22 indicate that very uniform, thin (—50 ~~~) , single and multiple (up to —50)
epitaxial layers can be grown using this technique , and these structures ma’; be
pa rticularly useful in submicron ultraminiaturized circuits and de--- ices . Relative-
ly high purity GaAs has been ob tained with the M0—CVD techni que using specially
pur ified triethylgallium. The carrier concentrations were in the <101-4cnf 3 range
and the maximum liquid nitrogen mobility was 120,000ctn2/V_sec.23 With or~ inar’-
sources of trimethylgallium the purity is not as high , and there is also the poss-
ibility that the carbon which is part of the neta~ org anic sources may also be a
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source of compensa t ion since p ho to luminescence  s t u d i e s  have i d e n t i f i e d  C— a c c e p t o r s
in M O— CVD GaAs . Al though the  p u r i t y  of N0—CVD m a t e r i a l  is p r i m a r i l y  l i m i t e d  by
the  p u r i t y  of the source m a ter i a l s , i t  is possible to ad jus t  the  growth  c o n d i t i o n s ,
such as the Ill—V ratio , so that q u i t e  high r e s i s t i v i tY , i -ow- c a r rie r  concent ra -
t ion  mate r ia l  is ob ta ined .

2 . 4 .1 Major Problems .  rhe r e c e n t  o u t s t a n ding r e s u l t s  of MO—CVD AlGaA s—GaA s
heterojunction diode lasers by Dupuis are proof of the p o t e n t i a l  of this growth
technique for A1GaAs, but there are many details in the growth process and in
the materials characterization that need to be studied. The MO—CVD growth system
is par ticularly well suited to varying the gas compos i t i on  in the  growth  zone ,
the the effects on the various material propert ies need to be determined. The
minority carrier diffusion lengths , the majority carrier mobility , and the compen—
sation may be considerab ly in f luenced by the grow th cond it ions , and the optimum
parameters should be determined to obtain material with the best electrical as
well as optical properties . The possibility of using structures consisting of
undoped quantum well layers bounded by doped AlGaAs layers grown by MO— CVD for
obtaining higher conductivity material has been suggested by Dapkus (and recen t-
ly reported for ~1BE layers) and this possibility should be thoroughly investigated.
Although the purity of p r e s e n tly  available metalorganic compounds appears to he
adequate for laser diode photocell and similar applications , better control of
purity may be required for FET and other microwave devices and it is impor tan t
that work be done to purify the metalorganic sources .

Other areas that need to be studied further in much more detail include the
MO-CVD of phosphorous compounds . There is some industrial work on this topic in
France as well as in this country , and the c a p a b i l i t y  of growing InP , and in par-
ticular the quaternary alloy LnGaAsP , could have far reaching implications for
many optical and microwave devices and for applications in ultraminiaturization .

2 . 5  Subs t r a t e  Material
2 . 5 . 0  Current  Status. For all of the epitaxial growth techniques described

in the previous sections , suitable substrates are essential. Low dislocation
density , uniformly doped low resistivity epitaxial material is required for  many
device applications such as lasers and detectors , and high q u a l i t y  s e m i— i ns u l a t i n g
substrates) also with low dislocation densit ies are required for FET and planar
integrated circuit applications . Satisfactory conducting GaAs substrate material
can generally oe obtain-ed from several suppliers in this country . Although there
can be considerable ingot to ingo t variation . The availability of satisfactory
semi—insulating GaAs material is not so good however , and the properties of each
ingot must be evaluated to determine whether it is s a t i s f ac to ry  or no t .  Even
when the general properties , such as resistivity, thermal stability, etc., of
semi—insulating substrate are satisfactory , there are often problems related to
the influence of the Cr—dopant and other impurities 9n the electrical properties
of thin epitaxial layers grown on these substrates .2’~ However , the feasibility of
growing essentially intrinsic VPE (AsCl~ —Ga—H~ techni que) GaAs layers on specially
qualified Cr—doped subs~~ ates has recently bean demonstrated by R.D. Fairman of
Rockwell International . In a recent potentially very important development ,
E.N. Swiggard and H. Lessoff of the Naval Research Laboratory 26 have grown uriin—
tentionally doped semi—insulating GaAs crystals using the LEC crystal pulling
technique and GaAs starting material compounded in pyrolytic boron nitride . This
semi—insulating single crystal material has a resistivity greater than i07

and is thermally stab le. For MSI and LSI GaAs integrated circuits it would be
desirable to have substrates of sufficient quality that the devices could be formed
directly on the substrate without having to grow an epitaxial layer at all , and
this NRL material may be suitable for these applications .
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The a v a ila b i l i t y  of InP subs t r a t e  m a t e r i a l  is no t  n e a r ly  as good as tar GL~s ,
and what is available is very expensive (�$80 ncr gram) . This limits t h e  r e s e a r c h
on mater ia l s  using these substrates , and if the potential of nP and related
materials  is to be r e a l i z ed , c o n si d e r a b l e  work w i l l  have to be done on increas ing
the quality and a v a i l a b i l i ty  of nP substrates . In this country , the main work
on bulk InP is at Varian  ~~~soc ia t e s  (C. Antvpas ) and the Naval Resea rch  Labora-
tory (R. Henry),28 and there have been considerab le advances in the purity and
quality of this material. Fe—doped semi—insulating InP substrates can be gr o w n
and the main effort in both conducting and insulating material needs tc he directed
toward reducing dislocatior . density , elimination of preci pitates , and increasing
the purity .

2 . 5 . 1  Major  Problems. The major problems in GaAs substrates are concerned w i t h
semi—insulating material , particularly with the thermal type conversion of this
material and with the influence of impurities in the substrate , including Cr , on
the  p rope r t i e s  of epitaxial  layers grown on these s u b s t r a t e s. The achievement 0f
re l iable , semi—insulating substrates without Cr—dop ing could have important con-
sequences for MSI LSI, and ultraminiaturization possibilities of GaAs . With InP
substrates , in addition to the quality of the substrates related to dislocations ,
precipitates , and other defect , there is the problem of ready availability of
reasonab ly pr iced material . The development of a ready s up p l y  of s a t i s f a c t o r y
InP material will be of primary importance in r ea l i z ing  the p o t e n t i a l  of t h i s  and
related materials such as IriGaAsP in optical , microwave , and u lt r a m i n i a t u r i z a t i o n
applications .

3. CHARACTERIZATION TECHNIQUES

3.0 C u r r e n t  S ta tus
The characterization techniques for semiconductors are well developed and

generally quite well understood. There are numerous review articles on each of
the measurements within a general type of characterization technique and often
there are reviews of applications of particular techniques to specific semi-
conductors. In general , for the characterization of thin films for device appli-
cations results of several of these techniques will have to be correlated and the
actual device performance may also have to be used to characterize the material .
A good example of this is the measurements of the noise figure of GaAs FET ’s to
determine the presence and influence traps in the substrates and/or epitaxial
buffer layers. The characterization techniques can arbitrarily be divided into
the following measurements :

3.0.1 Structural Measurements. These measurements include x—ray determination
of crystal structure , la ttice misma tch , stress and defects , and SEM (scanning elec-
tron microscopy) and TEN (transmission electron microscopy) .

3.0.2 Compositional and Chemical Measurements. There are many different
instrumental methods that are available for these measurements and the depth to be
examined including the resolution required , the number and type of elements to be
detected , the required sensitivity , and the cost of the equipmen t vary widely . The
various methods include ESCA(electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis), XPS(x— ray
photoelectron spectroscopy) , USP (vacuum ul t raviolet  photoe lec t ron  spec t roscopy) ,
AES (Auger electron spectroscopy) , SAN (scanning Auger microanalysis) , SINS (second-
ary ion mass spectrometry) , 1PM ( ion—probe microanalysis) , EPN ( e l e c t r o n — p r o b e
microanalysis), ISS (ion scattering spectrometry) , SSMS (spark source mass spec—
trome t ry) , and RBS (Rutherford backscatterin~ spectrometry) , and each has particular
applications for which it is most usefu1.29 ’~°
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3.0.3 Electrical Measurements. The most impor t an t e l e c t r i c a l  c h a r a c te r i z a -
tion method historically is the measurement and analysis of Hall coefficient and
res i s t iv i ty  data  o”er a large temperature range . For GaAs , the  c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n
has been complete enough that it is possible to make an accurate estimate of the
donor a91acceptor concentrations from a single measurement of the Hall mobility
at 77 K. Similar characterization has not been done for InP however.  O t her
me thods of electrical characterization suitable for analyzing epitaxial layers
include capacitance voltage measurements and analyses , various forms of deep level
tiansient capacitance , thermally stimulated capacitance and current , and finally
the measurement of minority carrier d i f f u s i o n  lengths and lifetime . These elec-
trical characterization methods have recently been reviewed by Blood and 0rton .3~

3.0.4 Optical Measurements. Optical methods of semiconductor characterization
include simple absorption or transmission measurements for energy ~ap determina-
tion , photoluminescence measurements for acceptor identifications ,~

3 far— infrared
photoconductivity measurements for identification of residual donors ,3~ and
reflectance mea~~rements for the determination of th in  layer thickness and carrier
concentrations .

3.1 Major Problems
Most of these characterization techniques described above are very well under-

stood , but there can still be considerable uncertainty and ambiguity in applying
them to particular semiconductors. The techniques will need to be refined if
they are to be of value in characterizing the very thin layers that will be impor-
tant in ultraminiaturization where it will be essential to determine not only the
structural and electrical properties of -1000 ~ layers and also to evaluate the
influence of the substrate—epitaxial  layer in te r face  on these propert ies .  Most
of these experimental problems are not fundamen tal however , and they wi l l  undoub t-
edly be solved in the process of characterizing these thin layers. There are some
problems that require more theoretical attention , particularly those relating to
the interpretation of deep level measurements such as DLTS . The inf luence of
internal electric fields on the properties of the traps and the e f f e c t s  on the
experimental data need to be considered . The e f f e c t  of the deep levels on the
minority carrier lifetimes and d i f fus ion  leughts also need to be considered.

4. SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL NEEDS

The sc ien t i f i c  and technological needs in the growth and characterization of
thin films have been discussed under the headings “major problems ” in the preced-
ing sections . These needs and others outlined in the appropriate references are
surzmarized in terms of basic , applied , and developmental research opportunities
in Tab le 1 on page 10.

5. IMPACT ON OTHER FIELDS

Although the problems and needs discussed above are all directly related to
improving our capabilities for microstructure fabrication , the solution of these
problems would also have a direct impact on discrete electron devices in microwave
systems , f iber—opt ic  transmission systems , high—speed computer systems , and many
others.
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6.  RESEAR CH OPPORTUNITIES FOR UN IVERSITIES AND INDUSTRY

The scientific and technical needs listed in Tab le 1 o f f e r  research oppor-
tuni5ies to both university and industrial laboratories . The primary requirement
in what ever reserach is supported should be tha a wide range of techniques be
applied to the characterization of state—of—the—ar t epitaxial material. Most
of the basic and applied research opportunities apply to both university and
industrial laboratories , while most of the development opportunities apply
primarily to industrial laboratories . The recent results ob tained with the MO—CVD
of A1GaAs—GaAs materials justify a thorough examination of this growth technique
for applications in microstructure fabrication and also for the growth of other
materials and compounds . The other epitaxial growth techniques should be studied
in more detail.
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3.3

FABRICATION OF M ICRO M INI AT U R E GAS REFRIGERATORS

USING S 1L I C O N  TECHNOLOGY .

1. St a tus  of C u r r e n t  Work.

During the past decade a large number of new electronic devices
have been developed which are based on the Josephson effect in supercon—
doctors. These include supersensiti1~e magnetometers , gradiometers , vol-
tage standards , bolometers and logic elements. For their operation these
devices require a cryogenic environment. Traditionally the l~w tempera-
ture environment has been provided by a batri of liquid helium. For many
app lic 3t  ions th is  is inconvenient and an e f f o r t  has been made in recent
years  to use small closed cycle gas refrigerators for this purpose.
However , t hese r e f r igera to r s  have a capaci ty  on the o rde r  of w a t t s  whi le
the power dissipa t ed by the devices is typically in the rnicrowatt  range .
The refrigerators are thus poorly matched to the devices. In response
to this problem studies have been directed in recent years to the develop-
ment ot~ scaling laws for the design of smaller refrigerators. (1)

In 1978 the design of a new class of microminiature refrigerator
with a capacit’: more closely matched to the needs of these devices was
r e p o r t e d .  (2)  Its small size required new construction methods. Photo—
l i t hog raph ic  fa hr ica t i o n  techniques were used to e t ch  the gas lines , heat
exchangers and expansion valves into the face of a 2” wafer of Silicon.
These were then sealed with a cover plate of pyrex glass anodically
bonded to the Silicon. This development , if successful , would herald a
new era in cryogenic electronics and small scale cryogenic devices. It
is dependent , however , on the resolution of several remaining technical
and mater ia l s  re la ted  problems . Work on these problems is underway at
present  in one *un ive r s i ty  l abora to ry  with s t rong support  f rom a small
private company .~

2. Areas Requiring Scientific and Technological Research and Development

The miniature refrigerators require close thermal coupling between
the in—coming and out—going gas 3creams in the heat exchangers and at the
same time good therma l isolation between the low— and high—temperature
ends of the device. Single crystal silicon has a very high thermal con-
ductivity, comparable to that of copper at room temperature. It can thus
provide the high heat transfer between the gas lines. However , this high
conduc tivity results in a serious heat leak along the length of the
exchanger.  I t  would be extremely valuable if the  thermal  conduc t iv i ty  of

* Physics D e p t . ,  S t an fo rd  Univers i ty
S t a n f o r d , CA 94305

t RAI , 218 Monarch  Bay
South Laguna , CA 92677
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2 .  ~c nt i n u e d

the  S i l i c o n  ~cu l d  be m o d i f i e d  in a c o n t r o l l e d  manner  so os to na~~c i t
an aniso’rcpic thermal conductor. Fundanenta~ studios are needed here
as t o  the effects on the thermal c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  and e t c h i n g  beha\ - i~~r~
of s i l i con  of heav’-- do p i n g  by cnemica l  d i f f u s ion  arid, raciation doroge
with very energetic heavy ions. In addition studies are needed on
ways to selectivolv anneal and cause local recrystallization o~
amorp hous  s i l i con  to y i e l d  reg ions of high thermal conductivit\- in
the amorphous matrix. If these problems can be ~ o1ved , a subs t a n t i a l
improvement  in the e f f i c i e n c y  of these  dev ices  can be e x p e c t e d .

The only ref rig e r a t o r  of th is  genera l  type descr ibed  to d a t e
uses a Jou le—Thomson  open cyc le .  I t  is the  s imples t  cyc le  but cr~e of
low efficiency . It has been pointed out (3) that similar fabrication
techniques could be -used for the construction of o t h e r  r e f r i g e r a t o r
desi gns us ing  the  more e f f i c i e n t  S t i r l i n g  and Gifford—McMahon cycles.
F u r t h e r  work is required on these designs . These cy c l e s  would requi re
miniature valves and miniature fluidic engines to absorb energy f rom
the working fluid . Some of these have been developed in other ultra—
miniature fabrication work notably that of Stephen Terry on the develop-
ment of a miniature gas chromatograp h(4) upon whose work the J—T
refrigerator fabrication was also modeled and Kurt Peterson (5) on the
deve lopment  of a micromechan ical li ght modulator.

At the present time the use of silicon appears to be the most
useful material for these devices. This is due to the vast amount of
work done on it in the semiconductor industry and the ready availa-
bility of materials. However , the same microstructure techniques
could also be used for  the f ab r i ca t i on  of s imilar devices on metal ,
alumina or plastic substrates . Very little work has been done on this
to date but several i n t e r e s t in g  poss ib i l i t i e s  ex is t  for the fabrica-
tion of very low cost devices wi th  these mater ia ls  provided problems
involving bonding and e tch ing  to le rance  cont ro l  can be solved.

3. Impact of M i c r o m i n i a t u r e  Fabr ica t ion  on Cryogen ics .

The majo r  l im i t a t i on  to the large scale utilization of super-
conducting electronics is the lack of a convenient low cost cryogenic
refrigerator system. With recent developments in the field of super-
conducting electronics(6) particularly in the area of ultra high speed
data process ing using microminia ture Josephson dev ices the need fo r
such r e f r igera tors  is the major  b o t t l e  neck to technological advance
in this area. The successful development of a cryogenic refrigera tor
closely matched to the refrigerator requirements of the superconducting
devices would b r i n g  a s i gn i f i can t  number of these devices in to  large
scale use. A superconducting magnetometer , gradiometer , voltage stand-
ard or precision attenuator together with its refrigeration system ,
thermal shroud and vacuum enclosure is envisioned as being contained in
a package the shape and size of a miniature vacuum tube .

- - r  — -
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3. Continue d

Other app licat ions are the following. For e l e c t ron  :~ic r c s c c pv
and x — r a y  d i f f r a c t i o n  s tud ies  a similar need exists for a miniature
r e f r i g e r a tor  to enable structural studies to be done on samples as a
f u n c t i o n  of t emp e r a t u r e .  In manr ’ o the r  app l i c a t i ons  a closed cyc le
mic r- miniature refrigerator built along the above lines could replace
thermoelectric coolers and provide cooling at substantiall y 1-over
temperatures . ~d i - :r o s t r u c t - J r e  fabrication of such gas refrigerators
would reduce t he cost of miniature cryogenic refrigeration systems
by two or three orders of magnitude and make superconducting devices
ava i l ab l e  f o r  genera l  use in i n s t r u m e n t a t i o n, da ta p r o c e s s i n g  and
medic -a l app l i c a t i o n s .

~~~. -~pp ortunities for Research and Development.

As indicated in (2 )  a need ex is t s  f o r  fundamen ta l  and app lied
studies of the thermal conductivity of silicon and of modification of
th is  by chemical and p h y s i c a l  means . This could bes t  be done at the
U n i v e r s i t i e s .  Likowise studies should be made of the fabrication pro-
blems or microminiature fluiuic devices using silicon , metal , alumina
and p l as t i c s .

S tudces  should be made of means fo r  imp lemen t ing  r e f r ige ra t ion
cycles other  than the Joule—Thomson cycle and the development of micro—
structure rabrication of pneumatic valves , engines and thermal compres-
sors. Exploratory studies should be made to determine what factors
set a lower limit on the size that a refrigerator can be made. For
example , could one provide efficient local cooling in reg ions less than
a square micron in size using gas refrigeration?

Fundi r -g  of the development  of specific prorot~~pe dev ices would
b r ing  to the  fore  any remaining problems which  are not immediately
obvious and would encourage work in the commercial sector. It is
impor t an t  th a t  once these devices are shown to be t e c h n i c a l ly  feas ib le ,
that commercial development be encouraged so as to bring the fruits of
thei r  development t o the scientific and technical community as soon as
possible. A close working association between Indus t ry  and the Univer-
sities would make this possible.
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Section 1 A. CURRENT APPL .ICATICNS OF ELECTROCHEMISTRY

AND PRESENT DAY TECHNOLOGICAL OEJECTIVES

In recent years there has been a considerable number of applications

of electrochemistry to the production of materials to be used in the

electron ics industry and a number of relevant fields are also currently being

actively investigated. We can classify some of these applications as follows :

(a ) Structures large in 2-dimensions and small in 1-dimension

One of the most wide-spread applications of electrochemistry has been

in the production of thin layers of a variety of materials. that is of

structures which are large in 2-dimensions but small in the 3rd dimension.

These applicat ions include t he p lat ing of thin foils suc h as of co pper and
gold for printed circuit conductors and contacts and for active devices; the

plating of magnetic materials for example on wires; the deposition of oxide

films on metals to be used in capacitors .

(b) Structures of intermediate dimensions

The best Known application in this area is probably the etching of

metals and semi-conductors to produce structures which are of intermediate

size in at least 2-dimensions. Etching is in essence a controlled corrosion

process in which two electrochemical reactions are maintained in balance .

There is also currently considerable renewed interest in the direct platIng

of arrays to be used in magnetIc bubble memories as well as o-f electrodes ~or

use in liquid crystal or in electrochemical displays. The latter include

electrochromic displays and the initiation of colour changes in materials

such as viologens and tungsten bronzes.

(c) Structures small or very small in at least 2-dimensions

Structures in the size range 10-lao nm (very fine metal probes ) have

so far only been investigated and used in the fields of pure electrochemistry

and physiology. Arrays of such small structures have not yet been developed

although their application in research and technology would be imrriedi~ te.
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Cd) Structures large in 2-dimensIons and extremely small in 1-dimension

These struc tures having dimen sions down to unit lat tice repeat in one
dimension again have only so far been investigated in the field of pure

electrochemistry .

B. RESEARCH INTO ELECTRODEPOSITION AND DISSOLUTION

Research in this fielc can be described under the following headings:

the fundamental aspects of electrodeposition i the basic aspects of

dissolution; current technology ; current research on small structures.

(a) The fundamental study of electrocrystallisation

There has been extensive research in this field of work and the
1,2

increase of present day interest is shown by papers presented at two conferences

The study of electrocrystal lisat ion in itself covers a very wide area of wor k
since it includes the deposition c-f metals , semi-conductors and insulators anc

each of these topics is sub-divided into deposition on a substrate of the same

material and deposition onto a substrate of a foreign material.

The kinetics of these processes are partly establishei for some systems;

thus 3-dimensional nucleation and crystal growth has been observed for ~omne

materials while in ot her cases it has been found t hat crystal growt h takes p lace
via nucleation and growth of individual lattice layers . In many cases the

formation of a 2- dimensional layer is followed by the nucleation and growth

of a 3-dimensional deposit. The Kinetics of nucleation and of lattice forma-

tion have been investigated in several systems. In other examples the growth

of steps generated by screw dislocations has been observed and in several

instances it has been shown that surface diffusion of intermediate species has

to be taken into account.

(b) Dissolution processes
Electrodissolution has been investigated mainly in the context of

corrosion . A major objective here is the inhibition of dissolution and the

work has t herefore inevitably concentrated on aspects suc h as the control of
corrosion by using appropriate inhibitors . The basic aspects are not as well

establi8hed as for electrodepositiorm .

(ci Technological aspects

The major body of published information in this field relates to the

deposition of thick deposits and much of the research has been devoted to the

parametric study of practical systems . Thus the conditions for the formation

of bright deposits, for the levelling out of recesses for the control of

adhesion and stress and the incidence of imperfections have been established

and there have been mary investigations of epitaxy. There has been success

in classifying the effects but at the same time it is evident that many aspects

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _____  -
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are not understood on a fundamental level : t he searc h for addition agents
to modify deposits remains an empirical art. The major technological

objective has been the deposItion of uniform deposits and one aim has

therefore been to develop plating baths having a high “throwing power ” .

This demands the use of highly conducting solutions while maintaining a high

impedance of the interfacial react ion , for example by using complexants.

There have also been numerous studies of the conditions which lead to t he
formation of other types of deposits such as of dendrites (structures small

in 2-dimensions) but , as has already been implied, the major objective has

been the elimination of the conditions leading to these growth forms.

It will be apparent that much of this work , and especially the topics

listed in Section lA , has been investIgated in industry and published irmforma-

tion probably only covers a small part of the work actually carried out .

Id ) Small structures

Research on deposits of small dimensions has already been referred to

in Sections lA (c) and (di. There has been considerable effort in recent years

to investigate the deposition of monolayers at potentials positive to the

reversible thermodynamic potential of the bulk material , the so-called

“underpotentlal” deposition . In this way it is possible to form a deposit

consisting of one or at the most two layers of the metal. The deposition of

thin layers of metals on semi conductors and Insulators has also been

investigated .

SECTION 2 SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNCLOGICAL NEEDS

The scientific and technological needs will be discussed under thE

following headings: the fundamentals of electrodeposition processes; the

fundamentals of electrodissolution ; the development of existing and new

technologies; the development of new materials.

(a) The fundamentals of electrodeposition

In future progr ames it will be important to investigate the properties

of small structures produced by a variety of techniques. These techniques may

well inclLde electrodeposition and electrodissolution (see also sections (b)

and (ci ).

It has already been pointed out that current researc h has esta blished
the mechanism of a variety of electrocrystallisation reactions and, in

particular, the role of nucleation and of crystal growth in the initial stages.
In order to facilitate the use of electrochemical methods in the production of

small structures it is now necessary to study electrodeposition onto very small

areas (for example microelectrodes, section 1A (c) ). It is Known that many

electrodeposits are microcrystalline (and in some oases approach the amorphous

state) end it is evident that there must be processes causing the “death” of

2 
____— ‘ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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crystal growth. Studies of the nucleation , growth and death of individual

crystallites on micro structures should serve to elucidate these mechanisms .

These studies should include t he influence of tec hnological variab les (suc h

as the use of additives) on the individual steps. It is necessary for work

of this type to embrace the deposition of metals, semi-conductors and

insulators .

rleans are now available which permit the ex situ and in situ study of

electrical , magnetic and mechanical properties of electrodeposits; the

properties of very thin films will be of particular interest .

It is important now to establish the relationship of the dependence
of the properties of electrodeposits on the method of preparation and it here

may be noted that electrocrystallisat ion has so far been app roac hed from one
of two points of view : either the kinetics of crystal growth have been

investigated on surfaces with known patterns of imperfections or else the

development of imperfections under stated conditions has been studied. These

two aspects are linked : the Kinetics are determined by the pattern of

imperfections and in turn determine the pattern of imperfections. It is

important that this loop be now closed.

It should also be noted that the study of e].ectrocrystallisaticn has

been dominated by theoret ical cons iderations and that observat ion of the
“classical” mechanisms of growth following nucleation and of growth perpetuated

by dislocat ions has been due in part to t he searc h for systems which follow t he
predicted Kinetic laws. It is highly likely that there will be other mechanisms

at work and there is therefore an urgent need to develop methods which may be
used to invest igate the basic aspects of pract ical systems and to def ine the
mechanisms which are of particular relevance to the technological needs. These

studies may well serve to provide novel means of contrulling the complex

processes.

(b) The fundamentals of electrodissolution

It is important to establish the basic aspects of electrodissolution to

achieve a level of understanding comparable to that which has been reached in

the case of electrocrystallisation . It will be necessary to investigate t he

dissolution of very small structures and a substantial pert of these investiga-

tions should be carried out in conjunction with (a).

Cc) Technological aspects

The technology of depositing and of etching small structures will

certainly require the investigatIon of new classes of additives which will give

these structures the required properties. It has already been pointed out in

section 18(c) that the practical objectives of plating have usually been the

production of uniform deposits. However, these objectives are not necessarily

relevant to the development 0f s~’ell structures. For example, in the field of
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electronics one will cert ainly wish to develo p the mea ns for p lating end
etching shirply defined small areas and it is therefore necessary to

develop baths and conditions for achieving low throwing powers.

The development of electrodes of very small dimensions (both dots

and lines) is itself relevant to the production of small areas. Thus it

may well prove possible to use such electrodes in turn in order to plate

or dissolve deposits on the sub-micron scale (using solutions of low

throwing power). For example, it may be possible to plate a raster of

lines or an array of dots or, indeed, more comp lex patterns. Direct methods

of deposit ion may well permit higher precision and a reduction in the number

of process steps as compared to conventional technology. It may also prove

possible to photo-initiate nucleation in electrodepusition processes and

indeed to invest igate t he general quest ion of the role of catalysis in
electrodeposition and electrodissolution . It Is possible to deposit thin

films 0f semi-conductors and insulators In addition to thin films of metals.

It would be useful therefore at this time to reconsider whether the direct

deposition and dissolution of new phases should not be integrated into

present and future production schemes. Furthermore , the deposition of

organic polymers may also be feasible. It should be noted that inorganic

and organic materials could be deposited by electrophoresis and that polymer-

isation may be initiated electrochemically.

Electrodeposition and electrodissolution Irmvolves a complex sequence

of steps and it should therefore be possible to modify the overall performance

by using pulse techniques, that is, by introducing time as a variable. For

example, it is known that the dimensions 0f the crystallites of an electro-

deposit may be reduced by initiating nucleation with a short pulse Of high

overpotential and continuing growth at a low potential. Equally the throwing

power during non-steady state deposition or dissolution must be a function of

time .

(di The development of new materials

The deposition of thin films (including monolayers ) of metals has

already been referred to in section lA(c). It should be possible to devise

electrochemical means of forming layer lattices of controlled dimensions.

SECTION 3 THE POSSIBLE IMPACT OF THIS RESEARCH ON RELATED FIELDS

One of the aspects we have emphasised in this article is the role

which electrochemistry may play in the formation of small structures. The

availability of such small structures would, however, in turn have a consider-

-
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able impact on electrochemistry , biology, physiology and medicine . For

examp le, In the case of t he invest igat ion of electrode Kinetics the enhance d

mass flows to systems of small dimensions (due to the nature of the cylindical

or spherical diffusion fields as compared to a p lanar f ield) will permit t he
study of fast electrode reactions on a long time scale and, indeed , in the

case of spherical diffusion fields, in the steady state. Reduction in the

size of the electrode enhances the “noise ” due to the random nature of the

chemical processes as compared to the mean reaction rate. It should therefore

become possible to interpret the higher moments of the rates of reaction and

especially of the quantities related to the second moment such as the standard

deviation, the auto covariance function or the power spectral density of t he
rates. It may be noted that electrodeposition processes themselves generate

app reciable noise so t hat measurements of such stoc hast ic quantities may well
be integrated into researc h in electrodeposition and dissolution , Sections

2(a) and (b).

The production of closely spaced arrays of micro electrodes or of

rasters would also prove valuable in the study of electroc hemical kinetics
since the fate of intermediates generated at one location may be monitored at
other points. Such arrays would also prove useful in investigating the spatial

and temporal distribution both of electrochemical (e.g. electrodeposition and

corrosion) and of bioelectrochemical processes. The arrays could be passive

or active ; thus an array of gates could be used to probe the distribution of

potential while an array of current followers could be used to probe t he
distribution of current over appropriate surfaces.

Deposition of small structures of metals, semi-conductors and insulators

will permit novel studies of catalysis for example by relating the rate of

catalysis to the dimensions of the clusters. The deposition of monolayers of

metals on substrates also affords new opportunities for investigating the role

of defined lattice sites (the edges and topS of the layer planes) on catalytic

reactions. The study of these materials may well lead to the production of

novel catalysts.

SECTION 4 RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES IN UNIVERSITIES AND INDUSTRY

The areas of work outlined in Sections 2 (a)-Cd) could well be pursued

either in university or in industrial laboratories. It is likely, however,

that the basic aspects, •~amely the fundamentals of electrodeposition and

electrodissolutlon will be best suited for investigation in an academic

environment. The technological aspects and the development of new materials

out in industry with appropriate underpinning of the research in academic
~ which has to meet stated objectives is, on the other hand, probably best carried

____ - 
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institutions. All these fields of research will require extensive structural

measurements as well as electron optical investigations. They will, therefore,

be best carried out in those institutions which have a background in the fields

of electrochemistry end/or crystal growth , as well as in materials research.
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PROPER TIES OF INS ULA TOR MATERIALS AT VER Y SMALL DIMENSIONS

C.M. Osburn

IBM T.J. Watson Research Center
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1. CURRENT STATUS

Dielectric films play a central role in today ’s semiconductor device technologies. In many

instances , the insulating electrical properties of these films is less important than their structur-

al or chemical properties. Kern ’s recent review~~ lists nearly two dozen different applications

of dielectric films in Semiconductor Technology . Insulators are most commonly associated

with MOS gate dielectrics , dielectric insulation , or semiconductor surface passivation. How-

ever , they also are used as hermetic seals , ion-diffusion barriers and inter level insulation layers.

Furthermore , they can also serve as temporary processing structures by functioning as masks

for etching, oxidation , or diffusion , or serving as diffusion sources , or as contaminant gettering

layers. Each of these different app lications place different requirements on insulator proper-

ties , especially in the fabrication of very small dimension devices.

Despite the varied applications of insulating materials in microstructure fabrication , their

use as surface passivation layers is probably the most demanding application and should be the

focus of the most attention. The passivating insulator as typified by an MOS gate insulator is

typically the thinnest insulator in a device , is required to withstand the highest electric fields.

and is the least tolerant of oxide charge mobile charge , interface states , or electron traps. This

gate insulator must have very low defect densities and very high reliability, and must be

~~~~: ~~~~~~~~
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capable of withstanding the high temperature and stresses associated with subsequent device

processing.

Because of these strenuous requirements , thermally-grown silicon dioxide has been the

almost universally chosen dielectric for use as a gate insulator in silicon device technolo gy.

Balk ’s review ~
2 of alternate insulators concludes that it is unlikely that Si02 will be replaced by

other insulators in single insulator film MIS gates in the near future , and that any layered

dielectric system will be fundamentally unstable. As a result of this choice , Si02 grown on Si

has been very extensively studied over the last two decades. Recent review articles discuss

correlations of preparation prope rties~
3
~, charge effects ~~~~, dielectric br eakdown (SM , and charge

trappingtl .S) in Si02

In an attempt to precisely define the status of the current understanding of charge effects

in Si02, Deal~
4
~ surveyed seventy scientists in 12 countries from industrial , government , and

university laboratories. The survey showed reasonable agreement on general items, such as

classifying charges , the problems and technologies associated with controlling and minimizing

these charges , and the effect of charge on device parameters. However , there are substantial

questions and differences of opinion regarding the origin and nature of these charges and of

the structure of the Si-Si02 interface.

In addition to charge levels , technological interest has focused on insulator defect levefs° 5 ~

and dielectric integrity~
5
~
6
~ under long term stressing. Yield and reliability are not simple

properties of an insulator; they are usually dependent on insulator preparation 3 , electrode

materials~~, and subsequent processing, and one has to think in the context of an insulator

system rather than in terms of the pure insulator film itself. Wafer cleaning , oxidation

temperature and atmosphere , and the use of additives , especially Cl, during oxidation are some

ak ~,ht -
_________________________________
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of the key variables. Often a specific device technology will result in insulator defects that are

unique to the process or topography associated with that technology. For instance , t he

dielectric breakdown voltage of Si0 2 in a VMOS device may be only 1/3 of that in a planar

device. The local oxidation process is known to produce defects at pattern edges. High levels

of perimeter defects have also been observed in overlapping double poly-Si devices. Although

defects may not provide a fundamental limit to reducing device dimensions , they certainly are

key in determining the rate of progress to higher levels of integ r ation in devices.

The use of a Ill-V semiconductor rather than Si presents even greater challenges to the

material scientist in producing acceptable insulator films. Despite considerable effort , no one

has yet found an analog to thermal oxide on Si for compound semiconductors. Thus , these

devices have been used in opto -electronics or with Schot tky gates , and not as inversion channel

devices for VLSI . While it cannot be denied that Ill-V MIS devices may ultimately give higher

performance than Silicon MOSF ET’s in a VLSI technology, the I ll-V development has lagged

silicon by a decade and the gap seems to be widening. Furthermore , alternate silicon devices

such as high performance npn bipolars are likely to exceed the speed of I ll-V MIS devices.

II. FUTURE NEEDS

The trend to smaller device and insulator dimensions presents many challenges. First , the

yield and reliability of these insulators must be at least maintained , if not improved , while

reducing the insulator thickness; as the size of a critical defect is reduced , the number of

critical defects increases dramatically. The yield problem is aggravated by the fact that thin

oxides require very little oxidation time at low tempe ratures; under these conditions it is more

difficult to control oxide thickness, and the beneficial effects of Cl containing oxidation

additives is diminished. Second , the corresponding trend is to operate these very small devices

— y,_ —-
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at the maximum possible voltage where hot electron injection occurs; hence insulator traps ,

especially neutral traps , become increasingly important tc control and re duce. Third , the

fabrication of very fine dimensions generally requires high energy radiation: electron-beam or

X-ray lithography, plasma or reactive-ion etching , ion implantation , and plasma deposition of

films, all of which processes generate oxide traps. Thus , the generation and annealing of

radiation-induced trapping in insulators becomes very important~~. Finally, a decrease in

device or insulator dimension really requires a corresponding decrease in tolerances (thickness ,

charges , etc.) . Not only must the insulator tolerances scale down , but other device parameters

must also be better controlled; often this means that the thermal cycles used to prepare the

insulator must be reduced.

These general needs are translated into more specific scientific and technological needs in

Table 1. This table makes extensive use of the survey results of Deal~
4
~. It should be kept in

mind also that no revolutionary new requirements are envisioned , and that , in fact , devices

having very small dimensions have already been fabricated in laboratories. It will be necessary

to improve our understanding of insulator properties , to enhance control over insulator

parameters , and to increase yield before small-dimensional devices become important ; never-

theless , only evolutiona ry improvements will be needed. The rate of progress of devices will

be limited by the rate of prog ress in controlling insulators.

Ill. ADDITIONAL IMPACT OF INSULATOR RESEARCH

Increased study of insulators used for small dimension semiconductor devices could

reasonably be expected to benefit other microelectronics technologies. Magnetic Bubbles ,

Josephson Junctions , thin film capacitors , and solar cells, to name a few , all use thin-insulating

layers. In the past , these technolog ies have benefited from advances in silicon technology , and

- r~~~~~~—~~~~~~~~~~~~ —~~~~~~- - —  -
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it is likely they will benefit from future advances in reliability, control , characterization and

preparation.

The additional impact of insulator research on unrelated areas is quite speculative .

Currently the use of MIS devices for medical or chemical sensors is an active area of research .

The use of insulators as corrosion or thermal barriers is also important. However , it is very

difficult to pinpoint synergisms. Certainly it seems reasonable to hope that advances in

insulator research will benefit other areas in three ways. 1) from the use advanced semicon-

ductor devices in instrumentation and analysis, 2) from advances in materials characterization

techniques , and 3) from the development of alternate insulators and alternate deposition

techniques.

IV. OPPORTUNITY FOR RESEARCH

The needs of future insulators as outlined in Table I present many opportunities for

industrial, university and government research laboratories. Because of the evolutionary and

technological nature of these needs , it is most logical to expect most actual progress to come

from industrial laboratories. Because of the large resource requirement , it seems unrealistic to

expect university studies on yield or process optimization. However, there are many funda-

mental areas from Table I that are especially suitable for academic address. The subset of -

research areas that should be most amenable to university research is summarized in Table II

under three headings: I )  Improved Understanding, 2) New Processes for Si02, and 3) Novel

Insulators and Materials. University research to improve our fundamental understanding of

oxide properties should receive the highest priority. Technological progress in industry does

not ensure adequate fundamental understanding, and additional university work could be very

beneficial in supplementing industrial work. Second priority should go to studies of new or 
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novel processes for Si02. While ordinarily one would expect most progress in this area by

industry, creativity and invention know no bounds, and good ideas should be pursued wherever

they occur. The lowest priority goes to the study of novel insulators and materials. In the

context of Microstructure Fabrication at small dimensions , the current body of knowledge

indicates that other materials have only a remote possibility of being useful. Nevertheless, it

seems shortsighted to totally abandon alternates - especially since they may find other

app lications. For example , in medical electronics applications one can envision a need for

microprobes which are flexible and which require passivation against hostile environments.

University laboratories seem like an ideal place to conduct some of these high risk studies.

~~~~4
_ 
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TABLE I

Areas of Scientific and Technological Needs for Insulator Materials

Yield and Reliability

Relationship of substrate and substrate cleaning to defects.

Effect of processing conditions and subsequent thermal cycles on defects.

New methods to reduce defects.

II. Insulator Traps

Oxide trap origins, trapping and annealing mechanisms, and relationship
of traps to impurities and defects.

Trapping in thin oxides and/or under high fields; also hot carrier trapping.

Production of trap free oxides.

Effect of process parameters and annealing on insulator traps.

III. Radiation Induced Traps

Relationship of radiation-induced charge to other trapped charges.

Effect of process parameters and impurities on radiation-induced traps.

Techniques to reduce radiation sensitivity.

[V . Tolerance Reduction

A. Oxidation

-- Properties and control of ultra-thin oxides.

-- Effects of impurities on oxidation of thin oxides.

-- Evaluation of new techniques to reduce thermal cycles - high pressure
oxidation , plasma oxidation , CVD.

B. Charge Control

-- Nature of Si-Si02 interface region. Better analytical techniques.

-- Relationship of oxide charges to oxidation and other processes.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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TABLE I (continued )

-- Relationship among chemical , physical , and electrical properties of oxide.

-- Interrelationship among device parameters and charges.

-- Effects at metal-oxide interface. Effects due to poly-Si gates.

-- Experimental results to back up opinions; scientific rather than empirical
process control.

-- Origin and physical/chemical structure of fixed oxide charge and
interface states.

-- Nature of negative bias trapping.

-- Minimize oxide charge and interface states.
-- Relationship of to other charges.

-- Effect of dopants and impurity ions on oxide charge and interface states.

-- Relationship of oxide charge to interface states and traps.

-- Improved purity of processing materials.
-- Gettering mechanisms , including chlorine.
-- Nature of impurity ion ‘chemistry ” in oxides. Also role of hydrogen.

-- Relationship of mobile charge to other charges.

L~..41 _____________________________________ __________
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TABLE II

Opportunities for University Research on Insulator Materials

Improved Understanding of Insultors

Models for long-time dependent dielectric breakdown.

Origin of oxide charge.

Origin and nature of interface states.

Origin of insulator traps.

Origin of radiation-induced traps.

Effect of impurities on oxide charge and traps.

Relationship, if any, between different charges and traps.

Nature of the Si-Si0 2 interface region.

Nature of negative bias trapping.

II. New or Novel Processes for Si02

Techniques to reduce charge or traps.

New oxide preparation techniques - high pressure oxidation ,
plasma processing, Cl oxidation.

III. Novel Insulators and Materials

Alternate Dielectrics

Insulators for I ll-V’s.

W4 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ — — — _____________ _____
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L Introduction and Status of Current Work

INTRODUCTION

Recent improvements in lithograp hic techniques have permitted a reduction in feature size

in photo and electron sensitive organic resist masks into a range where conventional liquid

phase chemical etching is no longer a viable means of transfer of the resist pattern into an

underlying inorganic film. Accordingly, there has been a growing emphasis on the use of gas

phase, plasma-assisted etching methods which offer the potential for very high resolution

pattern transfer. This potential is linked to the ability to direct charged particles from the

plasma onto the surface being etched in such a manner that the vertical etch rate (through the

film thickness) can be made to greatly exceed the lateral etch rate; that is , anisotropic etching

is possible. Indeed , recent work in this area has demonstrated the capability to perf orm

anisotropic etching of all of the materials currently used for silicon integ r ated circuit fabrica-

tion under conditions producing essentially no lateral etching.

Under the generic title “ plasma-assisted etching ” we include ion milling, sputter etching,

reactive ion etching (reactive sputter etching) and plasma etching. Although these techniques

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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all utilize plasma activated species, the mechanisms involved in the etching processes differ.

Ion etching (ion milling or sputter etching) is a strictly physical process in which high energy

(several hundred to several thousand eV) noble gas ions are directed at the film surface and

etching occurs by momentum transfer ejection (i.e., by physical sputtering) . Since ions can be

directed normal to the film surface , anisotropic etching is possible.

At the other extreme of plasma patterning techniques a molecular gas plasma serves as a

source of reactive radicals capable of chemically combining with film material to result in a

volatile product readily removed by pumping. Silicon , for example , is easily etched in a CF

discharge via SiF formation. This chemically based technique is generally called plasma

etching.

Ion etching and plasma etching are parametically as well as mechanistically different. The

former process is most effective at low pressure (< 0.1 torr ) and relatively high electron and

ion energies, while the latter has typically been found to produce practical etch rates at higher

pressure (~ 0.1 torr ) and substantially lower energy .

Between these two extremes is a parameter spac r~ referred to as reactive ion etching. In

this mode, reactive gases are used and substrates are exposed to ion energies of several

hundred eV. Ion energ ies are sufficient to produce anisotropic etching but are not high

enough to produce significant physical sputtering rates. The interaction between ions and

radicals in reactive ion etching is not completely understood. It is not necessary to operate in

the ion etching or reactive ion etching modes to obtain anisotropic etching. Under suitable

conditions , anisotropic etching is readily demonstrated under the higher pressure (lower

energy ) conditions typ ical of plasma etching. This is of particular interest for silicon integrated

-
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circuit fabrication where it is desirable not to exceed energy thresholds for device radiation

damage.

An additional benefit of “ reactive ” plasma techniques (plasma etching and reactive ion

etching) is the ability to achieve a high degree of etch selectivity with respect to etch mask and

underlying materials exposed at the end of etching. Consequently, these techniques are

preferable to the “ physical” plasma methods which inherently lack substantial selectivity.

Additionally, the reactive techniques are free from redeposition phenomena 3
~
4 which ultimately

limit the resolution of ion etching.

S T A T U S  OF CURREN T WORK

Research and development activity directed toward plasma patterning of materials has been

and continues to be concentrated in the semiconductor industry. The obvious implications of

very high resolution pattern transfer in emerging semiconductor technologies such as very-large

scale silicon integrated circuits have been recognized for several years and development efforts

by major semiconductor manufacturers have been in progress for nearly as long a time.

However, comparatively little information has been disseminated by industrial sources reluctant

to release any “ art ” which might provide an “edge ” in development of very fine feature

circuits. Academic and government laboratories have had relatively little involvement in this

area. This is not surprising in light of the motivating factors for developing high resolution

pattern transfer processes and the somewhat prohibitive costs of equi pment needed to produce

device structures and masking patterns appropriate to exploratory work.

Noble gas ion etching techniques are older and far better understood than the newer

reactive methods and consequently, an ample literature exists for them which is adequately

referenced in several recent review articles.3’ The reactive techniques which are favored for
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silicon device applications have been reviewed less extensively. 6 9  In particular , there has not

been an adequate discussion of the methods or processes essential to anisotropic etching. Since

the capability to routinely achieve high resolution pattern transfer, with high selectivity, is

probably limited to a few laboratories at present , this situation may persist for some time.

Despite this , it is known , for example , that all of the pattern transfer needs peculiar to

state-of-the-art silicon IC fabrication can be accomplished with high resolution (anisotropic)

reactive plasma processes and that these processes are either being used in production or are

considered to be production ready.

Use of reactive plasma methods for high resolution pattern transfer in non-silicon device

technologies (e.g., Ill-V compound semiconductors, magnetic bubbles , integrated optics ...) has

been almost nil judging from the dearth of published information on the subject. This results ,

in part , from the difficulty in finding suitable gaseous reactants for materials such as GaAs,

permalloy, LiNbO , etc. and also because there has been considerably less effort expended.

Noble ion etching techniques have been employed in the fabrication of GaAs and magnetic

bubble devices, however , as noted earlier redeposition ultimately limits the resolution of these

techniques and it is unlikely that submicron geometries could be achieved using current

processing methods.

I I -  Scientific and Technological Needs

There are both scientific and technological needs which must be satisfied for optimum

progress in the development of plasma patterning of materials. As already mentioned , the ion

etching techniques based on sputtering are reasonably well understood and further scientific

advances which would have a significant impact on the use of these techniques for pattern

transfer seems remote. In contrast, for the reactive techniques the technology has clearly

t7’~ ~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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advanced far beyond any detailed understanding of basic mechanisms. Specific areas of

interest here include: ( 1)  plasma chemistry and physics; better understanding of the chemical

reactions occurring in the plasma and the influence of physical parameters such as fields , field

gradients , and ion and electron energy distributions on these reactions is needed. Further , the

relationship of these factors to control variables such as pressure , power density, frequency and

reactor geometry requires further study. (2) Surface chemistry; details of the actual etching

process are required such as identification of the active species and its site of origin , a kinetic

desciption of the surface processes involved in the etching reaction , identification of primary

product species and further understanding of the importance of ion and/or electron bombard-

ment in enhancing chemical reaction rates. (3) Thermochemical and kinetic studies applied to

prediction of suitable gases for etching of new materials and optimizing selectivity. (4) Better

understanding of the mechanisms of device radiation damage in cold plasmas particularly as

regards type and importance of damaging particles (ions , electrons , photons), threshold

energies for damage , damage as a function of feature size and means for elimination or

suppression of damage.

Technological needs to be met for progress in applying reactive plasma techniques are:

I. Refinement of existing high resolution processes (mainly for

silicon technology) to improve selectivity, uniformity and repro-

ducibility.

2. Development of high throughput , automated reactors capable of

high uniformity, high resolution etching.

— --r~~~~~-— - - - -
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3. Development of processes or improvement of existing processes

for etching metallization , particularly metals such as Al-Cu , Al-Si ,

Au , Pt , Pd and permalloy.

4. Improvements in plasma tolerance of organic resist masks , partic-

ularly those materials appropriate to submicron lithographies.

Improvements in reactor design and tooling may also be needed in

this regard.

5. Development of etching processes for Ill-V and Il-VI compounds

and materials pertinent to fabrication of devices based on these

compounds.

6. Development of etching processes for materials pertinent to

integrated optics.

III. Possible Impact on Non-related Fields

Technologies other than those based on silicon that would benefit from advances in

reactive plasma techniques include bubble memory , integrated optics and display. Bubble

memory and integrated optics are moving to submicron dimension line widths and so will

require the patterning capability of these techniques. An important prerequisite is that etching

gases must be found to etch the materials that are used.

Rubble Memory

State of the art bubble memory products employ permalloy as the magnetic material and

AlCu or Au as the conductor)° At the present time, the pertnalloy is delineated using ion

-~~~r — —  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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milling. Reactive plasma techniques are not possible becau a suitable etching gas has not

been found. The gases used in silicon device fabrication do not chemically attack permal loy to

form volatile products. Etching of the conductor is at a more advanced stage because it is

known that AlCu and Au form volatile chlorides at elevated substrate temperatures. If a

suitable etching gas for the magnetic material were found. reactive plasma techniques could be

used in the fabrication of bubble memory. The advantage would be one of greater etch

resolution and so a higher storage density in the bubble memory chip. The substrate matérial

used for bubble devices is a doped GdGa garnet. At present bubble devices are planar and so

it is not necessary to pattern the substrate. However , there may be additional bubble device

applications if it were possible to pattern the garnet.

Integrated Optics

The goal in integrated optics is to combine a number of optical components in a single

structure in order to perform complex functions for optical communication appl ications .~~~
2

The components include sources , single mode wave guides , switches and associated circuitry.

GaAs-GaAlAs is the material most commonly used for the injection laser. With the goal of

integration in mind , GaAs has also been used to fabricate other optical components. Electro-

optic and acoustooptic materials are important in the fabrication of thin film rnodulators. ’~~
4

These materials include GaAs, LiNbO , ZnO and some organic films. Micron to submicron

patterning capability is required to fabricate the single mode wave guides , high resolution

optical gratings and other structures for thin film optical devices. The dimension of optical

wave guides, for example , must be comparable to the wavelength of the light , approximately

one micron. The edge definition of the wave guide should be better than 0.5 ~m in order to

minimize scattering. Reactive plasma techniques could be used to fabricate these structures if

an etching gas can be found for a suitable combination of materials.

—
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Disp lay

The disp lays that are available now are ones in which the primary image is created in the

viewing plane. Displays in this category are the CRT , a continuous disp lay, and the matr ix

addressable gas panel display. In a matrix addressable display of this type , the smallest

desirable writing spot is determined by the optical characteristics of the eye. A rea sonable

dimension is of the order of 10 mils , well within the patterning capability of conventional

photolithographic and plating techniques. Disp lays that are well along in the development

process include matrix addressable electroluminescent displays and continuous li quid crystal

disp lays. Conventional patterning techniques appear adequate for these displays as well.

Conventional lithography does not appear to be taxed until matrix addressable projected

displays are considered. These large area displays are at a less developed stage)516 They

involve the fabrication of structured targets for addressability. If a reasonable magnification of

the order of 10 is considered , a target dimension of about 25 ~m with a spacing between

targets of about 2.5 j~m is obtained. The use of reactive plasma techniques in the fabrication

of these displays is highly desirable for two reasons. First , the aspect ratio of the targets is

~ I .  Thus , directional etching is required even though the lateral dimensions are in the range

of optical lithography. Secondly, directional etching is required for edge definition. Edge

rounding leads to scattering of light in unwanted directions with a consequent loss of contrast.

One of the authors (L. M. Ephrath ) would like to thank D. Cox, E. Lean and J. Crow at

the IBM Research Center in Yorktown Heights , New York and C. Altman at IBM in Kingston ,

New York for their help in the preparation of this section. 
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IV - Academic and Industrial Research Opportunities

Areas that require further investigation can be divided into three categories. The first

category is basic research devoted to developing an understanding of the details of the reaction

between the plasma and the solid surface. The second category is the development of

processes by which VLSI circuits can be fabricated. The third category is the development of

processes by which devices and circuits based on technologies other than silicon can be

fabricated. This category is not considered with work in silicon processing because the two

areas differ so greatly in their level of development.

Basic Research

It is the opinion of the authors that a weak point exists in the development by industry of

reactive plasma techniques for fine patterning. There is an increasing reliance on these

techni ques that is not matched by advances in our understanding of the basic mechanisms

involved in the etching process. While only a few industrial research labs are able to devote

resources to basic work , the university is especially suited to meet this important need. Some

important areas under the category of basic research include:

I .  Chemistry and physics of reactive plasmas and their dependence

on control variables such as power , pressure , flow rate , and

reactor design .

2. Surface chemistry, specifically, study of reaction to form volatile

product and possible alteration of substrate surface by the etching

process. 

— - - - ~~~ - - - -
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3. development of diagnostic tools to study plasma during etching,

possibly leading to development of process control tools.

Silicon DevIce Process Development

Work under this heading tends to require substantial support in that realistic (submicron

line width , gate quality oxides , etc.) test structures must be supplied and extensive electrical

and material testing facilities must be available. For this reason , the industrial lab or the

university with the support of the industrial lab is best able to carry out this activity. Some

pressing technological needs are :

I .  Selective etching of films relative to mask materials and the

underlying substrate

2. delineation of Al, Al alloys , Au, Pt , Pd etc. for metallization

3. improved reactor designs for higher throughput , better uniformity

4. understanding of radiation damage , for example , sources of

damage , shielding effect of gate electrode , methods to avoid or

remove damage

P~ocess Development for  Devices Based on Technologies Other than Silicon

Reactive plasma techniques have not been widely investigated for use in technologies such

as bubble memory, integrated optics and display. As a result , important contributions can be

made with relatively little support in the way of test structures. The first technological

advance required to apply these technqiues in most of these areas is simply the development of

a suitable etchi ng gas or gas mixture. For example , etching gases for permalloy, garnet , AlO

_ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _
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and electrooptic materials such as LiNbO are not now known. Once suitable etches gases are

found , questions concerning mask materials and selective etching can be addressed.

I

- -~~~ 
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7.2

INTERFACES AND ION BEAM S

1.0 INTRODUCTION

In principle , an in te r face  is a trans i t ion  in the

structural and/or the chemical uniformity of a material which

is confined to few atomic distances. In practice , our ability

to study interfaces is restricted by the limitations of the

analytical tools that are applied to investigate interfaces.

These limitations are particularly confining in the case of

interfaces because they are basically two dimensional boundaries

of three dimensional objects. The number of potential sites

or atoms available for detection and characterization of an

interface is smaller than those of the surrounding bulk by

orders of magnitude . Experimental limits are thus faced simul-

taneously with signal—to-noise ratio and with spacial resolution .

To achieve the required sensitivity and resolution inevitably

leads to increased doses of exposure and energy levels of the

physical processes involved in the measurement. The trade-off

between gain in information and loss of interface integrity

ultimately sets a limit to the precision with which an inter-

face can be characterized . In one particular instance , namely

in the case of ion beam interactions with solids , the experi-

mental sophistication is nearing the points where these trade-

of f ’ s can be perceived in some of their rough outlines. This

is the subject of the first part of this report.

The second part treats the same subject of interfaces

- - r - ~~~~ -— - - - — ~~~~~— — ___ _____
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and interactions of ion beams with solids from a diametrically

opposite point of view . The aim there is to maximize the affect

of an experiment on an interface in an attempt to exploit the

unique conditions that exist there and obtain results not

achievable by other means. Limitations then became assets ,

and they transform analysis into synthesis.

2.0 STATUS OF CURRENT WORK

2.1 Profiling of Interfaces by Ion Beams and Backscat—

tering Spectrometry

The depth resolution obtained by backscattering of

1 - 3 MeV 4He ions is limited by practical as well as by

basic factors~
1
~~. In standard types of measurement with

near-normal path of the incident and detected particles

and Si surface barrier detectors , the energy resolution

is limited by the detector—preamp lifier system to about
0

15 - 20 key , which translates to 100 to 300 A of depth

reso lution , depending on the nature of the sample investi-

gated . This value applies to the near-surface region only.

At a depth , the equivalent depth resolution deteriorates

because of energy straggling of the He beam . For example ,

the resolution at l~m depth deteriorates to about 3 - 5

times its near-surface value , depending on beam and sample

parameters. That deterioration is of fundamental origin

and cannot be eliminated by improvements of the detection

system .

~ 

-— .—— — -~~~ - -
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In the near—surface region , however , the resolution

can be improved very substantially by various experimental

means. Glancing angles of incidence or exit of the particles

increases the effective path length to a given depth and

correspondingly increases the effective depth resolution for
0

the same detection system. A resolution of 25 A has been

(2) 0
reported , and values of 40 A are typical in this mode of

backscattering analysis. Energy straggling again deteriorates

the resolution with depth. A degradation by a factor of

two was observed at a glancing angle of 5° for a depth of

700 in Si~
2
~~. Electrostatic and magnetic analyzers are

much superior to Si surface barrier detectors in their

ultimate energy resolution , but they can only analyze a

small energy interval at a time and so require much larger

exposures for the same spectrum. Equivalent depth resolutions
0

at the sample surface of 5 A have been reported with an

electrostatic analyzer combined with glancing beam angles~
31 .

A drawback of the glancing angle technique is the

increased area that the beam illuminates on the sample .

Stringent requirements must be met in the integrity and

lateral uniformity of a sample if a real improvement in

resolution is to be obtained . It is also necessary to

increase the energy stability of the beam and the quality

of the vacuum appropriately . It must be noted too that depth

resolution values can be claimed only to the extent that it

is established by independent means that the samples used

in the test possessed the requisite integrity . For backscat- 

--
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tering spectrometry , where lateral beam dimensions of 1 mm

are typical , this requirement is extremely stringent and

particularly difficult to meet when samples of thicknesses
0

below a few 100 A have to be prepared . Most data on reported

depth resolutions in that thickness range rely on theoretical

estimates of energy straggling which await confirmation .

Channeling is a refinement of backscattering spectrometry

which can determine atomic displacements at -surfaces and at

interfaces. For example , the relaxation of the outer-most

layer of atoms of a Pt single—crystal on a (ill) surface has

been measured by channeling as consisting of an outward dis-
0

placement of 0.03 A with an estimated probable error of ± 0 . 0 1

0 ( 4 )A . The channeling method h-as also been applied to the

study of the Si02—Si interface below thin Si02 layers by ad-

mitting the channeled analyzing beam from the backside of
0 (5)sufficiently thin (< 3000 A) substrates - The resolution

of fractional monolayers in this method is obtained by shadowing

the atoms of a surface or an interfacial layer against the

atomic rows or planes of a single-crystal substrate . The

detector resolution does not enter as a limiting factor for

the accuracy with which the shadowing can be detected , but

the presence of a single—crystal as the substrate is essential

and so is the geometrical precision of the beam collimation

and the goniometer.

2.1.1 Layer Removal by Sputtering

The question on the accuracy of a measured profile

obtained by ion bombardment and sputtering in combination

L ~~~~~~~ ~~
—
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— •
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wi th  a surface sensitive analysis technique (SIMS, AES , ESCA)

cannot be answered unaxnbiguously~
6’7~

’ . The complexity of

trie sputtering process itself and of the phenomena associated

with the detection method are the main reasons . Obvious

causes of errors in the accuracy with which an interface can

be measured are due to instrumental factors , information

depth , original surface roughness , knock-on and ion mixing ,

preferential sputtering, atomic transport and chemical

reactions , crystal orientation and crystal imperfection ,

and the basic sputtering process.

The analysis techniques , such as AES or SIMS are

highly surface sensitive because the escape depth of Auger

electrons and secondary (or sputtered ions are generally

less than ten to twenty angstroms . Experiments have shown

that ions used for sputtering can mix atoms over depths

comparable to the ion range~
8’9~ . Since the depths (2~ 50 A/

key for Ar ions) are greater than escape depths of Auger

electrons and secondary ions, AES and SIMS techniques are

essentially analyzing “mixed” layers. When analyzing interfaces ,

the ion beam used to sputter remove the layer above the inter-

face will reach and alter the interface before the analysis

technique can sense the presence of the interface.

For an optimum setup of the sputtering experiment and

favorable sample conditions, all these effects might be

minimized and negligble compared to the uncertainty introduced

by the fundamental process of sputtering. An explicit 
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expression for  this  contr ibut ion has been derived on the

basis of simple probabilist ic sequat ia l  layer removal model~~~
0
~~.

The depth resolution predicted by this model has been verified

for a number of cases~~
’
~ . For example, a sharp interface

0

located 10 A below a plane surface can be located only with
0

a depth resolution of 10 A ( Lix/x = 100%) while that same
0 0

interface at 1000 A depth can be located within about 100 A

only (L~x/x = 10%). Processes which adversely affect the

resolution in a mainly depth independent fashion (e.g. knock-

on effects , ion mixing , chemical reactions) will worsen this

ultimate resolution for shallow depths , while thickness - (or

sputtering time-) dependent processes (like matrix effects , and

presumably also original surface roughness and impurity effects)

deteriorate the resolution at increasing depths.

In conclusion , neither backscattering spectrometry nor

layer-removal methods based on sputtering are found to have a

depth resolution adequate to depth profile interfaces located

several hundred angstroms or more below the surface. Under

special conditions , channeling measurements can provide informa-

tion on atomic displacements at the surface or th~ interface .

2.2 Alteration of Interfaces by Ion Beam

The passage of an energetic ion through an interfacial

layer will influence the properties of the interface. One

example is the formation of su icide layers at the metal-silicon

interface as a result of bombardment with energetic ions. For

example, several hundred angstroms of Pt2Si can be formed by

1015 Ar ions/cm2~~
2
~~. The growth of the silicide layer is due

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  - - —  -~~~~~~ --
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to an atomic mixing or enhanced diffusion within the volume

of the collision cascade around the ion track rather than to

recoil of knocked-on atoms or sample heating .

The use of ion beams to trigger interfacial reactions

differs from direct implantation of ions , a process where

high doses , > 1017 ions/cm 2, are required to achieve atomic

concentrations greater than ten atomic percent~~
3
~~. In the

present case, atomic mixing within the collision cascade

leads to displacements of orders of magnitude more atoms than

the number of incident ions. The process is efficient in

altering the properties of materials as compared to direct

implantation .

As in the case of sputtering of compound materials~
8’9~~,

the changes in the atomic composition of the material extend

over distances of the order of the ion range . The energy of

the ion must be sufficient to penetrate to the interface. For

films of about a thousand angstrom thickness , ion energies of

several hundred key are required. Implantation systems with

this energy are in commercial use.

The extent to which the interface undergoes a trans-

formation appears to be related to the thermodynamic properties

of the system , activation energies and diffusion constants. ~or

example , silicides which form at low temperatures are more

easily reacted by ion beams than those which form at higher

temperatures. At present , however , there have not been systematic

studies to predict in advance the ion specie or dose required

to cause significant mixing or interfacial reaction of an 
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a rb i t r a ry  system.

It had early been established that the penetration of

energetic ions would improve the adhesion of metal  layers~~~
4
~

and that high-dose implantation could change the corrosion

resistance of meta1s~~~
5
~~. The thrust of this discussion

is that  reactions can be induced by ion beams pene t ra t ing

the interface. Recent experiments have indicated that phases

can be produced that cannot be formed by conventional near

equilibrium processes .

3. TECHNOLOGY NEEDS

Interfaces play a dominant role in technology whether

related to adherence of films, the inter-penetration of metal and

semiconductor in device contacts , or the composition of the

transition layer between Si and Si02. The present methods of

depth profiling the interface composition are not adequate .

There have been advances in transmission electron microscopy which

provide valuable information on the structure and uniformity of

metal/semiconductor and Si/Si02 interface. However , they have

not revealed the atomic composition . The interface problem

becomes all the more acute as one considers VLSI technology where

dimensional control must be achieved .

The need for use of ion-induced interfacial reactions

is not as well established as the requirement to minimize these

reactions in sputter sectioning. However , the widespread availability

of ion implantation systems with energies sufficiently high so

that ions can penetrate through the interface suggests an obvious

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ V. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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area of study .

4. OPPORTUNITIES TO INDUSTRY/UNIVERSIY

Studies of the interface provide an ideal oppor tuni ty

for  interaction between universit ies and Industry . On one hand ,

Industry can delineate the requirements for interface properties

and ident ify classes of structure that are of primary importance.

Universi t ies  can proceed in the detailed study in collaboration

with industr ial  groups .

The influence of ion beams on depth profiles and

interfacial reactions requires studies of particle—solid

interactions. The extent of atomic mixing within the collision

cascade has not been extensively studied . Use of glancing angle

incidence or lower ion energies has not been applied in ion

sputtering or backscattering to establish the limits of depth

resolution at a buried interface. Channeling techniques have

only been applied to study the Si/Si02 interface.

The situation is reversed with the use of ion-induced

interfacial reactions. The mechanism has been established , but

not the application. Further studies are required to determine

the properties that would be useful in industrial applications. 

~~ - .~~~~~~——.— — - — -— -~~ - - --— --  -- - —— -—~~~~~ — — — — - -——~~ -— ___________
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8 .2

CHARACTERIZAT I ON OF MATERIALS AT SMALL DI ME N S I O N S

1.0 INTRODUCT I ON

The characterization of materials at small dimensions requires

the concerted measurement of chemica l , structura l and functional (e.g., elec-

trical , magnetic) properties concomitant with sufficient understanding of

their interaction to enable reproduction of the material. The measurement of

these properties becomes increas i ngly diffic ult as: (f) the form of the

material changes from bulk to film to surface , (ii) the phys i ca l size decreases

from crystal or slice to chip to individual dev i ce element , and (iii) the

elemental concentration decreases from major component (> 0J~~) to dopant

(1 to 1000 ppm) to trace (< 1 ppm) . With the emerge~ice of sub-micron techno-

logies the three trends just described are happening simultaneous ly. The

ques t io n tha t ar ises  is “What is the current status of sub-micron materials

characterization technology?” . Larrabee ,1 Evans2’3 and Wi ttry 4 have repor ted
comprehensive reviews of the capabilities of materials characterization tech-

n i ques for su rfac e, thin film and microvo l ume anal ys i s .

2.0 STATUS OF CURRENT WORK

2.1 CHEM I CAL ANALYSIS

When surface (x-Y plane) or in-depth profil ing (z) anal ysis

(< 100 A thick sections) or microvo l ume analysis (< l Oi.im x l Oum x l0~im)

are required , the number of applicable characterization techniques

become highl y restricted . These are generall y elec tron or i on beam
techniques with electron beam techniques being the ones emp l oyed for

h i g h  spat i a l  resol ut ion , < him . This is graphically illustrated in

Figure I wh i ch shows the detection limit  for the major characterization

techniques as a function of the diameter of the analyzed area. The line

for each charac terization technique starts at the top of the chart and

is the minimum analytica l diameter for that technique. Following the

l i ne down shows tha t for each techni que there is  a mu tual excl us ive ness
of analyzin g trace amounts of elements (microanalysis) and analyzing

elements in extremely small (microanalysis) volumes . Notice the lack

of techniques in the lower left quadrant of the figure . 

—,- — --— --— - - ,—.
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Electron beam characterization techniques are inherently in-

sensitive . Auger spectroscopy has O. 1~ 
- 1°~ detection limits for all

elements while the electron microprobe has 1 00-1000 ppma . Obviously

these techniques cannot be used to anal yze for dopants or trace

impurities. There are no known electron beam techniques nor any under

deve lopment that have this capabi lity . The basic limitation is getting

enough electrons for excitation yet not vaporizing or destroy ing the

sample. The field emission electron gun has provided the best spatial

resolution capability for major component (> 0.i°~) analysis. Venables ,

e t al ,5 presents convincing data supporting 300 A resolution using a

scanning Auger microprobe . This data is supported by the Monte Carlo

calculations of El Gomati and Prutton .6 Goldst ein and W il li ams7 have

reported < 200 A resolution using a scanning transmission electron micro-

scope (STEM) with a field emission gun and a Si(Li) x-ray detector . Iss ac-

son and Johnson 8 us i ng a STEM w ith an electron energy loss  an a l yzer have

reported detection limits of l 0 ’~ gram with spatial resolutions of 100 A.

Ion beam techniques do not have the high spatial resolution

normally associated with electron beam techniques. The best that the

ion microprobe can achieve (see Figure I) is 2.5 urn and this is accom-

plished at a 1 000 fold penalty in sensitivity . Thus while the ion

microp robe has good elemental sensitivities (.~ 1 ppma ) it requires

areas as large as 100 x 100 urn and this makes it of limited use for

mi crovolu me anal ysis. Since the ion microprobe is a secondary ion

mass spectrometer , the technique has mass interferences from the matrix

spec i es , e.g., S i H +, Si 20
+, in the case of silicon . These interfer-

ences limit the elemental sensitivity for certain elements in each

matrix , e.g. , phosphorus , arsenic , i ron , coba l t , n icke l , i n s i l i con .
These mass interferences limit sensitivities for such elements to

> 20 ppma and this is a serious limitation for in-depth profiling of

ion implanted and diffused materials. Imp rovements in vacuum would

appear to be useful in decreasing the species wh i ch contribute to

mass in terference. Using a ces i um ion source for excitation has

improved the sensitivity for certain elements , e.g., As in Si ,9 Se i n
GaAs .10 Where there are no mass interferences this technique performs

exceptionally well for in-depth profiling for both dopants and i mpuri-

I

--
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t ies , bu t not at sub-micron dimensions . Ion beams of g a l l i um as sma l l
as 0.2 urn have been reported 11 but not applied to the characterization

of materials.

Ru therford backscatter ing of 1-3 MeV helium ion particles can

provide in—depth (or z) concentration profiles with 50 A resolution .12

Sensi tivity is in the 10-50 ppma range. This is obviously not as good

as the ion mi crop robe and is not app l i c a b l e  to dopants. However ,

Rutherford scattering is readily quantitated directly from the physics

of the scattering process. This is a powerful asset for this technique .

This technique has a spatial resolution of only 1-2 mm and thus its

applicability in the context of this pape r would be for quantitative

in—depth profiling .

Photoelectron spectroscopy uti lizes x-ray and ultra-violet

radia tion to determine the chemical composition (as opposed to elemen-

tal composition) of a surface . Photoelectron spectroscopy is a surface

technique with elemental sensitivities in the 0.1 to 1~ range. When

used with ion sputtering , in-depth profiling with 20—30 A resolution is

possible. Spatial resolutions are limited to 1-2 mm. Synchrotron

rad iation has been receivin g increasing attention 13 as a versa ti le
exci tation source for this technique because of its high intensity and

continuous available energy range from the visible to hard x—rays .

I n  summary , for in—depth profiling , all characterization tech-

n i ques except the ion microprobe have inadequate sensitivity for  dopan ts
and trace impurities. The mass interferences associated with the ion

microprobe prevent achiev i ng adequate sens itivity for some elements i n

every matrix.

2.2 SURFACE I MAG I NG

Secondary elec tron microscope (SEM) has matured 1 to the point

where spat i a l  resolu t io ns of 20 A are po s s i b l e  when f i e l d  em i ss i on
electron sources are used . Most conventional tungsten filament elec-

tron sources provide 70-1 00 A resolution . These will be adequate for

all charac terization work at small dimensions .

~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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2.3 PHYSICAL DEFECT CHARACTERIZATION

Phys ica l defects are detected and imaged by the deflection

or absorption of x—rays , elec trons or ions. X-ray diffraction and

topogra phy are effec t iv e tools for exam i n i n g  crys ta l s , sl i ces and
dev ices . However the phys i ca l defect , or strain field generated by

the defect must be larger than 1 urn in size . The detectability or

sensitivity of x- ray techniques to defects are controlled by signal

(defect) to noise (fluctuations in Bragg angle deflected ) and improve-

ments are only possible by using double crys tal techniques . Double

crystal techniques are not widely employed because of difficult ex-

per im ent al problems . Compu ter con t rol cou ld  c i rc umve nt many of
these problems but has not been attempted .

For sub—micro n defects , as w ith sub-micron chemical charac-

terization , only elec tron beam techniques can be used . The trans-

mission electron microscop e and its more recent evolution , the

scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) are capable of

imag i ng defects with resolutions in the 2-5 A range. The use of field

emission electron sources in these instruments has greatly expanded

the i r  app l i c a b i l it y because of the ve ry fi ne (1—2 A) and highl y

intense electron beams . The addition of other detectors to the STEM

system to measure x—rays , secondary elec trons and “energy-loss ”

elec trons has made these instruments truly state—of—the—art for

ct~arac ter i za t ion of ph ys ica l defec ts.~ ’~

Ru therford backscattering of 1— 3 MeV helium ions has recentl y

been extensively applied to the measurement of crystallographic per—

fection in the near surface (top 300 A) and at depth (up to 5000 A)
for laser annea l ed silicon 15 and GaAs)6 As descr ibed ea r l i er , this
technique can also measure the ion implanted impurity distribution .

This represents the best technique for m asuring physical defects in

the outer few thousand angstroms of a material.

The es ta b l i s h m e n t of elec t r i ca l  behavio r of phys i cal defec ts
continues to be a prob l em . Electron beam techniques can be used to

detect electrically active centers with spatial resolutions in the

order of one micron .17 Resolution is limited by carrier d i ffusion

leng th and not by the diameter of the electron beam.

_________
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In summary , electron beam techniques are available to image

and to establish electrical ac tivity of many ph ysical defects in

ma te r i a l s .

2 . 4  FUNCTIONAL PROPERTIES

The measurement of the functiona l properties , e.g., e lec t r i cal ,

magnetic or display at sub—micr on dimensions is not readil y achiev ab l e .
Normally the integrated or system function of the dev i ce/material is

measured and then correlation with chemical and physica l defects and

properties is attempted . Even in the case of the more established

technologies such as silicon , gal lium arsenide arid magnetic bubbles ,

the signal to noise problem virtuall y precludes this type of measure-

rnent. Considerable success has been achieved for s i l i con  and the

I l l - V  compounds in measuring trace l evels (as low as 2 x i~
-
~ ppma)

and es ta b l i s h i ng thei r e l ectr i ca l behav i or us in g dee p l evel t ra ns i e nt

capacitance spectroscopy (DTl..S))-~ Pe t roff , et al ,17 used the scan-

ning transmission electron microscope coupled with a DTLS system to

obtain DLTS images with resolu tions of less than 10 urn. It is not

clear that sub-micron resolutions wi l l  be attainable.

3.0 TECHNOLOGY NEEDS

The technology needs for the characterization of materials at small

geometries is clear. Better sensitivi tie s at small geometries for chemical

ana lys is  is v i t al .  This is readily apparent in Figure I where the l owe r lef t

quadrant is void of characterization techniques. Field emission guns have

provided the required brightness for electron sources. Now , more e f f i c i e nt

detection systems are required . Electron energy loss spectroscopy appears

particularly exciting both with regard to spatial resolution and detectabi lity .

Other s i m i l a r  advances in new detection systems are needed .

Ion beam techniques need to have enhanced reso lution ; go ing from the
current 2.5 urn to ~~ 100 A. When this occurs brighter ion sources w i l l  be

requ i red to even maintain current sensitivities. More efficient detection

systems are also required . Improved mass resolution (current 300 going to

10 ,000) better vacuums at the sample (current 1O~~ torr  goi ng to 10-10) and
new ion sources (e.g., Iod i ne , g a l l i u m , etc.) will allev iate much of the mass

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~~~~~ - 
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interference problem in ion microprobe work.

The inabi l i t y  to focus x- rays makes i t  necessary to have extreme ly

bright sources that can be collimated down to sub-micron dimensions. Synchro-

t ron radiat ion from e lect ron storage r ings could be a major step forward. An
x-ray laser would revolution i ze x-ray materials charac terization techniques.

It would have obvious ramifications in all branche s of science.

In characterizing functional properties at small dimensions it w i l l

be necessary to develop new techniques with extremely high signal to noise

ra ti os.

14.0 OPPORTUNITIES TO INDUSTRY/UNIVERSIT Y

The industrial segment of the materials characterization technology

have always exploited new techni ques developed at universities . This industry

traditionall y has taken proven technique s and improved on them through sophis-

ticated instrumentation and engineering. Universit ies must take the lead in

deve l op i ng new techniq .ies . This is particularl y true for the ion beam tech-

niques. Certainly new x-ray developments with synchrotron radiation and the

ultimate development of the x-ray laser wi l l  occur in un i versities. The

stimulus for these developments wi l l  come from government agencies because of

their i nherent high risk and expense.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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INTRODUCTION.

As we consider the drive to smaller dimensions , microcharacteriza—

tion takes on considerable importance. We must riot only devise pattern

and mask making capability , materials processing and safe handling pro-

cedures at the small dimensional limits , we must also develop chemical

arid electronic structural diagnosic capability at this level also . These

notes will be concerned with a projection into the future and represent

an attempt to identify gaps in our existing understanding , technicues and

technology and make reconmiendations as to how these gaps might be recti-

fied.

A preliminary task is to identify some of the base assumptions. In

the inm’tediate futur e , development of semiconductor technology will con-

tinue to reduce size scales of structures laid down on the surface of

bulk chips. Surface probes (SEll, SAM etc.) will continue to be of cri.i—

cial importance and work will continue to be necessary to develop the

diagnostic imaging techniques that tell us what is ther e , chemically and

electronically~ and where it is. Equally, looking to the long term future,

the physics of the scattering process indicates that the most direct path

to ‘riano lithography ’ is the use of thin films on which the structures

are written. Thin fil ms will also be easier (though not ‘easy ’) to char-

acterize at the small lateral dimensions . Chemical and electronic char-

acterization of thin films at a spatial resolution sufficiently below the

lithographic scale therefore becomes an important factor in extending

limits into the su~~iicron region . Finally, much of the science in this

region will involve the physics arid chemistry of surfaces , edges and

line structurC.s. A knowledge of the chemical and electronic morphology

.
~~~ T - - — -,,

~
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of defects and interface structures will be badly needed.

Since electrons are re~~ily focussed and handled , many of the exist-

ing techniques arid the pr~~pects for the future are centered around the

exploration of small , intense electron beams. This doc~~ ent will focus

in that area since small electron probes are at the heart of both many

of the observational tools (e.g. SEMI SAM and STEM) and the electron

beam lithography systems. Some developments are of value in both types

of systems. Nevertheless, the prospects of development of small probes

of X-rays, ions and other particles do exist and should riot be overlooked.

CURRENT-STATE-OF-THE-ART.

Larrabee1 has surveyed the current instruments available for char-

acterization. I would like to inject a projection of the future giving

a somewhat different perspective on the techniques arid the steps necessary

to push back the existing lim.i~~ . When an electron interacts with the sample,

a wide variety of effects occur . Utilization of a wide variety of these

effects gives the wide variety of acronymic probes we currently use.

One can ask the question what are the ultimate limits of detectability-—

in chemical constitution, spatial resolution , spacings of electronic

energy levels etc. that can be identified? Thus with a SAM system de-

tection of surface structures down to 300A has been achieved with a

field emission gun~ use of ‘low—loss ’ imaging techniques gives a SEM

resolution of 3OA3and X-ray znicroprobe (for high Z eleilients4) and elec-

tron energy loss techniques (for low Z elements such as Al, Si, 0, C

etc.)5 in transmission in thin films give a chemical analysis capability down

to the 30~ region. Microdif fraction techniques give an area limit of

2OA~ These achievements represent chemical detection in the order of

4
r •*— - -  .—T 1 :~ 

- -  -. 
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10 18 to 1Q 19 gin or - 5,000 atorna . Similarly, use of cathodolusiinescence

and scanning deep level tr ansient spectroscopy resul ting from the scanning

beam also is leading to the study of electrical activity on a scale

down to - 200 ~Y. The procedure limits ± dentified above are by no means

routine and represent achievements in particular laboratories and

particular systems that are not necessarily readily duplicated. They

demonstrate that characterization in the submicron range can be achieved

but the experiments also ident.f y and epitomize some of the real problems

that need to be attacked and solved .

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL NEEDS AND OPPORTUNITIES.

The achievemen ts listed in the previous paragraph were achieved in

many cases in somewhat uni que situations with some difficulty. In all

cases , ultimate limits will be governed by signal/noise considerations

and attention has to be paid to both enhancing and optimizing the signal

and minimizing the noise . iri some of the situations described above , the

techniques are so sensitive that some problems are accentuated . In the

particular area of anal ytical electron microscopy using techniques such

as STEM energy loss , X—ray fluorescence in transmission, recent workshop

at Cornell University8 offer some guidance. Somewhat similar con~ ents

can be made about some of the areas but space does not permi t such assessment

here .

Three relatively major problems can be identified

(a) contamination of the specimen either inside the instrument or

by preparative techniques

(b) radiation induced effects in the specimen

(c) interference with the desired signal of either instrumental

or specimen origin ( i . e .  background) .

~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —~~- —  - - - — —— ——
~~ 
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Procedures to alleviate the difficulties caused by these can be

developed. Thus , very clean vacuum systems are needed along with con-

siderable care and specimen preparation . Specimen transfer stages in

which specimens can be transferred from one UHV system to another are

necessary . Radiation damage limits need to be explored to insure that

the optimum lifetime is attained. For example , lower temperature apparently

gives longer lifetimes. Perhaps , low current densities permitting

dynamic recove ry of damage may also permit improvements . System data

collection efficiencies need attention to ensure that all possible con-

tributions to the useful signal are obtained . Background problems have

to be solved by careful design of the apparatus to minimize experimental

contributions , precise measurements (e.g. use of counting techniques to

avoid noise contributions from electronics) and well understood subtraction

techniques . Precise measurements imply high mechanical and electrical

stabilities and control of the incident probe current and voltage. There

is some evidence and opinion that for transmission techniques in the

thick er samples , advantages are obtained by operation at higher voltages

such as 300keV 8’9 . Mul tiple scattering effects are reduced , thus improving

the signal beam spreading can be reduced and thus higher oxidation can

be achieved or thicker samples can be studied. Finally , achievement of

sensitivity limits implies that effic ient  use is made of every available

electron or signal from the specimen . Thus eff icient  detectors that collect

over the optimum detection angle in parallel could enhance sensitivities

by a considerable factor.

Based on the above , general areas of research opportunities and needs

can be identified as follows :
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(a) Many of the instruments used in characterization rely on the

use of electron beasts in a wide variety of forms. Electron optics is

not a dead subject and is crucial to many of these systems . There have

been a number cf developmen ts over the past twen ty year s that attest to

the health of this area. These include development of scanning tech-

niques, field emission gun, high excitation lenses and so forth. There

is every reason to expect that continued attention to new sources , arid

detection systems will pay off  immensely. Improving the stability

of the field emission gun , increasing the collection eff iciencies of

spectrometers , higher performance lenses a~ both the high and the low volt-

age ends of the specturm , parallel detection systems and so forth are just a

few o~ the it~ns ieeded to enhance the eff~:~ency of the ~etect~on processes

and which can be described under the general term electron optics .

(b) A second major need and opportunity is in the area of

electron interaction with the specimen. In developing the optimum

methods of probing the sample , i .e. to develope truly quantitative

methods , we need to know how best to set the parameters——beam

intensity, vo ltage , collection efficiencies and so forth . We need to

know how to subtract background and how the background might be modified

by interaction with the sample. Radiation damage limits must be under-

stood . All of these items call for a deepened understanding of electron

scattering . The new techniques are precise to a point not previously

met. Scattering differential cross—sections are needed at a level not

currently available in the literature and efforts should now be made to

enchartce the precision with which experimental and theoretical values

for cross-sections are known. Multiple scattering arid the interactior.

of elastic with inelastic cross-sections are f s~~t-~rs t h it  could cause

~~i: -~~~~~~~~~
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problems if not mastered . An understanding of electron scattering is an

important basic underpinning to such studies.

(c)  A third comment which will not be expa nded much in these pages

is th.at somewhat similar r emarks can be made concerning the use of opti-

cal and’ other çarticle probes . Such probes are very valuable in deter-

mining average surface physics and chemistry but have so far not extended

dramatically into lateral microcharacterization. The successful devel-

opment of Fresriel zone plates may dramatically change this and effort

should be devoted to development of this .

OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNIVERSITIES, INDUSTRY AND GOVERNMENT.

In gener~~., ‘.~ e may expect industry to use the characteriz.ition tech-

niques available at the commercial state—of—the—art. Innovation of new

techniques is carried on at a few industrial laboratories but an over-

whelming case u~ually has to be made. Historically, instrumental and

technique innovation has developed in the laboratory of an innovative

user~often in Universities. It is then picked up by an instrumental

manufacturing company on the basis of a perceived or demonstrated de-

mand, engineered and sold . Universities , in particular, are suitable

places to undertake high risk innovative work that an industrial com-

pany cannot undertake and it is important that this be recognized as art

appropriate avenue for instrumental innovation . In the past eight years

or so , it has seen extremely diff icult  to undertake such efforts. I -

urge that methods be sought for the adequate support and encouragement

of innovative instrumental efforts of a suitable quality . Adequate sup-

port would have to include provision of suitable engineering support

(inc luding mach~ rii st , digital and electronic hardware etc. as needed).

- -
~~~~~~~
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As d_
~~.:ed ~ n tne text ab, ~e, :‘~a~~. v ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ a~~ ear tc be of

value us :~ g l i;ht  j~~’-ical or pjr~ ~c1e probes. Tn nari v of these areas ,

the Unit~~ 3ta~ as h~s a str~ -~g base 
-
~~~ sk:ll~-~ scientists and technolo-

gists aria no ~~~t:cui~r prcblc’n is enc~~ ntered . In one area , however ,

electron optics a~ d to some dp ’~~ee e~~ctr~ ’~ scatter~~c, a ga~ does exist.

Not many i~ divi~ uals ~re trai~~ d in this  cour~:ry in es~ areas and most

efforts of a:’~n~ f~ cant quality ~n ustry rely on ~n~.hvidua1 s trained

overseas. ~‘ie eo~ has~ ze that we are not inc ’.o~ ing the substantoal effort

io tOe application of ~iectron ~~~i:a! st r ’~~~~ t~~too.  ~er se. Signifi-

cant and h~~hi; ‘~k~ ~led ‘~se of e ’, ’~ toon ootic3i inst nentatoor . is riade

for toe solut~on of problems in oater~ a~ a i~~~ence and b1~D~~ g c~ t the

efl or~-,,.. o-~ nn~~~ to ax t~’.’-~ L i n i t s  ~: oh~ te:h ~~~e3 , ~~~‘e!ocm~nt

In contrast , ~~ :.in and ‘.v~ stero F’,ro r ~~ o~ ve h,i~ exten s ,ve uni7er Slty

based ocrao,~ ~~~ ‘w i th  lar e p ro fe ssL~ nal laborat~ ry e ft o rt s  in these

areas. E:forts f any : l.t’~ seen ~ r. ni~is country reflect in cases a

part-tine ~;r-c :r -L-s - f ind ividual faculty merrbers. tnst~ ad of a sustained

group effort, ~‘a~~~ .~-g possiile adequa-e sunnor t  ~esources at an economic

level and ~ laoc~ eocugo ~r -up  of  d :~~~ l~ to ; ~‘ake roal classes and

semin&..’ speakers ‘~~J co”~e, only ~ractions ‘f faculty .~‘O9 are devoted to

these top~ ’s wi:.n th~ hel p ‘f postd~c~ orais tratned overseas. U.S. ef-

forts have neen inrovat~~-;~ and effective. However , the typical pattern

is for the r~ soonse to the n’:v~i~~i n  to acoe-ir cver:~ a.; ~nd after a

period of sev~~a i vear~ to filter bac~; to the or;e ‘~s~ c :onounity in

this country .

~~~~~~~
:‘ -— - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~~
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Electron optics and electron scattering are likely to play an

importan t role in the subm.icron region. It appears particularly

dangerous to rely on overseas sources of trained personnel. Thus , it

appears important for at least a few Universities to develope active

groups capable of providing the trained individuals in this area and

of attacking the high rise , speculative work that industry usually does

not attempt.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The use of high—powe r lasers in a variety of materials processing
steps is a rapidly growing technology .1 Well — developed app lications
i n c l u d e d r i l l i n g , cutting, and wel ding, while other appl ications suc h as
surface alloying , laser shoc k hardening, and laser glazing are still under
devel opnent .

Very recently, there has been a sharp increase of interest 2 in the
use of l aser radiation for annealing the l attice damage due to ion impl an-
tation of dopants into semiconductors. Pi oneering ~~rk

36 on laser annealing
by Soviet scientists , has stimul ated research activities throughout the
wo rld ,7 ’ 6  primarily because l aser annealing appears to offer distinc t
advantages over therma l annealing for processing impl anted materials. For
exampl e, because the laser l ight is heavily absorbed in the near-surface
region of the sampl e, the very high temperatures necessary for annealing
the l attice damage are created . The absorbed photon energy , howe”er , is
not great enoug h to raise the temperature of the undamaged substrate si gni-
ficantly and thus undesirable side effects of high temperatures in thi s
region are avoided . Another advantage is that laser annealing can be
carried out in air ~ecause the annealed region cool s so quickly that pick-
up of significant amounts of impurities from the atmosp here is circ um-
vented . A third , and potentially very important , advantage of laser
annealing is the capabi lity it provides for performing extremely we ll
local i zed anneal ing lO of selected areas of an impi anted sampl e. Final y .
laser annealing is a very simpl e process since the annealing can be
accomplished merely by illuminating the imp l anted material with laser
radiation of appropriate wave l engths and energy densities.

Two other processes closely related to laser ann ealing of ion -impl ant
damage are laser -induc ed diffusion of surface—deposited films and laser
breakup of dopant precipita tes in thermally -diffused materials. These
three processes have so many characteris tics in conron that “laser
annealin g ” will often be used to refer to all three .

The remainder of this report is divided into five secti ons. In the
next section , the types of lasers which have been used for annealing and
their simi lar i t ies and differences wi l l  be briefl y discussed . In Section
III , several of the better—established and understood experimental and
theoretical resul ts of work on laser—annealed silicon will be reviewed . In
Section IV , probl ems which have been encountered wi th certain aspects of
laser annealin g , desired l aser characteristics , and important areas where
more information on materia ls properties is needed wi l l  be discussed .
Possible impl ications of laser anneal ing for the fabrication of microstruc —
tures and possible impacts on a nunber of fields are given in Section V.
Fi nally, in Section V I some obvious opportunities for researc h and develop-
ment in the area of l aser annealing and its extensions will be mentioned .
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II. TYPES OF LASERS USED FOR ANNEALING

Lasers used for annealing are of both the continuous wave (CW) and
pul sed t~~e. Most of the reported work has empl oyed either Q—swi tched
ruby4,7,1i and Nd:Yag lasers~’

9 or CW argon— ion lasers operated in a
scanning mode.6’’2 The pul se duration of a Q—swi tched laser can be varied
between approximately 20 and 100 nsec and annealing can be achieved by
choosing an appropriate combination of photon energy density and pul se
duration time. Depending on a nunber of factors , particul arly the app lica-
tion and the available l aser power , annealing with a single pul se may give
satisfactory results. However , pul sed l asers can also be operated in a
quasi— scanning mode in which annealing is accomplished by overlapping many
pul ses of small spatial extent but high energy density . Annealing has been
reported in the literature wi th beams as l arge as 2 cm in diameter and as
small as 40 urn , but privately the author has been told of effective
annealing with beams as l arge as 5 cm in diameter and as smafl as 1.5 urn.
Small beam sizes are of obvious impo rtance for microstructure fabrication.
Annealing can be achieved with a CW laser by varying the output of the
laser and the rate at which the photon beam is scanned across the sample.
Annealing with CW lasers of 40 urn beam diameter has been reported but pre—
sunably the beam could have been focussed to smaller dimensions. The
mec hanisms giv in g rise to annealing with the two different types of l asers
appear to be quite different and this will be discussed briefl y l ater in
thi s report .

III. REVIEW OF SELECTED EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL WORK

Mo st of the resul ts reported in this section were obtained using a
Q-swi tched ruby laser operated wi th a pul se duration time of approximate l y
50 nsec and an energy density incident on the sampl e which was varied
between 0.6 and 3.0 J/cm2. Annealing was usually accomplished wi th a
single pul se but l arger samples required a few overlapping pul ses.
Semiconductor—grade , single— cry stal silicon was used as the substrate
materia l and the implanted dopants inc l ud ed B , P, As and Sb in doses
ranging from 1014 to i~ 17 ions/cm 2 . Impl anting was done at room tem-
perature  under  h i g h  vacuum c o n d i t i o n s  (2 x 10 8 Torr ) and at energies that
ranged from 35 keV to 100 key.

A. Annealing of Lattice Damage Induced by Ion— Implantation

The removal of impl antation—induc ed la t t ice damage by laser and ther-
mal annealing was studied by transmission electron microscopy for  the cases
of B , P and As ions impl anted into silicon .7’17’’8 The results showed that
no damage remained in the l aser—annealed specjmens down to the resolu t i o n
of the microscope which was approximately 10 ~ . In contrast , after thermal
annea ling , significant damage remained in the fo-m of dislocation l oops.
The tota l lack of i rregul arities in electron diffraction patterns from
laser annealed sam ples showed that the impl anted region had annealed wi th
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the same lattice orientation (001) as the substrate. The results of
measuremen ts on P . As and Sb imp l anted Si crystal 5t9 w ith Rutherford ion
backsca ttering and ion channelin g techniques showe d directly th~ the l ong—
ran ge , crystalline order had been restored to the imp lan ted region ~y l aser
anneal ing, thus verifying the transmission electron microscope resul ts.
Toge ther these measuremen ts sho w that lase r anneal i ng is muc h more e ffec-
tive in removing disp lacement damage and restoring crystalline order than
is conven ti onal thermal anneal i ng.

B. Dopant Profile Changes During Laser Annealing

Pul sed— laser annealing produces a redistribution of dopant profiles ;
this is shown in Fig. 1 for the case of B , P , and As impl anted into sili-
con.20 ,21 The profiles for B and P were measured by secondary ion mass
spectroscopy (SIMS) and that for As was measured by Rutherfor d b ac k sca t-
tering . Di ffusion coefficients in the solid state are far too small to
explain the red i stributio , of these dopants. Recogni tion of th is fact led
to specul ation in the earliest Russian litera ture that the near—surface
region actuall y mel ted during annealing wi th pul sed lasers. Annealing wi th
scanned CW lasers is seldom accompanied by dopant redistribution and it is
cur ren tly  be l i eved  tha t th i s irn p l ies that the impl anted region does not
mel t.

C. Macroscop ic Theory of Laser Annealing

Recent calcul ati ons ,22 give convincin g evidence that the near— surface
reg ion of silicon sampl es can be mel ted by pul sed-laser radiation. The
sam e calcul ati ons show further that , because d iffusion coefficients in
mol ten silicon are almost seven orders of magnitud e higher than in the
solid , the spread i ng of dopant profiles during laser annealing is readily
exp lained . Thus , the beginnings of a macroscopic theory of lase r anne &ing
with pul sed lasers has been well established . The most significant resul ts
of these calcul ations are given in Figs. 2 and 3. Figure 2a shows calcu-
lated temperature profiles at the termination of the lase r pul se. The
upper curve is a typical temperature distribution obtained from an analyti-
cal sol ution of the one— dimensional heat conduction equation when melting
is not allowe d and the therma l conductivity and specific heat are assumed
to be constant wi th temperature. The l ower curve was obtained from numeri-
cal sol ution of the same equation generalized to allow for the pos sibility
of a phase change (melting) and for temperature-dependent thermal conduc-
t i v i t y  and specific heat. As shown by this curve , a t the term i nat i on of
the laser pul se the crystal was melted to a depth of almost 0.85 um.

From a series of curves suc h as the lower one in Fig. 2a , the position
of the mel t front as a function of time can be determined ; typical resul ts
are shown in Fig. 2b. The mel t front very rapidly penetrates to a dept h
of about 0.95 urn in the solid , before receding back to the surface with an
average vel ocity of approximately 270 cm/sec . While this occurs , a
region that is almost 5000 ~ th ick remains in the mol ten state for a few
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hundred nanoseconds during which time the dopants can diffuse in liquid
silicon where diffu sion coefficients are so much hi gher than in the solid.
Figures 3a and 3b compare experimental profiles ~or B and Is after laser
annealing wi th profiles calcul ated by assuming that the impl anted ions dif-
fuse in li quid sili con ; the agreement is obviously very good . From the
calcul ated profiles , values of the square of the diffusion length (Di ) can
be obta ined . Using these resul ts and literature values for the diffusion
coefficients in liquid silicon , val ues for the diffusion time ( i )  can b e
extrac ted . The resulting times of 180 nsec for boron and 270 nsec for
arsen ic are in good ag reement wi th the melt front predictions of Fig. 2b.

Based on the above resul ts , the pul sed laser annealing process can be
pictured as follows. The incident l aser l ight melts the crystal to a depth
greater than that of the impl anted profile. The melted region then
recrystallize s from the underlying sub strate by means of li qu i d phase ep i-
tax ial regrowth , resul ting in defect—free sing le crystal mate ri al w i th
dopants in substi tutional sites in the silicon l attice. During the time
the impl anted region is mol ten , dopants can diffuse in the liquid where
diffusion rates are muc h higher than in the solid. Simi l ar conclusions
regarding mel ting of the sampl e in the case of Q-swi tched l aser annealing
have been reported recently by others.’5

Red istribution of dopants during pul sed—laser annealing contrasts
sharp ly with resul ts wh ich have been obtained using a scanned CW Argon
laser for annealing .’2 As stated earlier , annealing of la ttice damage and
incorporation of dopants into substitutional l attice sites was found to.
occur in the absence of dopant red i stribution. It was suggested in
reference 12 that the mechan ism for annealing with the scanned CW laser is
sol id phase epitaxial regrowth. More recent experimental work tends to
further val idate thi s suggestion. Calcul ations of temperature distribu-
tions during scanned laser annealing tend to confi rm that mel ti ng does not
occur , but the temperature—t ime regime required to achieve annealing is
st i ll the subject of debate .

0. Chan ge in Lattice Syrmietry Induced by Laser Annealing

The silicon l attice undergoes a significant one— dimensional contrac-
tion or expansion in the impl anted region during lase r anneal i ng24 and as a
resul t , the symmetry of the l attice in this region is lowered from cubic to
tetragonal . The physical size (ionic radius ) of the dopant atom rel ative
to that of the sili con atom it disp laces in the lat tice determines whether
the l attice will expand or contract. For exampl e, t he atom i c rad i i of B
and p are less than that of S i , and these ions produc e a net contraction in
the impl anted region ; Sb which is l arger than Si causes the l attice to
expand ; and As which is very nearly equal in size to Si produces no change.
The one dimensiona l lat t ice changes produced by laser annealing at these
dopant concentrations of approximately one atomic percent a ppears to be a
unique property of laser annealing. It shoul d be noted that the con-
centrations far exceed the limits of conventional solid sol ubility. In
thermal anneal ing , misfit dislocations destroying the one-dimensional
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nature of the l attice change wo ul d be expected at suc h high concentrations ,
if they coul d even be obtained without precipitation. The one-dimensional
aspec t of the change arises from the fact that the adherance to the
underly ing crystal pl anes of the substrate prevents changes in the pl ane of
the sample , thus l eaving l attice parameter changes only along the surface
normal . The time scal e associated with annealing apparently is too short
for the intro duction of mi sfit dislocations which woul d tend to relieve the
stra in and destroy the one—dimensional nature of the l attice parameter
change.

There is a l arge body of both experimental and theoretical literature
on the effects of uniax ial stress on the electronic properties of semicon-
ductors. It will be interesting to see how some of the resul ts of thi s
work will correl ate wi th the resul ts of simi l ar work on laser annealed
sampl es.

E. Improved Electrical Propert ies

We have alrea dy seen that laser annealing is more effective than ther-
mal annealin g in incorporating the dopant ions into the l attice at sub sti-
tut ional sites and hence it shoul d also be more effective in el ectrically
activating the dopant. Measurements7’’9 of the electr i cal carr i er con-
centration after l aser and therma l annealing for a wide range of imp lanted
doses and atomi c species confirm this. In fact , since the equ i l ib r i um
501 ub il ity l imit cannot be greatly exceeded in conventional thermal
annealing, the carrier concentration as a function of impl anted dose
saturates , whereas in l aser—annealed material it continues to increase
linearly up to the highest doses used to date .

In the earliest Soviet literature on the subject , i t was noted that
laser annealing did not signif icant ly reduc e the minority carrier l i fet ime
(MCL) in the sub strate. Extensive measurements 7 at Oak Ridge confi rm that
values of the MCL in the base region before and after l aser annealing are
very nearly equal , whereas thermal annealing at 1100°C for 30 minutes reduces
the MCL by a factor of about 10. A comparison of the quantum efficiency of
laser- and thermall y—annealed ion—impl anted s i l icon ce l l s  shows that the
response of the laser annea led cel l is si.perior thro ughout the entire solar
spectrun . The s uperior response in the red reg i on correl ates very well
with the retention of a long MCL in the laser—annealed sample. The
improvement i n  the blue region can be a t t r ibu ted  to the almost comp lete
absence in the laser—annealed cell of any latt ice damage which might give
rise to trapping and excessive electron—hol e recombination. If this
interpretation is indeed correct , then it shows once again the abi l i ty  of
laser annealing to remove the lattice damage in the impl anted region whi le
retaining the electrical properties of the substrate .

F. Laser-Induced Melting and Diffusion

The very fast mel ting and recrystal l izat ion characterist ic of
annealing with pul sed lasers may also fi nd appl ications in materials pro-
cessing not directly rel ated to ion impl antation. For exampl e, thermal
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diffusion resul ts in the formation of a surface layer several hundred
angstroms deep containing a very high concentration of electrica ll y inac-
tive dopant atoms in the form of precipi tates. It has been shown 2b that
after irradiation of a boron—diffused sampl e with a sing le laser pul se , the
dopant profile is significan tly redistributed and the boron contained in
the precipitates is dissolved into solid solution , with an order of magni-
tud e increase in the electrical activity . Laser treatment of these dif-
fused crystals has also been found to improve the p— n junction
charac teristics as determi ned from measurements on mesa diodes.

Laser radiation has been used recently to form large area p-n junc-
tions in silicon by a process of l aser— i nduced diffusion. 26 For this
application , the dopant (~~ 

or Al) is evaporated onto the sampl e surface as
a film approximately 100 A thick and the sampl e is then i rradiated with
pul sed— laser light . The dopant diffuses into the near surface reg i on of
the ci licon and becomes electr ical ly act ive.  The tec hnique of laser-
in duc ed diffusion has been app lie d to the fabrication of solar cells and
efficiencies comparable to those of laser—annealed , ion—impl anted ce l ls
have been obtained. This type of processing may become especially impo r-
tant for the formation of l arge area p—n devices suc h as solar cells
because it by—passes the ion— impl antation step and , with slight mod i fica-
tions , it can probably be carried out compl etely at room temperature. This
appears to be an a t t rac t i ve  method for fabricating a variety of devices
wh ich requ i re shallow p—n junctions.

Laser— i nd uced melting may also fi nd app lication as a method for
purifying the near— surface region of mater ia ls durin g processing. Recent
resul ts obtained for Cu—imp l anted s i l icon after laser annealing, show that
all of the impl anted Cu was segregated to a region within the first few
hundred angstroms of the surfac e where it coul d be removed by etching.
Segregation of Cu to the surface is a pparently the resu lt of i ts very low
segregation coeffic ient from the melt. Segregation of Fe and Pb to the
surface of silicon sampl es has also been observed after pul sed laser i rra-
diation.

IV . PROBLEM AREAS IN THE UNDERSTANDING AND DEVELOPMENT OF LASER ANNEALING

The discovery that lasers coul d be used to very effectively anneal the
lattice damage due to ion—imp lantation of s i l icon and ga l l ium arsenide has
occurred so recently that is is diff icul t to foresee what even the short
developnents will be. Cl early, l aser anneal ing will be tried for p—n
j unction formation and device fabrication in a variety of semiconducting
materia ls. However , it seem s l ikely that the combinati on of ion—
impl antation and laser—annealing will have muc h wider appl ications and some
of these will be mentioned later in this report . Here , some problem areas in
which increased knowl edge woul d greatly enhance our u n d e r s t a n d i n g  of l aser
anneal ing will be briefl y discussed .

Control of energy deposition. La ser annealing is a techni que which is suf-
ficient ly sensitive to the energy deposition process that good control of
this process is essential for understanding the tec hnique and , to a lesser
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extent , for app lying it. For pul sed l asers thi s implies a hi gh degree of
control of pul se size (energy) , spat ial homog eneity, temporal shape , and
duration time. Of somewhat lesser impo tance , but still hi ghly desirable ,
woul d be a tuna ble laser wi th wavel engths in the 1— 4 eV range. For appi i—
cations to solar cell fabricat ion where low cost and a high degree of auto-
mation are especially important , laser efficiency, reliability, and life-
time are important considerations. Hence , the develop iient of special
lasers for laser annealing seems a lmost inevi table.

Absorption and refl ectivity data for materials subjected to intense laser
irra diation. In order to thoroughly understand the mec hanisms by which the
laser energy is deposited in the material , it will be necessar y to greatly
expand the meager body of data which now ex is ts  on the optical properties
of ion— impl anted materials subjec ted to high — intensity i rradiation. Ion
impl antation creates a high deg ree of disorder in the near-surface region
of the impl anted material and in some cases thi s region may be driven
com pl etely amorphous . Undoped amorphous silicon has an absorption coef-
fic ient at 0.694 pm , approximately an order of magnitud e higher than undoped
sing le crystal silicon. High doping level s suc h as those encoun tered i n
ion impl antation can produce very large changes in the absorption coef -
ficients. Al so pseudo—two photon processes may become impo rtant at high
light inten sit ies. Thus , the absorption coefficien t , wh i ch determ i nes how
the laser energy is deposi ted into the crystal , is expected to be a compl ex
func tion of the l attice damage , the do pi ng level , laser wave iength , laser
intensity, temperature , phase changes , and probably other parameters. The
reflectivity of the material also depend s on many of the same parameters ,
especially the transiti on from solid to liquid phase.

Thermal properties of materials at high temperatures. During lase r
annealing the material undergoes extremely l arge temperature changes in very
short times. To obtain reliable theoretical modelling of the annealing
process it i s necessary to know the temperature dependence of any parame-
ters entering into the calcul at ions. For exam ple , the thermal conduct iv i ty
of most ma terials varies greatly with temperature. Al thoug h the thermal
conduct 4 v i ty  of s i l icon has been measured over a wide temperature range
be low the melting point , this is  not true for most semiconductors.
Measurements above the melting point are needed for all mater ia ls .

Mass transport in the l iquid phase. There is little doubt that dopant pro-
file broadening d u r i n g  laser annealing involves mass diffusion in the
liqui d. In order to calcul ate thi s broadening, it is necessary to have an
accura te value of the diffusion coefficient D for the particu l ar dopant-
host combinat ion under consideration. To illustrate how unsatisfactory the
situation is with respect to rel iable values of 0, le t us consider the case
of si l icon for which there is more data than almost any other semiconduc-
tor. Va l ues of 0 for several impurities in mol ten silicon were reported in
1963 by Kodera 27 and by Shaskkov and Gurevicn 28 in 1968. Kodera shows
uncertainties in his values of roughly ± 30% whereas Shaskov and Gurevich
show substantially smaller uncertainties. However , for  those im pu r i t i es
c anron to the two studies , t he ratios of the reported va l ues range from
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approximately 1.5 for boron to about 40 for indium. In fact , the situation
is so bad that if a few of the other parameters in laser annealing coul d be
pinned  down , fit t ing of the profi les coul d be used to determine diffusion
coeff ici ents.

Rapid recrystallization and segregation coefficients. The calcul ated velo-
city of the melt front as it returns to the surface dur ing laser anneal ing
of silicon is of the order of a few hundred centimeters per second . This
ul trarapid refreezing is a highly non—equilibri um thermodynamic process and
conventional theories of recrystall ization may not apply. Some work in
th is area has been done on metals but more is needed and the work must be
extended to semiconductors. For those impurities suc h as co pper in sili con
for which the effective segregation coefficient is low , one f i nd s that the
impl anted profile i s  compl etely changed because the impurities are swept
back to the surface by the melt front. Much more study of this process is
needed and method s of estimating and measuring effective segregation coef-
ficients during rapid freezing must be develop ed .

V. IMPLICATIONS FOR MICROMINIATURIZAT ION OF STRUCTURES

The use of lasers to mod i fy the near-surface properties of mater ials ,
especially metals and alloys , is an active area of researc h undergoing rapi d
developnent. The mod i fications may entail a variety of micro structural
changes which are of considerable interest in themselves but which wil l  not
be discussed here. It shoul d be remembered that the terminology “laser
anneal ing~ as used in this report implies that impurities have been ion
impl anted into or deposited on the surface of the mater ial befo re the
material is subjected to the laser irradiation. This type of materials
mod i fication is so new that it is muc h too earl y to predict in any detail
how it can be used in the microminiaturization of structures. However ,
laser annealing has a number of characteristics which might make it useful
in microstructure faorication .

The most obvious characteristic is that the l aser beam can be focussed
to very smal l d imensions to deliver high power densities. An entire sampl e
can be ion—imp lanted and areas as small as 1 pm in diameter can be annealed
to create regions of electrical activity . In these m icroareas , other pro-
perties such as optical refl ectivity and absorptiv ity , thermal cond uc-
tivity , etc. are also changed from their values in the surroun ding
materi al . The l aser beam can be scanned across the surface in any pattern
to “write” regions of modified material s properties. Quite similar effects
shoul d be obtained with laser— induced diffusion of surface—deposited
l ayers. An obvious alterna tive to “writ i ng” in microstructures woul d be to
photograph them into the surface by l aser annealing throug h suitably chosen
photol ithograph ically-deposited masks.

In Section I I I , it was shown that with laser annealing it is possibl e
to incorporate impurities into semiconduc tors at concentrations which far
exceed the equl ibriuii solid solubility lim its. One resul t of this is that
there is a one—dimensional expansion or contraction of the l attice and
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hence a change of i ts  symmetry properties in the near-surface region. The
laser annealing has led to the creation of a new structure by a l terat ion of
the lattice on the level of the unit ce l l .

In those cases where the solubi l i ty l imit has been exceeded , it is
possible to cause pre cipitation of the impurities by conventional thermal
treatment at 900°C for a few minutes. However , the precipi tates can again
be broken up and the impurities pl aced in sub stitutional si tes.
Apparently, thi s cycling between formation and destruction of this type of
microstructure can be carried on indefinitely.

The growt h of epi taxial and polyc rystalline layers of semiconduc tors
a few microns thick on suitably cho sen sub strates (e.g. silicon-on-
sapph ire) is a comon requirement for the fabrication of a number of
electronic devices. Non—u niformities in the doping concentrations of these
layers is a common problem when the dimensions of the sampl es exceed about
two inches in diameter. Laser annealing may prove useful in the g rowth and
doping of these thin l ayers and in the removal of dopant inhomogeneities.

VI . OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNIVERSITY AND INDUSTRY STUDIES

There is a mul titude of opportunities for both university and industry
studies of laser annealing and its app lications. At the present , there is
a virtual expl osion of interest in laser annealing. Al most every group
work i ng wi th i on impl antat i on is either already involve d or rapi d ly
becoming so. Researc h on l aser annealin g need not be particul arly expen-
sive and most reasonably well —equipped university and industrial labora-
tories shoul d be able to make contributions to the field while it is
rapidly developing .

As the field becomes more mature , it is l ikely that some basic
questions will emerge which are best tackl ed in a highly researc h-oriented
university environment. For exampl e, the physics underlying extremel y
rapi d solidification phenomena and the incorporation of ion— impl anted
impurities into lattices at concentrations far above the solubility l imit
requires muc h further developuent. What new materials can be formed in
this way? What are their properties? How stable are they ? A whole host
of questions come to mind .

On a somewhat l ess fundamental level , research in university physics
and el ectrical engineering departments shoul d be encouraged . For exampl e,
the developuent of l asers especially designed for annealing shoul d be
pursued . Commerc ial suppl iers of l asers may rapidly push laser developnent
to the l imits of the present state of the art and still not have reached
the desired goal . For economic reasons , further investment of manpowe r
and financ ial resources woul d not be feasible. Advancement of the state of
the art woul d then be up to the univ ersities and l arger industrial researc h
laboratories , if they were interested .

It seems to thi s author that much of the near—term develop’nent and
appl ication of laser annealing will go on at in dustrial l aboratories and
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universit ies with very strong departments in el ectrical and electronic
engineering and/or well -devel oped program s in ion imp l antat ion. Much of
the work will be motivat ed by the potential useful ness in semiconduc tor
device app l ications. If the potential is realized , the motivation for work
by this type of organization wil l  continue . On a longer term basis ,
however , some of the more fundamental aspects of laser annealing must be
thoroughly investigated , and physics and engineering departments in smaller
universities not specializing in device work shoul d then have a great deal
to contribute.
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INORGANIC RESISTS
Alexander N. Voshchenkov

I. Status of Current Work in Patterning Applications
Inorganic Films

Patterning app lications in lithography of inorganic films
have been studied on the following materials: a broad class
of As and Ge chalcogenides, metallic halides , Fe 203,  Ti0 2,
SiC 2 ,  Al 203, and Ta

205. 
The work has not been systematic

and no clear program has evolved . Fundamental mechanisms
for the radiation sensitivity of these materials hav3 not
been well characterized . At the current level of understanding ,
some of the mechanisms involved include : (1) photostructural
changes due to bandgap irradiation, ( 2 )  therma l processes
which initiate crystalline phase transformation , ( 3 )  thermal
processes which anneal defect structure , (4) metal lurgical
transformation by Ag doping , (5) light enhanced vaporization ,
(6) radiation induced defect structure.

Inorganic mater ia ls  have been demonstrated to behave as negat ive
and positive resists. In addition , certain patterning
techniques have been demonstrated that are not possible with
organic resists . For example , the irradiation of Si02 ,  A~ 203,
and Ta 205 creates a defect structure which allows selective
etching without the use of a resist film . In combination with
direct pat tern generation , the resulting patterned inorganic
film could be used as part of the device or circuit structure .
Since no mask layer is required , undercutting is avoided and
the number of processing steps is significantly reduced . The
potential of inorganic films to “synthesize ” a device s t ructure
and avoid replication transfei of patterns may have significant
impact on submicron fabrication technology .

To date , appl icat ion of inorganic materials to patterning
techniques have been studies in at least the following countries:
Britain , Bulgaria, Germany, Hungary , Israel , Japan , Russia and the
United States.

Details of the materials investigated follow .

A. As and Ge Chalcogenides

Most of the chalcogenide mate r ia l s  appear to experience photo-
structural changes upon exposure to bandgap irradiation . As
a result, the ref rac t ive  index changes upon exposure to argon-
ion laser irradiation. Thermal processes may be dominant in
f i l m s  which undergo crysta l l ine  phase transformation or change
in density .

As 2 S3

In response to i r rad ia t ion  of 1 . 5 — 3 . 0  eV , s t ructural  changes
such as c rys ta l l i za t ion, polymer iza t ion, and changes in local

- -— ~~~~~ — _ - - ——~~~~~~~~~~~— ~~~~
- -
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s t ruc tu ra l  order take p lace.~~~ As a result , the ref rac tive
index increases while the etch rate decreases.

The change in refractive index has been used to form vo lume
phase holographic  g ra t ings 20-60  i.im wide with no development
or e tch ing  required . ( 2 )  This is analogous to a nega t ive  image
formation process. Similar results have been obtained in
As 1 ~~~~~~~ 

and As 2 Se 3
( 4 ) .

As grown films (vacuum evaporated) have an etch rate in alkaline
solutions 1.6-1.8 times that of an area exposed to a mercury—
pressure larn~ (acts as a negative resist) . Surface relief-
type holograms with 1 pm pitch have been achieved by etching
the exposed f i lms  in NaOH . ( 5 )  These f i l m s  dissolve in aqueous
solutions of NaOH , KCN , NH4OH , and KOH. The rather low etch

se l ec t i v i t y  of 1.8 is an order of magnitude less than routinely
achieved in current silicon integrated circuit (IC) processes .
Also , the f i l m s  have a low exposure s e n s i t i v i t y  so tha t
exposure times as long as 2—4 hours have been used . The exposure
time could probably be reduced signif icantly.
Recently ,  it has been shown that  a CF 4 p lasma can be used to
etch a grating pattern with 12.5 pm pitch . (6) Improved etch
selectively in a CF4 plasma can be achieved by Ag-photodop ing
the film .

Light enhanced vaporization of A52S3 
takes place if the exposure

is conducted in an oxygen enriched atmosphere at a tempera ture
about 200°C (acts as positive resist) . ~~~~ Pat terns have been
rerlicated on substrates of organic polymers , quar t z , and
aluminum .

As-Se-Ge

Argon-ion laser irradiated films dissolve more rapidly in
alkaline solutions (acts as positive resist) . ( 8 )

As-Se—S-Ge

Argon-ion laser irradiated films dissolve more slowly (ac ts
as negative resist) . Relief diffraction gratings have been
made with a pitch of 0.86 pm and a d i f f r a c t i o n  e f f i c i e n c y  of
15.8 percent by etching in a 0.33N solution of NaOH at 25°C.~~

8
~

Se-S-Ge, Se—Te—Ge, Se-Sn-Ge

Upon i r radiat ion, these glasses have been shown to exhibit
selective etching in alkaline solutions . (9)

Se
~~Ge 1_ ~

Electron beam i r rad ia t ion  or photo exposure of a thin Ag layer
can be used to dope the underlying Se

~
Ge 1_~ f i l m . ( 10) This gives

r ise  to an almost insoluable f i lm  to alkaline solutions (acts
!s 1 u ~~ at ive  res i s t )  . The sensitivity is comparable to PMMA

w h i l e  the contrast , y — 8 , is appreciably hi gher than organic
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resists (y-.l). 0Linewidths of 0.3 pm have been made with 1.5 ~.m
spaces in l500A th ick  ~.nts using an electron beam current of1 x icr10 A at 20 Ky. ~~ It is estimated that the resolution
limit will be determined by the diffusion length of the excited
carriers which is -.iooA. These films resist etching in aqueous
solutions of H2S04, HF , H3P04, and HC1.

Undoped films exhibit an 18 percent ~.ncrease in etch rate upon
i r radia t ion  (acts as posi t ive res is t )  . (9) Contrast is lower
y..4.5.(ll) Linewidths of 1 pm and 1.5 pm have been fabricated
in Si0 2~~

1
~
1-) and Si

3
N
4

( 9 ) , respectively,  usin~ Se 75 Ge 25 as the
resist .  The sensi t ivi ty can be increased by inc reas ing  the
Se content .

B. Metallic Halides, Suiphides, Selenides

Photographic e f f e c t s  have been observed in Pb 12 ,  CuI , CuCl ,
Sb13, As 2Se 3, Sb 2S3, Pb S , and CdS . 2~~~4 )  The small dimensions

of the grains (several hundred angstrom) make it possible to
increase the resolution of photographic materials.

C. Ti02

Low temperature CVD Ti0 2 films have been produced in an
amorphous form on substrates such as glass , Si , fused quartz.
Annealing at temperatures higher than 300°C leads to crystall-
ization and variation in grain size. This can also be
achieved by electron bombardment at 2-35 Ky. The rutile
phase is highly etch resistant even to 49 percent HF and hot 

2H
2S04 (acts as negative resist) . Electron fluxes of —lcoul/cm

and a po.ier density of 2.8 x l0~ watts/cm
2 were used t~ pattern

3 pm lines with edge de f in i t ion  of less than 0.5 pm. The
sens i t iv i ty  is low because this is a predominantly thermal
process requiring crystallization .
These films do not seem to have great potential because it is
difficult to achieve stoichiometric material due to the
trivalency of Ti. Typically a reoxidizing heat treatment is
necessary to produce a stoichiometric film . This is not feasible
for  Ti0 2 because of the mixing of crys ta l lographic  phases and

changes in gra in  s ize .

D . Fe 2O3

The etch rate of f i lms  prepared at 160°C can be red~~ced by 25
times upon Ar-ion laser irradiation (acts as negative resist) -
Linewidths of 1 pm were obtained with writing speeds of 2000
cm/sec and power densities of l0~ W/cm 2.(1-6) Electron bean
irradiation can produce similar effects and 0.8 pm linewidths

_______ ~~~— ‘ — — — —  — - - ~~~~~- 
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0

were fabr ica ted  in 2500A thick films with a beam current of
3-4 * l0~~ A at 10 Ky . (17) The reduction in etch rate has been
attributed to differences in grain size caused by local heating .

At high i r rad ia t ion  power densities, the film is completely
vaporized. Such a pa t t e rn ing  technique is analogous to a
positive resist.

E. Si02

Electron bombardment of SiO2 results in an increase in etch

rate of 3-4 times . Etch rate enhancement saturates at a dose
of 1 coul/cm 2 . Using this technique, windows 0.6 pm 5 ~m
have been made in a 6 , 000A thick SiO 2 f i lm . Device s t r u c t u r e s

have been fabricated without use of conventional lithography ,
i . e . ,  no resist  f i l m s . An array of 8 r es i s to r- t rans i s to r -
logic elements were fabricated with 25 pm wide contact windows
and resistor diffusion windows . The resulting bipolar tran-
sistors had low leakage but also low gain, B-.5.

Bombardment of SiO2 with Ar , N, Cl , P, B or Ne ions wi l l  enhance
the etch rate in buffered HF.~~~

9’20
~ Argon implants have

been used to taper windows in silicon ICs .~~
2

An organic film polymethylcyclosiloxane (PMCS) can be exposed
in an e—beam at 15 KV with a dose of 85-300p coul/cm 2 . I t
behaves as a negative resist and can be developed ui acetone.
When annealed in wet oxygen at 650°C and densified in nitrogen
at 1000°C , the resul t ing f i lm exhibits the same re f rac t ive
index and etch rate in HF as amorphous silica . ( 2 2 )  Such
siliceous films have been used as barriers against diffusion of
As , B, P. Bipolar transistors have been fabricated with diffusion
barriers and passivating layers defined by e—beam exposure of
PMCS . ( 2 2 )  The emitter stripes were 5 pm wide and the gain
~-.l Q0.
F. Al 2 0 3 (evaporated) , Ta 2 , 0 5 (anodic)

Exposure Qf these fi lms to an e-beam at 15 XV with a dose of
2 coul/cm’ reduces the etch rate by a factor  of 2.  ( 2 3 )

II. Areas of Scientific and Technological Needs for
Microfabricat ion

1. The re lat ively constant sensitivity - resolution - contrast
product associated with organic resists must be increased .
Specif ica l ly ,  an overall improvement in contrast is
needed to achieve better edge definition .

2. The chemical , plasma , and therma l resistance of resists
during pa tterning must be improved .

3. Af cer pa t te rn ing, dry processes must  be developed for
easy remova l o f the resis t .

4.  Improvement of resist wet tab i l i ty  and/or adhesion to
various surfaces is needed .

~~~i :  ~.— -r -- - —  
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ — - — — - - ~ — ____
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5. Resist undercutting phenomena as a result of etching
must be reduced .

6. To achieve thinner resist films new resist application
techniques are needed to improve control of thickness
deposition rate and uniformity .

7. In order to u t i l i ze  thinner resists, the increase in
pinhole density as resist f i lms get th inner  must  be
overcome.

8. Resist conformabil i ty  to topographical f l uc tua t i ons
needs to be improved .

9. The distortion of resist patterns during replication
processes must be reduced .

10. Resists are preferable whose effective contrast and
sensi t ivi ty are developer independent.

11. Resolution degradation due to interference fringe back
reflectance of radiation or substrate backscattering of
primary electrons needs to be reduced .

12. An increased aspect ratio (thickness to width r a t i o)  of
resist and underlying thin film is desirable.

13. A high contrast—resolution negative resist which does
not distort during development would be useful.

14. For direc t e-beam exposure, an electrically conducting
resist would alleviate pattern distortion due to charging
effects .

15. The adv2rse effect on the integrity of a resist film
caused oy dust particles on a substrate surface must be
minimized .

III. Possible Impact on Related or Unrelated Fields if Successful
0

1. Replication of -.l000A minimum feature size would impact
integrated circuit technology by increasing the device
densi ty , increasing switching speed , decreasing noise-
equivalent power , possibly allowing use of lower logic
levels , and decreasing power consumption . It would also
improve high frequency performance of discrete devices
(Si , GaAs , etc) . Submicron l i thography would have
app lica tions in the f abrication of pi ezoe lectric , pyroelectr ic,
fer roeiect r ic, Josephson junction , and magnetic domain
devices , as well as in SAWs , integrated optics , integrated
heteroj unct ion la sers , and display technology .

2. A high contrast-resolut ion negative resist  with no
repl icat ion distortion could increase the e f f i c i ency  of
direct e-beaxn pattern generation. This applies to
integrated circuit  l i thography levels requiring small
f ea tu re  sizes with relat ively large separations be tween them .

A
r -~~~~ -- - - - -—--— - v- ~~~~~~~ 
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3. An inorganic resist would reduce the number of process ing
steps thereby increasing cosme tic yield and decreasing
cost.

4. Inorganic  res i s t s  would be amenable to an a l l  dr~ processing
technology .

5. Improved resolution would have application for technical
pho tography (medical , military , etc.)

6. Evaporation deposition of inorganic resists could be
useful in engraving of contoured surfaces. This could
have both commercial and artistic applications.

7.  Improved replication of submicron structures could lead
to microminiature transducers . Such devices could be
implanted in various organs to provide sensory o u t p u t s .
There are obvious applications to space medical experiments .
Conceivably a submicron sensor could be implanted in a cancer
cell or a large bacterium (— .1 pm minimum dimension) . Or ,
perhaps more realistically , cells could be induced to grow
on a suitable sensor structure. Such applications could lead
to new understanding of pathogenic functions on a microscopic
level.

IV. Opportunities for Research that Current Needs Prasent tc
Universities and Industry

Although it is difficult on an item—by—item basis to separate
research topics for universities and industry , the emphasis
for universities should be on long—term objectives , funda-
mental understanding of mechanisms , new device concepts , and
process and device modeling .

A sample listing of specific topics for universities and
industry is shown below. It is to be expected that some overlap
will  occur na tura l ly  between the two categories.

A. University Opportunities

1. A systematic investigation of structureless , amorphous-
li:e inorganic materials which are radiation sensitive
to exposure with lasers , electron or ion beams. This
should be compatible with a pattern generation exposure
scheme , i.e., a maskless noncontact exposure process.

2.  Mater ia ls  should be investigated that exhib i t  abrupt
phase t rans i t ion phenomena either thermally , optically ,
or electrostatically activated.

3. Phase transition phenomena should be investigated from
the perspective of influencing the following “macroscopic ”
material properties : etch rate and solubility (useful for
pat~.ern ieplication) , index of refraction (useful for
integrated optics) , piezoelectrici ty (sur face  acoustic
transducer applications , med ica l sensors , e t c .)
ferroelecti-icity , and ferromagnetism.

.
~~~~~ ~~~~~

-
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4. Understanding of radiation sensitive mechanisms should
address the sens i t iv i ty - re so lu t ion-con t ras t  product of
a resist material. Therefore , the work should try to
def ine  the following : resolution limit (backscattering
phenomena or ref lec tance  of primary radiation beam) , edge
definition (contrast, grain structure , diffusion length
of excited ca r r i e r s ) ,  sensitivity (radiation absorption
mechanisms , crystallographic phase transformations) -

5. Investigate doping in inorganics as a technique for
improving radiation sensitivity and/or dissolution
selectivity .

6. Studies are needed of stress cracking in inorganic
films .

7. Synthesis of glasses with large atomic number which could
be used as ion implant or ion beam milling masks.

B. Industrial Opportunities

1. Development and evaluation of alternate resist deposition
techniques : plasma assisted deposition, sur face  cata lys i s
of resist films on a substrate , vacuum evaporation , low
pressure chemical vapor deposition , enhanced surface
molecular migration for improved step coverage, other
nonspin—on approaches . Particular emphasis should
be on thinner f i lms , better uniformity and conformability ,
fewer pinholes , voids , and occlusions .

2. Development of an all dry lithographic process including
resist deposition and stripping, thin film etching , and
direct pattern generation exposure .

3. Develop a high contrast—sensitive negative resist with
low distortion during patterning .

4. Determine limitations to shelf life of inorganic resists .

5. The potent ial  for  resistless lithographic processes
should be investigated . Such processes could be based
on radiation enhanced dissolution of such films as
Si0 2 and Si 3N 4 .

6. Inves t igate  the abi l i ty  of a continuously variable
composition p ro f i l e  in a multicomponent alloy resist  to
control edge profiles. Variable composition with thickness
could be achieved with techniques similar to molecular
beam epitaxy perhaps with in situ ion implantation .

7. Study the usefulness of laminate resist films consisting
of two or more layers in controlling edge profiles .

8. Investigate the possibilities of synthesizing organic
films containing Si-0 , Si-OH , Si-N bonds or metallic
complexes which upon appropriate radiation could be
converted into inorganic films compatible with device
s t ruc tura l  needs (Si0 2 , Si 3N 4,  Si , A12 0 3, Al , e tc . )

.

~~~ 
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METAL INTERCONNECTIONS AND VERY LARGE SCALE INTEGRA TION

Billy L Crowder

IBM T.J. Watson Research Center
Yorktown Heights , New York 10598

1. Introduction and Current Status

The continuing trend toward higher density and the resultant very large scale integration

levels is placing severe demands upon metal lization techniques. The problem is part icularly

acute in semiconductor integrated circuit technology in which metal to semiconductor contacts

impose additional constraints. The current status of metallization in silicon microelectronics at

medium and large scale integration levels has been recently reviewed . ’ 2  The requirements for

a useful metallization system are multiple; good adhesion to dielectrics , selective etchabi lity,

low electrical resistivity, good coverage of surface topography, high electromigr ation resistance.

resistance to oxidation and corrosion , and (for semiconductor app lications ) low metal to

semiconductor contact resistance and good contact stability. The requirements for large scale

integration are being met currently by the use of proper aluminum alloys (e.g.. Al . ‘Cu Si )  and

contact metallurgies such as PtSi. Practical metal linewidths and spacings between adjacent

lines are about 2.5 micrometers at present . 2 It should be noted that large scale integrated

metal oxide semiconductor structures with polycrystal line silicon gates employ either diffused

regions in crystalline silicon or the heavily doped pol ycrystalline silicon as one level of

interconnection. The relatively hi gh resistance of such layers will not allow their use as

interconnections if device geometries decrea se much below present dimensions (e.g., heavily

doped polycrys ta lline silicon has a resistivity of 1000 micro-ohm-cm as compared to 3 micro-

ohm-cm for aluminum alloys at 300°K). Replacing these materials by using multilevel

-- -~~ . 
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metalliza !ion requires the formation of tens of thousands of very small metal to semiconductor

contacts, which is a challenging problem aggravated by a decrease in junction depth imposed

by decreasing device dimensions.

The insulator is an important part of the overall metallization system and must provide

reliable crossovers (where one metal passes over another separated by the insulator) and vias

in which metal to metal contacts between levels are fabricated. Surface topography is quite

important and sharp steps must be avoided - the ideal would be to maintain a planar top

surface on the insulator for deposition of the next metal level. Selective etchability of the

insulator relative to the underlying layers (e.g. metal) is a must for obtaining a viable process.

Silicon dioxide , silicon nitride , aluminum oxide , and polyimide have been employed as the

insulator in multilevel metallization applications . ’ 2  The defect density in silicon dioxide (the

most commonly employed insulator) as deposited by present techniques is likely to limit yield

at very large scale integration levels because of interlevel metal to metal shorts at crossovers.

The use of electron beam (or X-ray ) patterning, which is required to achieve micrometer

and sub-micrometer dimensions, will require a careful re-evaluation of present metallization

practices. This is particularly true for device structures which are sensitive to ionizing

radiation. Multilevel metal lization systems which would allow for moderately high post metal

anneal temperatures (e.g. 600 to 700°C would be a very desirable goal ). Refractory metals

such as molybdenum and tungsten allow for high temperature anneals and represent potential

alternatives to the more reactive aluminum alloys. 2 ’4 The poor resistance of these materials to

oxidation and corrosion pose reliability problems. Japanese laboratories are continuing to

investigate molybdenum for multilevel applications in high density integrated circui ts . 5 An

alternative to multilevel meta llization may be provided by refractory metal silicides such as

tungsten disilicide and molybdenum disilicide. Recent investigations have demonstrated that

- -



the conductiv ity l imitations imposed by poly crysta l line silicon can be subs tan t ia l ly  reduced h~

replacing or supplementing the po ly crystal line silicon by metal su icide 1’ ’ A pa r t i cu l ar I~

attractive property of such silicides is that oxidizing ambients produce an in su la t ing  and

passivating layer of silicon dioxide so that these new materials can be incorporated into

polycrystalline silicon gate technology with minor process changes. It should be noted that the

advent of dry processing techniques (e.g. reactive plasma etching) made the use of these

materials practicable - selective wet chemical etches compatible with silicon dioxide and silicon

are not known.7

2. Scientific and Technological Needs

“New ” materials may be required to realize the requirements imposed by ultraminiaturiza-

tion and consequent very large scale integration. There are many “metallic ” compounds which

are known to have oxidation resistance and corrosion resistance in bulk form. Material science

studies of such materials in thin film form (50 to 500 nm) could provide candidates suitable

for more detailed evaluation. Materials with a low dielectric constant , good insula ting

behavior , high temperature stability, and capable of “ planarizing ” surface topographical

features are very desirable as insulators in multilevel metallization . Materials science research

directed toward finding such materials is necessary.

Technological needs include ( I )  development of techniques for contacting shallow

junctions which allow for annealing at temperatures sufficient to remove radiation damage

induced by energetic patterning techniq ues (electron beam , X-ray ), (2 )  developing procedures

for fabricating large numbers of very small vias with low resistance contact s, and (3 )  refine-

ment of existing insulators or combinations thereof in order to achieve low defect densi ties.

Implementation of refractory metal silicides requires a better understanding of the relationship

- ,. — - — - - - 
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between processing parameters and the quality of the silicon dioxide grown over  these

materials. An understanding of the parameters which control grain size and grain growth

during high temperature processing in these materials is also necessary for the applications

requiring very fine lines.

3. Possible Impact on Non-Related Fields

Benefits derived from advances in interconnection technology for u ltraminiaturization in

silicon technology would be app licable to other silicon device areas. In addition , benefits may

be derived from other areas requiring multilevel meta ll ization. However, the constraints

imposed by the metal-semiconductor contact may be overly restrictive for other applications.

It should be noted that contact procedures are material related - e.g. contacts to GaAs are

made quite differently than contacts to silicon. The development of better insulators could

have wider application (e.g. integrated optics , amorphous bubble materials fabrication technol-

ogy).

± . Academic and Industrial Research Opportunities

Futu ’e research in industry will focus mainly on extensions of aluminum alloy multilevel

metallizat ion with refinements of existing insulator systems. Few industrial laboratories have

the resources or the inclination to explore radical alternatives. However, university laborator-

ies can engage in materials science studies of thin films of materials which possess high

conductivity and oxidation resistance in order to identify promising candidates for more

exhaustive study. The latter studies must be conducted at industrial laboratories or in conjunc-

tion with industrial laboratories because they would entail actual device fabrication at small

dimensions - a task that most universities are not able to adequately handle.



Thin f i lm studies in this area would provide a wide range of research p rob lems  for

universities because of the variety of materials which mi ght be suitable - e. g. metal su icides

or intermetal l ic compounds such as AINi. Since many di f ferent  depo sition techni ques are

av ailable (co-evaporation , sputtering, reaction from the elements , chemical vapor depos i t ion ) .

the number of permutations is quite large. Further opp ortunities for un ivers i ty  research are

provided by the multiple constraints imposed on a good metallurgy for VLSI applicat ions.  For

example , the requirement of oxidation and corrosion resistance could form the basis for quite

fundamenta l  studies of oxidation and corrosion kinetics of thin f i lms of h~ zh conduc t ivi t ~

materials. The necessity for controlling surface morphology could generate research into the

mechanisms of grain growth during thermal processing of such materials .  The mater ia ls

science understanding necessary for developing high temperatur e, high conductivi ty ;nt ercon-

nections provides university research with a fertile area for exploration which is both challeng-

ing and potentially very important.

An examination of organic and inorganic thin films which are both insulators and have a

low dielectric constant could also provide candidates for better insulators. Again , it is un l ike l y

that industrial laboratories will conduct a broad based search for such materials.

Emphasis in industrial laboratories will focus on the problems of contd cting very shallow

junctions and on th ’~ patterning of fine metal lines and very small vias. Combinations of

insulators will most likely be employed to achieve low defect densities. Research in refractory

metal su icides will focus on obtaining good silicon dioxide over such si l i c ides and upon

achieving fine line structures , which implies control over grain size.

- 
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I. Introduction

This report is directed towards the very new area of materials
science which is concerned with the preparation and characterization of
synthetic metals, many of which contain no atoms of any metallic element
in their chemical. constitution. The three main presently known classes and
their potential technological significance will be described. One of the
classes also encompasses a series of ~~

— and n— semiconductors.

Although there is no m ediate obvious application of these systems to
ultraminiaturization of electronic devices, it would appear they warrant
considerable further investigation and evaluation by specialists in the
field of electronic devices.

The motivation for producing new conductors is in part a desire to
achieve unusual, or even unprecedented, materials properties of technological
importance. Metallic conductors are based on open—shell atoms, while non-
metallic compounds typically exhibit covalent or polar bonding based on
closed shells. Since open—shell electronic bands are a prerequisite for
any conductor, molecular or polymeric conductors will almost certainly be
unusual chemically. The stabilization of interacting open—shell non—metals
in a solid , so as to prevent the exclusive formation of polar—covalent bonds,
is an enormously challenging task. On the other hand, recent developments
with doped polythiazyl, (SN) , and polyacetylene, (CH) suggest tha t the
judicious incorporation of e!ectron donating and withd~awing groups may
yet provide a fairly general scheme for achieving incompletely filled bands,
as required for conductors.

The stabilization of partly—filled bands in nonmetallic conductors is
primarily a chemical. and struc tural problem. The synthesis, characteriza-
tion, optimization and exploitation of conducting systems provides many
opportunities for both experimental and theoretical studies. When nonmetallic
open—shell systems are available, traditional chemical ideas about crystal
packing , about isoelectronic substitutions, or about analogous reactions
have generated essentially all of the currently known “families” of molecu-
lar metals. These have been derived from a few conthictors that wex e o n —
ginafly prepared for other reasons. Finding new conductors ~.mong nonmetallic
elements or compounds will consequently demand great ingenuity, with only
very modest theoretical suggestions. On the other hand , the theoretical
appreciation of the role of dlmensionality in phase transitions and in mag-
netic phenomena has greatly increased interest in model compound s, whose
experimental study has further enriched theory.

The bulk properties of most known conducting polymers are quite different
from their intrinsic crystal properties. These bulk properties typically
reflect the state of crystallite aggregation as much as the crystallite
properties. For example, a variety of indirect measurements indicate metallic
conductivity for (SN)

~ 
and for doped (CU) in directions in which d.c. con-

ductivity measurements indicate a non—met~11ic temperature dependence. This
difference between bulk and intrinsic properties, which includes everything
from mechanical strength and environmental stability to superconductivity ,
is a consequence of gross structural inhomogeneity in these materials . As
a result, basic uncertainties exist in our knowledge of their fundamental

——~~~~~~~
—-——.-
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materials properties , which limit our ability to understand their polymer
physics and to optimize their properties for possible applications.

This report concentrates on three presently known classes of metallic
compounds derived from non—metals, namely those based on (SN) , (CII) and
graphite. X Z

II. Critical Assessment of Existing Knowledge in the Field

A. (SN) and Derivatives’

Polythiazyl , “polymeric sulfur nitride,” is the first example of a cova-
lent po1yme~ cont~inin8 ~o metal atoms which has been shown to be a conducting
(a~~p~5 X 10 ohm om~~) and a superconducting polymer (T~

nO.3IC) . Electrical
co~iacts can be made with metal clips or by silver paint. These unique elec-
tronic properties have opened up new vistas for the scientific investigation
of potentially conducting polymers. Currently available (SN) consists of
golden crystals made up of crystalline microfibrils which areXfully oriented
in a coamon chain direction, but poorly coupled together electronically.
Gross twinning occurs and about 20Z of the chains in each microfibril are
in defect positions. However, band structure calculations based on the ideal
(SN) structure have led to a semi—quantitative understanding of its proper—
tiesi in particular (SN) has been shown to be an anisotropic semi—metal ,
stabilized against the Pherls distortion by interchain interactions. (SN)

~crystals may be conveniently sublimed at ~~ 150’C and cohesive golden films
may be condensed on room—temperature substrates of plastics, metals, glass,
etc. These films are also highly conducting. Completely aligned epitaxial
films can be deposited on appropriately “scratched” plastic or glass surfaces.
These show highly anisotropic electrical and optical properties. The films
on flexible substrates are also completely flexible and may be bent without
cracking. (SN) crystals and films are stable in air for extended periods.

Presently , the only known conducting derivatives of (SN) are obtained
by part ial oxidation with halogens and interbal.ogeus. Of thhe compounds
(SNBr

0 4~x has been the most thoroughly investigated. This material exhi-
bits • an order of magnitude higher conductivity than (SN)

~ 
and other in—

terest ing electronic properties. However, details of the crystal structure
and the role of bromine are not yet entirely clear . Halogen derivatives of
(SN) have been obtained also by halogemation of S4N4 which eliminates the
inte~~ediate synthesis of (SN)

~~
.

B. ((s) and Derivatives2

Polyacetylene, (CR) , is the simplest possible conjugated organic poly-
mer and is therefore ofXspecia.1. fundamental interest. It may be prepared
in cia— or trans—isomeric forms as silvery , polycrystalline, flexibl. films
by the polymerization of acetylene gas, C H2, at ca 1 atm . pressure using a
Ziegler catalyst at temperatures ranging prom —7 8~~ to ca 150 C. Low temp—
*por c~~paris9n . t~e conductivity , ~~, of mercury at 5room .fempe~ature is ca
l x l O  oh.~~~cm and that of copper ia ca 6 x l O  ohm c a .

£~ 
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erature polymerization conditions favor the formation of films of the cis—
isomer which can be subsequently isomerized to films of the trans—isomer by
heating at ca 200 C for 2 hours in an inert atm2sphere or in vacuo. Cia—
rich films have a tensile strength of ca 3 kg/sm and can be stretched to
3—4 times their original length at room temperature. Electron microscopy
studies show that the as—formed (cR)

~ 
films consist of randomly oriented

fibrils (typical fib~il diameter of a few hun~red angstroms). The bulk den-
sity is ca 0.4 gm/cm compared with 1.2 gm/cm as obtained by flotation tech-
niques. This shows that the polymer fibrils fill only about one—third of
the total volume. In the absence of added deoxidant the films slowly undergo
oxidation in air during several days. Oxidation may be prevented by covering
with appropriate polymer lacquers, etc. Both isomeric forms are semiconduc—
tors; however, through chemical doping, their electrical conductivity may be
controllably varied over an extraordina~~ 13 o~ders

1
of magnitude with prope~-

ties ranging from semiconducting (ci<1O ohm cm ) to metallic (a>l X 10
ohm~~ cm— l)*. Electrical contacts to the films may be made by metal clips
or by “Electrode” (graphite dispersed in a polymer “cement ”) .  The metallic
state is preserved down to at least 40 mK. Studies of the chemical stability
and electrical conductivity of the doped films at room temperature are pre-
sently being undertaken. The semiconductor to metal transition occurs at a
few mole percent dopant concentration. Both electron acceptors (e.g. 12,
Br2, AsF5, AgC1O4, etc.) and electron donors (e.g. Li, Na, K, etc.) can be
used to yield i—type or n—type material respectively. The (CH)X films can
be partially chain—aligned by mechanical stretching and may also be doped.
Such films exhibit anisotropic electrical and optical properties with an in-
crease in conductivity in the direction of alignment of up to one order of
magnitude. Preliminary band structure calculations suggest that (CII) is an
anisotropic semiconductor with a small band gap (-1eV) but with wide conduc-
tion and valence bands (5—10eV in the chain direction). Presently available
(CH)x is morphologically complex and is not well understood.

C. Graphite Intercalation Compounds3

Graphite can be readily intercalated with a variety of electron acceptor
or donor species to give solid materials which are generally unstable in air
unless surrounded by a protective material. Graphite and its intercalates
exhibit interesting anisotropic two dimensional properties in contrast to the
more one—dimensional properties of (SN) and (CR) . The electronic properties
of intrinsic graphite crystals are reasonably welt established with one main
exception: the specific effects of crystal defects on the scattering mechanism .
Both donor and acceptor intercalation compounds of graphite with a wide variety of
interesting electronic properties have been made. Three general properties of these
compounds which an of particular interest are mentioned below.

(1) Acceptor (e.g. HNO , SbF 5, AsP5, Br 2) compounds have higher in—
plane electrical conductivity (a :1o6 ohm 4 cm4) than the
donor (e.g. K , Cs , Rb) compounds (aRTulOS o~~~ 1 cm~~).

(2) The maximt~~ in—plan e conductivity occurs at a stage higher than one
in acceptor compounds .
*yor cjparis1n , t~e conductivity , a , of mercury at sroom_rweIature is ca
1 x 10 ohm cm and tha t of copper is ca 6 x 10 ohm cm

•

~ 
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(3) There is an increase in anisotropy (ratio of in—plane conductivity
to conductivity normal to the planes) which accompanies increased in—plane
conductivity. For example, with AsF5 doping, an exceedingly large anisotropy
of .106 is observed .

In general, the donor (group I) compounds are better understood than
the acceptor compounds but the acceptor compounds appear to have the poten-
tially more interesting properties, e.g. high electrical conductivity and
anisotropy.

III. Scientific and Technological Potential

A. (SN)1 and Derivatives1

(SN) is a unique material and has served as a model compound for under—
standingmthe metallic and superconducting properties of polymers . (SN)
and its derivatives have scientific and possible technological potential.
It does not appear likely that high superconducting transition temperatures
will be achieved with polymers unless novel methods for increasing the
electronic density of states are discovered. (SN) films have been used
in the formation of Schottky barrier photovoltaic ~evices. Other potential
technological applications are under investigation.

B. (CR) and Derivatives2

The scientif ic potential of doped (cH)X derives from the fact that thisnew class of materials has by far  the highest conductivity of any known
organic polymer. It may also be doped (either 2.— on n—) to give semicon—
ducting films. An understanding of the conduction and doping mechanism and
the effect of alignment on the electrical and optical properties presents
fundamental scientific challenges. 

~—n 
junctions having typical rectifier

diode characteristics have been prepared by pressing together films of
and n—(CR )1. A photovoltaic effect has been observed with an

2—Si/2— (CR)1 hecerojunction. Furthermore, the ease of fabricating large
sheets of z—~ junction (CR) films suggests possible use for terrestrial
solar ceUs, etc.

C. Graphite Intercalation Conipounds3

On the scientific level these compounds have significant potential for
improving our understanding of anisotropic two dimensional. sys tens in which
electrical conductivity and anisotropy can be controlled over wide ranges .
Stage 3 graphite—SbF 5 has a conductivity comparable to the best elemental
metal at room temperature. As far as technological potential is concerned,
three areas can be mentioned :

(1) Stage 3 graphite—SbF5 can be swaged into a practical wire form , when
protected with a_ 1hin sheath of copper , having a room temperature conductivity
of 6.5 x 10 ohm cml. Fo~ com~arison, the room temperature conductivity
of copper is ca 6 x 10 ohm cm . In addition, the conductivity decreases
less rapidly with increasing temperatures than for th* best elemental metals.
The stage 3 compound has density less than 3 grams/cm’ so that considerable
weight saving is possible compared to copper.

p
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(2) The electrical conductivity of graphite fibers of the kind used to
reinforce epoxy composites can also be increased by intercalation, while
maintaining their high strength and elastic modulus. Conductivities of
1 x i0~ ohm4 cm 1 have been obtained and values as high as that of copper
are forecast. These high conductivity fibers have been incorporated into
epoxy composites which then demonstrate an increase of conductivity of about
a factor of ten. The electrical conduction of the composite suggest in-
creases applications that require high strength, light weight and conduc-
tivity such as aircraft structural members, large antennae and others.

(3) On intercalation with acceptors, the reflectivity of graphite on
the c face — the outside surface of graphite fibers — is increased to sub-
stantially 100% in the infrared (specifically at the 10.6 ~i laser wavelength).

IV. Useful Research Directions for Universities and Industry

From past experience it has been observed that technology advances by
quantum jumps when either new materials or new techniques have become
available. In the previous sections , it has been shown that completely
new types of metallic conductors and semiconductors are becoming available
and several potential applications based on laboratory studies have been
presented. What is now required is further basic research on these materials
to explore the breadth of the field while at the same time carrying out
in—depth research on carefully—chosen aspects which appear to be of particu-
lar importance.

Academic institutions should be encouraged to do what they can do best
(baSic research) and industry should be encouraged to do what it can do best
-(4pplication of new knowledge to technology) . A faculty member at an
academic institution can do first class fundamental research in a field
which has no apparent relevance to any technological problem or objective
or he can do first—class research in a field which may have relevance to
some technological problem or objective. The fields mentioned in the pre-
vious sections of this report clearly fall into the second category .

It is proposed that the areas of research described be studied at least
in part by governmen t research contracts involving collaborative work by an
academic institution and industry. For example , a joint contract might be
given to an academic institution and to industry to evaluate the possibility
of fabricating coninercial solar cells for terrestrial use from (CH )X 2—!~junctions. The academic institution could be primarily responsible for
ascertaining methods for making I— ( CH)~ and n— (CH ) while an industrial
collaborator skilled in classical semiconduc tot tec~uology could attempt
th. fabrication of photovoltaic devices , etc.

Specific areas for research in the systems mentioned in this report
are described below.

A. (SN) and Derivative.

There are several directions for significant research on this polymeric
system: the chemistry of halogen derivatives and its relationship to the
electronic properties needs further study ; demonstration of donor interca—
lation; separation of the (SN) cha ins to change the dimensiona lity ;
attempted synthesis of isoelec~ronic analogues ; a better understanding of
the “SLNL—halog.n route ” to conducting polymers , which may provide the key
to obtIiIing a much wider class of materials based on the (SN )

~ 
polymer.

-
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B. ~CH) and Derivatives

There are a number of important directions in which research should
proceed. Essentially only one set of polymerization conditions for the
synthesis of (CU) have been investigated to date. Undoubtedly (CR)
films with considerably different electronic, optical, mechanical, etc.
properties will be prepared using different conditions. Only a very
few different types of dopants,which give widely different conductivities,
have been investigated so far. The chemical properties of the doped and
undoped (CH) need to be studied, particularly those related to stability
to heat, airXand light. It is extremely important to devise methods of
synthesizing completely aligned (cx) in order to ~scertain its intrinsic
conductivity parallel to the (CR) cAains. Much more theoretical work
needs to be done in order to gain an understanding of the conduction process.

An almost unlimited number of chemical derivatives of (CR) are poten-
tially available in which the hydrogen atoms of (CH)X 

have bee~ replaced
in whole or in part by organic, inorganic or organometallic groups. It
therefore appears that it may be possible to synthesize a very large num-
ber of smniconducting and metallic polymers based on (CR ) whose electronic ,
optical , mechanical, etc. properties may be controlled anã pre—determined
by chemical fine tuning of the system.

C. Graphite Intercalation Compounds

Several significant scientific problems for these materials are briefly
outlined below.

(1) Identification of the chemical species and the state of ionization
in acceptor compounds.

(2) Determination of role of defects and defect—intercal an t interactions
in transport scattering mechanisms.

(3) Examination of other systems with a) intercalants of high electron
affinities, b) donor systems other than Group I , and c) intercalate into
boron nitride, (BR) , an isoelectronic system, to compare with the conduc-
tivity properties o~ graphite intercalates.

D. Structural Characterization

Future research on A., B., C. should fully characterize the relation-
ship between defect structure and electronic properties. No comprehensive
studies of this sort exist for (SN) , (CR) and graphite intercalation com-
pounds. This probably reflects the’~scarci!y of research facilities whichare equipped to accomplish all of the following: (1) prepare new materials
under caref ully controlled experimental conditions (2) fully characterize
defect stru cture and (3) evaluate electronic properties . In this light ,
collaboratio n between researchers in differen t facilit t es and countries
should be encouraged. Major effort should be devoted to the developmen t
of methods for producing conductive materials as high—perfection single
crystals suitable for electronic and structural measurements.

V. Conclusions

It appears that th. new field of polymeric conductors and the closely
related area of graphite interca lation compounds are both advancing at an

- ~- - ~~~— —- - .————~~~—
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extraordinarily rapid rate. However , the synthesis of new chemical ~.fstems
is absolutely fundame ntal for the continued growth of the field . The po-
tential for increasing the scientific knowledge in these fields by the syn-
thesis of new compounds , by better characterization of presently—known
materials, and by theoretical analysis of the new phenomena is extremely
high. It presents a challenge and opportunity fo r collaborative interaction
between chemists, physicists and materials scientists. These materials have
important technological potential in electronic devices. Present knowledge
suggests that we are seeing only the tip o f the iceberg and that the next
few years will bring forth important new materials with unusual properties.
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Re por t on “Con tacts at Very Small Dimensions ”
(Definitions and Introduction )

by 1. E. Seidel and 0. B. Fraser

Topics will be discussed in regard to successful
fabrication of “ con tac t s ys tems ” at very small dimensions.

By “contact system ” we mean: (i) A dielectric(s)
with a topologically adequate opening, and surfaces suitable
for meta l lization inside and out side the opening. (ii ) A
contact , formed by deposition and reaction of thin film(s)
with the material primarily inside but also outside the opening.
For exam p le , in applications to semiconductor contacts for
in tegrated circuits (IC), Al reacts with Si , and Si with Al ,
Al also reacts and bonds well with Si0 2 which results in good
adhesion to the dielectric.

After contact formation , the characterization of the
performa n ce mus t a l so be made : con tac t res i s ta nc e , body
res i s tance , ca pac it ance , stabili ty under aging, (electromigra-
tion and corrosion effects), depth of reaction -penetration ,
contact yield , for exam p le as d eterm i ne d by reverse bi as l ea ka g e
of p-n junctions underneath the contact.

Formation of the window is now a necessary part of a
useful study for a contact system . Thu s the emerging disci plines
of lithography for large scale integration and dry etching are
the domain of this topic. We will discuss the relevant aspects
of lithography as it pertains to window formation.

Finally, the scale of IC design can be used to organize
the various aspects of the report. Design considerations for
IC layout show that the scale of integration is ~5O% limited by
li nes an d s paces an d ~50% by contact window size - which in turn
sets up the rules for the l ayout of the active devices. Roughly
speaking: 5-3 ~.im des ign rules imply 16-64K bit RAM , this

~~~ 
_ _ _ _ _
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represents the current status; -~l pm rules imply 256K bit , and

~O.2 pm rules imply io 6 bits for a 1 cm 2 chip. The latter two
scales of integration are where we wish to be in the near and
more distant future , respectively.

(1) Current Status of Window Technology

Today, in industry, window sizes of 3 to 5 urn are in
manufacture . 1 Projection printing lith ographic techniques have
replaced contact printing. This reduces (nearly eliminates)
mask damage.

X-ray lithography is still in the development stage
but 1 pm and 0.25 pm features have been obtained. 2 ’3 X -ray
lithographic techniques can be a high volume process. In
addition , the resolution due to Compton scattered electrons is
better than that afforded by electron -elec trc ’n scattering using
electron-beam techniques. 3 Utilization of X-rays for 1 pm
lithography requires the achievement of “ error budgets ” of
±0.15 to ±0.2 pm for: pattern generation , alignment , processed
edge position , pattern replication , wafer bending and thermal
expansion. 2

Electron-beam techniques have utilized direct writing 4

(direct e-bearn exposure of resist on chip) to produce 0.5 pm
features. This procedure eliminates the use of masks and mask
fabrication. The resolution is primarily limited by the thick-
ness of the resist. If thick layers are used to reduce pin-holes
a nd p romo te coverage , then lateral ele ctron scattering limits the
resol ution. If one wishes to use more planar structures , and
very highly filtered thin resists , smaller features could be
obtained by e—beam writing. The data rate or resist sensitivity
must also be increased before direct e-beam writing can be a
high volume process.

For 5 urn technolo gies , windows are etched using wet
chemical methods (isotropic), this partly characterizes the

.41 
_______________________ __________________ ________________
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present technology. However , plasma etching and reactive ion
etching are also currently being used , and will be adopted f o r
windows of 3 pm and smaller. 5 Dry processes incorporating
reactive ion and sputter phenomena are being combined with
plasma processes to develop anisotropic etching, and “degrees ”
of anisotropic etching. 5 In wet etching a major problem has
been resist lifting, while in dry processing the resist may
etch away at a rate comparable to the substrate. The latter
partly controls and limits the topology of the window cut.

There is a conflict between obtainin g very small
feature size which implies well defined , almost vertical window
walls and good step coverage of the metal running between the
contact-surface and the rails on the IC chip. This conflict
will be discussed below.

2. Specific Areas of Scientific and Technological Need
for Window and Substrate Definitions

It is likely that industry (e.g., Perkin Elmer) will
provide advances in optical lithography which result in window
sizes of ~l .5 pm by use of ultraviolet wavelengths. 1 To achieve
this , improvements are needed in: (1) ultraviolet sources ,
(2) the mechanical stability of the projection printer system ,
(3) optical surfaces , wafer and mask flatness (in combination
with more planar technologies), (4) better l i newidth control ,

and (5) improvement in alignment and registration techniques
for nonvisible wavelengths . 1

Advances in X-ray lithography 6 require the above
same generic improvements , and in addition need impr ived resists

(i.e., those with higher sensitivity to X-rays , h i gh resolution

and good resistance to chemical , ion and/or plasma etching),
improved life and compatibility of sources with filter-window
and mask , and the development of large area , stable , low defect-
density masks , and improvements in mask -to- layer registration
capability .
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Electron-beam techniques are limited by data rates
(an engineering job), electron optics performance (the funda-
mental limits need study), and by electron scattering effects.

Both X-ray and electron -beam systems exist as
labora tory tools today. 7’8 Although they are now not manufactur-
ing tools, one should take advantage of their capabilities for
the fabrication of “~l pm w indow sizes for tester structures.
It is the position of this report that window -s ize effects
cannot be usefull y studied unless contact reactions of interest
are studieu on scaled down - real size windows.

It will be desirable to control topology of the small
wi ndow cu ts suc h tha t s teep ang les are a chi eve d i n a con tro l la b le
manner.  Ver ti cal or reen tra nt feat ure s a re un d es i ra b le for
s te p covera g e , an d so are very gradually tapered window cuts
as they limit the packing density. W indow topology work should
be pursued which develops a capability to make controllable
steep ang les for the window cuts .9

It would be interesting to pursue new metal deposition
techniques such as CVD or plating which may improve step coverage
at steep window cuts.~

0 For the purpose of contact performance ,
doping of the window region sh ould be carried out in a manner
w hi c h ( i ) gi ves low con tac t res i s tance or con trol l ed bar ri er
heights and (ii) limits the defect density - by limiting the
doping 11 or controlling the ambient during contact doping. It
Is known that very high impurity concentrations and oxygen
amb i en ts 2 promo te defect expansion. It would be interesting to
see work appear which introduces variations on the defect charac-
teristics in windows and around their edges and answer the
quest i on as to wha t role t he defec ts pl ay i n subse quen t con tac t
format i on.

Ther e is also a need to further characterize and
un ders tand red i s tr i but i on of Impur iti es dur i ng s i li c i de
formation .13

I
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Laser annealing of implanted layers has recently
resulted in the formation of very high (nonequilibrium)
substitutional concentrations of dopant impurities in semi-
con duc tors. 14 It is possible that lower contact resistance
may be achieved with such layers. Any such exploratory contact
study should include the effects of thermal history following
the laser annealing as well as the variation of sintering and/or
reaction temperatures upon the nonequilibrium dopant concentrations.

(1) Curren t Status of Contact Formation

Aluminum metallization has been the mainstay of the
industry for contacts to integrated circuit windows . ’5 D issolu-
tion of Si in Al and Al in Si has resulted in the use of Al—Si
alloys of up to 2% Si in Al. 16 Too little Si in Al results in
Al penetration into the underlying Si , too much Si results in
precipitation of Si , extending above the plane of the Al-Si
alloy/Si interface.

The situation of “too little Si” in Al is aggravated
by smal ler  w i ndow s i zes because al l  th e S i re qu i red to sa ti s fy
solubility requirements in the Al is “ pumped” from the small
w i ndow re gi on , making the interpenetration of the Al into the
con tac t ver y dee p . Of course , it is intended that shallower
junc tions are to go with smaller windows , so a situation
develops wh ich is aggravated by smaller windows.

The situation of “too much Si” may also be aggravated
by smaller window sizes because the precipitate size may be a
su bstantial fraction of the window 17 size and this could result
i n hig h res i s tance con tacts .

In summar y, Al metallization and Si-Al alloy metal-
li zation is currently be ing used for some window sizes and
junction depths but problems may be anticipated at smaller
w indows and junction depths.

~~~~~~r - - —-— ~~~~~~~~~~~~ - -~~~~~ —~~~ - -—-— ~~~~~~~
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Si l icides (e.g., PtSi , Pd 2Si , NiSi , e tc . )  fo rm a c l a s s
o f contac ts  to s i li con w hi ch have been use d for IC an d d i scre te
device fabrication. Si l icide formation may , in principle , give
completed reactions which give very shallow stable metal
con tacts .18

There are a very largd number of metal layered systems
which could be used on su icides , Ti-Pt— Au is one example of
suc h .19 W ith su icides (e.g., PtSi) multi layer meta llization
sc hemes are used s i nce Pt does no t g i ve goo d ad heren c e to S i0 2.

It seems that contact formation can be classified
i nto two b roa d areas : (1) Al ( a l l o y ) s i ng le me ta l , and
(2) su icide with m u ltilayer: adherence promoter layer and
inter -diffusion barrier layer. Barrier diffusion layers
(Ti , Cr , V) can be used between reacted silicides and Al . 18

These two broad area s w i ll be d i scusse d be l ow fo r
future work. -

Present technologies use doped polysi licon for gate
and rail material in MOS devices. However , for dimensions
smal ler than 1.5 pm widths , increasing rail resistance limits
the performance of high -speed circuits. The use of silicides
on po lys il icon 20 or refrac tory me ta l s suc h as Mo or W becomes
needed. There is a need to explore contacts to lower resistance

ma ter i a ls , to characterize the interfaces between these “ rails ”
and the primary metal l ization from the poin t of view of stability
against intermetallic diffusion and interface resistance.
Con tacts between W , Mo , PtSI , Pd 2SI and Al shoul d be explored
in more detail.

Electrom igratlon effects have been studied in considerable
d eta i l for Al , Au and assor ted pure metals and alloys. 21 Typically,
homogeneous test structures are used which have massive contact
areas. For use In Integra ted circuits a metal -allo y, suc h as

~~~~~~~~~~~~ L;*~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -T .
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Al-Cu , will terminate at the interface of a contact. The system
is not homogeneous at the contact (by definition) and for a
1.0 pm window diameter and a current of 1.0 mA , the current
density is lO 5A/cm 2, a value for which electromigration effects
are observe d in thin films. It is possible that stability effects
associated with electromigration may be observed in very small
windows at moderate currents.

(2) Specific Areas of Scientifi c and Technological Need
for Con tac t Forma ti on

Al is widely used for metal l ization of IC , thus an
extensive effort should be made to quantify its limitations
for use at small window size. The difficulties mentioned
above have not been quantified in the literature. It is not
clear if a range of alloy compositions exists which gives no
A l penetration (Si rich alloy) and simultaneously no yield
limiting precipitates (dilute Si alloy). It should be the
objective of current research to define and determine the exact
limitations of Al-Si in small windows.

The question of window edge stresses and doping induced
s tresses as they rela te to con tac t forma ti on (Al or s ili c id e)
should be examined. What effect do stresses have on the pene-
tration of sili cide s or Al?

The effect of ambients on the interface between silicon
and metal should be systematically studied in the context of
con taminated interfaces.

The effec t o f th e p resence of ex ten d ed d efec ts suc h as
stacking faults and dislocations upon Al and su icide contacts
should be documented. Stacking faults and dislocations can
now be intentionally introduced in a rather controlled manner.
Explora tory research could well make use of this fact and form
contacts in the presence of the intentionally introduced defects.

•“~1 
-
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( 3 ) Areas of Im pac t of Con tac t Researc h on Oth e r F i el d s

Many of the fields addressed by the Subcommittee on
Materials for Fabrication of Small Structures will either
directly affect the topic of contacts or vice -vers a. “Con tac t
Studies ” include deposition processes , all classes of thin film
studies , lithography (sources , mas ks and res i s ts) , etching
processes and fabrication of functioning devic e test structures
to characterize the contact as well as the study of electro-
migration and corrosion.

Con tac t la yer fi lm s tud i es w i ll have a con ti nue d
impact on the fields of optics, su perconduc to r d ev i ces , so l ar
cel l  d ev i ces , display devices, me di cal mi cros truc tures an d
magnetic bubble devices. Implicit in the quest for smaller
con tac t s truc tures w i ll be th e deve l o pmen t of commerc i al
equipment to provide production capabil ity .

(4) Opp ortunities for Industry and Universities

Industry will continue their major role where either
large capital investments for equipment are needed , or the
technological driving force is very strong. Universities may
cons ider studying continuous layers or patterned gross features ,
i.e., under take fundamental generic studies. Industry on the
o ther han d may concen tra te more on th e tec h nolog y of getting
suc h la yers i nto d ev i ce tes t s truc tures , i.e., methods of
deposition , patterning and device testing. However , there may
be considerable overla p and cooperative programs between
un iversities and Industry should be encouraged.

4~ - _ _ _ _ _
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ELECTROMIGRA TION

F.M. d’Heurle

IBM T.J. Watson Research Center
Yorktown Heights, New York 10598

STATUS OF CURRENT WORK

About ten to twelve years ago it was discovered that electromigration, the transport of

metal atoms by an electric current , was the cause of failure in the aluminum thin film conduc-

tors used in microelectronic devices.~’~ This caused a flurry of activity, mostly in industrial

laboratories (Fairchild , Motorola , IBM), reflected by numerous publications, which went on

for several years. A review published in 1973(2) summarizes the work done in this early and

most active period in the history of electromigration in thin films. With the adoption of

various paffiative measures, which shall be briefly discussed later, the interest of industry in

electromigration decreased considerably, resulting in a markedly reduced rate of publication.

A relatively small output of articles from two centers of academic interest (Stevens Institute of

Technology, and the University of Florida, Gainesville) overlaps the early and more recent

periods. A fair idea of the work which has appeared in the open literature up to the present

can be obtained from a quite recent publication~
3
~. Apparently quite fortuitously the decrease

in the concern regarding electromigration in thin films, parallels a simultaneous decline in the

interest in electromigration phenomena in general, A recent monograph ~~ provides a conven-

ient source of information about the current situation with respect to various aspects of

elcctromigration (theory, purification of metals, liquids). It may be noted here that although

electr omigration phenomena in thin films have been the almost exclusive object of attention,

thin films are not the only material related to the electronic technology where electro migration

. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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is manifest. One of the early references to electromigration problems was concerned with soft

solders~~ (where the related question of thermomigration~
6
~ may be also significant ); quite

recently attention has been drawn to the effect of electromigration in liquids on the crystalliza-

tion of Il l-V and II .VI compounds ~
7 9

~ (which may become of greater importance considering

current activities in GaAs devices). Although many of the published studies on thin films have

immediate and obvious applications to very small dimensions (width of the order of I nm),

with a very few exceptions (e.g., ref. 10,11) authors have been concerned with conductors of

normal size (width of — 10 sm).

NEEDS

In considering the work to be done in establis hing a solid basis for future technology, one

may start with an examination of unresolved problems and follow with an analysis of new

problems anticipated to arise specifically as a result of the use of conductors with smaller

geometries.

I .  Problems Remaining to be Solved

a) It is recognized that electromigration in thin film is a grain boundary transport phenomenon.

Yet there exist no theoretical work on the electromigration forc e in grain boundaries, and only

very few measurements of this force: on Sb atoms in Ag~
2
~, on Cu atoms in Al ( 13 ) , for the

most technologically important aspect of self transport one can quote only one study of Al in

A1”4
~, and the value obtained there appears suspiciously too low. More work is needed here

which should not be limited to thin film studies but should include boundaries between

bicrystal samples.

- --~~~~~~ - r~~~ - - - ~~ ~~
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b) Of the three techniques which are used to increase the resistance of thin film conductors to

electromigration failure: large grain size , alloying, and dielectric overcoating, only the first one

may be said to be thoroughly understood.

Considerable amount of work , probably on bicrystals, is needed to arrive at a realistic atomistic

model of the role of impurity absorption in grain boundaries on decreasing the rate of self-

diffusion along these boundaries.

The analysis of one aspect of the effect of dielectric overlayers , that of the creation of

pressure and stresses and the result therefrom on grain boundary diffusion rates , has led to the

paradoxical situation that if a reasonable value of the electromigration force is assumed there

should be no effect of dielectric overlays on electromigration lifetimes~
5
~, while the experimen-

tal measurement of stress effects led to the derivation of a very low electromigration force ( 14 )
•

The question deserves clarification; it is conceivable that overlayers effects are not only due to

pressure and stress but also to modifications of the role of the free surfaces of conductors as a

sou rces and drains for vacancies , the behavior of which are thought to be important in

electromigration failures.

2. Anticipated New Problems

In analysing the effects of decreasing geometries, it is natural to consider direct effects ,

resulting from a simple consideration of geometrical scaling factors (a , below), and indirect

effects resulting from the increasing importance of phenomena which play only a minor role in

conductors with sizes prevalent today (b , below) .

a) The design of reliable electronic devices requires the knowledge not only of median failure

times, but also of the distribution of failure times including the width of such distributions. A

- 
-
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realistic model for the effect of grain size and conductor width on electromigration failure

exists U 6 )
; however , discontinuities may be anticipated when the width of the conductors

become smaller or commensurate with the grain size. The model needs to be extended and

data on failure distributions need to be obtained for such conditions.

Electromigration failure at contacts have received little attention U7 ) presumably because they

are not important with the prevalent existing geometries. ft is quite conceivable that with

smaller geometries contact problems may become more acute , because contact areas may not

scale as other factors, e.g., the cross section of the conductors.

b) With decreasing dimensions it is anticipated that surface phenomena will play more

important roles. There are a few references to electromigration at surfaces in W filaments~
8
~

and on Au samplesU9 ) . With thin films one may refer only one bonafide surface phenomena

related to electromigration~
20

~. It is on Ag, and one is uncertain about possible connection to

environmental corrosion effects. Of course these too are surface effects and the correlation

between electroniigration and environmental factors deserve attention. The beneficial effect of

an H2 environment on the electromigration behavior of Al thin film conductors~
2 ~ should be

mentioned in this context.

3. Other Problems

Other problem areas shall be listed briefly: Pulse effects , largely studied in the context of

magnetic bubble devicest22’23
~ are hardly understood, require much work. There has been very

little work done on electromigration in semiconductors, much of it is quite dated ( 24 )
, some

applies to materials for bistable elements~
25

~. With shallow devices, obtained f or example by

ion implantation techniques, or with Schottky diodes, one may anticipate problems with

electromigration, especially of fast diffusion elements , Au , Li , etc. Work needs to be done to

- -

~

-
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establish on a firm basis the electromigration rates in semiconductors, not onl y in the lattice

but along short.circuit paths , such as dislocations , and hence to determine the limits at which

electromigration phenomena can become a source of device problems.

RELATED SUPPORT

Much of the material discussed above touches upon areas of interest which are distinct

from the narrower concerns of the electronic engineer. Electromigration along grain bounda-

ries and effects thereon of alloying additions is a matter of interest to all those concerned with

the properties and behavior of grain boundaries. It is a question for the more general physical

and matallurgical disciplines. This is also true of course of electromigration phenomena at

surfaces. The extension of systematic electromigration work to semiconductors should elicit

tl- e interest of theoreticians who attempt to define the fundamental forces at work in electro-

migration. The problem of migration of Li in Li drifte4 detectors , in the forward and reverse

direction appears intriguing in this respect. The effect of electromigration on the crystalliza-

tion of GaAs, and other compounds, should interest not only crystal growers but all those

concerned with our understanding of the liquid state.

SPECIFIC RESEARCH

At the present time electromigration is a well known , although not universally well

understood , phenomenon to the people involved in electronic technology . Industry can be

counted on to carry on with the tedious lifetime tests which will continue to be required with

the design of new circuits. This is at least true for thin film conductors, and may be less true

for semiconductor effects per se, which have been of no concern up to now. However, in

order for the technology to evolve in a meaningful fashion an understanding of the basic

phenomena need to be provided. By necessity the list of suggested work below will be 

~~~~~~~~-— . .- — —--— - —  - -- -- —-  
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somewhat repetitious of what has already been written above , and may be thought of as

something of a summary.

Grain Boundaries:

In the lattice the electron “wind force ” is proportional to the electric current. How can this

concept be extended to grain boundaries in a meaningful way?

Experiments should be directed at a measure of the electron wind force in grain boundaries,

possibly in bicrystals. The effects thereon of alloying additions, separation of the effects on

the electromigration force , and on the grain boundary mobility should be investigated. How do

alloying additions affect the structure of grain boundaries? Relate structural effects to mobility

and force terms (above) .

Surfaces

Extend work on electromigration on surfaces. The work on Ag thin films was not well

controlled and needs to be repeated , and the contributions of ambient effects analysed. The

possibility of surface transport effects should be looked for in very thin Au films , possibly also

Pt films. However , thi s surface work should by no means be limited to thin films , but should

include whatever type of samples is judged likely to provide information. A critical experiment

on the effect of a dielectric overlayer on electronugration in thin films, separating stress effects

from other (if any) effects is badly wanting.

Pulse Effects

The problem there remains ill defined and it appears difficult to provide suggestions for

experiments. Apparently, once the duty cycle has been factored out the lifetimes of thin film

conductors undergoing pulse testing remain longer than would be anticipated on the basis of

~
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the results obtained under pure dc testing. This is all the more surprising, since under pulse

testing one would anticipate accelerated failures due to the contributions of thermal fatigue.

These latter effects have not been separately analysed. This should be done , either under

ordinary ac current, or preferably with reverse square wave pulses. Beyond this one should

look at possible time effects in the nucleation and growth of holes.

Liquids and Semiconductors

Experiments should be done on the electromigration of fast diffusing impurities in semiconduc-

tors, e.g., Au, Cu, Li , etc. The forces at work should be defined , the contributions of short

circuit diffusion paths measured. To limit oneself to GaAs, the electromigration of Ga and As

atoms in liquid GaAs should be measured, as well as the electromigration of doping additions

in the medium.

Solders

Experiments on electromigration and thermomigration effects in soft solders , including possible

atmosphere interactions, would contribute to the general fund of knowledge upon which a

successful 
- 
technology can be built.

‘ A  _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ __ _ _
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A PPLICATIO NS OF ELECTRON ICS TO MEDICI NE
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ABSTRACT

Due to their revolutionary rate of advance for nearly two decades ,
integrated electron devices can be applied in medical ~instruments withoutstanding advantages to the quality and availability of health care.
To provide an overview of activities in this field , various types of
medical electronic instruments are classified in a matrix format accord-
ing to their orientation relative to the patient and the generic function
which they perform. Explicit exampl es which illustrate the utility of
custom integrated electron devices are : 1) totally implantab le blood
flow telemetry for use in research animals , ii ) noninvasive ultrasonic
imaging systems for diagnostic and monitoring functions , and i i i ) a
prosthetic optical-to-tactile reading aid for the blind.

INTRODUCTION

Health care presents a singular opportunity to improve the quality
of life in our society through electronics. In modern medical research
a myriad of electronic instruments ranging from pinpoint -size implantable
microelectrodes to 1 MeV electron microscopes contribute imeasurably to
the identification , treatment, and prevention of disease. In current
medical practice the premier diagnostic and monitoring tools are elec-
tronic instruments , as illustrated by the computerized x-ray tomograph ,
ultrasonic echograph and electrocardiograph. The electrical defibrilla-
tor conrionly provides life-savin g therapy for patients under cardiac
arrest, while an electronic reading aid for the blind is a prosthetic
instrument which offers significant social and economic benefits to the
visually handicapped . Due to their revolutionary rate of advance for
nearly two decades , integrated electron devices can be applied in medical
instruments wi th outstanding advantages to the quality and availabilit y
of heal th care [1].

ORIENTATION AND FUNCTION MATRI X

To provide an overview of the field , various types of medical elec-
tronic instruments can be classified according to their orientation
relative to the patient and the generic function which they perform , as
illustrated by Fig. 1. In this representation each matrix element is a
specific example of a particular type of instrument. In most instances
a matrix element can be described by a rudimentary block diagram , as
shown in Fig. 2, which consists of input sensor , central processor, and
output or display blocks. Frequently, commercially available general
purpose integrated electron devices , such as si l icon m i croprocessors and
custom software, are used to meet the peculiar requirements of a central
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processor. The resulting “smart ” instruments can have a remarkable
1mpact on medicine. This is most profoundly demonstrated by the comput-
erized x-ray tomograph whi ch has revolutionized diagnostic radiolog y [2].

Moreover , output or display hardware may vary from a general pur-
pose television monitor to quite special purpose tactile displa ys for
the blind depending on the orientation and function of an instrument.
It is the input sensor , however , which most frequently benefits from
special purpose integrated electron devices. Design and fabrication of
custom transducers and preprocessor circuits are often necessary to
satisfy the unique requirements of hardware which must acquire data
from biological systems . Consequently, the keys to many promising new
medical Instruments tend to be the custom integrated electron devices
directly associated with the input and output interfaces . The follow-
ing discussion deals with these key devices. More explicitly, examples
are described of custom integrated electron devices in i) totally
implantable telemetry for use in research animals , ii ) noninvasive
imaging systems for diagnostic and monitoring functions , and i ii ) a
prosthetic reading aid which allows immediate access by the blind to
all printed material normally used by si ghted people.

IMPLA NTABLE TELEMETR Y IN RESEARCH

In science and engineering the contributions of models to the
process of discovery and invention can hardly be overestimated . Clearly,
computer-aided modeling of integrated electron devices has been a cru-
cial factor in their rapid advance. For compelling ethical , legal ,
scientific and economic reasons anima l models which simulate huma n
behavior are indispensable tools in medical research. Using animals ,
otherwise impossible experiments can be conducted which contribute
i mmeasurably to improved hea l th care for man. In countless instances ,
the value derived from anima l experiments can be enormously enhanced by
acquisition of data which: 1) cannot be collected from the surface of
the body , ii) is available only if the anima l is neither anesthetized
nor restrained , and iii) must be gathered throughout the course of a
study extending over many months. For such chronic anima l investiga-
tions miniature telemetry units which are surgically implanted in the
host animal represent a unique tool .

Because the vitality of every organ in the body depends upon the
flow of blood to it , the capability for accurate estimation of blood
flow is extremely valuable in many chronic animal studies . A block dia-
gram of a recently developed implantab le pulsed Doppler ultrasonic blood
flowmeter Is illustrated in Fig. 3. In this instrument the gated oscil-
lator provides a short 1 jisec burst of 6 MHz high frequency exci tation
to a piezoelectric transducer immediately adjacent to a blood vessel .
During a relatively long 50 l.isec interval following each transmi t burst ,,,
the associated ultrasonic pulse traverses the vessel diameter producing
back-scattered signals , emanating from moving erythrocytes , which are
amplified , detected and telemetered by the internal electronics. At
any Instant the Doppler frequency shift in the back-scattered signals
is proportional to blood velocity (v) at a particular location within
the l umen defined by the corresponding ultrasonic transit time of a
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transmit burst. The range gated external electronics provides many
spatially discrete samples of a blood velocity profile whose electron i-
cally derived integra l over the l umen area is an accurate estimate of
instantaneous bidirectional volume fl ow.

Two special purpose monolithic integrated circuits have been demon-
strated to provide the hi gh performance , small size , low power drain and
reliability required in the implantab le unit [3,4]. Without these
custom electron devices this implantable flowmeter would be unfeasible.
Application of the unit in heretofore impossible investigations of
cardiac pharmacology , fetal and neonatal physiology and hepatic hemo-
dynamics in cirrhosis is in progress [3,4].

NONINVASIVE ULTRASONIC IMAGING FOR DIAG NOSIS AND MON ITORI NG

The ideal diagnostic instrument provides definitive data on a
patient ’ s condition , causes him no harm or discomfort , and is conven-
ient , reliable and economical for a physician or his medical associates
to operate. A monitoring instrument imposes the additional stringent
objective of virtually total freedom from the need for human interven-
tion during prolonged periods of operation. Because of its apparently
harmless and noninvasive character , transcutaneous ultrasonic imaging
offers great potential for fulfilling these idealized specifications.
In contrast to x—rays , two principal features of ultrasonic instruments
are i) their capability for real-time imaging of moving targets such as
the heart , and ii) their complete avoidance of tissue damage by ioniz-
ing radiation.

A block diagram of a new electronically scanned and focused phased
array system is illustrated in Fig. 4. In this instrument a short
coherent burst of 2.25 MHz ultrasonic energy is emitted by a 32-element
piezoelectric transducer array contained in a hand-held probe in contact
with the patient. As the packet of ultrasonic energy propagates through
the body , most of it is lost through tissue absorption , but a small
amount is reflected or scattered at boundaries between materials of dif-
fering acoustic impedance. It is the reflected or scattered component ,
which returns to the transducer array , that provides useful information.
Following preampl ification by a matched array of 32 low noise , wide
dynami c range , voltage variable gain circuits , returning signals are
time delayed and summed by a 32-input four-el ement cascade charge
coupled device (C30) lens [5]. Through aopropriate control of clock
frequencies f.~ and f4 the two linear iy tapered elements of the lens pro-vide electronTc scanning in a 600_800 sector pattern for a large field
of view . Control of clock frequencies f1 and f2 of the quadratically
tapered elements permits electronic focusing for high resolution.

Noninvasive ultrasonic instruments are very widely used in medical
practice for cerebral , ophthalmic , thoracic , abdominal and fetal imaging.
Extremely promising opportunities for improved capabilities are in the
offing through the application of custom integrated electron devices in
1) the piezoelectric transducer array [6], ii) the preamplifier array [7]
where analo g LSI Is most desi rable , lii) the high voltage transmi tter
array [8], and iv ) the C30 electronic lens [5]. 
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A PROSTHETIC READING AID FOR THE BLIND

For many humans the quali ty of life is greatly dim inished by loss
of some natural func tion. Blindness , dea fne ss , paralysis , and loss of
l imbs are afflictions suffered by many . The powerful and compact sen-
sory, computational and display capabilities of integrated electron
devices make possible promising new avenues for prostheses to remedy
these functional deficiencies . Sensory prostheses frequently operate
transmoda lly , mapping info rmation normally gathered by an impa i red sense
onto an intact one. The Optacon optical-to-tactile reading aid for the
blind is such a prosthesis [9].

In principle the Optacon is a direct translation reading aid for
the blind which converts an optical image of a printed character on a
page of an ordinary book , magazi ne or newspaper to a vibrating tactile
facsimile. A block diagram of the instrument is illustrated in Fi g. 5.
By means of a simple optical system contained in a hand-held camera , an
image of a printed character is focused on a custom 6 X 24 monolithic
array of phototransistors . Output si gnals from the photot ransistor
image sensor array are processed in a simple electronic system , and th en
used to control a corresponding 6 X 24 array of piezoelectric tactile
stimulators or bimorphs. The birnorphs are excited by custom monolithic
arrays of high vo l tage (b Oy) MOS circuits. Tiny pins cemented to the
bimorph tips protrude slightly through perforations in a rectangular
plastic plate. A blind reader whose fingertip is resting over the
perforations can then feel an accurate tactile facsimile or vibrating
ima ge of the original printed character. Several thousand Optacons
are now in daily use by blind individuals in many countries [10].

CONCLUSION

In many instances the projected market for a custom integrated
electron device required in a particular medical instrument does not
provide economic justification for its development by private industry .
Both the small size of the market for such a custom device and the
extended lead time required for its research and development , which
must be followed by thorough medical evaluation of the instrument itself ,
mitigate against private investment. However , the overall social and
economic benefits of such investments may outweigh many of those which
are economically feasible for a particular private enterprise. In addi-
tion , the strong interdisciplinary teams of engineering and medica l
investigators which typically are required to research a radically new
instrument concept are very infrequent in private industry . Considering
the foregoing statements , one is led to the hypothesis that public sup-
port of research dealing with integrated electronics in medicine which
is conducted in a university environment may offer a viable approach to
many problems in the field of advanced medical instrumentation. From a
university viewpoint such research provides both the hi ghly stimulating
intellectual challenge necessary for effective graduate education and
research as well as the prospec t of an i mportant and unique benefit to
the society which the institution serves.

In summary, the initial Impact of integrated electron devices on
health care is now visible , and consequently, it is postulated that we

L ~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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are ‘~‘~ginning a new era of revolutionary advances in medical instru-
mentation. Health care may indeed present the most promising opportu-
nity to improve the quality of life in our society through electronics
[11 ,l2].
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Solid State Devices as Material Probes

Robert W . Keyes
IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center , Yorktown Heights, N.Y. 10598

I. Status

Initial device concepts usually depend on a view o f a solid state
device as composed of interacting regions of materials , eac h region
having properties that have been established for the materials in bulk
form. The exploitation ‘f  devices for technological purposes , however ,
often lead s to the production of unique environments in the solids in-
volved , in which known bulk properties do not provide a guide to the be-
havior of materials. Novel phenomena occur in the unusual environment
created , phenomena unfamiliar and unexplored in the bulk material or in-
volving unanticipated interactions between various parts of the material
system.

The special nature of the environment to which materials are ex-
posed in solid state devices has been accentuated by the advance of min-
iaturization in electronics. The dimensions of significant regions of
solid state devices have become comparable to the fundamental length par-
ameters that enter into the theory of solid state phenomena, such as op-
tical wave lengths , electron wave lengths , screening lengths in elec-
tronic systems, widths of depleted regions in semiconductors , and thick-
ness of magnetic domain walls. Solid state devices permit the properties
of materials under the specialized constraints produced by miniaturiza-
tion to be studied. The unique conditions to which materials are exposed
in solid state devices have led to the discovery of , or , at least , the
recognition of the importance of , many new effects  in solids and furnish
a valuable tool with which the scientist can investigate various prop-
erties of matter. The new phenomena discovered in devices have stimu-
lated a large body of research in solid state science and the techniques
of device fabrication have played an important role in making various
avenues of research feasible.

The course of events is best illustrated by examples. Consider the
p—n junction in a semiconductor . The simplest view of a junction regards
it as adjacent p and n regions separated by a thin region depleted of
carriers by the potential difference between n and p type semiconductors.
Current flow is decribed by Shockley ’s model , which perturbs the concen-
trations of electrons and holes in the vicinity of the junction.

When junctions are made , however , it turns out that above certain
voltages applied in the reverse , or low current , direction the current
is orders of magnitude higher than predicted by simple theory. The
ef fec t  is called dielectric br eakdown, and had been known for many years.
The very high fields existing in the depletion region of p—n junction , -

however , made breakdown a commonly encountered phenomenon , and , also , an
important practical problem in that it limited the range or application
of devices. Moreover , because of the ease with which high electric
fields can be produced in p—n junctions , the junctions themselves became
the primary vehicle for the study of the breakdown. Thus a new area of
solid state physics was opened to exploration by the unique environment
in the depletion region of a p—n junction .
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The study of breakdown in junctions soon revealed that two erfects
were involved : Tunneling on “Zener” breakdown and avalanche breakdown,
in which electrons acquire enough kinetic energy to excite another elec-
tron across the gap from the valence band to the conduction band . It
was found that tunneling could be intentionally enhanced to create a new
kind of device , the tunnel diode. The tunnel diode has not gained an
Important place in technology but has been realized in many semiconduc-
tors and exploited at low temperatures as a probe cf the phonon and
electronic energy band structures of semiconductors. Investigations
of the mechanisms of avalanche breakdown led to the co’- .e~ t of hot elec-
trons and eventually to the discovery of the Gunn effect and a vast
field of research into scattering mechanisms of hot electrons in many
semiconductors.

Electric fields high enough to produce hot electrons also occur in
field effect transistors. The hot electrons are produced in close prox—
imity to an Si02 layer in insulated gate FETs. A few electrons attain
enough energy to surmount the potential barrier confining them to the
semiconductor and escape into the Si02. Here they may be trapped ,
creating fixed charges in the Si02~ 

The presence and distribution of
this trapped charge affects the device characteristics , which charac-
teristics can therefore be used a a probe of such material properties
as the cross section and concentration of the traps, the motion of elec-
trons Li the Si02, and the effects of modifying the Si02 on the traps.
The insu1ated gate FET thus constitutes an unusual materials system in
which the capability of silicon to produce controlled quantities of hot
electrons and its intimate contact with Si02 provides a means for probing
the electronic properties of Si02.

Field effect transistors also provide a unique environment in that
conduction in the semiconductor occurs in a thin layer , a layer less than
50A in thickness. The layer is so thin that motion of electrons confined
in the layer is quantized in the direction normal to the surface; the
quantum is much larger than kT in the cryogenic re{—ime. The electrons
in the layer thus constitute a system in which the properties of elec-
trons with freedom to move in only two dimensions can be probed . There
is a large amount of flexibility in the FET environment which makes it
extraordinarily useful; the thickness of the layer can be varied by
varying the electrical potentials applied to the device , and the Scat-
tering can be varied by introducing charged impurities in the Si02 and
by doping the silicon. It is worth noting that , although the quanti—
zation ef fec ts  could be predicted from physical theory , their experi-
mental discovery was stimulated by the observation of anomalies in FET
device characteristics .

The above examples all concern electronic properties of solids.
This is a consequence of the fact that the exp loitation of miniatur-
ization has been most intense in the area of electron devices. However ,
other areas that have been invaded by miniaturization have also brought
obscure phenomena into prominence. For example, Bloch lines in domain
walls affect the properties of magnetic bubbles. At the high light in-
tensities in semiconductor lasers photons can assist atomic motions ,
causing degradation of the lasers. There is potential for studying
novel solid state phenomena with such devices .

- - - -
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II. Needs

Although tt~e effects that are unexpectedly encountered in solid
state devices are most often intensively investigated to achieve a
more complete understanding of their role in devices , thLy can also
often be used as a deliberate probe of material properties , a tool of
material science . The use of oxide—gate VETs to study the two dimen-
sional electron system and quantization normal to the surface , and the
properties of Si02 have been mentioned , as has the use of tunnel
diodes to locate energy levels in solids. The characteristics of bi-
polar transistors have been used to measure the energy gap of silicon ,
in particular , the dependence of the energy gap on doping , an exper-
iment that depends on the ability of device technology to fabricate
n—p—n structures in which the thickness of the p region that separates
the n regions is small compared to the diffusion length of electrons.

There is a large element of accident or luck in the use of de-
vices to probe material properties. It is infrequent that , given a
material property , a device will be found that is sensitive to that
property. Somewhat more often it turns out that a characteristic of
a device provides a useful measure of a material property. Thus, ex-
ploitation of devices as material probes would most profitably start
with a view that asks: What materials properties can be examined
with a known device type? Most experimental studies that use devices
to reveal the basic properties of solids have been performed with
silicon , because the technology of fabricating devices in silicon is
so far ahead of that in other materials. There appear to be possi-
bilities for extending the applications of devices that have been
demonstrated in silicon to other semiconductors. Furthermore, device
technology can frequently be used to fabricate structures intended as
materials probes , that is, devices that are not optimized to perform
some useful function , but designed to extend the range of environments
in which a phenomenon is studied . Thus, the field effect transistors
used to study quantization in the surface layer would not be the FET’s
that one would use in a semiconductor memory. Some of the bipolar
transistors used to measure the energy gap of silicon would have doping
levels that are not very suitable f or useful devices. Even further
away from application are larger n—p—n devices that can be used as DC
transformers but found their principal use as probes of phonon prop-
erties by means of the transmitted phonon drag effect. There are many
opportunities to apply devices and device technology to problems in
material science.

III. Opportunities

The fortuitous nature of the application of devices as materials
probes has been pointed out.  Consequently ,  it is not possible to
manage this application in the same way as areas which are oriented
towards fulfilling a recognized technological need may be managed . De-
vices are developed to perform useful functions and their development
to serve as materials probes cannot be anticipated . The deviations of
devices from their predicted performance that leads to the discovery of
novel phenomena cannot be programmed nor can the inventions devices to
probe specific materials properties. Thus the orientation of research
towards the application of devices as probes of material  propert ies in
a general way would be fruitless.
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The opportunities for the management of research and development
to take advantage of the application of devices as material probes must
be through an alertness to possibilities that may evolve in the course
of device development . Unusual features of device performance that may
represent an unexpected material phenomenon should be vigorously pur-
sued. The conformity of device characteristics to theoretical predic-
tions ordinarily conveys no new information. Rather , it is the failure
of devices to perform as expected that may hint at the novel and un-
usual phenomena that can be the key to new device invention or to addi-
tional tools for the exploration of the properties of the solid—state.

The principal barrier to the use of devices as tools in the study
of materials is lack of access by the materials scientist to device
fabrication facilities and lack of knowledge of the complexities of
device technology . Successful application of devices to the study of
materials requires the participation of those skilled in the technology
of device manufacture. Organization and funding of developmental and
pilot device production lines should be structured to insure their
availability to materials scientists. For example , since device fabri-
cation facilities are relatively rarely found in universities, device
production facilities assisted by Federal funding should be obligated
to provide at cess to the facilities by academic research workers and
partially measured by the success of the research. Funding of joint
university—industry research , as in certain recent NSF programs, pro-
vides another meat-s to increase the availability of fabrication facil—
ities to university workers.
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ON THE 0~-’PORTUNITIES FCR UNIVERSITY RESEAflCH

C0NTRIBUT I0~S IN VLSI RESEARC H

it is widely recognized that a turning point in the continued develop-

ment of intagrated circuits has been or soon will be reached . This is

l argely a result of two factors.

Continued skrinking of lateral and vertica l geometries in
iiitagrated circuit structures is now dependent not only on
better lithographic techni ques for defining such patterns
but also on better understanding of the fundamental limits
of device size and on a better understanding of the physical
processes used to fabricate the devices .

Continued increases in the number of components fabricated
and interconnected in a single integrated circuit make
detailed interaction between system architecture and inte-
grated circuit topology essential.

Essentially these points imply that close interaction between integrated

circuit engineers and material scientists on the one hand and between inte-

grated circuit eng ineers and computer scientists on the other hand are

essential for continued progress. Universities wi th their interdisciplinary

environments , make such i nteractions potentially easier than most industrial

environments currently engaged in integrated circuit manufacturi ng . Thus

the opportunity exists for substantial univers ity impact in both the areas

outli.ied above.

The remainder of this report pursues this theme di scussing heavi ly

upon a number of reports and proposals prepared in the Department of

Electrical Engineering at Stanford Univers ity through the contributions

of J.G. L inv i ll , J.D. Meindl and J.D. Plummer of the Integra ted Circuits

Laboratory , J.F. Gi bbons of the Solid State Laboratory and M.J. Flynn of

the Di gital Systems Laboratory. -

.
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The IC/Sol id-State/Materials Science Opportun ity

The rapid ly increasing use of mi croprocessors in a wide variety of

commerc ial and military applications has brought with it the need to inc rease

the “functional density” on a silicon wafer by an order of magni tude or

more, If possible. Such a goa l Is of commercial significance , since an

increase in functional density will reduce the size and , hence , the cost

of an integrated system with given capability . The military interest in

such a develo pment is not so much in cost as in substantiall y increased

computational capability on a larger chip.

In either case, the integrated circuit designer is faced with the

probl em of designing and fabricating devices with a minimum feab’re size

that is about an order of magnitude smaller than that presently used . This

decrease in size implies that most of the important device action will be

occurring in regions of the semiconductor that are within 0.5 to 1 p of

- 
the surface and, as a result , “surface” doping and analysis techniques will

be of substantially greater importance in the next decade than they have

been in the past. Substantial progress in understanding surface re~ated

phenom ena should be possible throug h an organized effort involving scientists

in materials science, solid state and integrated circuit technology areas.

Al though our knowledge of basic processes such as ion impla ntati on ,

thermal oxidation , diffusion and epitaxy has increased dramatically in

recent years, it is still in a relatively primitive state. The ~~:i~e

implicat ions of this are so dramatic that the need for further resea ch is

paramount. The advent of complete process simulation techniques and the

coupl ing of process physics with device physics by means of powerful

computer tools mark key steps toward achieving VLSI. Moreover , throug h

- 
______ ____________ - —
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automation of process equipment the most widel y fl uctuating variabl e -—

the human operator -- i s removed from increa si ngly lar ger and more sens iti ve

segments of the VLSI fabrication sequence. In addition , automated data

logging and subsequent convenient data access via remote computer terminals

provide much more accurate and timely information regarding the fabrication

sequence to which a given wafer or chip was exposed. Coriibining this infor-

mation wi th that generated through automated electrical testing of wafers

allows much more effective feedback to the fabrication line.

Considering the arguments of the preceding paragraph , competitive

pressures alone -- both domestic and forei gn -- necessitate increasing use

of VLSI process models. However, from another aspect , current and projected

product goals clearly indicate the increasing necessity for VLSI process

models. For example~

The development of complex monolithic chips to_perform in a
large focal plane array inc luding more than iO~_ iO 6 IR CCD
image sensing elements with on—board hi gh speed ECL dig ital
signal processing , entails ~ complex fabrication technology
which demands full exploitation of available process and device
models.

The development of semiconductor RAM chips with more than io6
bits of storage , minimum feature sizes under 1.0 p (approaching
the fundamental physical limits of MOSFETs), superior relia-
bility taken for granted , and a selling price less than $20,
places a burden on fabrication technology which also demands
full explo itation of available process and device nodels.

The developmen t of true si ng l e chip “microsystems ” -- following
microcomputers which in turn followed microprocessors -- with ,
for example , only one external power supply, all internal clocks ,
latches and buffers , on-chi p EPROM and RN~1 and compatible inte-
grated A/D and 0/A converters , as wel l as analog preprocessors
and output drivers , will place perhaps the ultima te bu rden on
semiconductor fabrication technology and clearly will require
extens i ve re l iance on process models.

In designing the semiconductor products —- the integrated systems or

single chip n~icrosystems -- suggested in the previous paragraph , the
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ult imate utility of VLSI process model s will be measured in the reduced

development time for a complex new chip, in reduced deve1opmer~t cost due

to time and labor savings, in reduced production costs due to highe r yields ,

In higher product reliability resulting from tighter process control and in

Improve d system performance due to the richer set of trade-offs available

to chip designers.

In sumary ,- better understa nding of the processes used in integrated

circuit fabrication (oxidation , ion implantation , diffusion and epitaxy )

and their interacticns are essential to the successïul fabrication of very

small geometry devices. Such understandi ng is best utilized in computer

process simulation programs which permit accurate two-dimensiona l simulation

of device structures resulting from arbitra ry fabrication sequences. Under-

standing of these physica l processes on a microscope level requires the

coordinated efforts of materials scientists , solid state physic~sts and

integra ted circui t technologists. Such a comb i nation of peop l e mig ht best

be found in an interdisciplinary university environment althoug h substantial

contributions to these problems are to be expected from the industry as

well.

The IC/Digital Systems/Computer Science Opportunity

- Man ’s intelligence through electronics/computers has already had a

profound effect on current society and human understand ing. There is every

indication that present technology is accelerating its capability to

produce complex progranmabl e structures . Th is acceleration is both a

problem and a challenge.

Human organizations reflect our understanding of their mission and

Its decomposab ility ; disciplina ry boundaries are defined at points of

- - _
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min imum contact. Representations , techniques, and solu ti ons are constructed

within a discipline , assuming that the disciplinary boundary is unchanged .

Communication acros s boundaries Is done in static terms that simplify

d i sciplinar y understand ing.

Possibly nowhere is the above more true than in the computer area

and its relationship to mnodern developments in integrated electronics ;

for exampl e,

Algorithms are still treated independent of topology inter-
connections while the latter dominate physical implementations.

The micro processor strongly resembles computer structures of
a decade ago -— largely implemented on the basis of textbook
tradition.

System complexity -— both ha rdwa re and s oftware -- becomes a
pre-eminent issue: first design costs, design verification ,
development time are the problem; yet automated assistance
too ls remain primitive. -

To pass beyond this stage of limited interaction requires , essentially,

the restructuring of a discip line. Examples of the problem areas that need

attent ion are :

Programming systems : verification and design of large and
complex systems .

Computer-aided design of both hardware and software systems ,
inc luding testing , testability , verification , fault-tolerant
design , simulation , automated interconnection.

Issues related directly to integrated circuit technology such
as signal propagation research and low-energy switching phenomena.

In order to begin a program of holistically linking ma terials process-

ing science wi th information systems science , a “top-down” approach to

VLSI is needed. Historically the des ign of a digital sys tem has often

followed a four-phase , bottom up procedure. First , the process /device

engineer , forecasting the requirements of the circuit engineer , devel oped

~
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a compatible sequence of semiconductor fabrication processes for a new

family of integrated circuits. Second , the c i r c u i t  desi gner , anticipating

the needs of the system designer , provided a set of components capable of

performing various logical functions. Then the system desi gner , anticipating

the needs of the software programmer , assembled the hardware into a digita l

system for solving a class of problems of interest. Finally, the programmer

imp lemented an algorithm to solve a problem of immediate concern. Limited

feedback ensued , but after the functiona l and physical separation had

been established , the partitioning of the probl em was rarely viewed as a

whol e, except at the final stage. -

Wi th the introduct ion of VLS I, this traditional evolution may no

longer effectively solve many probl ems of interest. The complexity of the

problems we can now consider solving at the level of a single chip, the

blurr ing of the distinction between hardware and software, and their

comparable complex ity , call for a new segmentation of the design process

which is more holist i c than past approac hes.

The alternative methodology, a top-down approach , separates the design

of a VLSI application into two phases : an initial theoretical phase and a

final practical phase. The initial phase begins with the collection 3f a

set of probl ems for solu tion. These problems are then abstracted , and

solu tion methods are proposed.

The second phase begins by grouping these algorithms to isolate a

compatible set of probl ems requiring a common method of solution. A

solution for a specific problem class can then he specified in terms of

hardware and software, and a log ical partit ion i ng into cons tituent modules

can be made. As the last phase of the practica l design , a physical

______  ________  - - -
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partitioning is made , and implementation proc eeds.

This top-down approach is valuable for severa l reasons. As the distinc-

tion between hardware and software becomes increasingly blurred , the complexity

availabl e with VLSI will undoubtedly lead to the same type and magnitude of

problems that have plagued the development of large software projects in the

past. The key element in such a project is a proper logical partitioning of

the soluti on into self-contained modules with clean , general , extensibl e

interfaces. Wi thin this framework the physical pa rtitioning required at an

early phase by the bottom-up design is unclear; the early division into

fabr ication process sequence, circuit chips , circuit boards, and software

modules may prove del eterious with complex systems .

For example , consider the evolution of a large computer operating system.

Segmented into modules at its inception , any repartitioning after its release

to customers is an expensive but feasible endeavor. However, after the

customers develop applications software dependent upon that operating system ,

repartitioning quickly becomes prohibitively costly. With VLSI , repa rtition-

in g will presumably be as expensive, and errors will be as hard to correct.

These problems are rarely seen at the SSI and MSI c i rcu it le vel when

chips consist of just latches , gates, registers , counters , etc. Even today,

on the eve of VLSI, industry focuses on implementing standard , well -understood

logical structures and processors. This approach , however , shou ld become

decreasingly viable as VLSI is used for implementing specialized hardware

designed to mee t spec i fic requ i rements.

The top—down approach to system partition ing probl aiis described above,

clearly requires close interaction between computer scientists , dig ita l

system designers and integra ted circuit technologists. Such ar

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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interdisciplinary team may again be effectively organized in a univeristy

environment to attack these probl ems. As in the IC/ Sol id State/ Materials

Scienc e opportunities previously descri bed, however , substantial contri-

butions come from industrial organizations where the requisite team of

people exists or can be gathered.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Micromagnetic devices are an important new category of microelectronics

in the steady improvement in cost/performance of electronic systems . So

far microtnagnetic devices have been used almost exrlusively for information

storage but they have properties that offer possibilities for logic or

display , especially in conjunction with storage . The storage devices have

a cost and speed intermediate between the lowest cost semiconductors and

magnetic recording. At the same time they provide a unique combination

of the best features of those other technologies (electronic speeds ,

modularity , non—volatility) plus a stop/wait/restart on demand capability

that neither of the others have and are fabricated by an integrated circuit

process, simpler even than for semiconductor devices , allowing low cost.

These devices have already been used for such diverse applications as

storage in a portable terminal (e.g., Texas Instruments 11]) and telephone

answer—back (Bell Telephone [2]). Other applications will undoubtedly be

forthcoming (e.g., storage with micro— and min i-computers [3], storage

hierarchies for large computer systems in conjunction with semiconductors

and disks [4 ] ,  flight recorders [5], text—editing [6], etc.), especially as

further tnicrominiaturization leads to even lower costs. Thus progess

toward such microminiaturization should result in a substantial payoff.

Micromagnetic devices involve the manipulation of small magnetic

domains in a thin film of appropriate material. Most of the progress has

been in a variety of forms using cylindrical magnetic domains , called

“bubbles ,” but there has also been effort to develop alternate approaches

such as the “croastie” memory (7] and the domain tip , “DOT” [8,9]. Suffice

— - -
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it to say that micromagnetics is not limited to a single embodiment and

more variations may be invented with additional research . We will limit

our discussion to the various form~ of bubble storage because this is the

main stream of activity and progress , is diversified enough to show the

various dimensions for  further progress and is suff icient  to illustrate

the type of fundamental work that should be f ru i t fu l  in microma gueticE

and the relevant materials.

There is a main thrust in magnetic bubbles that a host of companies

are following and then there are variations on the theme which are being

pursued in order to achieve greater circuit density and lower cost.  We

will f i rs t  discuss the current main thrust , then the factors  which hinder

the achievement of greater density in this main thrust , then the variations

that are already being explored to avoid these hindrances and , finally ,

areas of research which our current knowledge suggests as important for

future progress. This discussion can be only a su ary and references

are included that allow the interested reader to obtain more information

on any of the various items mentioned.

II. THE MAIN THRUST IN BUBBLES

As with semiconductor technology, the bubb le technology involves

circuit chips mounted in modules which in turn are mounted on circuit

boards. The chips are fabricated with optical photoresist  l i thography

wherein patterns of magnetic permalloy and conductors are defined on top

of a thin single crystal magnetic film which has been grown by liquid

phase epitaxy on a wafer of single crystal non—magne r tL garnet. The

-r - —  -- f- -- - -
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magnetic film will support small cylindrical domains , bubble s, as long as

a constant bias field , H.~ , is maintained perpendicular to the f i lm.

is provided by per manent magnets built into the module . The bubbles move

along t racks , defined by the permalloy pattern , under the influence of a

rotating , in—plane magnetic field , H~ ,. H
xy 

is generated by two

out—of—phase currents in a pair of coils built into the module . The

bubbles are shifted from one track to another by switches controlled by

the magnetic field due to a current in a conductor line. The bubbles are

detected by the voltage pulse they produce in a magnetoresistive sensor.

Thus there are a few conductors on the chip which must connect to the

module pins to provide for bubble generation, track switching and bubble

detection . However , no physical access is needed to each bit position ,

in contrast to semiconductors; propagation at all bit locations is induced

simultaneously by the overall rotating field.

A typical chip has the following parameters: 64—256 Kbits;  2 j im

magnetic film; 0.5 ~im permalloy, conductor and Si02 spacer layers; 3 jim

diameter bubbles ; permalloy patterns with 1.5—2.0 urn minimum features that

repeat on a 14—16 jim scale , defining the unit bit cell; HB~
lSO Oe , H~~~ 5O Oe

at 100—250 KHz ; current pulses ~l5O MA to generate , 20 MA to switch , 5 MA to

detect; detector output ~3 MV.

A module contains sometimes one chip (e.g., TI) , sometimes a few (e.g.,

BTL packages four in a module), somet imes many (e .g . ,  Hitachi packaged 32

chips in one module) .

- --~~~~~~
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If a complete chip with 100 Kb is pictured , it is not possible to see

the detail. Figure 1 is a pattern for a smaller experimental chip that

shows the overall pattern. The storage ioops are in the center , the input

loop is on the left and the detector at the r ight.  Bubbles are generated

when conductor G is pulsed . These bubbles flow down the chevron input

loop to an inverse generator , or annihilator , unless the write conductor ,

W, is pulsed , in which case they transfer to the storage loops. In this

small chip the storage loops have only 40 chevrons each vs the 500—1000

that are typical of product chips. The bubbles continue to circulate in

the storage loops under the influence of H unless the read conductor ,

R, is pulsed , in which case they transfer to the output loop and proceed

to the chevron exp ander . The expanding chevron pattern expands the bubble

into a strip which then propagates to the right past the detector , D. The

detector is a column of interconnected chevrons . Because this permalloy

chevron colunm is magnetores istive a change in IR dr op is observed across

the column when the magnetic strip passes. The detector column has to be

long to increase the sensitivity and the bubble must be expanded to cover

the detector and make it efficient. A shorter detector of equivalent

resistance can be achieved by making it narrower and thinner and then the

bubble does not require so much expansion at the cost of chip real estate.

The “thin” detector , however , requires an additional fabrication step .

The permalloy elements in Fig. 1 define the bubble positions and

information is coded by the presence or absence of a bubble th each bit

position. When using this method of coding the bubbles must be kept 4—5

bubble spaces apart to minimize their magnetic interference . In addition ,
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the bubbles must be larger than the gap between elements by a certain

multiple or the barrier to transfer is too great . The main influence of

the design of the permalloy elements is on the ratio of bubble size, d ,

to gap dimension , g, that will allow propagation with good operating

margins. Obviously that pattern is preferred which permits the smallest

d/g because it will provide the largest circuit density for a given

lithographic process capability. The resolution and reproducibility

capability of the lithographic process determines the g that can be used .

The circuit density is inversely proportional to the unit cell dimension

or pattern repetition period , P, and P~4— 5d ..4— 5(dIg )g .  With the asymmetric

chevron element, “AC”, used in Fig. 1, d/ g can be two or even somewhat

less. With older propagation elements, such as the “TI ” elements , d/g

had to be greater than three and preferably four. This discussion is

important because it shows first of all that circuit density can be

improved by the invention of better element shapes as well as by refining

the lithographic process. In addition , it shows that circuit density can

be improved even more fundamentally by findin g a coding scheme that allows

bubbles~ to interact so they can be less than 4—5 spaces apart or by f inding

a different propagation technique that would remove the restriction that

bubbles be larger than the minimum feature . Indeed , approaches are being

worked on to accomplish each of these and we will discuss these after we

finish reviewing the present situation.

Many companies by now are working on magnetic bubble technology : some

are in an exploratory phase, some are developing commercial products and

some have been engaged in the manufacture of qualified products for over

-
~~~~~~

-- 
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a year (e.g., Western Electric , Texas Instruments). Most of these

companies have publicly disucssed the configuration and properties of

their chips and modules; others, like IBM , have published technical results

of their bubble research but have not yet disclosed whatever product

configurations they may be working on. The following list indicates the

progress that has been achieved in the main thrust of the technology , as

revealed by the published literature in the summer of 1978 :

1) Bell Telephone Laboratories/Western Electric :

— 68 Kb chips with 16 j im circuit period AC elements packaged

four to a module being manufactured and used for

record—message playback [10].

2) Texas Instruments :

— 92 Kb chips packaged one to a module being manufactured and

available for purchase [11]. At first used TI bar

propagation elements (22 j im period) , but has now been phased

over to AC elements (16 j im period). Application in portable

terminal (TI Model 765) was announced in early 1977 [11.

— 256 Kb chips with the 16 jim period are in development and

product announcement expected [12].

— 1000 Kb chip with 8 jim period operated in the laboratory

and described at 1977 Inter mag Conference [13].

3) Rockwell International :

— 100 Kb chips with l6jirn period delivered for evaluation (14].

This chip has been incorporated in a recorder f or a

point—of—scale terminal (POS—8) with eight chips packaged

- ‘a 
______ ________________________________________________________________________L 
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in a module [15]. It has also been packaged 16 to a module

f or a NASA f light recorder [16].

— 1000 Kb chip with an 8 j im period has been opeea t ed in the

laboratory and described at the 1977 Intermag Conference [17].

4) Hitachi:

— 64 Kb chips us ing 20 jim period TI bar elements have been

p roduced aud used in a 2 Mb memory by NTT in portable

switching systems [18].

— 256 Kb chips using a smaller period have been operated and

built into a 16 Mb memory (19].

5) Fujitsu:

— 73 Kb chips us ing a 14 j im period have been packaged four to

a module to provide a removeable cassette that is

interchangeable with floppy disks and paper tapes for

terminals -[20].

— 294 Kb chips using newer elements have been described at

the 1977 I~~f Conference [21].

Other companies known to be working on similar chips include Univac ,

Plessey , Si,emans, Philips , National Semiconductor, Fairchild and Intel.

There are at least two major government programs. One is with Texas

Instruments contracted by Air Force Avionics Laboratory to demonstrate

the feasibility of several conf igurations of airborne mass memories , e.g.,

16 Mb disc/drum type systems and 100 Mb recorder type systems [22]. The

other is with Rockwell International contracted by NASA for a 100 Mb

$
— —,-,---— -—-- — — ——-—-— — 
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satellite recorder [23). These same agencies are sponsoring other work

intended to advance bubble technology and make possible higher levels of

integration and lower costs.

All of this establishes a substantial basis for the technology at a

particular circuit density (and corresponding cost/bit) and performance

level. Let us now discuss the opportunities for further improving

cost/performance.

III. THE PATH TO IMPROVED COST/PERFORMANCE

There appear to be ample opportunities to lower the cost/bit of bubbles

through increased circuit density . At the same time it is hard to see

ways to increase the speed of the devices and, in fact , we have to be

careful to keep the speed from deteriorating as we increase the level of

integration. Fortunately, increased payoff from bubble technology will

flow much more from cost reduction than speed improvement. We will explain

these points a little further .

The speed parameters that are important are operating frequency , data

rate and access time to the specific data desired . The operating frequency

determines the rate at which the data moves in the device , as the bubbles

step from cell to cell. Operating frequencies are 0.1—1.0 ~~z. The data

rate is this operating frequency times the number of storage registers

that are operated in parallel. Thus typical data rates are 0.]. to ‘~-l0 Mbs

(megabits per second). The access time depends on the length of the

storage loops and are in the range 1—10 ma. The operating fr equency is

— - — - - - - - - -
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limited by two d i f f e r e n t  considerations . First  of all the frequency is

limited to that which the bubbles can follow, i.e., propagate successfully

from step to step . Secondly , increased frequency increases the drive

power required , the driver cost , heat generation , etc . Therefore, to

increase the frequency appreciably we must find ways to propagate the

bubbles faster (>10 m/sec) and circumvent the limitations of the H drive .xy
Increased levels of integration , allowed by fu r ther  reduction in bubble

and pat tern size , agg ravate the speed problem in two ways . In the normal

approach , which we have described , the magnitude of the drive f ie ld , H ,

must increase as the bubbles become smaller (should we decrease coil volume

or frequency to compensate ’) and the length of the storage ioops increase

leading to an increased access time for the same frequency (if we can ’ t

increase frequency should we reduce the size of the chip or segment the

storage on the chip ?). Obviously , this subject involves an elaborate

discussion . S u f f i c e  it to say that we can probably sustain operating

speeds , that it is very d i f f 1cu ~ t to find hope for substantially increased

speeds and that factors that would help in this regard are :

a) device forms for which the drive field is reduced and/or does

not increase as much as the bubble size becomes smaller,

b) chip organizations that yield shorter access times and/or larger

data rates for a given operating frequency , and

c) conditions under which bubbles will move at speeds above 10 rn/sec.

All of these are proper areas for research and some progress has been

achieved on each already .

_____ ______
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Fortunately , speed improvement is not required to expand the utility

of magnetic bubble devices. For those applications where increased speed

is necessary , there are semiconductor devices. But for the applications

visualized for magnetic bubbles , the important characteristics are:

non—volality, modular ity,  stop/wait/restart , �lO ma access time, �lOO KHz,

~$0.0002 cost/bit and once these are satisfied , the applications appear to

expand exponentially with lower cost/bit . Thus our major emphasis is on

cost/bit .

Obviously , the most direct way to substantially decrease cost/bit is

to increase the capacity on the chip. For each factor of two reduction

in the device period we quadruple the chip capacity and reduce the cost/bit

by 75% , if we don ’t aggravate any of the other cost factors. In judging

which of the approaches to reduced device period is best we must take into

account its impact on chip processing cost, auxilliary circuit costs (e.g.,

drivers , detectors), heat generation and cooling requirements , etc.

There are several ways we could achieve smaller device periods :

a) changes in the permalloy bar device form that allows a smaller

d/g (as already accomplished by a factor of two in replacing the

TI elements by AC type elements),

b) refined lithographic processes that would allow smaller minimum

fea ture (gap) size ,

c) change in the method of representing data that would allow bubbles

to interact and the device period to be less than 4d, and

- —~~~r - — - — --~~~ ~~~~‘~~~~~ — . -  -- - - - - - - -
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d) elimination of the gap in the propagation pattern so that the

bubble size can be less than the minimum feature , not greater

than , as at present.

We will now discuss some of the efforts that are underway to accomplish

these improvements.

1) There is continuous effort to reduce the d/g requirement by

revising the design of the permalloy propagation element . A

variety of different shapes have been made and tested . None so

far published are significantly better than the asymmetric

chevron. This element can be designed with d/g”2 to yield the

widest operating margins or with d/g reduced to 1.5 or even a

little smaller if we can be satisfied with narrower margins [10].

Other designs may be found that are even more tolerant of d/g

but it can be argued that no design can be achieved where d/g�l

if the bubble position is defined by a gap. Placing alternate

propagation elements on two different layers separated by a Si02

layer allows the “gap” to be defined by the thickness of the Si02

layer and the horizontal separation of the elements can be reduced

to zero. The minimum feature of the horizontal pattern , W0, is

then the width of the leg of the element , W, not the gap , g.

However , it is also necessary that d>W. Usually d2W but

experiments with this configuration showed that 1.5 jim bubbles

could be propagated successfully with 1.0 j im legs (24]. Thus

d/W0~
1.5 or greater and this approach does not appear to give 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
- _ _ _ _
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significant relief from the d/W requirement of the more usual

single level propagation pattern .

2) Many organizations are trying to develop a lithographic capability

that would produce much smaller minimum pat tern features , W0 .

Currently , W0 1.0—2 .0 j im with visible optics . Somewhat f iner

patterns can be achieved with a given lithographic process in

bubble devices than in semiconductor devices because the bubble

devices don ’t have the severe mask allignment requirement that

semiconductor devices do. In fact , some bubble device designs

do not require any precise allignment (25). This means that

X—ray [26] and deep UV (27] lithographies can be used to reduce

W , as well as electron beams [28]. While all of these are being

worked on it may be some time before they can be applied

successfully in a manufacturing environment. However , in the

laboratory , bubble devices with 0.3 jim gaps have been made and

tested (25].

3) “Bubble—lattice” devices utilize completely populated ,

close—packed arrays of bubbles in order to permit bubble spacings

�2d instead of the 4—Sd of “isolated” bubble devices. In such

arrays , each bubble feels the magnetic presence of its neighbors

as a component of bias field so that the array is stable in an

applied bias f ield , HB, of lower magnitude than for the isolated

bubble devices . Because each bubble position must be occupied ,

data cannot be represented by the presence and absence of bubbles

in the bi t positions , as in isolated bubble devices. Instead ,

data is represented by the bubble “wall—sta te.” This require s

- -  - v -
~~ 
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methods of generating and detectit.g these wall states as well as

establishing the conditions under which the wall s tates  themselves

will be stable , without converting from one to the other with

resulting errors in the data. These methods and conditions have

been extensively investigated [29]. Since the bubbles in te r act ,

it is not necessary to drive every bubble — the driven bubbles will

push the undriven bubbles. It is thus possible to translate a

lattice of bubbles with an overlay of conductors [30) or permalloy

elements [31] that is less dense than the bubble lattice. The

stability of bubble states under conductor drive [32] and under

permalloy drive elements [33] has also been investigated . Almost

all of the work on such devices has been done by IBM and they

have reported on a 1 Kb bubble lattice device using the conductor

drive with all the required functions (34]. Such a device

certainly has more complications than an isolated bubble device

but its advantages can be:

a) increased circuit density by 4— l6X for  a given lithography

W over even the best AC isolated bubble device. This is
0

because P~ 2d (vs 4d) and in addition d can be ~W (vs 2W)

for drive patterns that are less dense than the lat t ice ,

b) lower drive fields since the bubble interaction helps. In

add it ion , the conductor drive can be used to completely

eliminate the need for the rotating field coils in the

module . In either case we can expect alleviation of the

problems due to the high drive coil power of conventional

bubble devices when density is increased , and

-
~~~~ - - -, - 
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c) wider operating margins. The lattice is stable over a

greater range of HB t han are isolated bubbles .  It is

conceivable that the other required funct ions  can also be

designed to give a wider overall operating margin than for

isolated bubble devices .

Reference [31] reviews some of the complexities of lattice devices

that must be provided for . Surely , there has been impressive

progress made on such devices but whether the complexities can

be managed and the advantages eventually realized will only be

revealed by more research .

4) Significant progress has been made also on “gapless ” devices such

as the “contiguous disk” (CD) . In this device a pattern similar

to rows of slightly overlapping disks is ion—implanted in the

surface of the bubble film . An impressed drive field then

produces a “charged wall” magnetic structure in that surface

extending out from the disks in the pattern . The charged walls

move around the disk pattern as the drive field , H , rotatesxy

and they will trap and carry bubbles with them . Thus these

charged walls provide a different mechanism for positioning and

propelling bubbles . This device is too complicated to describe

here but ref . [35] provides a good background as wcll as a review

of recent progess . In these devices the bubble size can be

several t imes smaller than the minimum feature of the patterr.  so

that this is another approach to higher density . If d~ W0/2 ,

instead of d~ 2W0 as for AC devices , the density improvement is

l6X while still using “isolated” bubbles spaced 4d apar t .  This
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device does not then have the complications of the lattice devices

but it does have some other complications associated with the

charged wall phenomena. The chip fits directly into the AC chip

environment with K.. and H but the magnitude of H required isxy
less for charged wall propagation . Thus CD offers the desired

relief on more than one of the AC constraints. More work on

these devices and the process for making them is needed before

they can disp1-~ ce AC devices in products.

5) Other on—going efforts are devoted to improvements in bubble

materials : new compositions , multiple layer films , different

techniques for depositing films, etc. This is such a multifaceted

category that only a few items will be mentioned . Garnet

compositions which will support bubbles of 0.4 jim dIameter have

been developed [36]. This is the apparent limit for garnets due

to the requirement that K>4rrM 2
, where M is the saturation

magnetization and K is the anisotropy energy that holds the

magnetization perpendic~ilar to the plane of the film , a necessary

condition for bubbles. Smaller bubbles require larger M and

larger M requires larger K. The mechanisms of K have been

studied in garnets and the limit has apparently been reached in

ill oriented films for d~0.4 jim. There is some indication that

larger values can be obtained in 100 films [37) and then there is

the possibility of other compositions such as hexaferrites [38].

Work has also been done on amorphous films such as GdCo alloys

which can have large K introduced by the sputter or vapor

— ,- - -- - - --
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deposition process [39]. Bubbles smaller than 0.4 ~.m will require

substantial innovation in materials. Double layer filns where

the magnetic properties of the two layers are different are

already in use and the virtues of three layer films are being

explored . Alternation of the magnetic properties of the top

surface of a bubble film by ion implantation is used to inhibit

“hard” bubbles [40] and to fabricate “charged—wall” devices [41].

The different surface layer can also be obtained by depositing

a film of different composition . The surface layer has also been

shown to raise the maximum velocity of bubbles [42] and now the

benefits to the dynamic properties of triple layer films is being

Investigated [43]. An in—plane field or a built—in in—plane

anisotropy has also been shown to substantially raise the maximum

bubble velocity [44]. The point of these diverse remarks is that

the study of the physical mechanisms controlling bubble properties

(especially the dynamics and anisotropy), the relation of material

composition and deposition technique to these , and the exploration

of new materials can lead to innovations that will extend the

utility of bubbles.

IV. AREAS FOR RESEARCH

There has been significant progress in bubbles in recent years:

physical phenomena , materials, device s and fabrication techniques.

However , the application of bubbles has barely begun with devices having

—14 jim cells and operating at —100 KHz. Enough work has been done already ,

as illustrated by the foregoing discussion , to show that additional

— t — - r - — - - 
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research can lead to substantially higher device densities and perhaps

greater device speeds . This , in turn , should increase the utilization of

bubble devices , bringing economic benefits.

The most obvious route to higher density is through the development

of finer lithography . This is also true for semiconductor devices so the

research needs in this area will be adequately covered elsewhere and need

not be repeated here. It is worth repeating , however , that refinements

in lithographic technique may find application to bubbles sooner than

semiconductors because of the comparative simplicity of bubble devices.

Before new lithographic techniques are available significant increases

in density may be produced by novel device forms that remove the

constraints of the AC device forms , e.g., bubble lattice devices that

allow bubbles to be closer together or contiguous disk devices that allow

the bubble size to be smaller than the lithographic resolution or others

that remain to be invented . Such device innovation can derive from

research into new ways to propagate bubbles such as via charged walls or

perhaps the newer phenomenon of “automotion” [45].

Hopef ully , the relevance of the following areas for future fundamental

research is now somewhat evident:

1) the mechanisms underlying both old and new methods of propagating

bubbles , e.g., perinalloy bars [46], charged walls [35] ,

conductors (47]  and automotion [ 4 5 ] ,  

~~~.- ~~~,- -~~~~~ -- - -— - — - - -——--—  -____ - — - —  
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2) the dynamic properties of bubbles and ways to postpone the

saturation of velocity , e.g., orthorhombic anisotropy [ 44 ) ,

multiple layer films [43],

3) micromagnetic configurations : their static and dynamic

properties , and especially how the configurations change with

ambient conditions and motion . Included are isolated bubbles [ 4 8 ) ,

bubble lattices [30], cross—ties [7], charged walls [35], surface

domains [49], domain tips ‘ 8], exchange coupled bubbles in double

layers [50] and others ,

4) the equilibrium configuration , dynamic conversion and control of

the variety of bubble states [29],

5) the mechanisms that induce and control anisotropy , especially

how it can be controlled and even enhanced by the growth

process [51](39 ] or composition variation [ 4 4 ] ,

6) other classes of materials which may offer better properties

and/or extend the u t i l i ty  to smaller dimensions or higher speeds

(crystalline materials , such as hexaferr i tes  [38) or amorphous

materials [ 5 2 ] ) ,  and

7) novel ways to manipulate domain structures , such as bubbles ,

without direct access to each bit position and especially where

the minimum feature that needs to be defined lithographically is

larger than the relevant domain structure .

V. CONCLUSION

The ra te of discovery of new phenomena, understanding of fundamental

mechanisms and ideas for improving the properties and extending the utility

- -
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of micromagnetic domain structures indicates that additional research will

bear good fruit. Progress will come from a blend of applied and basic

research and there are a variety of avenues to pursue .

— — -V- --- - - - -
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Material Aspects of Integrated Optics
at Very Small Dimensions

By

P. K. Tien
Bell Telephone Laboratories
Holmdel , New Jersey 07733

Introduction 
1-ilThe basic ideas of integrated optics were conceived in

1969-1972 , at the time when the availability of low—loss
optical fibers had already brought optical communication
close to reality and there are definite needs to form
compact optical systems . Research in integrated optics
may be catalogued into two parts : one is to apply thin-
film technology to the fabrication of miniature optical
devices including lasers , modulators , switches , detectors ,
prisms , lenses , polarizers and directional couplers. The
other is the integration of a large number of these devices
on a single substrate . It is well known that a layer of
thin dielectric film with a refractive index larger than
its surroundings is a perfect optical waveguide . We may
use these thin-film waveguides as the basic structures of
all the optical devices which are then interconnected
forming optical circuits. Typically , thin—film optical devices
have one dimension ranging from hundreds of microns to a
few millimeters and other two dimens ions rang ing from a
fraction of a micron to severa~ microns . The optical wave-
length of interest is about 10 times smaller than ultra-
hi gh frequency radio waves and the devices should have an
edge definition of about 500 A in order to avoid excessive
optical scattering . Integrated optics thus demands the
finest microfabrication technology . There are a variety of
materials12 one can use to form integrated optical circuits .
For passive devices such as prisms , lenses , polarizers , wave-
guides and grating filters and reflectors , the materials
commonly used are sputtered glass , SiNO , organic polymers and
amorphous Ta20 5,  ZnO , ZnS , CdSe , CdS , Nb~ O3 and TiO 2.12 F~~~~15modulators and switches , sing~~ -crysta1line electro-optic,
acoustooptic and magnetooptic1~ f i lms  such as LiNbO 3, LiTaO 3,
Bi 203 :Ti0 2 ,  Ill-V semiconductor compounds ,3-748 and rare earth
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111.2

iron-garnets i-nay ~e used . A great d€: -.l of th e  ~ f f o r t  in the
past has been concentrated to Al-Ga--As system 3 ’~ to fo rm
monolithic integrated optics.11 l ately, how~ ver , tbe in terest
in the optical conununication sys tem at  tne wavelength near
1.3 microns has directed the attention to InP , and n—Ga-As-P
related terr.aries and quaternaries.19 21 As devices are made
smaller in sizes , the optical density in the de’-~ices has to
increase and may reach MW/c1r2. Optical dam age , opt ica l  losses ,
heat generated in the optical circuits , methods to form better
epitaxial layers are a few of many material problems which
demand most of our efforts in integrated optics .

Status of Current  Work
Most of the inventions in integrated optics deal with methods
which restructure bulk optical systems into t h i n — f i l m  forms .
They include tapered-film 22 and gra ting couplers 23 ’24 thin-film
prisms and lenses h 25 ’26 Bragg modula tors 27 and directional—
coupler

0
swi tches ,~~

8 distributed feedback 29 and Bragg—reflec tor
lasers 3 and methods of forming interconnections between devices.31
In the pas t seven years , research in integrated optics have
involved , in U.S.A., about 150 scientists mainly from Bell Laboratories ,
IBM , Xerox Palo Alto , Rockwell International Science Center , RCA ,
Westinghouse , Hughes Research Laboratories , Lincoln Laboratory ,
United Technologies Research Center , Texas Ins t ruments , University
of Ca l i fo rn ia , Berkeley , Caltech , Cornell U n iv e r s i ty , Carneg ie—
Mellon University , Washington University , Uni-iers ity of Washington ,
Polytechnic Institute of New York , and Nay’- Research Laboratories
in Washington D.C. and in San Diego . In spite of the scarcity
of the research funds for exploring new science , the accomplishment
of integrated optics has been spectacular : Research of propagating
modes in waveguides has made single-mode kink-free laser-diodes 32
possible , waveguide modulators have a figure of merit of several
orders of magnitude better than those in b u k  ~orm s ,33 d i ffu sed -
LiNb O 3 directional-coupler switches have a crosstalk of about -32dB ,34 and thin-film geodesic lenses are capable of focusing a light
beam to the diffraction limit and of resolving light beams with an
angular separation as small as 3.3 mrad .35 More importantly,
prism coupler and rn—line spectroscopy enable one to determine
refractive index and m9de spectrum in waveguides better than
1 part in 10,000.1,9,3’) Gratings of period as small as 1200 A
have been fabricated 37 and their uses for band-rejection filters ,38
reflectors and distribLted feedback and Bragg reflector lasers 39 ’4°
have been demonstrated .

As of today , s imple integrated optical  c i r cu i t s  can be readi ly
developed in LiNbO 3, on silicon substrates , or in Ill-V alloy-
semiconductor compounds . A multipurpose spectrum analyzer
involving a geodesic lens , an acoustooptic deflector and hundreds
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of silicon detectors is being pursued a: Rcckwell nte r:~at i on a l
Science Center , Air Force Avionics Labc-ratory and Batteile
Colurn~ us Laboratories . A LiNbO3 circuit containLnc 4 x 4
dir ~ ctiona1-coupler switches has been built at Bell Laboratories. 41-
GaAs circuits containing lasers an~ modulators have been
constructed at Bell Laboratories ,4 Univers i tv o f  Ca l i fo rn i a ,
E3erk-eley,~~-~ and Tokyo Institute of Technology .~~

4 A c ircui t
composed of six GaAs laser diodes and s~ x wa’.reguides for wave-
length nulti~~1exing is developed by Hitachi Central Research
Laboratory .4~ In general , because of more ambitious policy and
more liberal funding by the Japanese government toward
technological advancement , integrated optics in Japan is just as
guoc as , or even better than that of the United States , in sp ite
of -he fa ct that we have contributed most of the origir.al research !

Spec iric Scientific and Technology Needs
Al though simple integrated optica l circuits have been demonstrated
witn  ex is t ing  technology , to produce them re l iab ly  acd econom ica lly
fa ces ~ multitude of difficult material and technology problems .In çe r erai , the areas needing extensive support may be summar ized
below.

(1) To form monolithic integrated optical circuits in the
Al-Ga -As system , the present epitaxial layers have a loss~~

6 f rom
1 to 10 crtr 1 which should be reduced by about a f a c to r  of 10 in
order  to ~a ti sf- i  the system requirement .

~2 ) Techniques of f ab r ica t ing  opt ic~~1 gra t in os  e i ther  on deposited
films or on ep i taxially grown layers have to be improved . The
preser~~ oi:tjcal circuits containing grating f i l ters , distributed
feedbacJ-’ lasers , and Bragg—reflector lasers h?ve poor quality and
are gec~~~ally not reliable.

(3) Fesearch in orientation-dependent epitax i a l  growth48 and
et c h i n-~

49 has to be carr ied out to form atomically flat facets

~or r e f l~~ctin~ or deflecting light in optical circuits. Such
techniques ar~ also needed for forming blazed cratings structures
iu - -~~ ‘e g u i ~~~s .

(4) It is gen~ ra~.1y recognized that to achieve long lifetimes ,
semiconductor lasers have to be grown cn d i s loca t ion—free  substrates .
Method s ~~~~~ grow dislocat ion-free GaAs or InP substrates and the
kt ri :tjcs involved should be investigated .

(5) Typical semiconductor laser-diodes ha~’e sizes hundreds ofmicrona long and 1 to 10 microns wide.  They produce 1 to 10 mW
of ~igh t and are excellent light sources . For signal processing
ar.c~ for performing logic operation in optical circuits , however ,
a ~arge  number of the lasers are required . These lasers must
have much smaller  sizes in order to improve packing densi ty  and
need only to produce a fraction of microwatt of light to cut
total power consumption.  Such microlasers  have yet to be developed .
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( 6 )  Swi tches with a speed in the subnanosecond range may be
f ormed in T i -d i f fused  LiNb O 3 waveguides . However , Li Nb0~ is
susceptible to optical damage . Moreover , impur i ty ions in
the d i f f u s e d  waveguides may move under an intense switching
electric field and thus short—circuits the field needed for
switching . Research for  better electrooptical and acousto-
optical materials is in order .

( 7 )  It is likely that optical circuits will be formed on
LiNb O 3, GaAs , InP , or Si substrates . Fortunately GaAs ,
InP and Si are also excellent material for  hi gh speed electronics .
Methods of fabrication so that optical circuits and electronics
may be formed on a same substrate have yet to be developed .
( 8 )  For a single optical f iber  to carry two-way communication ,
the incoming and out going signals have to be separated and
processed in different op,tical circuits . The device which
separates the incoming and outgoing signals is a circulator
or an isolator which has to be formed of rnagnetooptical materials
such as rare earth Garnets . The present magnetooptical material
has a Faraday rotation constant of 200°/cm . Materials of
Faraday constant more than 1000°/cm could be developed by
adding Bi or Pr into the composition of the Garnets.

One realizes that the technology needed in integrated optics
is also needed in other industries. Therefore , carried wi th
the research of integrated optics are a more refined semi-
conductor industry , better methods for epitaxy and for film-
deposition , and a better understanding in solid state physics
regarding interfaces and dislocations .

Possible Impacts of Research
With commercially available optical fibers , lasers and detectors ,
it is already possible to design a communication system , 50 MH z
in bandwidth and 7 to 8 kilometers in distance , for a cost
comparable to that of a similar system using coaxial cables.
There is no doubt in the mind of the telecommunication industry
tha t optical fiber systems will grow for short-haul  services.
For long-distance telecommunication, although intensive research
has reduced losses in single-mode optical fibers comparable to
those of the multi-mode fibers , the commercial deployment of
such long—distance single-mode systems will not be forthcoming
unt i l  about the middle of the 1980’ s.

Integrated optical circuits serve best for  mul t ip lex ing  of optical
s ignals .  Such applications must , however , wait  for  the m a t u r i t y
of the optical communication. Even then , the optical communication
systems must be s tandardized before  integrated optical c i rcui ts
can be designed . More immediate applicat ions of integrated opt ics
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a re in m i l i t a ry  communicat ion Services , s igna l  p rocess ing
for war fa re  operat ions , local comrnun :cat ion ar ~J sicnal -sensin~in ships and a i r p l a n e s .  There , li ght  we icht  and snail volume
of the fiber  system are o f t e n  dominant  f a c to r s  fo r  the choice.
The optical-fiber system has also a un ique advantace as be :nq
immune to the e lec t romagnet ic  i nt e r f e r e n c e . Opt ica l  sys tems
h ave also been found to be economical f o r  cuble t e lev i s ions .
Japan has already used optical systems for data collection and
signal processing in large electric power plants where stray
magnetic fields produced by the elec tric cables are foand to
be harmful to the electronic devices . There are also ~ncreas inc
uses of optical systems in nuclear power plants and hi gh-ene rcy
research facilities . Optical systems are also invaluable as a
data link between two large computers or two large switch ing
stations in order to avoid mutual electronic interferences or a
common g round—cur ren t  loop. For each of the above a p p l i c a t i o n s,
there is a need of integrated optical circui ts.

The real impact of integrated optics will come when high speed
electronics is incorporated into the o p t ic a l  c i rcu i t s . In f a c t ,
a chip containing a bank of the laser-diodes including the driving
electronic circuits can be readily developed w:th the existing
technology . Such chips may be used for the transmitters ~n
the opt ical  communicat ion systems . They may also ue des~~gned
for  p r i n t i n g, for  survey , and for  controls of v a r i o u s  :ndustr ious
processes. Optical beams have the advantages that they may be
pulsed in rapid sequences , can scan over wide angles and may be
transmitt ed over any t ransoaren t space wi th a minimum of
interference . If vi sible semiconductor lasers can be developed
into practice , a chip containing the visible lasers with their
associated electronics has many medical applications . Work to
form electronic and optical devices on a same GaAs substrate has
already begun .~~

9’50

The development of the f i r s t  pract ical  medium-scale  in tegra ted
optical circuit can be very costly. However , once th e technology
is established, optical circuits should not be more expans ive than
IC chips used in wristwatches or pocket calculators. H e avy
investment from the industries is not l ike ly  since the present
market for the optical circuits does not justify their ini tia l
cost. On the other hand , without actively pursuing advanced
technologies such as those associated with the integrated optics , we
wi l l  quickly lose the leadership  in th i s  g en e r a l  f ie l d  of opto-
electronics.

University Opportunities
Integrated optics does not compete with the present microelectronics ,
but rather complements it. In fact , integra ted circuits cont:ining
both optical and electronic devices opens up new opportuni ties for

L ~~~ 
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the e lec t ron ics  i n d u s t r y . To develop such c i r c u i t s  to thei r
f u l l  po ten t i a l , r e s e an ch and development  should  n o t  be
conf:n ed  only  to the f a b r i c a t i o n  of t h i n- f i l m  dev ices  and
circuits , but they should be di rected to the  e x p l o r a tso n
fo r n ew ideas of cir cu it designs as well  as novel device-
phys ics which comb ines opt ics to electronics . I n tha t sense ,
there are plenty  of the opportuni t ies  for  the u n i v e r s i t i e s
to par t ic ipate  in the research and development , s ince such
studies  carry as much as academic value as i ndus t r i a l . n
pa r ticu la r , integrated optics is one of the few f i e lds  where
f undamental  science and discoveries can be made .

Mic ro fab r i cation and epitaxia l  technologies are the f o u n d a t i o n s
of the mode r n electronics. Both microelectronics and integrated
op t i c s  demand the excellence of these technologies .  Indeed ,
the research of integrated electronic circuits and integrated
opti cal c i rcu i t s  should be car r ied  out s ide—by-s ide . In
par t icu la r, InP and GaAs used for the fabrication of the lasers
are also the mate r i a l s  for  hi gh speed electronics. For micro-
f a b r i c a t i o n, one requires : electron—beam exposure system (EBES)
for computer controlled mask fabrication and electron-beam writing ,
electron—resist and photo-resist facilities , a mask ali gner
for both contact and project printing, photo and x-ray lithography ,
sca nning electron microscope for  viewing small s t ruc tures ,
ion-beam etch and dry plasma etch f a c i lit i e s , and equipments for
deposit ing Si0 2 and Si3N 4 .  The equi pment required for  laser
research involves scanning electron microscope coupled to x—ray
energy dispersive and wavelength analysis , Auger electron
spectrometer with dep th profiling , SIMS , mass spectrometer ,
diffusion furnaces , evaporation and sputtering stations , and
liquid-phase and vapor-phase epitaxial growth facilities.
U n f o r t u n a t e l y ,  even the best universities in the United States
are not equipped with all these fac i l i t ies. On the other  hand ,
both Osaka University and Tokyo Institute of Technology in
Japan have the best of these equ ipments .

One microfabrication center is being set up in Cornell University
by NSF . We believe other similar centers should be , perhaps , in
Stanford University and in University of I l l inois  where a large
poo l of human resources and technical know-how are readi ly
avai lable .  It is believed that these centers will have far—
reachi ng con sequences to maintain the momentum of our science
a nd technology in general , and the competitive posit ion of our
e lect ronics  industry  in part i cu la r .
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IV .3

INTRODUCTIO N

The focus of this article can be quick ly set by examination of Fi g. 1
which shows a photomicrograph of human brain cells (from the motor
cortex) superimposed on a photomicrograph , to the same scale , of a com-
mercially available (Intel) four kilobit random access memory. Note
that the bit density of the semiconductor memory is two orders of magn i-
tude higher than that of the human brain . With the further shrinkage of
semi conductor structures now in progress the dimensional advantage of
electronic intelligence over natura l nervous tissue can only increase.
It is now possible to contemplate the replacement of defective nervous
tissue (e.g., inoperative sensory organs such as the eye or ear , stroke-
damaged brain tissue ) by synthetic intelligence in approximately the same
volume and at approximately the same energy cost per transaction. The
realiz ation of such remarkable substitutions is now limi ted primarily by
materials problems , in the long-term insulation and protection from
attack by body fluids of the integrated circuits and by materials prob-
l ems at the neural —electro nic interface. This review will focus
primarily on these problems .

The continuing shrinkage in size and cost of computational power affects
medical electronics profoundly in many other ways , in all cases where
computational power can be brought to bear on diagnosis or treatment.
Cases in point woul d be computer-aided x-ray tomography and the various
applications of microprocessors to “smart ’ medical instruments. This
article will not deal with such cases , since they are covered elsewhere
in this series of reports where the main stream of computer -oriented
programs are considered. This article will also not deal with the nume r-
ous ma terials problems in bioengineeri ng associated with bone , tooth ,
tendon , etc. implants , as not being relevant to the main theme of these
reports , materials problems in microstructure fabrication.

STATUS OF CURRENT WORK

The focus of this report , as indicated above , is the development of
materials and techniques for the fabri cation , passivation , and protection
of iriplantable active microelectroni c circuits , active prosthetic or moni-
toring electronic devices . This section of the report , describing cur-
rent work in industry , academia , and government , will delineate the
exceedingly limi ted spectrum of active groups.

The largest and most active class of research and development groups in
this area exist in the cardiac pacemaker companies. The cardiac pace-
maker is , at present , the only widely accepted commercially important
neural prosthesis. It is a relatively simple device functionally. Its
output is a single pulse to a single electrode at about a one Hertz rate.
Its logical function centers on the need to sense the presence of natura l
heartbeat signals and to suspend stimula tion output when satisfactor y
natural signals are present . Circuits of very modest compl exity can
achieve these functions , without taxing even the current State of the art
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in integrated c i r c u i t s , in adequately small ‘.-cl jme and at adequately
small power demand . The pacemakers are relevant to tn is discussion
because they have had to confront seriously for the first t im e long —t er’~protection of electroni c circuits in a biologic environment ~~ . Early
devices were constructed of discrete components potted in an epoxy resin
chosen for biocompatibility and minim um permeability to body fluids ;
Hysol A , manufac tured by the Dexter Corp., was the common choice. The
lifetime of such systems against ultimate penetration by body fluids was
on the order of two years , similar to the life of the batteries incorpo-
rate d in to suc h sy stems . Curren t dev i ces p lace th e ir ac ti ve circu it s ,
and batteries when possible , into a hermetically sealed can typically
titanium , achieving excellent protection , but at a volume increase factor
on the or der of lO~ as compared to the volume of active circuitry . Fur-
ther , ex te rnal to t he hermetic package is onl y one mass i ve electro de an d
its fairl i massive lead element s . Since the dim ensional constraints are
relatively relaxed , i n s u l a t i on of these elemen ts i s u su a l l y ac hi eve d
using thick plastic (silastic or epoxy ) .jacketing. The pacemaker com-
panies have not been forced to confront the problem of insulating and
protecti ng an array of closely spaced elements , as we w i l l  see mus t be
con fronted by mo re complex neural prostheses . Some pacen -aker companies ,
howe ve r , no tably VITATRON in the Neth erlands , have made significant prog-
ress in devel oping viable long-term implantable insulation schemes other
than a plastic wrapping of the sensitive elements ; they have in partic ~-
lar been developing anodic oxidized layers as a class of tightly bonded
insulati on coatings , and have been particularly successful ,~iith anodized
tantalum. This work is probabl y seminal for the micro-insulation needed
for implanta ble niicrocircuit ry.

,
~, secon d c lass  o f researc h an d develo pmen t gro up s ac ti ve i n solv i ng p ro b-
lems inherent i n i mplan tab le elec tronics are those engaged in bi oteleme-
try 3 . Typically bioteleme try units monitor a few (often one) physiologic
parameters (body temperature or blood fl ow or blood pressure , for
instance ) and transmit to an external receiver this info rmation. Again
fo r this set of a pp li ca ti ons , the standard current solutions are hermet-
i cally seale d con ta i ners for as muc h of the circui try as poss i ble , with
plastic coating for the elements , such as sensors or an tennae , which
must be external to the hermetic container. The applicability of tnese
techniques to true microminiaturization is small.

Recently an important class of applications has been emerging wh ich makes
technical demands not satisfiable by current materials technology . These
applications mostly involve multipoint contact with the nervous system~.
This mul tipoint contact is required either for multielectrode stimulation
of tie nervous system , suc h as is required for sensory (ear , eye) an d
muscular (lung, bladder , leg) prostheses , or for  mul tip o i n t recor d i n g
of the nervous system such as is desired for research in many areas of
neuro physiology (learning, brain disfunction , mult i ple sclerosis , audi-
tory and visual physiology , etc ). For these applications a multip l icit i
of con tact elements (typically platinum microe l ectr~des for surviva l
against electrolysis ) are required , with spacings on the order of the
size of the basic neural elements , microns to tens of microns. There is

- - - - - - -- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - -- - —- — -—  - - -
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no sensible way to make such arrays other than with the photo litno-
gra phic techniques characteristic of the semiconductor industr :, . The
materials current ly used in the semiconductor industry are , however , not
adequate or appropria te to the implantable application . The metals
typically csed , gold and alumin um , are i n the one case no t opti mu m an d
in the other no t acceptable (toxic). The commonest current insulat ion
ma terial , S- 1 02, does not survive protracted saline exposure . A secon d
emerging insulation and pas sivation ma terial , silicon nitride , Si 3N4,
shows promise as an impermeabl e insulation but has not been extensively
tested. Also a possibility , bu t w it h even less documen tat i on , is sili-
con carbide , SiC. No materials have been evolved for conductors or
insulation in si tuations whe re a flexible structure is required. If
the potent i al of a rtif i cial intelli gence fo r neu ral p rost heses an d
neural charac terization is to be fully realized , t ru l y mul tip le in ter-
face points — microelectrodes — will be necessary , perhaps hundreds or
thousands of contact points , not possible without multiplexing or inter-
spersing of passive interface elements with active logi c elements. One
is the refore led to the necessity of passivating active elements against
rnul tiy ear sal ine i mmersion , util i zing pro tec ti ve coa tings w hose di men-
sions mus t be on the order of microns or less , compatible with the scale
of th e sem i con ducto~’ log ic elements or the neurons they excite or record.
Though the value and potential of such multi —electrode st imulation and
recording arrays has been appreciated for some years , especially by
neu ro ph y s i o l o g~sts an d neurosurgeons , very little progress has been made
on the generation of the appropriate hardware , an d very little work is ,
i n fac t , in progress. The commercial possibilities of such devices are
suff iciently modest that the semiconductor industry , wherein resides
most of the appropriate talent , has not been motivated to purs ue the key
problem s . Fundi ng to support such materials research in universities
has been almost totally lacking because it~ med i cal or i en tat i on causes
all Federa l agencies except the NIH to regard the NIH as the appropriate
support agency , an d the NIH is strongly disinclined to support the devel-
opment of technology of medical potential unless tied to a specific
disease or disability . Recently the NIH has commenced support of the
development of such materials and technology pursuant to the develo pment
of an “ar tif i c i al ear ,” a cochlear prosthesis which works by direct
electr i cal s ti mulation of the auditory nerve 5 . Suc h wor k , at Stan ford
Un iversity , is in its earl y stages but shows promise. The NIH also has
ha d some in—house work on microminiature electrode arrays , also pursuan t
to neurophysiology , but wi th very limi ted resources committed to the
project. The NIH has also been supporting, in  recent wor k , small but
important projects aimed at understand ing the elec trolys i s of metals in
electrolytes such as body fluids.

In summa ry, the current state of relevant research is that a number of
pacemaker companies are working on related but mostly not directly
applicable problems , there is one substantive University project directly
aime d at such problems , an d a small amount of work in—house at t’ e NIH ,
but no substantive activity by the effervescent semiconductor industr y
whose experien ce is most relevant to the problems involved , for the good
an d continuing reason the overt commercial markets for the resulting
devices is small.

-
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SPECIFIC SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL NEEDS

The sc i ent i f i c an d tec hnolog i cal nee d s fo r h igh- i n te l l io ~ nce -oe ~ s i t i
implantable electronics are several. The leading need is for tHe deve l-
opment of insulation materials such that insulation a ~ew microns , or
perhaps even a few hundred Angstroms thi ck , will provide long—term
insulation in a saline fluid environment. The structures to be pro-
tected are of similar dimensions to the insulation tb i ck n es 5 , so the
separation and protection of closely spaced elements is required. Since
the performance of semiconducto r devices is determined by the density
an d d i s t r i bu ti on of do pan t  ions , the protective l ayers must resist pene-
tration by unwanted dopant ions , such as sodium.

It is exceedingly unlikely that the required techno loqy will be achieve c
within the conceptual framework of oresent-day insulation technology ,
which basicall y relies on wrapping the active elements tightly with
plas tic or some other insulati ng material ,vhi ch is chemically and physi-
cally unrelated to the elemen t to be p ro tec ted. For all suc h insulation
tec hniques , saline penetration between the insulation and the protected
element is inev i ta b le , and if penetration on the order of microns is
damaging, the useful lifetime of the protection is short. The successful
technology w i l l  be one i n wh i c h the i nsula tion layer is chem i ca l l y bon ded
to th e su bstructure . A f irs t s tep in this di rec ti on has been ma de i n
certa in passive (electrode lead and array ) systems using tantalum as a
conductor and anodically formed tantalum oxide as an insulation . Suc h a
system shows p rom i se for  a num ber o~ applications. Shortcomings of the
tantalum —tantalum pentoxide system are the unipolar nature of the insu-
la tion (the oxide reduces for the “wron g” sign of voltage) the brittle
na ture of the i nsulat i on , and the inapplicability of this particular sys-
tem to act ive (i.e. silicon ) electro nic components . Research is
required to define the parameters which make a material , oart icula rly a
thin film of material whose volume is essentially all surface volume ,
im permeable to a number of bi ologically relevant ions and molecules.

Implan tab le systems must be b i ocom pat ib le , w h ic h u s u a l l y tr a n s l a tes in to
being fabricated out of materials which are chemically very inert. Yet
the l i t h o g r a p h i c fa br i ca t ion  charac ter i st i c o f i nte gra te d c i r c u it s in
general an d microstructure circuits in particular invariably involve
mul tilayer structures where successive l ayers must bond physically and
chem ically to one another. Research is needed in the science of adhesion
as applied to metal , sem iconductor and insulating (oxide or nitride )
in terfaces. How does one form multilayer structures out of chemically
inert (biocompatible) materials without having delamination , an d fa i l u r e ,
a major problem? A good deal of surface physics and surface chemistry
mus t be explored before we can resolve the essential paradox of con-
structing active electronic microstructures which will not delamina te
out of bi ocom pat i ble , rela tively inert , ma ter i als .

A second class of problems aris ing in imp lantab le active elect ronic
devices arises from the phenomenon of electrolysis , the disso lution of
metals placed in an electrolyti c solut ion , especially in the presence of

-— — — — ~~~~
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electr ica l  currents . Though the e lec t rochemis t r~ of ~- ‘et~ 1 — e l e c t r o l v t e
so luti ons is the subject of an ex tens ive  l i t e ra t ~ re , so man . ~resul ts are compound —s pecific or confi gu ration -speci fic t’at it i s ‘~~rdto draw generally useful and extrapolata b le co n clusions , exce ct in
broadest terms . Stu dies specific to the metals most likely to be used
in implantable devices , and in situations resembling the complex er- ,iron-
men t of body flui ds , need implementation.

In summary some science and technology areas needing exploration are

(1) The surface chem istry and physics of adhesion especially as
applied to biocompatible materials such as may be useful in
imp lantable devices.

(2) The physics of impermeability , es pecial l y o f ox id e , nit n ide ,etc.
layers.

(3) The physics and technology of various metal-metal oxide or
metal—metal nitride or metal-unknown layers as “permanent ” passiva-
tion layers . This study should include investigation of tre tech-
nology of deposition and patterning and of practical feasibility of
such pass i va ti on schemes .
(4) Studies of plastic-metal interfaces to generate biocom p atible
flex ible systems operable in a hostile electrolytic environment.

(5) A study of electrolysis of metals in a biologic enviro nr~ent ,
with attention also to the toxicity of by-products.

POSSIBLE IMPACTS OF THE RESEARCH

The direct impact of the successful development of materials making
possible long-term elec tronic implants of high intelligence density is
upon the medical world. Successful work would make possible neural
pros thesis for a variety of motor and sensory handicaps. Successful
wor k would make possible sophistic ated investi gations of the operations
of the neural system , especially the brain , of how it functions , and of
how it i s affecte d i n such di seases as cere bra l pals y . A secon dary a rea
of impact is broader and harder to define — it is the general area of
passivation of semiconductor devices. Certainly the techniques which
mi ght be develo ped to ensure ci rcuit surv i val i n the host i le en vi ronmen t
of the body, with its flu i ds , sal ts , enzymes , and invading fibrosis
g rowths , are extensible to give greater reliability and lifetime to
circuits operating in less hostile , yet still threatening environments ,
such as hot and hum id climates. Finall y , the information gained in
studying the physics and chemistry of surfaces , an d of th e bond i ng mech-
anism of one class of ma terials to another , is of mo re general applica-
bility than to microstructure fabrication alone , though the exact ultimate
utilizat ion of such info rmation is difficult to identif y.

To give specific examples of impact in the areas outlined above : An
audi tory prosthesis for the profoundly deaf which operates by direct
electrical stimulation of the au ditory nerve to replace the function of 
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a defect ive inner ear (coch lea)  is under develop me nt in severa l  la bora-
tories throughout the world. It is necessary for such a p ro s t ne s is  to
excite differentiall y a number of small subsets of the nerve bundle
comprising the auditory nerve. A major technological obstacle to this
artificial ear is the difficulty of fabri cating microelectrode arrays
small enough and complex enough to achieve this stimulation , yet capable
of surv iving in the biologi cal environment. Similarly, electrical stimu-
lat ion of the optical nerve or the optical cortex produces b right spots
in the visual f i el d , from w h i c h  a representa ti on  of th e v i s ib l e  worl d
can , in principle , be constructe d .One obstacle to this project is , again ,
su itable electrode arrays and electronics. Electronic bladder control
for paraplegi cs and others with l ower body neural disfunction is an
im portant area of neural prostheses also under development. Electro nic
bladder control is important not only for the ob v i o u s  conve ni en ce an d
soc ial advantages but is lif e—prolonging because it eliminates the
i n f e c t io n r i sk  of an in dw e l l i ng ca th eter , now the onl y viable solution
to bladder dysfunction. Electron ic stimulation of leg muscles for gate
improvement in hemip legics is making headway , but again is obstructed by
elec tronic technological obstacles. The operation of prosthetic limbs
thro ugh the neural signals still naturally available to contro l the
missing limb is only crudely possible at present , but could , in principle ,
be achieved. The lis t of neural prosthetic devices which might be
conceived , given implementation possibilities , is mind—bog gling.

In addition to playing dramatic roles of “bionic man ” variety , implantable
intelligence with complex high — density sensing electrodes could play a
v a l u a b le  role i n ex tendi ng our  knowle dge of how th e ne rvous sys tem ,
es pe c i a l l y th e b r a i n , works. The applications extend from unde rstanding
the mechanisms of learning and memory , t h r u u g h the ro le  of va r i ous chem-
icals on brain functions (e.g. chemical control of schizophrenia), to
un derstanding the architecture in space , and the distribution in space
and time , of the s i gnals w hich characterize and govern our capabilities
an d behavior. The author has a thick bundle of letters ~ ror~ neurophysi—
o log i s ts of all stripe , inquiring about the availabilit y of micro—
elec trode a rrays for s tudy i ng b rain func ti on from a var i ety o f po i nts c~
view.

Proceed i ng to the second impact area , the passivation of semiconductor
c i r c u i t s  has been an on go i n g pro b lem s i nce the ea rl i e s t days o f th e
sem iconductor business , s i nce performance c harac ter i s ti cs can be severe l y
damaged by relatively small numbers of impurity ions reaching and infil-
trating the active areas. Surfaces are currently passivated with insu-
lat ing layers such as SiO 2 or 5i 3N4, and sensitive elements further
enca psulated in epoxy or in hermetically sealed containers. Even so ,
failure due to environmental factors is s~~l l  commo n , an d a serious cause
of effort and concern in the semiconductor industry . The informational
gain from ma ter i al s tudi es directe d i n a more search i ng way at this
problem will certainly impact the semiconductor world generall y . Such
impac t has , i n fact , alrea dy occurre d through the needs of th e pacema ke r
i ndustry . The careful life-test and failure-mode analysis of pacemakers
has prouuced results challenging the military-specification procedures
for hermetically sealed devices ,an d has resulted in a major reexamination

- -
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and reeva luat i on  of bot n the mater ia ls  usea and toe procedures allo we c
in the high reliabi lity circuits of our military and space orograms .
Such impact will undoubtedly continue i~ mo re sophisticated and cenetrat-
ing results or material parameters can be cenerated.

Finally one is left wi th toe unpredi ctable nature o~ toe im pact o~ sc ien -
t i f i c  advances which allows major impacts to occur in areas not fo reseen
As a s tand—alone argument for a sc ien t i f i c  res e a ron O ro ject , such j~ st i-
f,cation is inadequate. It should not be over looked , however , a~ a
potential benefit of a scientifi c program , es~-ecia lly one focussed so
closel y on real materials obstacles in a real appli cations env i ’-onmen t.

UNIVERS ITY AND INDUSTRY OPPORTUNITIES

The app l icat ions area of f i rst oroer relevance of toi s class of progra ms
is of insu f f ic ient  coninercia l promise to at t ract  the at tent ion of the
industrial laborator ies whose fac i l i t ies  and manpower ;iake them opt i ma l
for a t ta ck ing the problems involved.  The commercial potent ia l  ~f ne u ra l
prosthesis or neurophysiologi cal investi gative tools is insigni iccnt
compared to that of microprocessors or central processing units or
generalized memory . The role of the industrial labc r atori ts in att : king
the materials problems of implantable electronics is destined , tnere~cre ,
to remain a supporti ve and peripheral one , not a central one. Toe Pey
work must and should be done in university laboratories , and repre sents
a major opportunity area for univers i ty labo ratories , especially in those
situations where a strong ma terials sci en ce grouo , a strc’ny electronics
group (with integ rated circuit process capabilities) and an interested
medical school exist together . The overwhel m ing depressant on work of
this Kind has been the lack of governmental funding available. The medi-
cal flavo r of the problems moves them - or in the nast has stroonly
tended to move them - outside the charter interest area of al l Federal
agencies other tnan the JH. T he N I H , on toe other nand , is not set uc
organizationally or philosophically to support technology of re leva ’ce
to medical problems until and unless that tec~nology has reacoed the
stage of applicability where its impact on a spe ci fic disease or disabil-
ity can be demonstrated. The review procedure s of the NIH invol u e
personnel who are generally non-technical and materials and eng i neeri ng
grants proposals have small chance of support. f the mater~al an d
technological studies described in this report are to be imple me nted,
it is vit al that funds be desi gnated , and an agency mission assigned , o
bring about the implementation. It is also clear that these funds
should be directed at university laboratories , thou qh a collab o rativ e
effort between a universi ty and industrial laboratory would have rca ’

virtue if the industrial p artici pation were cenuine. The area -~~~~ ma ’ -

rials technology for irnplantab le electronics represents at ~‘ese”
gen u i ne , largel y unrealized , scientific opportunity , in -~~icr s~i t-
attention should be focussed.
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Fig. 1 Photomicro graph of stain ed neurons from
motor cortex , superimposed on photomic ro-
graph (to same scale) of Inte l 4 Kilob it
random access memo ry.
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MATERIALS FOR DISPLAYS

Sol Sherr
North Hills Electronics, Inc.
Glen Cove, N.Y. 11542

1. Status of Current Work

1.1 Cathode Ray Tubes (CRT’s)

The present state of CRT’s as display devices is quite advanced,
as befits a class of devices with over 70 years of development.
There is a wide range of types and performance characteristics
available, and in the materials area new phosphors continue to be
developed and registered, thus ensuring at least some improvements
on a constant basis. Higher efficiencies and li.miinances are some
of the improvements that have come about, largely in response to
the insatiable appetite of entertainment television, but also most
recently as a result of the needs of information display systems.
In addition, new gun designs, such as the Laininarflo, arid improved
cathode materials haye permitted reductions of spot size at cathode
loadings approaching the theoretical limits . Further development
may bring performance closer to this limit, but present performance,
at least where monochrcinatic CRT’s are concerned, suffices for the
large majority of applications.

In spite of a plethora of types, color CRT’s are still largely
restricted to two structures, those represented by the shadow mask
and the Trinitron. The in-line-gun shadow mask is in most respects
equivalent in performance to the Trinitron, and either one may be
used effectively, particularly where standard 525 line television
is involved. However, when higher resolution is required, as is
the case in many non-entertainment applications found in industry,
government and military, high resolution versions are needed, and
have been developed to the point of caiinercial availability with
twice the resolution of the standard types, but at many times twice
the price. The limited market for these high resolution types will
keep the price high unless simpler manufacturing processes are
developed.

Other approaches to high resolution color CRT’s have tended to con-
centrate on the beam penetration technique, with moderate success.
Tubes with two phosphors are cc~triercially available and have beenincorporated in several monitors. However, the full potential of
this approach has not been realized since two phosphors offer only
a limited number of discrete colors and the high switching voltages
needed to penetrate the selected phosphor result in severe operating
limitations.

cont’d.

I
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1.1 Cathode Ray Tubes (CRT’s) cont’d.

Little work is being done to develop thin film phosphor deposi-
tion techniques so that lower switching voltages may be used.
This technique offers great promise for attaining very high per-
formance full color displays, but the market impetus appears to
be lacking, although the need exists and is growing. A three
gun approach has been proposed as another solution to the high
voltage switching problem, but no significant work has been done.

Another approach to color which has been resurrected is the
scanning beam technique that has achieved demonstrable success,
at least in relation to what may be done with the standard shadow
mask type. Its advantages are moot for entertainment television,
but it could be a candidate for high resolution color since it is
a single beam tube without a mask.

The third area of importance is the direct view storage tube,
primarily represented by the devices produced by Tektronic. This
type of CRT has created a revolution in computer graphics, causing
costs to be reduced drastically so that the applications of com-
puter graphics have been extended to many areas that previously’
found it too expensive to be useful. Although continued develop-
ment of the CRT has overcome some of the early deficiencies, such
as small size and low luminance and contrast ratio, and the ini-
tial impetus for its invention, which was to eliminate the need
for large, expensive memories, has not proved to be valid due to
the rapid decline in memory costs, the concept has remained viable
and further improvements should allow it to maintain its position
as a balancing factor in the cost of computer graphics systems.
However, the essentially sole source condition needs to be changed
to permit more widespread use.

Another approach to storage systems is the electrical in-electrical
out type coupled to standard CRT monitors. This technique has been
rather restricted in its use and warrants some further consideration
since it is a well-developed technology and can be improved with rel-
atively little effort.

A last type worthy of consideration is the flat matrix CRT, using
matrix addressing rather than beam deflection techniques. This
has been the object of considerable development effort, and has
resulted in a viable device for limited density displays. The
prime area for improvement lies in the large area cathode required
for this type of CRT. The flat matrix CRT is a possible alternative
for the non-CRT flat panel matrix devices discussed next, especially
when it is desireable to obtain the high luminances of CRT’s com-
bined with a flat structure and the simplified matrix addressing
possible with this structure. Cost and manufacturing complexity

4 cont’d.
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1.1. Cathode Ray Tubes (CRT’s) cont’d.

remain serious deterrents to large scale acceptance of this device .
In sumnary, standard monochrome CRT’s are in a very advanced state
of development, but color CRT’s for special high density applications
are in need of further effort. Storage CRT’s have many useful fea-
tures and should be further developed. Some special gun designs also
need attention to achieve best performance and the flat matrix CRT is
a promising design.

1.2. Flat Panel Matrix

Turning from the various CRT display devices to the flat panel matrix
devices requiring no election beam, there are three major and a number
of minor technologies that have been investigated and brought to
various levels of development. The three major technologies, so termed
because they have achieved the highest levels of development, are those
represented by the light emitting diodes (LED’s), gas discharge (Plasma),
and liquid crystal (LC) display devices. All of these have resulted in
some forms of coimnercially available units, and development continues
to satisfy the needs of the various applications that have found these
devices practical. LED’s are largely restricted to small assemblies
of numerics and alphanumerics, and usage as simple indicators is probab-
ly the most extensive single application of this technology. Improvements
in luminous efficiencies and peak luminance capability are the prime areas
for further development, although applications for large monolithic arrays
remain to be satisfied. Here material cost and high power consumption
are important limitations.

One very important area for development that impacts on all forms of
matrix displays is the fabrication of the electrode patterns required
for driving the data points. Present technology can readily achieve
about 25 lines/cm, and up to 40 lines/cm without undue effort. There
are also some examples of as high as 200 lines/cm, but these are labora-
tory results, and have been done on small panels of about 3 cm on a side.
The technology is available for producing high resolution panels of
larger size, but has not been developed to the point of comercial feasi-
bility.

DC gas discharge devices have continued to improve, based on a long back-
ground of experience, and have found a market where medium information
density is adequate and moderate levels of luminance are sufficient.
Attempts to include a multicolor capability arid adapt them to television
inputs remain as laboratory efforts, although the results to date offer

cont’d.
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1.2. Flat Panel Matrix, cont’d.

some promise of ultimate success. The commercial market is large
enough to insure continued development of at least the monochromatic
versions without additional incentives, but the situation is quite
different for the color types. Also, high resolution devices are
subject to the electrode patterning difficulties previously mentioned.

AC gas discharge devices are the most fully developed matrix devices ,
with capabilities close to that of CRT’s for both alphanumeric and full
graphics displays. However, limitations in size and relatively high
cost have limited their acceptance for large scale applications. The
capillary tube structure seems to allow the size limitation to be over-
come, but it is much less advanced than the more common flat plate
structure. Color versions are still in the laboratory stage, and in-
crease the electrode patterning problems since the three color dots
required for each data point triple the number of electrodes needed
in at least one dimension. The present situation is that while much
development work has been expended on ac gas discharge types, in the
hope of ultimate success in replacing the CRT for many applications,
success has been limited and further work is being curtailed.

Liquid crystal displays have exhibited a continuing growth, but
primarily for applications requiring small assemblies of numerics
where low power is important, such as watches, calculators and other
battery operated instruments. Improved materials and fabrication
techniques have resulted in devices that appear to be satisfactory
for at least these applications. Improvements in switching time, tem-
perature range, and angle of view should expand this usage, and all are
being investigated. However, larger panels with data densities com-
petitive with CRTs or even gas discharge panels are much less advanced.
There are several developments that begin to approach this goal, using
either special materials or unique addressing techniques. In particular,
two techniques that combine large scale integration of solid state
switches and thin film transistors with more or less standard liquid
crystal material and panel structure have achieved considerable success
in producing panels with true high density data capabilities and com-
patibility with television inputs, at least in black and white. One or
more of these techniques may produce the successful flat panel display
of the future.

Finally, among the most promising techniques are the ac and dc thin
film electroluminescent (EL) panels that have shown considerable promise,
in particular the ac thin film devices that exhibit high luminance and
long operating life, both of which features have been lacking in the
powder EL panels developed in the past. The new thin film technologies
are strong contenders for effective high data density flat panel displays
that may be used for full graphic and television displays, albeit with
the same problem in the electrode patterning that is characteristic
of all these types of matrix displays. True commercial availability
is still not here, but given the rapid pace of development may not be
far in the future, at least in the monochromatic versions, although color
remains a problem.

cont’d.
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1.2. Flat Panel Matrix, cont’d.

~inong the minor technologies we may include ferroelectrics (FE), electro-
chromics (EC) , and electrophoretics (EP) techniques. FE displays offer
characteristics that appear ideal for flat panel matrix displays , being
solid state with fast switching times and potentially long operating
lifetime. Inherent memory and low material cost are the other advantages
of this technology, as well as low power and moderate drive vol tages .
Little has been done with this approach because of fabrication problems ,
especially in producing the very thin discs that are necessary for best
performance , and because the demand remains low.

EC displays have been fabricated using both the solid state and liquid
forms, al though the solid state is the more advanced of the two. They
have a number of interesting features similar to those of the FE devices ,
having inherent memory and being solid state in one of the forms. To
these can be added the very low voltage and sustaining power requirements ,
although the slow switching speed and uifficul~y in multiplexing have mili-tated against acceptance of this approach for the watch application to
which it appears most suited. Considerable development effort has been
expended without overcoming these limitations or insuring long enough
operating life.

Last among this group , EP displays have excellent appearance but require
relatively high switching voltages , although the sustaining power is
low due to the inherent memory. In addition, slow response and difficulty
in multiplexing are disadvantages, although the addition of a control
element to the structure has improved the multiplexing capabili ty . This
technique appears well suited to large disp lays , but requires more develop-
ment, particularly in the colloidal solutions used.

1.3. Large Screen

Another aspect of displays that has attracted a great deal of attention
perhaps with little justification as to actual need, is the provision of
large screen displays for group viewing. A large number of technologies
have been used or attempted in the apparently never ending search for
the ultimate solution to television on the wall. The most successful
results have been achieved with CRT projection and with the combination
of electron beam modulated oil film and Schlieren optics as embodied in
the well Iciown Eidophor. Both of these techniques have been embodied
in commercial systems and have seen considerable acceptance.

In addition to these two well established approaches, there are several
others worthy of some consideration, in particular as they may involve
microstructures. These include the use of either a laser or CR1 to
optically address a liquid crystal panel by means of a photosensitive
layer. The photosensitive layer is made up of an assembly of microstructures

cont’d.
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1.3. Large Screen , cont ’d.

so as to avoid cross talk when one area is addressed. A similar system
has been developed using FE instead of liquid crystal. The optically
addressed cell acts as a light valve in the path of projection light
sources.

Another approach uses the electron beam in a CRT to selectively charge
and cause to rotate individual metal foil elements that act as a reflec-
tive surface and may be used to project the image that is created onto a
large screen. The elements that make up this surface must be micro-
structures if reasonable resolution and surface size are maintained.

2. Scientific and Technological Needs

2.1. Requirements

We may best establish what improvements are needed in display devices
by presenting a set of specifications for an ideal display device, and
comparing this set with what is attained or can be attained by exisL ing
devices and technology. This specification is given in Table 1 in terms
of a standard set of parameters. The extent to which each technology
meets these requirements is indicated by the matrix given in Table 2
where a rating range of 0-10 is used , with 10 designating the closest
conformance to the specification for the parameter listed in the row,
to the technology listed in the column, and a question mark indicates
insufficient data.

It is interesting to note that a single, unweighted sum puts CRTs at
the top with LEDs close behind , followed by ac plasma , thin film EL
and dc plasma, with FE at the bottom of the list. However , this is
somewhat misleading due to the absence of data for some of the parameters,
leading to perhaps undeservedly low scores in some cases. More signifi-
cantly, the sum is weighted against the reflective types, since they
receive a zero for luminance, and against those technologies that are
too new for reliable information to be available as to life, cost and
maximum size. More importantly, if we eliminate structure, power, and
maximum size, the CR1 is by far the best , and if we make favorable
assumptions for ac EL then it approaches the CRT, with the plasma dis-
plays not far behind. Of course, this kind of evaluation is limited
in its utility, and it is necessary to decide on the relative importance
of each parameter to the application in order to arrive at a realistic
evaluation of the state of the technology. In any event, we may use the
matrix shown in Table 2 as a guide to the capabilities and lacks of each
technology, and as an indication of what improvements are necessary.

cont ‘d.
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2.2. Research and Development Needs

2.2.1. CRTs
a) Penetration Color-

One primary area for CRT development is the penetration color device.
Here the most important need is the investigation of thin fi lm ,
transparent phosphors that will reduce the switching voltages required
to go from one color to another. Fabrication techniques to allow
three different color phosphors to be combined in one envelope are
the ultimate goal.

b) Matrix CRT-
Another ]inportant program is the development of improved large area
cathode structures for the matrix CRT, combined with fabrica tion
techniques for producing the multi-aperture grids used as the
switching elements. Microstructures might be one approach to this
problem.

2.2.2. Matrix Panels

a) LEDs-
Monolithic LED structures with densities of over 40 to the cm and
substrate sizes of 5 to 8 cm on a side would permit high resolution
panels of useful size to be constructed , when combined with electrode
patt~ :ns of high density. In addition, if improved effici enci es were
achieved , this would permit multiplexing of larger numbers of pixels
than is now feasible . ~vhlticolor could be included if multip le LEDs
were used, in which case the electrode problem is truly formidable .
Alternatively, LEDs with multicolor capabilities could be used.

b) Thin Film EL-
Thin film technology to allow fabrication of large structures which
can be matrix addressed and scanned would lead to assemblies that
could be used for many purposes , such as information and entertainment
displays. This appears to be a high potential area, especially if
multicolor can be achieved. Multicolor requires the development of
phosphors that can produce the various colors in the thin film variety ,
or a phosphor that can emit sufficient energy to activate standard
color phosphors. In either case , the number of pixels to be addressed
is tripled over the monochromatic version, with the consequent increase
in pattern complexity.

c) Gas Dischaig~-Some improvements in fabrication techniques may result in lower cost,
but the only area that appears to warrant some additional effort , at
least insofar as the monochromatic versions are concerned, is the use
of capillary tubes to build large panels, although the application of
self-shift to the ac plasma is a useful development. Two problems
that remain unsolved are the addition of multi-color capability and
the inclusion of gray scale in some simple f ashion . Experimental
multi-color panels have been built, using the plasma output to acti-
vate color phosphors, but while some feasibility has been established
it is still a long way from demonstrated success. Gray scale has been

corit’d.
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2.2.2. Matrix Panels cont’d.

achieved in the ac plasma by pulse duration modulation but better
techniques are needed. One other approach has been to use a
multi-layer panel for gray scale and might repay fur ther investiga-
tion. Here micros tructures might be used to facili tate the construction
of such a device.

d) Liquid Crystal-
Material investigation to develop materials with fast switching
times and wide temperature ranges are the most significant areas.
In this respect, polarizers appear to introduce a problem in achieving
wide temperature ranges, and microstructures might permi t improvemen t
of polarizer performance , or else development of other LC display
techniques , structures and materials that opera te without polarizers ,
but without the deficiencies of dynamic scattering are the possible
approaches. In addition, the attainment of multi-color through the
use of the DAP effect needs further investigation.

e) Ferroelectrics-
Ferroelectrics require thinner crystal structures to allow lower
switching voltages and faster switching speeds. Very little is lciown
about operating life and ultimate cost, which may determine the useful-
ness of this technology. If these improvements can be achieved ,
ferroelectrics may be very important for display s .

f) Electrochromics --
Unless switching time is reduced and a multiplexing capability
achieved , electrochromics will not fulfi l l  their indicated promise .
New materials and a better comprehension of the exact chemical pro-
cesses involved may lead to such improvements.

g) Electrophoretics-

Slow switching, high drive voltages, and uncertainty as to the exact
mechanisms of performance degradation limit the usefulness of this
technology. More detailed theory should lead to materials and micro-
structures whose performance can be better predicted and controlled
so that satisfactory performance for various applications can be reached.

2.2.3. Large Screen Displays

The major area for development in large screen displays is the micro-
structures used in the beam addressed liquid crystal and ferroelectric
systems . A similar need exists in the electron beam addressed metal
foil ~RT that has been used for large screen projection.

3. Impact

3.1. CRTs

The development of improved thin film phosphors for penetration CRTs

___________ ________ _____ -- - -~~~ -~ .-- - —— - — - .________ - - - --
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3.1. CRTs cont’d.

may have a major impact on entertainment displays if the results are
compatible with television signals , although this is a somewhat remote
pos s ibili ty . However , computer graphics will definitely be impacted
by the addition of a versatile color capability to the vector graphics
systems already in wide use. This will have a very wide spread effect ,
since color is being used at present in only a limi ted number of such
ins talla tion s , and the resultant expansion could be si gnificant.

The matrix CRT is of lesser significance, since a flat CRT will find few
applications not met by standard CRTs or the matrix panels available or
promised . However , here too the use of penetration color wi ll expand the
value of this device, especially as the circuit corrections required for
the single gun penetration CP.T are rot required for the matrix version ,
and the multiplica tion of electrodes found in the color panils is not
necessary.

3.2. Matrix Panels

Any work in thin films or monolithic ussemblies should develop tech-
nologies that are applicable to microcircui ts and memories . Also ,
if fla t panel assemblies in any of the technologies become practical
at competitive costs , they may be used in large scale applications such
as automobile speedorueters and other indicators , which should considerably
expand the market.

Liquid crystal and ferroelectric panels ma>’ also be used for p r i nt ing ,
and create some thing of a revolution in the field of t~~ogrip hv .  Here
microstructures will be ve ry important.

4. Opportunities

4.1. Universities

Thin film phosphors , both for CRTs and matrix pan o l~, should benef it
from good theoretical and experimental work , so that a iettor u’.dc r-
standing of the exact mechanisms is achieved. There is st i~ i too uuo.i
black art in making phosphors , in spite of the man y ;ears of Lx~erience .
In addition , research into cathode materials and structuros , and thcu -
retical analysis of new and improved guns should be ~~nefic~ol .

In matr ix technolog ies , higher efficiency Li 1)s , especia~iv to.~~risb lue , and better gas discharge mixtures would ic u~~ fu i . ospecia~i:
with higheruv emissions that can activate color phosp hors for  nult i-
color displays. Improved liquid crystal Inatorlais with fast swit~~ing
times and wide temperature range , pre ferably not requi r ing  pc iuri :ers ,
are very necessary for thi s technology to advance . The s ane holds t rue
for ferroe lectric mate rial , although the main problem is to produce th in
discs. As to electrochromics and electrophoretics , theoretical studies
of the chemical reactions in the fonner and charged particle mction in
fluids for the latter should aid in the design of v iable di splays .

cont ‘d.
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4.1. Universities . con t’d.

Finally, the application of microstructures to electrode patterning
is a basic requirement for all matrix disp lays .

4.2. Industry

Indus try shoul d ccntinue to be active in the development of penetration
color and matrix CRT devices, drawing on fundamental research in phos-
phors and large cathode structures by the Universities . The significance
of micros tructures to these developments has been noted previously.

For matrix devices , all the technologies discussed previ ous ly can be
used to achieve bet ter perfo rmance of the devices us ing these tech-
nologies. Microminiaturization and microstructures are importan t for
the switching devices and the electrode patterning, as described , and
furthe r development of the microcircuits should greatly benefit matrix
panel displays, especially those using EL and LC technologies . Since
two of the dimensions of a display device are controlled by the needs of
the human observe r , the only direction for size reduction lies in the
depth or thicimess of the device . Some improvements are possible in
this dimension , but the main emphasis should be on develop ing flat panel
matrix disp lays with the circuit elements as an integral part of the
display assemb ly. These elements can be microstructures , and increased
densi ties will permit a larger proportion of the total electronics to
be included on the disp lay panel.
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Materials for Display s

Table 1

Parameter Value

Peak Luminance > 30 ,000 ni ts

Peak Contrast Ratio > 100

Device P~solution > l000xl000 shrinking raster lines
or addressab le elements

Response Time < 100 nanoseconds per pixel

Minimum Element Size .025 jimi

.Maxiinum Element Siz e 2 .5 nun

Minimum Disp lay Size 25 cm

Max imum Display Size 2.5 m

Power < 100 ~W per element

Structure Flat Pane l

Material Solid State

Angle of View > + 70 0

Life > 30 ,000 hrs

Cost < 0. 1 c per p ixel

Number of Colors 4 - 7

Memory Intrinsic to element or panel

~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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